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Summary
A guide to learning modules in a dynamic network
Karthik Raghavan Ramaswamy

C

omplex interconnected systems are becoming increasingly ubiquitous, and
data-driven model learning problems of large-scale interconnected systems,
known as dynamic networks, are expected to become of paramount importance
in different fields like robotics, smart grids, transportation systems, oil and gas
reservoirs, autonomous vehicle platooning, biological systems. These networks
can be considered as a set of measurable signals (the node signals)
interconnected through dynamic systems and can be possibly driven by external
excitation signals. The task is to learn a mathematical model of these dynamic
systems, called modules, from measured signals (data). Either learning all the
modules in the network or a subset of modules in the network, the task can be
broken down into subproblems of estimating a single module embedded in a
dynamic network (local module identification).
Typically, existing identification methods to identify modules in a dynamic
network require restrictive assumptions to hold. For example, a typical standing
assumption is that the non-measurable excitation signals (noise) entering the
nodes of the dynamic network are uncorrelated with each other. However, in
many situations, the noises can be correlated. In this situation, considering the
assumption of uncorrelated noise in the identification procedure leads to an
inaccurate model. Moreover, existing methods usually require the availability of
specific measured nodes and certain sets of externally excited nodes in order to
ensure an accurate model. However, in practical situations, these requirements
cannot be met, and we need identification methods to deal with flexibility in
selecting measured and excited node signals. Another important aspect is the
complexity required to identify a module in large networks. Therefore, it is
fundamental to develop effective scalable algorithms to address it. This thesis
addresses the above problems, and a step-by-step guide to learning modules in a
dynamic network is provided for a user.
In many practical cases, it is possible to have dynamic networks with disturbance
signals that are correlated across measured nodes. In this situation, it is necessary
to consider also the disturbance correlation structure during the estimation
procedure. Also, the so-called confounding variables that lead to a lack of
vii
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consistency need to be dealt with. A Local Direct Method (LDM) that provides
asymptotically efficient estimates is developed to tackle this. It involves a
constructive procedure for signal selection that tackles the effect of confounding
variables and builds a MIMO identification setup that guarantees asymptotically
efficient estimates when applying the LDM. All in all, a generally applicable
theory is provided for the LDM that is independent of the particular node
selection scheme selected.
Different sets of conditions are available in the literature for the set of node
signals to be measured and the set of excitation signals needed to identify a
module.
These conditions have been derived from either an indirect
identification approach, considering external excitation signals as inputs, or a
direct identification approach, considering measured node signals as inputs.
While both approaches lead to different sets of (sufficient) conditions, we extend
the flexibility in the sufficient conditions for the selection of excitation and
measured node signals by combining direct and indirect approaches. As a result,
we introduce a Generalized method that offers flexibility in sensor selection and
actuation requirements.
In order to achieve consistent estimates using the LDM or generalized method,
data informativity conditions need to be satisfied. However, these conditions
typically cannot be directly used by the experimenter since they rely on checking
the positive definiteness condition on a spectrum of internal signals. Therefore,
these conditions have been translated to path-based conditions that depend on
paths from external signals to the internal node signals. The experimenter can
now check the satisfaction of these path-based conditions using graphical
algorithms and can easily verify and ensure data informativity.
A MISO or MIMO identification setup needs to be considered in a dynamic
network setting to identify a single module. This leads to the estimation of a
large number of parameters that are of no interest to the experimenter and
requires model order selection for all the modules in the identification setup.
While the former task poses the problem of estimating a large number of
parameters that are of no interest to the experimenter, the latter task may result
in computationally challenges in large-size networks. Regularized kernel-based
methods are used to avoid these issues and increase the accuracy of the identified
module of interest. An Empirical Bayes Direct Method (EBDM) is developed
where the modules that are of no interest in the identification setup are modeled
as zero-mean Gaussian processes with covariance matrix (kernel) given by the
first-order stable spline kernel, thereby represented using only two
hyperparameters for each module.
Also, combining the approach with
approximate inference methods, the situation of missing node measurements is
handled by employing a Markov-chain Monte Carlo technique to reconstruct the
unknown missing node measurements and the network dynamics.
Finally, the identification approaches require prior knowledge of network and
noise topology. A new approach that incorporates the estimation of this prior
information into the identification, leading to a fully data-driven approach for
estimating the dynamics of a local module, is presented. The developed
algorithm uses a non-causal Wiener filtering technique that involves a series of
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analytical solutions with parallel computation capabilities to estimate the
topology.
The regularized kernel-based method with attractive statistical
properties and scalable to handle a larger-scale network is then employed to
estimate the target module. As an alternative, a scalable multi-step least-squares
algorithm that admits only explicit solutions for topology and module estimation
is introduced, making it computationally efficient. Consistency proof with
path-based data informativity conditions, which can indicate where excitation
signals must be allocated, is also formulated.
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Introduction

T

he advancements in technology have made real-life systems
increasingly complex and interconnected.
Large-scale
interconnected systems, known as dynamic networks, are becoming
increasingly ubiquitous. The data-driven model learning problem of
these systems has become of paramount importance in various domains.
Despite the availability of several identification techniques for dynamic
networks developed over the past decade, many open problems still need
to be solved. The available identification methods are applicable only
for dynamic networks that satisfy restrictive conditions/assumptions
that are mostly impractical. Also, as the size of the network grows,
the complexity of applying these methods increases.
This thesis
provides approaches to identify modules (subsystems) embedded
in a dynamic network by relaxing the restrictions and reducing the
complexity. This objective involves exploiting the freedom in the
signal selection and actuation schemes, reconstructing missing signals,
handling networks with correlated and rank-reduced noise, translating
the data-informativity condition to a topology-based condition, handling
the unavailability of topology information, and reducing the complexity
with algorithms using kernel-based methods and multi-step least squares
method. As a result, we aim to guide an experimenter and provide the
experimenter with the needed tools to identify a module embedded
in a dynamic network accurately. The first chapter summarizes the
motivation and challenges in identifying modules embedded in a
dynamic network and surveys the problems considered in this thesis.

1.1

Motivation

The field of systems and control deals with the analysis, modeling, and control of
systems. According to the definition from Oxford languages," a system is a set of
1
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things working together as parts of a mechanism or an interconnecting network;
a complex whole." In an abstract sense, a system is an object in which variables
of different kinds interact and produce observable signals [77]. Many engineering
and physical systems can have dynamics, i.e., the present behavior of a system can
affect its future behavior. For example, the acceleration of a body in the past and
present can affect its speed and position in the future. As considered in the field
of system identification, these systems are called dynamical systems, i.e., systems that
have the memory of the past.
Due to the advancements in technology, systems in real life are becoming more
complex and large-scale. Examples can be found in various domains, such as
biology [34, 88], Telecommunication systems [96], Economics [81], Brain and
cognitive sciences [46, 97], Power systems [24, 75], Autonomous vehicles [108],
Geology [5], Windfarms [69, 121]. Large-scale complex systems have become
ubiquitous and a part of our day-to-day life. These large-scale complex systems
can be described as interconnected networks of simpler subsystems. This
representation makes it important for us to model these interconnected systems
to study, analyze, monitor, and control the large-scale complex systems. For
example, with the uprising of smart grids (see figure 1.1), renewable energy
sources, increasing power demand, and modern technologies like plug-in electric
vehicles, there will be a significant change in the power system. Therefore it will
be quintessential to model the interconnected systems for analysis and better
control and optimization of power grids. Similarly, it is necessary to model the

Figure 1.1: Smart grids (Eolas Magazine)
causal influences among neuronal populations in brain networks for estimating
the effective connectivity between different brain areas. Based on [148], any
system is an interconnected system that consists of interacting simpler
subsystems modeled by tearing, zooming and linking. Therefore, by modeling the
interconnected system, we can understand any system, like which subsystems
are interconnected with other subsystems and how they interact. Also, we can
focus our modeling efforts on particular subsystems.
Also, due to the growth of sensing technology, sensors are becoming cheaper
with improved quality and accuracy. In addition, they can measure different
variables like pressure, flow, temperature, voltage, current, phase, frequency. The
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ability to measure many variables and improvement in sensing technology has
increased the possibility of measuring various relevant process variables in many
complex systems. For example, sensors can now be placed between the reservoir
and the wellbore in reservoir engineering to measure quantities like pressure and
flow rate. Similarly, many piezoelectric elements can be placed underneath the
wafer to measure the deformations at different points in wafers during the
exposure phase of lithography. Thus, the current technological advancements
have led to the availability of lots of data for many interrelated variables. This
data availability for many interrelated variables for complex systems paves the
way for modeling interconnected systems through data.

1.2

Need for models

A model describes the relationship between the variables interacting with a
system. It is an abstraction of reality that tries to capture the essential aspects.
Therefore the aim is to describe the essential behavior and discard the irrelevant
features. What is essential and what is irrelevant depends on the intended use of
the model [77].
Models can be of many forms, namely mental models, graphical models, physical
models or mathematical (or analytical) models. Many advanced applications in
engineering and physics use these mathematical models, which describe the
relationship among the system variables using mathematical equations like
differential or difference equations.
Mathematical models can further be
classified using many attributes like static or dynamic, linear or non-linear,
deterministic or stochastic, lumped or distributed. Dynamic models are models which
describe the behavior of a dynamical system over time. Time plays an important
factor in these models. The field of control theory depends on these dynamic
models to control the behavior of the system over time using controllers. Using
mathematical models, one can gain physical insights into the system. Many
fields use mathematical models for various purposes. Below we list some of the
purposes: [77]
1. Prediction: A model of a system can be used to predict the future behavior
of a system. For example, predicting the stock price in stock markets or
predicting weather conditions in a particular region.
2. Simulation: A model can be used to simulate the behavior of a system under
different operating conditions and experimental conditions. For example,
simulators using reservoir models are used by most hydrocarbon
industries for many insights like designing the operations of the
hydrocarbon extraction process to get maximum productivity [106].
3. System design: A model can be used to analyze a system and design it to
achieve the desired performance. For example, system re-designing can be
done using the model of the system such that the desired behavior is
achieved. Another example is the design of a controller for a system based
on its model.
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4. Monitoring: A model can be used to estimate an unmeasured variable. For
example, a State-of-Charge (SOC) estimator can be built for Battery
Management System (BMS) using voltage and current measurements.
5. Diagnosis: A model can be used for fault detection. The model’s behavior
can be compared and checked for any deviation from the system’s behavior
to detect any fault and the location of the fault. For example, in power or
water, or gas distribution systems, any fault or leak and its location can be
detected.
The classical methods in system identification literature deal with relatively
simple configurations like open-loop and closed-loop systems [77, 95, 120].
However, in this thesis, we move beyond these configurations and deal with
increasingly complex systems, which typically consist of many subsystems
interacting with each other.
Consequently, these networked systems are
large-scale in nature. Moreover, they have complex spatial interconnectivity,
requiring local and global models and tools for local and global decision-making.
These networked systems, known as dynamic networks, require dedicated
modeling tools that can tackle their complexities.

1.3

Dynamic network model

As already discussed, any system we encounter in our day-to-day life is nothing
but an interconnected network of simple subsystems. Take, for example, the
recent trend and enabling technology of current engineering innovations, the
Cyber-physical systems. They are interconnected systems at various layers as seen
in figure 1.2. The physical layer consists of subsystems linked together by
physical interactions and the cyber layer with the networked controllers. The
controllers interact with each other and with the systems in the physical layer.
This representation is similar to the distributed [25] or decentralized [67] control

Figure 1.2: Cyber-physical system as interconnections of several interaction
systems at different layers.
scheme used to optimize and control large-scale systems like industrial plants or
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power plants, with the exception that in distributed control, the controllers will
not communicate with each other. Here, local subsystems are controlled using
local controllers. It is important to know which subsystems are connected to
other subsystems and their interactions to design the control scheme and decide
which controller communicates with which controllers to attain the desired
performance. Therefore, to study, analyze, monitor, control or make decisions on
these systems, it is essential to know about two attributes - how subsystems are
interconnected and how they interact. Therefore, a dynamic network model that
encompasses both these attributes and represents the interconnected systems is
required.
Generally, a dynamic network model has two components - a graphical
representation and a set of mathematical models. The graphical representation
(see figure 1.3) contains the vertices (nodes) connected by directed or undirected
edges (links). It encodes the information about the interconnection structure of
the subsystems. Various network models are available in the literature like
probabilistic graphical models, behavioral models, state-space models, Structural
Equation Models (SEM). A brief overview of different network models is
provided in [146] and [115]. Depending on the network model, the nodes and
edges in the graph can represent different objects. The mathematical model that
describes the interactions also changes based on the network model. For
example, the vertices can represent a random variable, time-series, or subsystem
dynamics based on the model. In probabilistic graphical models [73], the nodes
represent the random variables and the graph structure using links incorporates
the conditional independence information of the joint distribution of all the
random variables. In state-space models where the system’s behavior is
represented by a first-order differential or difference equation, the nodes
represent the states and the relationship between states are captured through
weighted links in the graph.

Figure 1.3: Graphical representation of a dynamic network with directed edges
(left) and undirected edges (right).

1.3.1

Module networks

Another type of dynamic network model is the module network. It is an extension
of the classical closed-loop architecture in the field of systems and control. In
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this network model, a vertex or node represents a time series, and a directed link
(edge) represents the dynamics between nodes.
The module network consists of the following (see figure 1.4):
1. Nodes or internal variables: These represent the time series of quantities
that can possibly be measured using measurement devices or sensors.
Examples are voltage, current, pressure, flow rate, Blood Oxygenation
Level Dependent (BOLD) signal from functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI), position or distance, velocity, force, temperature. In figure
1.4, these are represented by signals w1 , . . . , w8 .
2. Modules: The internal variables are dynamically related to one another in
the network. This relation is represented by the modules that describe the
dynamic behavior, which describes the interconnection and interaction
between different nodes. For example, modules can represent the dynamic
behavior of different systems in power grids (like load, generator,
controller), dynamic behavior of different self-driving vehicles in
cooperative vehicles. In figure 1.4, these are represented in boxes like
G21 , G32 , . . . .
3. Excitations: These represent the measured external variables that can be
directly manipulated and affects the internal variables. For example, the
velocity of a leader in vehicle platooning that can be manipulated by an
operator, the activation of a test subject’s brain using music or sleep. In
figure 1.4, these are represented by signals r1 , r4 , r5 , r8 .
4. Disturbances: These represent the unmeasured external variables that affects
the internal variables. For example, the wind affecting different wind
turbines in a wind farm, the thermal noise in a electric circuit. In figure 1.4,
these are represented by signals v1 , . . . , v8 .

Figure 1.4: Module network framework for dynamic networks.
The nodes can be an input of a module and act as an output of another module.
The network’s topology is described by the existence of a module between two
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nodes, i.e., the interconnection structure between nodes through non-zero
dynamics. A formal definition of the dynamic network setup will be given in
Chapter 2. Nevertheless, for now, we will see some examples of dynamic
networks using this modeling framework.

1.3.2

Vehicle platoons

Autonomous vehicles are a hot topic in the domain of automotive technology.
Modern cars are equipped with sensors that sense the environment. This assists
the driver and, if autonomous, helps in the self-driving operation of the vehicle.
Therefore, each car will communicate with each other in cooperative driving and
work together as a dynamic network. One classical problem in cooperative
vehicles is the distance control in vehicle platooning. The concept of vehicle
platooning is to form a convoy of vehicles driving close behind each other to
increase the freeways traffic throughput and also to reduce fuel consumption for
the follower vehicles, transportation costs, and greenhouse gas emissions [76].

Figure 1.5:
Cooperative
www.its.dot.gov).

vehicles

and

vehicle

platooning

(Source

:

In order to achieve fuel efficiency, it is essential to obtain small spacing between
vehicles which increases the risk of an accident. The desired spacing policy can be
achieved by forming autonomous vehicle platoons and using a distributed control
scheme [76].
Interconnected vehicle platoons can be represented as a dynamic network. Here,
one vehicle influences the dynamic behavior of the other vehicle, operating in
a distributed control scheme. Therefore, the dynamic behavior of each vehicle
constitutes the modules. The nodes represent the velocity of each vehicle and the
relative distance between two vehicles. The setpoint or the velocity profile given
to the leader (i.e., the first vehicle in the platoon) is the external excitation given
to the dynamic network. A dynamic network model of vehicle platooning helps
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the engineers operate, maintain, design, and control the vehicles and obtain the
desired fuel efficiency and performance. These dynamic network models are also
used to infer parameters like air resistance coefficients of the vehicles using the
observed data like velocity and relative distance between the vehicles.

Figure 1.6: Vehicle-based dynamic network representation as described in [94].
Gij represents the dynamics (transfer function) from the j th vehicle velocity to
the ith vehicle velocity. The variables vi represent the velocity of the ith vehicle.
The variable r refers to the excitation given to the leading vehicle, the velocity
profile.

1.3.3

Industrial plants

Any industrial plant, including chemical or power plants, has many controlled
subsystems with interacting dynamics. They operate in a distributed or
decentralized process control scheme [58]. Different units (subsystems) in the
plant have their local controllers designed and implemented for each subsystem
by looking at their local cause and effect relationships and the effect of
interactions from other subsystems (units). Therefore, the plants comprising of
all the interacting units and controllers together constitute a dynamic network as
seen in figure 1.7.

Figure 1.7: Two units of a plant being controlled with a local controller as a
dynamic network. Gij represent the interaction dynamics between the units [125].
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Let us consider the example in [58] represented using Fig. 1.7, in which the
problem of identifying interaction dynamics (i.e. G21 or G12 ) that exist between
units operating in a decentralized control scheme has been addressed. Normally
these interactions between the units are not perceivable. Identification of such
interaction relationships is crucial to the deployment of coordinated
decentralized control and achieving the desired performance of the plant. The
dynamic network identification facilitates the identification of the interacting
dynamics.

1.3.4

Automotives

Electric and hybrid vehicles have entered the automotive market. They consist of
various subsystems like the battery, internal combustion engine, electric motors,
heat ventilation, air conditioning (HVAC) system, mechanical compressors. The
energy in the vehicle is transformed between different physical domains.
Therefore, they can be considered a dynamic network representing the power
interaction in the vehicle with power as node signals connecting many
subsystems, including energy storage devices and energy converters.

Figure 1.8: Power network of a hybrid truck. The topology and the arrows
indicate the flow of power [111].
The dynamic network model can be used for Complete Vehicle Energy
Management (CVEM) strategies [111] to reduce energy consumption. CVEM
revolves around optimizing the energy consumption of all the interconnected
subsystems in the vehicle by considering the interactions between them. This
requires solving an optimal control problem for which the mathematical models
of interconnected systems are required, which can be provided by the dynamic
network models.

1.3.5

What model are we looking into?

In general, most of the systems in the real world are non-linear systems. Having
said so, modeling non-linear systems using data and incorporating the
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time-varying behavior involves additional complexities. However, modeling
linear time-invariant (LTI) systems is less complex than non-linear and
time-varying systems. Moreover, there are well-advanced and extensive theories
for the data-driven modeling of LTI systems in simple open-loop and closed-loop
configurations. Therefore, it is a natural choice to extend these theories to a
dynamic network setup since the theory of data-driven modeling of LTI dynamic
networks is not advanced. This will serve as a basis to develop theories for
non-linear dynamic networks.
Also, many real-world systems can be
approximated by a linear system when operating around a working point.
Considering all these, in this thesis, we will consider linear dynamic networks
where the modules have linear dynamics. Indeed, extending to non-linear or
time-varying models will be the work of future scope.
Different LTI dynamic network models suitable for dynamic networks exist in
the literature, as discussed in this section. For example, the state space models,
probabilistic models, behavioral models. In this thesis, we choose a particular
type of module network known as transfer function network models where the
modules are described using LTI transfer functions. In essence, the modules
G21 , G32 , . . . in figure 1.4 are LTI transfer functions. Transfer functions are
extensively used in many engineering subfields like signal processing,
time-series analysis, vibration analysis. They encode a causal relationship
between measured signals. In addition, there are established links between
transfer functions, state-space models, and models based on differential or
difference equations.
The transfer function dynamic network has been presented as Dynamic Structure
Functions (DSF) in [57], where there are no disturbances on the network. This
representation has been extended in [124] with unknown disturbances. Similarly,
dynamic networks with impulse response modules (also can be interpreted as a
type of transfer function) and Wiener filters (can be related to transfer functions)
have been presented in [23] and [85].

1.4

Why data-driven model learning?

We discussed how many large-scale, complex, and interconnected systems can
be seen as dynamic networks and how a dynamic network model helps different
applications. However, dynamic network models are generally not available. This
raises the following question: How to obtain the dynamic network models?
There are two types of approaches to obtain mathematical models, namely first
principles modeling and data-driven modeling. In the former, the equations using
laws of physics or other sciences (like the law of conservation of mass,
momentum) are used to find the relations between different variables. However,
constructing models for dynamic networks only through first principles is
sometimes costly or infeasible. In this case, using the measured data collected
during the operation of the networked system can aid the modeling procedure.
The data-driven modeling approach uses the measurement data from a system to
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infer a model of the system. This is based on the fact that the measurements
contain information about the behavior of the system. Data-driven modeling
approaches can be used to obtain the parameters of physical models (grey-box
identification) and also to obtain models without any knowledge of physical
interpretation of the system (black-box identification). With access to lots of data
in this current world with advanced technologies, data-driven modeling
approaches is an attractive choice to model dynamic networks.
The field of system identification deals with data-driven modeling problems of
dynamical systems. According to [77, 120], in the classical approach of system
identification, a user selects a model set containing the candidate models with the
parameters to be determined. Then a model is selected from the candidate
models through a rule called criterion that discriminates the candidate models
from the best model using the measured data set. In practical situations, the data is
corrupted by disturbances. Therefore, the criterion must take this into account
and choose the best possible model. An accurate model that mimics the system’s
behavior is obtained when (1) the data is informative, (2) the set of candidate
models contains an accurate system approximation, and (3) with a proper
selection criterion. Data-driven modeling techniques are well known for simple
open-loop, closed-loop, and MIMO unstructured systems.
However, the
data-driven modeling of a transfer function network that incorporates structure
poses many interesting problems.

1.5

The research trends

Various problems in the data-driven modeling of dynamic networks can be
formulated. In this section, we discuss four current research trends in the
data-driven modeling of dynamic networks.

1.5.1

Topology identification

Topology identification or topology detection in a dynamic network deals with
finding the interconnection structure of the dynamic network. The topology
detection is a binary question, i.e., determining whether there exists a link
between two nodes or not? Topology identification is a critical problem in many
applications, e.g. neuroscience [119] and systems biology [64]. Many approaches
for topology detection involve both topology detection and identifying the
network dynamics simultaneously [23, 63, 152]. In [112], a compressive sensing
problem is solved using linear regression models to find the interconnection
between nodes of a dynamic network. In [85], topology identification based on
Wiener filtering has been presented. In [72], efficient reconstruction of networks
using Granger causality concept has been presented. In [23, 154], a Bayesian
approach to find the interconnection structure of a dynamic network using
kernel-based methods and sparsity inducing priors has been presented. In [135],
a hyperparameter tuning-free sparse topology estimation has been introduced
using covariance matching.
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Full network identification

Full network identification deals with the identification of the full network
dynamics from measured data. Normally, in this case, it is assumed that the
interconnection structure between nodes is known. Identification of a full
network by modeling it as a state-space model has been addressed in [60]. An
identification method that can consistently identify all modules in a linear
dynamic network with algebraic loops is presented in [142]. Identification of a
full network in case of rank-reduced noise has been addressed in [144]. However,
the method in [144] involves solving non-convex optimization problems. A
sequential least-squares algorithm for full-network identification of ARMAX
networks has been introduced in [140]. In [43], a method that involves only
convex optimizations to solve the full network identification problem using
Weighted Null-space fitting (WNSF) [49] has been presented for dynamic
networks with white noise disturbances.

1.5.3

Single module identification

Single module identification or local module identification deals with the
identification of a specific module (system) in the network. A local part of the
dynamic network is of interest and needs to be identified in many situations.
Consider the examples presented in Section 1.3. The example of identifying the
air resistance coefficient of a vehicle among the vehicle platoons is a single
module identification problem [94].
Similarly, identifying the interaction
dynamics among different units in a large-scale industrial plant required for
decentralized or distributed control [58] is a local module identification problem.
In [79], an estimate of the reservoir thickness and permeability is obtained by
identifying a single module in the dynamic network model (bilaterally coupled
reservoir and wellbore model). Therefore, there is a strong need to develop a
framework and theory for local module identification in large-scale
interconnected dynamic networks.
For single module identification, the classical closed-loop prediction error
identification techniques (direct and two-stage method) have been extended to a
dynamic network setup with uncorrelated noise in [29, 124]. Considering the
effect of sensor noise in the measurements, the setting mentioned above has been
generalized in [27]. Identification of an individual transfer function in a dynamic
network using wiener filters has been provided in [83]. In [54], the classical
indirect identification method has been generalized to the dynamic network
framework. A simultaneous minimization of the prediction error (SMPE) approach is
introduced in [59] for identifying the target module (i.e. the module of interest
that needs to be identified) in a dynamic network with only sensor noise. This
method has been extended to a Bayesian setting in [38], where regularized
kernel-based methods are used to decrease the variance of the estimated module.
Also, an indirect identification method that involves only convex optimization
has been presented in [48].
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It is implicit that we can identify the full network by identifying each module in
the network using single module identification. Similarly, by identifying the full
network, we can identify each module. However, for identifying a single
module, we do not want to identify the whole network. We require more
measurements, excitation, and computational effort to identify the full network
than those required to identify a single module. For instance, we do not need to
measure all the nodes, have excitations be present on all nodes, and allow a
correlation between noises at some nodes. The emphasis is to identify a module
with local measurements and exploit the freedom in the signal selection. For
example, in order to identify a module G21 in figure 1.4, we would want to use
the local measurements w1 , w2 , w3 , w6 , w7 and if possible have flexibility in
selection among the signals.

1.5.4

Network identifiability

Identifiability of dynamic networks is a different problem from identification. It
is a theoretical problem determining whether a unique network model exists that
represents the stochastic properties of the measured signals. These properties are
typically second-order properties like mean and power spectral density. The
network identifiability aspects for an entire network have been addressed in
many works like [7, 22, 57, 65, 133, 143]. Exploiting the concept of generic
identfiability, path-based identifiability conditions based on pre-specified
network topology are provided in [7, 65]. The problem to determine where to
allocate excitation signal to guarantee network identifiability has been addressed
in [6, 22]. Instead of the full network, identifiability works focussing on single
module embedded in a dynamic network or sub-networks are addressed in
[54, 117, 118, 145].

1.6

Open problems

There have been some works on data-driven modeling of a module in a dynamic
network in the last ten years.
However, the works involved restrictive
assumptions and conditions to be satisfied that can be practically impossible in
large-scale networks. This has opened many questions in the field of data-driven
modeling in dynamic networks.

1.6.1

Restrictive assumption on disturbance correlation and
confounding variables

The available single module identification methods can be broadly classified into
two methods: the direct methods and the indirect methods. Indirect methods mostly
rely on external excitations as inputs rather than the internal node signals. The
required transfer function is not directly identified from the measurements.
Closed-loop transfer functions are identified first and the required transfer
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function is estimated from it. We call this step as post-processing. The two-stage
method in [29, 124], Errors-in-variables (EIV) method in [27, 120], SMPE method
in [59] and the method in [54] represent particular forms of indirect methods. The
direct method for single module identification like [29, 30, 124] uses the internal
node signals as input and directly identifies the required transfer function.
The available direct identification methods for dynamic networks impose a
restrictive assumption on the disturbances acting on the dynamic network. The
common restriction in the literature is that there are no confounding variables for
the estimation problem since its presence leads to biased estimates.
A
confounding variable is an unmeasured variable (like the disturbances) that affects
both the input and output of the estimation problem. Take, for example, the
dynamic network in figure 1.4. For a MISO estimation problem with inputs
tw1 , w3 , w7 u and output w2 , if v1 and v2 are correlated, then v1 or v2 directly affect
both the input w1 and output w2 . These correlated disturbances are direct
confounding variables, and, realistically, there will be a correlation in the noise
sources (disturbances) existing in a dynamic network. For example, when there
exists spatial correlation of disturbances in a local area of the network, like a
wind disturbance affecting multiple position measurements in a dynamic
network. For the same example network and MISO estimation problem, the
disturbance v6 affects both the input w1 and output w2 through a node w6 that is
not included in the MISO estimation problem. Such unmeasured variables that
affect through nodes in a network that are not included in the estimation
problem are indirect confounding variables. Indirect confounding variables are
common in the single module identification problem since we will only use local
node measurements for our estimation.
The advantage of the indirect methods is that they can handle correlated process
noise and confounding variables and achieve consistent estimates. However,
they have restrictive requirements on excitations and also lead to estimates with
high variance. On the contrary, the direct methods lead to consistent estimates
with asymptotically minimum variance. However, the direct method requires a
restrictive assumption on the absence of confounding variables. In [128], it is
shown that correlated noise networks can be consistently identified moving from
a MISO identification setup to a MIMO identification setup for a two-node
network. However, there is no theory on handling correlated noise networks and
confounding variables to identify a single module using direct methods.

1.6.2

Restrictive assumption on sensor noise and rank-reduced
process noise

Many local module identification methods have been addressed, assuming that
the data is measured with no noise (i.e., no sensor noise). However, in practice,
this might not be the case. For example, in the network in figure 1.9, due to the
presence of sensor noise, we do not measure the actual value of the node signal
at time instant t (i.e wi ptq, i  t1, 2, 3u), but instead we measure
w̃i ptq  wi ptq si ptq where si ptq is the sensor noise disturbing the measurement
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of internal variable wi ptq. These noise sources do not enter the dynamic network
but disturb only the measurements.
Therefore, we end up in an
errors-in-variables problem. The indirect methods handles the presence of sensor
noise and provides a consistent estimate. There are results considering only
dynamic networks with sensor noise and no process noise [38, 48, 49].
Nevertheless, being indirect methods, they have restrictive requirements on
excitations and lead to high variance estimates. Therefore the question here is:
Are there alternative local module identification methods that can provide
efficient estimates in the presence of sensor noise? This question remains open.

Figure 1.9: Example of a 3-node network with sensor noise and rank-reduced
noise. Signals si are the sensor noise and vi are the process noise signals or
disturbances. Node signals are wi and w̃i are the measurement of node signals
with sensor noise.
Another restrictive assumption for direct identification methods that may not be
applicable in practice is that a disturbance must enter at every node in the network
or the situations where few sources dominate the disturbances in the network.
This latter situation is depicted in figure 1.9 where the process noises on nodes 2
and 3 are the same (i.e. v2 ). Handling such dynamic networks with rank-reduce
noise has been addressed in [144]. In [144], the full network is identified using
the joint-direct method, which is a prediction error approach with a Constrained
Least Square (CLS) identification criterion. Having an established identification
method for full network dynamics, identifying a specific module in the case of
dynamic networks with rank-reduced noise is an unexplored area. The important
challenge here is the signal selection and formulating a predictor model for the
identification method that leads to unbiased estimates.

1.6.3

Limited focus towards quality measure for estimates other
than consistency

The local module identification methods focus on consistency aspects of the
estimation and the variance aspect has not been explored much. For consistent
estimators, the variance of an estimator is bounded by the Cramér-Rao Lower
Bound (CRLB). This means that no consistent estimators can achieve a consistent
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estimate with a variance smaller than the CRLB for the given model set and data
set. This can be equated to Maximum Likelihood properties (both consistency
and variance at the CRLB). However, developing single module identification
methods that can achieve estimates with asymptotic efficiency is still an open
question.
Some literature deals with reducing the variance aspect of indirect methods. In
[59], the SMPE method is introduced to identify a specific module in a dynamic
network with only sensor noise, reducing the estimates’ variance. Variance
analysis for networks with simple structures like cascaded modules are
presented in [138], [41], [42] and Single-Input-Multiple-output (SIMO) structures
in [39, 40].
Modern system identification methods focus on the aspect of achieving reduced
Mean-squared Error (MSE) estimates. MSE includes the aspect of both bias and
variance. So by allowing some bias in the estimates, it is possible to reduce the
variance and the MSE using Bayesian methods and regularization. We can also
deviate from consistency, an asymptotic property on data, to finite data
identification approaches. The indirect SMPE method is extended to a Bayesian
setting in [38], where regularized kernel-based methods are used to reduce the
MSE of the identified closed-loop transfers. These are then used to identify the
target module. The method considers only the presence of sensor noise and does
not consider the presence of process noise. Therefore local module identification
methods need to be developed incorporating different noise and identification
frameworks focusing on reduced MSE of the estimates.

1.6.4

Informative data conditions

The identification methods that offer consistent estimates require a condition that
the data should be informative. For example, consistency using the direct method
in [124] requires sufficient conditions to be satisfied like the power spectrum of
κptq to be positive definite i.e. Φκptq ¡ 0 for sufficient number of frequencies
ω, where κptq is a vector of internal node signals. The challenging part is that
the data mentioned here are the internal signals wptq in the dynamic network,
which the user cannot directly manipulate. Therefore, it becomes hard to ensure
data informativity and to design experiments that satisfy it. However, there is a
possibility to translate the spectrum condition on internal signals to a condition
on external signals that govern the dynamic network. This may require the use of
the topology of the network as well. In this way, informative experiments can be
designed for identification. Sufficient richness conditions on the external signals
for the consistent identification of the desired module need to be developed. This
is still an open problem in the field of system identification in dynamic networks.

1.6.5

Restrictive sensor location and actuation schemes

Both the direct methods like [29, 30] and the indirect methods like [54, 59] for
single module identification requires a path-based condition called parallel
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path/loop condition to be satisfied in order to obtain consistent estimates. This
condition warrants that every parallel path from the target module’s input to the
target module’s output and every loop through the output passes through a
measured node. For example, consider the network in figure 1.4 with G21 to be
identified. There are three parallel paths from input of the target module w1 to
the output of the target module w2 i.e. (w1 Ñ w6 Ñ w2 ), (w1 Ñ w6 Ñ w7 Ñ w2 ),
(w1 Ñ w6 Ñ w7 Ñ w3 Ñ w2 ) and two loops through output w2 i.e.
(w2 Ñ w3 Ñ w2 ), (w2 Ñ w1 Ñ w2 ). Therefore, the condition warrants w3 , w6 to be
measured along with input w1 and ouput w2 . This imposes restrictions on the set
of nodes to be measured for both methods. For indirect methods, it also imposes
restrictions on the set of excitation that needs to be present. However, it might
not be possible to measure certain nodes using sensors in practical situations, and
it might also be impossible to actuate certain nodes. In these cases, the restriction
inhibits our objective to identify the target module. Therefore, we need methods
that can relax the restrictions and increase flexibility in sensing and actuation.

1.6.6

Assumptions on an apriori known topology

The single module identification or the full network identification methods in the
available literature assume that the network topology is known apriori. Network
topology estimation is seen as a separate problem in the literature of dynamic
network identification. We might assume that we know the network’s topology
in some instances, and we would like to identify the modules. However, there
can be cases where the network’s topology is not known. Furthermore, for
identifying local modules, we might need only the information on the local
topology. Therefore, there are possibilities to develop methods that integrate the
topology estimation and estimation of modules into a single identification task.
Also, less attention has been paid to estimating the disturbance topology, i.e., the
(spatial) noise correlation structure and the noise rank in the disturbance signal’s
filtered white noise representation. Therefore, identifying modules in the
network with no prior information on noise topology is still a problem to be
explored.

1.6.7

Algorithms for large-scale networks

Dynamic network identification methods are developed to be applied in practice.
However, the focus is on identification methods to provide theoretical properties
like consistency but not on how these methods can be practically applied to
large-scale networks with scalable algorithms. Local module identification using
prediction error methods (PEM) requires that we have to formulate a multi-input
single-output (MISO) identification problem to identify a given module of
interest. This implies that to avoid possible bias in the parameter estimates, one
must identify all the modules constituting the MISO structure. It is bringing in
the problem of a possibly very high number of parameters to be estimated that
are of no interest to the user. In addition, it may be required to select the model
order of each of these additional modules using model selection criteria such as
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AIC, BIC, or cross-validation [77]. If the number of modules is high, one may
have to test a huge combination of candidate model orders, making model order
selection a computationally infeasible step (e.g., for five modules with FIR model
structure and orders from 1 to 5, one has to test 55 possible combinations).
Therefore it is necessary to avoid model order selection issues and reduce the
number of nuisance parameters in single module identification. This is a
non-trivial problem in a large-scale interconnected dynamic network since the
MISO structure could have many modules.
Also, the available prediction error methods involve solving non-convex
optimization problems that might run into local minima and achieve sub-optimal
results. Also, for solving large-scale network identification problems, we would
like to split the optimization problem and solve it in parallel to make it
computationally effective. Therefore, developing effective algorithms plays a
vital role and remains an open question.

1.7

Research Question

Many open problems related to identifying a module in a dynamic network have
been discussed in the previous section. This thesis aims to guide users who
wants to identify a module in a dynamic network and provide them the tools
needed to achieve his objective of accurately identifying a module embedded in a
dynamic network. In order to achieve this, the discussed open problems need to
be addressed. This ultimately raises the following research question:
How to effectively identify a module embedded in a dynamic network and
obtain accurate estimates?
Let us now examine the important keywords in the research question.
• Identify a module: In this thesis, the main objective deals with identifying
a single module embedded in a dynamic network. However, the full
network identification or part of the network identification can be treated
as an extension of the single module identification. We will touch upon that
as well in this thesis. However, the primary focus will be on identifying a
module in a dynamic network.
• Effectively: Effectiveness refers to flexibility in sensing and actuation, i.e.,
flexibility in choosing measured node signals and excitations. Also, it refers
to developing algorithms that are scalable and less complex for large-scale
dynamic networks.
• Accurate: Accuracy refers to the quality of the estimates. We focus on two
quantities for accuracy of estimates (1) asymptotic efficiency, i.e., consistent
estimates with variance at CRLB, and (2) reduced MSE.

1.8 Subquestions and the approach to solve them
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Subquestions and the approach to solve them

We will now address the answer to the research question by formulating several
sub-questions and answering them.

1.8.1

Handling correlated process noise and confounding
variables

This sub-problem represents the problem discussed in Section 1.6.1. As already
mentioned, correlated process noise is practically common in dynamic networks.
It can be seen as a direct confounding variable. When we identify a module in a
dynamic network with local measurements, we will also encounter indirect
confounding variables. Confounding variables in an estimation problem lead to
biased estimates and needs to be handled appropriately. Also, we would like to
go beyond consistency and achieve minimum variance estimates and
consistency, i.e., maximum likelihood properties. These lead to the following
question:
How to handle confounding variables and identify a module embedded in a
dynamic network and obtain maximum likelihood estimates?
The answer to this question is given in Chapter 3. Prediction error methods
using a direct approach can be related to Maximum likelihood properties [77].
However, we need to handle confounding variables by suitably selecting the
available node signals to incorporate in the identification experiment. For
example, if not appropriately addressed, correlated noise in the dynamic
network can lead to biased estimates. This can be avoided by adding nodes
affected by the correlated noise as predicted variables in the identification setup.
By doing so, we model the noise correlations and prevent bias in the estimates.
Other situations, including the so-called indirect confounding variables [30],
requires careful analysis, which is detailed in Chapter 3. We can end up in
multiple node selection schemes that guarantee the objective. Therefore, a
generally applicable theory is provided that is independent of the particular
node selection scheme selected, and we call it as Local Direct Method (LDM).
• This chapter is based on the following publication:
—— K.R. Ramaswamy, P.M.J. Van den Hof (2021). A local direct method
for module identification in dynamic networks with correlated noise.
IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control, Vol. 66, no. 11, pp. 5237-5252,
DOI:10.1109/TAC.2020.3035634.
whose preliminary work has been published in:
—— P.M.J. Van den Hof, K.R. Ramaswamy, A.G. Dankers, G. Bottegal (2019).
Local module identification in dynamic networks with correlated noise:
the full input case. Proc. 58th IEEE Conf. Decision and Control, Nice,
France, pp. 5494-5499, DOI: 10.1109/CDC40024.2019.9029448.
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1.8.2

An alternative to direct and indirect methods

This section relates to the problem discussed in Section 1.6.5. The objective is to
consistently identify a module in a dynamic network. There are already available
direct and indirect methods that can solve this objective. However, both the
available direct and indirect identification methods require restrictive conditions
(i.e., parallel path/loop condition) on certain nodes to be measured and certain
nodes to be excited. However, it might not be possible to measure certain nodes
using sensors in practical situations, and it might also be impossible to actuate
certain nodes. This may raise to situations when both direct and indirect
methods cannot be used. Therefore we need a method that can provide flexibility
in sensing and actuation, and solve the objective of identification when direct
and indirect methods do not work. This raises the following question:
How to increase the flexibility in selecting the measured node and excitation
signals for consistent target module identification in a dynamic network?
The answer to this question is given in Chapter 4. Philosophically, the approach
for the solution to the problem is simple. The indirect method uses only known
external excitation signals as inputs which increase its requirement on actuations.
However, it allows the flexibility to post-process the identified modules to extract
the target module. On the other hand, the direct method uses both the known
external signals and node signals as inputs which alleviates the requirement on
actuation by using disturbances as excitation. However, it does not have a
post-processing step. Therefore, we combine the elements of both direct and
indirect methods. In this sense, we develop an identification method that can use
both the external excitation signals and node signals as inputs and allow the
post-processing of identified modules. We call this method the Generalized
Method.
• This chapter is based on the following publication:
—— K.R. Ramaswamy, P.M.J. Van den Hof, A.G. Dankers (2019).
Generalized sensing and actuation schemes for local module
identification in dynamic networks. Proc. 58th IEEE Conf. Decision and
Control,
Nice,
France,
pp.
5519-5524,
DOI:
10.1109/CDC40024.2019.9029338.

1.8.3

Data-informativity conditions

This section relates to the problem discussed in Section 1.6.4. The experimenter
would like to easily ensure data-informativity for any identification method and
design experiments for identification. Therefore, the objective is to translate the
data-informativity spectrum condition on internal signals that the user cannot
manipulate to a condition on external signals. This raises the following question:
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How to translate the data-informativity condition in local module identification
methods to an experimenter-friendly condition?
The answer to this question is given in Chapter 5. This problem is approached by
using the topological aspects of the dynamic network and coming up with
generic (i.e., that do not depend on the numerical value of the module)
path-based conditions that depend on paths from external signals to the internal
node signals. In this way, if we know the topology of the dynamic network, we
can verify and ensure data-informativity for a particular identification setup by
checking the graph of the network. Also, this paves the way to a synthesis
problem of allocating excitation to guarantee data-informativity using graphical
conditions.
• This chapter is based on the following publication:
—— P.M.J. Van den Hof and K.R. Ramaswamy (2020).
Path-based
data-informativity conditions for single module identification in
dynamic networks. Proc. 59th IEEE Conf. Decision and Control, Jeju
Island,
Republic
of
Korea,
pp.
4354-4359,
DOI:
10.1109/CDC42340.2020.9304263.

1.8.4

Algorithm for consistent identification of modules without
prior disturbance topology and rank information

This section relates to the problem discussed in Section 1.6.7 and 1.6.6 on the
need for algorithms that can be practically applicable to large-scale networks.
Identification methods for dynamic networks typically require prior knowledge
of the network and disturbance topology. They often rely on solving poorly
scalable non-convex optimization problems. While methods for estimating
network topology are available in the literature, and sometimes the network
topology is already known, less attention has been paid to estimating the
disturbance topology and the noise rank. Therefore, we need to integrate the
disturbance topology estimation in the network identification. This raises the
following question:
How to effectively identify modules in a dynamic network with unknown
disturbance topology and rank information, and obtain consistent estimates?
The answer to this question is given in Chapter 6. To answer this, we extend
the multi-step Sequential Linear Regression [31] and Weighted Null Space Fitting
methods [51] to deal with reduced rank noise, and use these methods to estimate
the disturbance topology and the network dynamics. As a result, we provide
a multi-step least squares algorithm with parallel computation capabilities that
rely only on explicit analytical solutions. Thereby no non-convex optimizations
are involved. Consequently, we consistently estimate dynamic networks of BoxJenkins model structure while keeping the computational burden low.
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• This chapter is based on the following publication:
—— S.J.M. Fonken, K.R. Ramaswamy, P.M.J. Van den Hof (2022). A scalable
multi-step least squares method for network identification with
unknown disturbance topology. To appear in Automatica, July 2022.
ArXiv:2106.07548.

1.8.5

Regularized kernel-based methods for reduced MSE

First, we look into the problem discussed in Section 1.6.7. In order to identify a
module, we end up in a MISO/MIMO identification problem that is solved using
PEM. This leads to a large number of parameters to be estimated, which
increases variance and involves a model order selection step that is complex for
large networks. This raises the following question:
How to effectively identify a module in a large dynamic network and obtain
estimates with reduced MSE?
This question is approached using regularized nonparametric kernel-based
methods (see [93] for a survey on this subject). Keeping a parametric model for
the module of interest, we can model the impulse response of the remaining
modules in the MISO/MIMO structure as zero mean Gaussian processes with
prior covariance matrix (kernel). By using this Bayesian framework, it is possible
to incorporate prior knowledge. For example, by using the first-order stable
spline kernel [21, 92] we can encode the stability and smoothness of an impulse
response. The kernels are dependent on hyperparameters. By tuning the
hyperparameters, it is possible to reduce the MSE of the estimates through
bias-variance trade off [10]. Therefore, we need to tune the hyperparameters such
that the MSE is reduced. We find the kernel hyperparameters and the target
module parameters using the Empirical Bayes (EB) approach [80]. Therefore, we
deviate from PEM that requires an enormous amount of data to achieve accurate
results. We follow a Bayesian approach incorporating regularization to achieve
reduced MSE that can perform well with limited data.
The answer to the question for uncorrelated noise networks is given in Chapter 7.
• This chapter is based on the following publication:
—— K.R. Ramaswamy, G. Bottegal and P.M.J. Van den Hof (2021). Learning
linear modules in a dynamic network using regularized kernel-based
methods. Automatica, Vol. 129, Article 109591, July 2021, DOI:
10.1016/j.automatica.2021.109591.
whose preliminary work has been published in:
—— K.R. Ramaswamy, G. Bottegal and P.M.J. Van den Hof (2018). Local
module identification in dynamic networks using regularized kernelbased methods. Proc. 57th IEEE Conf. Decision and Control, Miami Beach,
FL, pp. 4713-4718, DOI: 10.1109/CDC.2018.8619436.
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The answer to the question for correlated noise networks which requires handling
a MIMO identification framework is given in Chapter 8.
• This chapter is based on the following publication:
—— V.C. Rajagopal, K.R. Ramaswamy and P.M.J. Van den Hof (2020). A
regularized kernel-based method for learning a module in a dynamic
network with correlated noise. 59th IEEE Conf. Decision and Control,
Jeju Island,
Republic of Korea,
pp.
4348-4353,
DOI:
10.1109/CDC42340.2020.9303879.

1.8.6

Integration of local topology estimation

This sub-problem represents the problem discussed in Section 1.6.6. In order to
select an appropriate predictor model for single module identification, one
typically needs prior knowledge on the topology (interconnection structure) of
the dynamic network and the correlation structure of the process disturbances.
The objective is to integrate the estimation of this prior information into the
identification algorithm and develop an entirely data-driven approach for
learning the dynamics of a single module. Since the objective is to identify a
single module, we are looking for local topology here. This raises the following
question:
How to effectively identify a module in a large dynamic network with
unknown prior topology?
The answer to the question is given in Chapter 9. We first find the nodes that do
not affect the output of the target module and eliminate these nodes in the
network to estimate the local topology. Next, the local topology is used to build
the appropriate input/output setting for a predictor model in the local direct
method under correlated process noise. Then the algorithm developed in
Chapter 8 can be used to solve the identification problem. This leads to an
identification algorithm with attractive statistical properties that is scalable to
handle larger-scale networks too.
• This chapter is based on the following publication:
—— V.C. Rajagopal, K.R. Ramaswamy and P.M.J. Van den Hof (2021).
Learning local modules in dynamic networks without prior topology
information. Proc. 60th IEEE Conf. Decision and Control, December 13-15,
2021, Austin, TX, USA, pp. 840-845.

1.8.7

Handling missing node observations

In order to identify modules in a dynamic network using different identification
methods, it is important to have measurements of certain nodes available. For
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example, we need node measurements to satisfy the parallel path/loop condition
and handle confounding variables. We need these measurements to have reduced
bias in the estimated target module. However, there may be situations where we
cannot measure certain nodes. This raises the following question:
How to identify modules under missing node observations and obtain reduced
MSE estimates?
The answer to the question is given in Chapter 10. Here, the objective is to
identify a parametric model of the target module. We approach the problem by
using a Bayesian approach and data augmentation strategy.
We aim to
reconstruct the missing node measurements and increase the accuracy of the
estimated target module. To this end, we use regularized kernel-based methods
coupled with approximate inference methods [10].
• This chapter is based on the following publication that is to be submitted:
—— K.R. Ramaswamy, G. Bottegal and P.M.J. Van den Hof (2022). Learning
linear modules in a dynamic network with missing node observations.
To be Submitted to Automatica.

1.9
1.9.1

Overview of contents
Chapter 2

A detailed definition of the type of dynamic network model class is provided.
This thesis uses the classical PEM as well as Bayesian approaches. So, we provide
details of the state-of-the-art PEM for dynamic network identification and the
details about the Bayesian learning techniques.

1.9.2

Other chapters

The overview of other chapters has already been discussed in the previous section.

1.9.3

The Guide

This thesis aims to provide a guide to identify a module in a dynamic network.
The contributions of each chapter in this thesis are the pieces of the puzzle in
order to answer the research question of how to effectively estimate a module in
a dynamic network and obtain accurate estimates. Assembling the puzzle pieces
(i.e. the contributions of each chapter) leads to the decision flow-chart in figure
1.10, which guides the user to effectively learn a module in a dynamic network.

1.9 Overview of contents
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Figure 1.10: A guide for learning modules in a dynamic network. The number in
red specifies the chapter of this thesis that contributes to the decision chart.
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Video presentations with clickable link

ECC 2021 - Tutorial Session on Data-Driven Modeling in Dynamic Networks
IFAC 2020 [129, 130] - Single module identification - current status
CDC 2020 [127] - Path-based data informativity conditions
CDC 2020 [99] - Regularized kernel-based method for learning a module
CDC 2021 [100] - Learning local modules without prior topology information

1.11

Other publications

The other publications that are not included in this thesis:
—— K.R. Ramaswamy, P.Z. Csurcsia, J. Schoukens and P.M.J. Van den Hof
(2021). A frequency domain approach for local module identification in
dynamic networks. To appear in Automatica, November 2022. ArXiv preprint
ArXiv:2105.10901.
—— P.M.J. Van den Hof and K.R. Ramaswamy (2021). Learning local modules in
dynamic networks. In Proceedings of the 3rd Conference on Learning for
Dynamics and Control, volume 144 of Proceedings of Machine Learning Research,
pages 176–188. PMLR, ETH Zurich, Switzerland.
—— P.M.J. Van den Hof and K.R. Ramaswamy (2020).
Single module
identification in dynamic networks - the current status. Extended abstract,
Prepr. 21st IFAC World Congress, Berlin, Germany.
—— K.R. Ramaswamy, O. Leeuwenburgh, R.M. Fonseca, M.M. Siraj and P.M.J.
Van den Hof.
Improved sampling strategies for ensemble-based
optimization.
Computational Geosciences, Vol.
24, May 2020, DOI:
10.1007/s10596-019-09914-8.

C HAPTER

2

Background

T

his chapter provides the necessary background for the research in
this thesis. First, we define the setup of the linear dynamic network
that we consider in this thesis in detail. This thesis deals with learning
a module in a dynamic network from data. To achieve this, we follow
two different approaches. One involves a classical system identification
approach, namely the prediction error identification approach [77].
We provide state-of-the-art system identification approaches using the
prediction error method for local module identification. The other
direction of work of this thesis involves using the Bayesian kernel-based
approach. To this end, we introduce the Bayesian estimation and tools
from machine learning literature used in the second part of this thesis. At
the end of this chapter, we lay the solid foundation for the remainder of
this thesis.

2.1

Dynamic network setup

Dynamic networks are typically thought of as a set of signals (the node signals)
interconnected through linear dynamic systems (the modules), possibly driven
by known external excitations (the reference signals) and unknown external
excitations (the disturbances). The dynamic network setup that we consider in
this thesis has its origin from the Dynamic Structure Functions [57]. The basic
setting of Dynamic Structure Functions that was introduced in [56], was
generalized to a stochastic estimation and identification setting in [124], and has
been adopted by several different authors as the setup of dynamic networks. We
follow this setup in our thesis. In this setting, a dynamic network is built up out
of L scalar internal variables or nodes wj , j P L, and K external variables rk , k P R.
Here, L and R are sets with cardinality L and K respectively, where
L  t1, . . . , Lu and R  t1, . . . K u. Each internal variable is described as:
27
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wj ptq 

L
¸

1

G0jl pq qwl ptq

uj ptq

vj ptq

(2.1)



l

l j

where q 1 is the delay operator, i.e. q 1 wj ptq  wj pt  1q;
• G0jl are proper rational transfer functions, referred to as modules;
• There are no self-loops in the network, i.e. nodes are not directly connected
to themselves G0jj  0;
°K

0
• uj is an input signal, uj ptq  k1 Rjk
pqqrk ptq with rk being the known
0
external variables that can directly be manipulated by the user and Rjk
pqq is
a known stable proper rational transfer function. It can be zero. We have
the vector u  ru1    uL sT .

• vj is unmeasured process noise, where the vector process v  rv1    vL sT is
modelled as a stationary stochastic process with rational spectral density
Φv pω q, such that there exists a white noise process e : re1    ep sT , p ¤ L,
with covariance matrix Λ0 ¡ 0 such that v ptq  H 0 pq qeptq, where H 0 pq q is a
rational transfer function matrix. The noise model will be further specified
in detail in Section 2.1.1.

Combining the L node signals we arrive at the full network expression
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which results in the matrix equation of the dynamic network:

 G0 pqqw R0 pqqr
w  pI  G0 q1 pR0 r
w

H 0 pq qe,

H eq,
0

(2.2)
(2.3)

where by construction the matrix G is hollow, i.e. it has diagonal entries 0, while
it encodes the topology of the network, i.e. G0j` pq q  0 if and only if ` P Nj
where Nj is the set of indices of node signals with direct causal connection to
0
node wj in the network. Also, Rj`
pqq  0 if and only if ` P Rj , where Rj is
the set of indices of external variables with direct causal connection to node wj .
A dynamic network can be graphically represented. An example of the abovedefined dynamic network setup is provided in figure 2.1.
We make the following assumption for the dynamic network considered in this
thesis.
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2.1 Dynamic network setup

Figure 2.1: Example dynamic network with u6
being the target module for identification.

 r6 and the green module G21

Assumption 2.1 The dynamic network is stable, i.e. pI  G0 q1 consists
only of stable transfer functions (transfer functions with poles inside the
unit circle). Also, the dynamic network is well-posed, i.e., all principal
minors of limzÑ8 pI  G0 pz qq are non-zero (see [26] for details).

2.1.1

The noise model

In this section, we will further specify the noise model v ptq  H 0 pq qeptq in detail.
In order to evaluate the spectral contents of signals a definition of the power
spectral density is required. The cross power spectral density of vector signals
aptq and bptq is defined as1
Φab pω q : F tEraptqbJ pt  τ qsu,
where F is the discrete-time Fourier transform. The auto power spectral density
of signal aptq is defined as
Φa pω q : F tEraptqaJ pt  τ qsu.
We denote the spectrum of the disturbance v as Φv pω q. When the noise spectrum
Φv pω q is full rank, it is called full rank spectrum. In this case, Φv pω q need not be
necessarily diagonal, i.e., with uncorrelated noise components. However, in cases
where the node signals can be noise-free or when the disturbances are related to
each other through a linear filter, the noise spectrum can be singular. This is called
singular or rank-reduced spectrum. For both these cases of the noise spectrum, we
can represent the noise model using spectral factorization [150]. We will do that
now using the result from [143] concerning unique representations of the reduced
rank spectrum; full rank spectrum can be seen as a special case of the result.

1 Ē

refers to limN Ñ8

1
N

°N



t 1

E, and E the expected value operator.
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Lemma 2.1 (from [144]) Consider an L-dimensional disturbance process v
with spectral rank p. Also, consider that the node signals and in turn the

J
disturbance signals in v are reordered in such a way that v  vaJ vbJ
where va is a full-rank process with rank p. Then the following unique
representations result:


va
vb

H0





 H 0 e  H̆ 0 ĕ


and Γ0



Ha0
, H̆ 0
Hb0



with






0
ĕ
, ĕ  a
I
ĕb

Ha0

Hb0  Γ0

 limzÑ8 Hb0 pzq







e
Γ0 e



(2.4)

such that

P Rpp pqq is a monic full rank rational transfer function matrix;
Hb0 P RpLpqp pq q is a stable proper rational transfer function;
H 0 P RLp pq q is stable and has a stable left inverse H : , that satisfies
H : H  I P Rpp ;

• Ha0
•
•

• e and ĕ are white noise signals with dimensions p and L respectively;
• The covariance matrix of ĕ is given by,
0

Λ̆



where cov peq  Λ0







I
I
Λ0 0
Γ0
Γ

J





Λ0
Γ0 Λ0

J 
Λ 0 Γ0
J ,
Γ0 Λ 0 Γ0

(2.5)

P Rpp has rank p,

• If additionally Ha0 is minimum phase then H̆ 0 P RLL pq q is a square
monic rational transfer function that is stable and minimum-phase.a 2

a It has recently been pointed out in [18] that this excludes the situation where the
(deterministic) mapping from va to vb is unstable.

As a consequence of above lemma, for the rank-reduced noise or singular noise, p
L, we have two different representations for the noise model. That is, we can write
v

 H 0 e  H̆ 0 ĕ.

In case of full-rank noise, p  L, and both the representations are the same (since vb
will be void).

2.2 Basic graph concepts

2.2
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Basic graph concepts

A dynamic network can be represented as a directed graph where the vertices
correspond to the node signals and the links/edges constitute the modules. As
already defined, Nj is the set of node indices k such that G0jk  0, i.e., the node
signals in Nj are called the w-in-neighbors of the node signal wj . It is important
to note that, in many works like [54, 84], these are mentioned with notation Nj
to differentiate between the set of w-out neighbors which are represented with set
Nj . For example, wj is a w-out neighbor of nodes in wk , k P Nj . In the example
network in Figure 2.1, w4 is a w-in-neighbor of w2 and w3 is a w-out-neighbor of
w5 .
Other graphical concepts that will be frequently used in this thesis are paths and
loops. A path from a node (say wk1 ) to a node (say wkn ) in the network is a sequence
of directed edges that share at least a node, starting from node wk1 and ending at
node wkn , such that the edges are oriented in the same direction and no nodes
are repeated. In graph theory, this is analogous to a dipath or chain [36]. A loop
is a path that starts and ends at the same node i.e. a path with wkn  wk1 . For
example, in the example network in Figure 2.1, there is a path from w6 to w2 (i.e.
w6 Ñ w5 Ñ w1 Ñ w2 ) and there is a loop through w1 (i.e., w1 Ñ w2 Ñ w1 ).
Similarly, there is no path from w1 to w5 since the directed edges are not in the
same orientation (i.e., w1 Ñ w3 Ð w5 ).
A direct path (not to be confused with directed path) from wk1 to wk2 is a path
from wk1 to wk2 with no other nodes in the path; for example the path w6 Ñ w5
in Figure 2.1. A simultaneous path from wk1 to wk2 and wk3 indicates that there
exists a path from wk1 to wk2 as well as from wk1 to wk3 . For example, the network
in Figure 2.1 has a simultaneous path from w1 to w2 and w3 . Another important
concept that we will be using is the parallel path. A parallel path from wi to wj is a
path from wi to wj , excluding the direct path from wi to wj . The graph can include
the signals in e and r as nodes as well. For example, in the example network in
Figure 2.1, there exists a path from v6 to w5 (i.e. v6 Ñ w6 Ñ w5 ) and a path from
r6 to w3 (i.e. r6 Ñ w6 Ñ w5 Ñ w3 ).
There are a few more graph concepts used in this thesis. We will introduce it
during this thesis.

2.3

Immersion

Immersion is the operation on a dynamic network that involves the removal of
a set of nodes or internal variables in a dynamic network and representing the
dynamic network with the remaining node signals [29]. In [29], this operation has
been used to remove the unmeasured nodes in the network and form an immersed
network. This immersed network has been used to find the dynamic relationships
between the measured nodes. Immersion is a graph-based algorithm based on
the lifting technique. The lifting technique works as follows. Consider a path
w1 Ñ w2 Ñ w3 and modules between the paths as in Figure 2.2 (left). If we are
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removing the node w2 , each path that passes through w2 is lifted and the dynamics
G032 is removed and replaced by the dynamics G032 G021 between the path w1 Ñ w2
(see Figure 2.2 (right)). Therefore, there is no longer a path that passes through w2
and it is important to note that the behavior of the remaining nodes (w1 and w2 )
remains unchanged. We will now consider an example.

Figure 2.2: Illustration of lifting a path.

Example 2.1 Consider a dynamic network as represented in Figure 2.3 with
all noises in v uncorrelated with each other. Here w4 and w5 need to be
immersed (or removed). First we will focus on node w4 . The path from w3
to w2 through w4 and from external signal v4 need to be lifted. When lifting
technique is applied to the path w3 Ñ w4 Ñ w2 , we get a module G23
G24 G43 between w3 and w2 , see Figure 2.4 (left). The term G23 is added since
there was an already existing dynamics G23 in the path w3 Ñ w2 . Similarly,
we apply the lifting technique for the path from external signal v4 through
w4 . As a result we get ṽ2  v2 G24 v4 . Now we focus on removing node w5 .
Lifting the path w2 Ñ w5 Ñ w2 will lead to a self-loop around node w2 , i.e.,
node w2 is an input to itself. This is not allowed according to our network
setup defined in Section 2.1. If we write the equation for node w2 based on
the network in Figure 2.4 (left), we have
w2

 pG23

G24 G43 qw3

G21 w1

G25 w5

r2

ṽ2 ,

(2.6)

where w5  G52 w2 v5 . The self-loop can be removed to obtain a network
description that matches our definition, by moving the w2 terms to the lefthand side, and normalizing by multiplication of the equation with S  p1 
G25 G52 q1 . This will lead to the immersed network in Figure 2.4 (right).

Figure 2.3: Example network with u1

 r1 , u2  r2 and u3  r3 .

2.4 The single module identification problem
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Figure 2.4: (Left) Immersed network of network in Figure 2.3 where the node
w4 has been immersed, where ṽ2  pv2 G24 v4 q. (Right) Immersed network of
network in Figure 2.3 where the nodes w4 and w5 have been immersed, where
S  p1  G25 G52 q1 .

2.4

The single module identification problem

The single module identification problem is the problem of identifying one
particular module G0ji pq q on the basis of measured time-series of a subset of
variables in w, and possibly r. This is illustrated in the network depicted in
Figure 2.1.
It may be clear that simply measuring the input and output of the target module
and estimating a model based on these signals will generally not lead to accurate
results because of the signal correlations that are induced by the remaining part
of the network. For example, in the situation of Figure 2.1, with G21 being the
target module for estimation, estimating the dynamics on the basis of input w1
and output w2 only will provide an estimated model that includes the dynamics
of the “parallel path” G24 G43 G31 . On the other hand, performing a full network
identification to identify a single module requires expensive experiments and
measurements of many nodes to identify all the modules in the network.
Therefore, we need to explore single module identification methods that can
learn the dynamics of a module using local measurements and excitations.
In the next section we will make a general classification of the available state-ofthe-art single module identification approaches. The classical closed-loop system
identification prediction error methods [77] are extended to a dynamic network
setting in these approaches. For more details on identification with prediction
error methods, we refer to [77].

2.5

Main approaches

We can distinguish the PEM approaches for addressing the single module
identification problem in dynamic networks broadly into two categories, namely
the direct and the indirect method. First, we will provide the background for the
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two categories and then paint an overall picture of these two main approaches
for single module identification. The target module is indicated by G0ji i.e. the
module between wi and wj .

2.5.1

The MISO direct method

The MISO direct method is an extension of the direct method for closed-loop
identification [77]. The objective is to estimate a particular transfer function
embedded in the network. This transfer function is denoted by Gji . This method
is a prediction error method based on the concept of prediction, i.e., a good
model of the node wj ptq should predict wj ptq based on the available present or
past signals.
To this end, the method uses the one-step-ahead predictor2
t
ŵj pt|t  1q : Ētwj ptq | wjt1 , wD
, uj ptqu ([77]) and build a predictor model
j
ŵj pt|t  1q  p1  Hj pq q1 qwj ptq

Hj pq q1 rp

¸

P

Gjk pq qwk ptq

uj ptqs.

(2.7)

k Dj

with predicted output wj , and predictor inputs uj , wk where k P Dj . The set Dj
is left unspecified at the moment and will be specified later. The signals in the
network that are not in the predictor model are discarded from the estimation.
Here, ŵj pt|t  1q is a part of wj ptq that can be predicted using the present and past
values of signals, and the part that cannot be predicted is the innovation ej ptq, i.e.,
wj ptq  ŵj pt|t  1q ej ptq with the innovation being uncorrelated to the predictor
ŵj pt|t  1q.

As already defined Nj is the set of node indices k such that G0jk  0, i.e. the node
signals in Nj are the w-in-neighbors of the node signal wj . Let Dj denote the set of
indices of the internal variables that are chosen as predictor inputs. It seems most
obvious to have Dj  Nj , but this is not necessary, as will be shown later in the
next section. Let Vj denote the set of node indices k such that vk has a path to wj .
Let Zj denote the set of indices not in tj u Y Dj , i.e. Zj  t1, . . . , Luzttj u Y Dj u,
reflecting the node signals that are discarded in the prediction/identification. Let
wD denote the vector rwk1    wkn sT , where tk1 , . . . , kn u  Dj . Let uD denote the
vector ruk1    ukn sT , where tk1 , . . . , kn u  Dj . The vectors wZ , vD , vZ and uZ are
defined analogously. The ordering of the elements of wD , vD , and uD is not
important, as long as it is the same for all vectors. The transfer function matrix
between wD and wj is denoted GjD . The other transfer function matrices are
defined analogously.
To illustrate the notation, consider the network sketched in Figure 2.5, and let
module G021 be the target module for identification. Then j  2, i  1; Nj  t1, 4u
i.e. indicates the indices of w-in neighbors of wj  w2 . If we choose the set of
predictor inputs as Dj  Nj , then the set of remaining (nonmeasured) signals,
becomes Zj  t3, 5, 6u.
1
refers to limN Ñ8 N
respectively, for all τ
`.
2 Ē

¤

°N



t 1

pq

p q P Dj ,

` refer to signal samples w τ and w τ , k
E, and wj` and wD
j
k
j
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Figure 2.5: Example network with target module G021 (in green).
By this notation, the network equation (2.2) is rewritten as:






wj
0
wD   GDj
wZ
GZ j

GjD
GDD
GZD





GjZ
wj
GDZ  wD 
GZZ
wZ





vj
vD 
vZ





uj
uD  ,
uZ

(2.8)

where GDD and GZZ have zeros on the diagonal.
For identification of module Gji we select Dj such that i P Dj , and subsequently
estimate a multiple-input single-output (MISO) model for the transfer functions
in
GjD ,
by
considering
the
one-step-ahead
predictor
t
; θu ([77]) and the resulting prediction error
ŵj pt|t  1; θq : Ētwj ptq | wjt1 , wD
j
εj pt, θq  wj ptq  ŵj pt|t  1; θq, leading to:
εj pt, θq  Hj pq, θq1 rpwj ptq 

¸

Gjk pq, θqwk ptq  uj ptqs.

P

(2.9)

k Dj

The signal uj ptq in (2.9) is known and are not involved in the predictor model
through parameterized components. The parameterized transfer functions
Gjk pq, θq, k P Dj and Hj pq, θq are estimated by minimizing the sum of squared
(prediction) errors (i.e. the identification criterion):
θ̂N

 arg min N1



N¸1



ε2j pt, θq,

(2.10)

t 0

where N is the length of the data set. Under mild assumptions3 , it leads to
consistent estimates, i.e.
θ̂N

Ñ θ0

with probability 1 as N

Ñ 8,

provided additional conditions like data informativity are satisfied. Here, θ0
3 We will assume that the standard regularity conditions on the data are satisfied that are required
for convergence results of the prediction error identification method. See [77] page 249; this includes
the property that e t has bounded moments of order higher than 4.

pq
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represents the true parameters that generated the data. We refer to this
identification method as the MISO direct method that was introduced in [124]. In
the MISO direct method considered in [124], the predictor inputs Dj is chosen to
be Nj . It is shown that the method leads to consistent estimates under the
following conditions:
Proposition 2.1 (from [124]) The estimates (2.10) are consistent under the
following conditions:
1. The noise vj is uncorrelated to all other noise signals that have a path
to wj i.e. all noise signals vk , k P Vj ;
2. The noise vj is uncorrelated to all excitation signals in u;
3. Every loop through wj in the network and in its parameterized model
has a delay ( delay in loop condition);
4. The system is in the model set (S P M) i.e. there exists a θ0 such that
Gjk pq, θ0 q  G0jk pq q and Hj pq, θ0 q  Hj0 pq q;


J

5. The spectral density of κptq  wD ptqJ ej ptq , denoted as Φκptq pω q is
positive definite for a sufficiently high number of frequencies ω ( datainformativity condition).
In [29], it is shown that the number of node signals that needs to be included
in wD can be further reduced by selecting Dj such that upon removal (immersion
[29]) of the remaining unmeasured nodes (i.e. the nodes that are discarded in the
identification/predictor model) from the network, while keeping the remaining
node signals invariant, the target module remains the same. This is achieved if
the parallel path and loop condition is satisfied ([29]):
Condition 2.1 (Parallel path/loop condition) In the graph of the dynamic
network, every parallel path from the input of the target module wi to the
output of the target module wj and every loop through wj passes through a
node that is included in wDj , along with i P Dj .
The above condition is a target module invarinace condition. Therefore, it is
sufficient to select Dj  Nj and (possibly) few other node signals that satisfies
the condition as predictor inputs for the MISO direct method. For example,
consider the network in figure 2.6 with the target module G21 . There are three
parallel paths from input of the target module to the output of the target module
i.e. (w1 Ñ w6 Ñ w2 ), (w1 Ñ w6 Ñ w7 Ñ w2 ), (w1 Ñ w6 Ñ w7 Ñ w3 Ñ w2 ) and
two loops through output w2 i.e. (w2 Ñ w3 Ñ w2 ), (w2 Ñ w1 Ñ w2 ). Therefore,
selecting wD  tw1 , w3 , w6 u is sufficient for the MISO direct method instead of
selecting all the w-in neighbors of the output of the target module (i.e. w7 can be
excluded).

2.5 Main approaches
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Figure 2.6: Example network in [125] with target module G21 (in green). There
are three parallel paths i.e. (w1 Ñ w6 Ñ w2 ), (w1 Ñ w6 Ñ w7 Ñ w2 ), (w1 Ñ
w6 Ñ w7 Ñ w3 Ñ w2 ) and two loops through wj  w2 i.e. (w2 Ñ w3 Ñ w2 ),
(w2 Ñ w1 Ñ w2 ).
However one of the possible consequences of removing an w-in-neighbour of wj
from wD is that the disturbance signals that are acting on wj and those acting on
wD can get correlated. The same situation occurs if the disturbance signals in v
are correlated, i.e., the spectral density Φv pω q is non-diagonal. In those situations,
we have to deal with the presence of confounding variables4 . When not properly
accounted for, confounding variables typically destroy the consistency properties
of the direct method for estimating G0ji , as they introduce correlation between the
measured node signals wi and wj that is not induced by the module dynamics
G0ji . Phrased in identification-terms, confounding variables are correlated
disturbances.
In practical situations, confounding variables are highly
unavoidable since not all nodes can be measured and noises can be correlated as
well.
Remark 2.1 In the MISO direct method, both [124] and [29], consistency
results are shown by making a strong assumption that there are no
confounding variables.

2.5.2

The indirect method

The network model (2.3) can be rewritten as w  T 0 r
v̄ where T 0  pI 
0 1 0
0 1 0
G q R and v̄  pI  G q H e. This description of the dynamic network is
called the input-output model of the dynamic network. Let us now explain the
general approach of the indirect method on a high level. A consistent estimate
T̂ pq q of T 0 pq q can be obtained using an open loop MIMO identification method as
in (2.11). In order to obtain a consistent estimate Ĝ of G0 from the estimated T̂ , a
4 A confounding variable is an unmeasured variable that affects both the input and output of an
estimation problem. We will establish a more formal definition in the upcoming chapter.
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post-processing step is necessary. On the basis of T̂ pq q, a consistent estimate Ĝ of
G0 can be obtained by solving pI  ĜqT̂ pq q  R0 . By identifiying only a submatrix
of T and solving only a subset of the above equations, a target module embedded
in the dynamic network can be identified, see [54].
The indirect method is based on selecting a particular set of predictor input signals
rk , k P D, and a set of predicted outputs w` , ` P Y, that are used in a predictor
model, leading to the following prediction error:


εpt, θq  H̄ pq, θq1 wY ptq  T̄ pq, θqrD



(2.11)

The matrix T̄ pq, θq refers to the parameterized transfer function matrix model of a
submatrix of the network transfer matrix T 0 , which maps external signals r into
internal node signals w, and H̄ pq, θq is the noise model. T̄ pq, θq is estimated using
an open loop MIMO identification method by minimizing a scalar cost function
over θ, as e.g., the quadratic cost function
θ̂N : arg min
θ

N
1 ¸ T
ε pt, θqP εpt, θq
N t1

(2.12)

with P a positive definite weighting matrix. This will lead to consistent estimates
in (2.12) under informative data conditions. However, in order to extract the
dynamics of the target module G0ji from the estimates of T̄ pq, θq, we need to
appropriately choose the predictor model. This requirement will lead to a

Figure 2.7: Predictor model for the indirect method.
predictor model setup as depicted in Figure 2.7. The output wY of the predictor
model is selected to be composed of wj and all node signals wN that are
in-neighbours of wj , i.e. N  Nj . Therefore T̄ in (2.11) is decomposed as
T̄







T̄jrD
.
T̄N rD

(2.13)

If a consistent estimate T̂ of T̄ is made, then a consistent estimate of G0jN is
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obtained according to
ĜjN

 T̂jr

D

T̂N:rD

(2.14)

where T̂N:rD is the right pseudo inverse of T̂N rD .

The fact that the right inverse of T̂N rD needs to exist, requires the presence of a
sufficient number of external excitation signals r in the network, i.e.
dimprD q ¥ dimpwN q. So we need at least as many external excitation signals r to
be present as there are in-neighbours of wj . The r-signals can be added to the
nodes in wN directly (as suggested in [54]), or can also be added elsewhere in the
network, as in Figure 2.7. For the indirect method the requirements for
data-informativity are rather straighforward:
a sufficient condition for
data-informativity is that ΦrD pω q ¡ 0 for almost all ω, with ΦrD pω q the spectral
density of rD .
The indirect method has been studied in different settings. In [54], a setting with
a predictor model having wj and w-out neighbors of wj in wY is also provided.
Related indirect methods, such as the two-stage method and the Instrumental
Variable (IV) method have been presented in [124] and [27] respectively. All these
methods depend on the external r signals and hence might prove expensive due
to the requirement of more actuators and costly experiments. Nevertheless, all
the indirect methods can handle an Errors-in-variables (EIV) setting as well as
networks with correlated process noise.

2.5.3

Reflections on the MISO direct and indirect methods

In order to arrive at accurate, consistent estimates of our target module, there are
two prime requirements for the estimation setup:
1. An appropriate predictor model needs to be chosen. This choice of predictor
model includes a selection of node signals to be included as measured
signals, and to select inputs and outputs in the predictor model. The
predictor model determines where sensors should be available in the
network. The predictor model needs to satisfy particular properties in
order to guarantee that the target module indeed can be estimated and no
uncontrolled bias occurs in the estimated model.
2. The measured data that is taken from the network needs to satisfy condition
of data-informativity, in other words it needs to be sufficiently rich in order
to provide accurate estimates.
The two identification approaches (direct and indirect) are distinguished by the
choice of predictor model. Whereas indirect methods use predictor models
having only external excitation signals r as predictor input, the direct method
also uses node signals w as predictor input. Different choices of predictor models
will lead to different conditions for data-informativity. The direct method (2.9)
has node signals wD as predictor inputs, and therefore utilizes both external
signals r and e for creating data-informativity. On the other hand, indirect
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methods rely on external excitation signals r for data informativity, and therefore
will typically require more expensive experiments. The direct method provides
asymptotically efficient estimates (i.e. consistency and minimum variance for the
identification setup) at the cost of the need to include noise models H̄ pq, θq. The
indirect method and its variations provides consistent estimates but not with
minimum variance, however they do not necessarily require noise models
H̄ pq, θq for consistent estimates. When the node signals are measured with sensor
noise (errors-in-variables (EIV) situation) or when the noises are correlated, the
direct method becomes biased but the indirect method provides consistent
estimates of the target module. Another important difference is that, in the direct
method the predictor model is chosen such that the target module is directly
parameterized an estimated as a part of the MISO model. This reflects the need
for parallel path/loop condition, which falls under the condition for target module
invariance. However, in indirect method, the predictor model is chosen such that
the target module can be obtained from the estimated models using
post-processing.

2.6

Bayesian learning

In this thesis, apart from PEM, we also take a Bayesian approach to simplify many
complexities in identification of modules in a dynamic network.

2.6.1

PEM and Maximum Likelihood estimators

To provide the necessary background for the Bayesian approach used in this
thesis, let us consider a data generating system of single-input-single-output
(SISO) Finite Impulse Response (FIR) type given by the difference equation,
n
¸

y ptq 



θk upt  k q

eptq,

(2.15)

k 1

with y ptq and uptq are the output and input of the system; let us assume that eptq
is a white Gaussian noise with variance σ 2 . The above model can be given by,
y ptq  φJ ptqθ


J

eptq


(2.16)
J

where θ  θ1 . . . θn
and φptq  upt  1q . . . upt  nq . In the
frequentist approach, the main tool to learn a model is using Maximum Likelihood
(ML) estimation (see [10], Section 1.2.3). We find the ML estimate, i.e., the θ that
best explains the data by maximizing the likelihood function:
θ̂M L

 arg max ppy; θq

(2.17)

θ



J

where y  y p1q . . . y pN q and N is the length of the dataset. The above
estimator is called Maximum Likelihood estimator. Since the logarithm is a
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monotonic function, we can maximize the log likelihood:

 arg max log ppy; θq  arg min ? 1

N
¸

y ptq  φJ ptqθ

2

N
log σ 2 .
2
θ
θ
t1
(2.18)
Neglecting the terms that are not dependent on θ, we can observe that, the above
cost function is the same as the cost function for the prediction error methods (i.e.
the sum of the square of the prediction errors). This implies that, assuming the
noise is Gaussian, the estimate using PEM is a Maximum Likelihood estimate.
The ML estimates have very attractive properties. One property is consistency,
which we have already discussed before. The other attractive property is that the
estimates are asymptotically normal. It means that as we increase the number of
data N, the estimates become normally distributed around the true value of the
parameters θ0 with a covariance matrix that is the inverse of the Fisher
Information matrix. The inverse of the Fisher information matrix determine the
Cramér-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB). This means that, as the number of data
grows, the Maximum Likelihood estimator has the smallest variance and also the
minimum mean-squared error among all unbiased estimators. Therefore, this
estimator is asymptotically efficicient since there are no unbiased estimators that
can provide a smaller variance than the ML estimator.
θ̂M L

2πσ 2

Since the problem in (2.18) is the linear in parameters, the ML estimate θ̂M L (also
the PEM estimate θ̂P EM ) is given by the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) solution,
θ̂M L
where ΦJ



 φp1q

 θ̂P EM  rΦJ Φs1 ΦJ y,

(2.19)



φpN q .

...

We now evaluate the bias and variance of the above estimator. The bias is the
difference between the expected value of the estimate and the true parameter.
Therefore,




E θ̂P EM






 θ0  E rΦJ Φs1 ΦJ y  θ0  E

Here, e  ep1q
given by,

...


E

J

epN q



θ0



rΦJ Φs1 ΦJ e  θ0  0.

(2.20)
is the vectorized version of noise. The covariance is


pθ̂P EM  θ0 qpθ̂P EM  θ0 qJ  σ2 rΦJ Φs1 .

(2.21)

This covariance will be the CRLB and therefore the smallest variance that can be
achieved among all unbiased estimators given the data. However, the estimator
can have high variance and provide unsatisfactory results, for example, when the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is low or when the data length is small. Now we
explore an alternative notion to quantify better models. Focusing on the quantity
of Mean-squared error (MSE) of an estimator, we have
 

M SE θ̂






2 


E θ̂  θ0 

E



θ̂

 Erθ̂s

2 


Erθ̂s  θ0 
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2 




E θ̂  Erθ̂s




Tr covpθ̂q



VARIANCE



E θ̂

2

r  θ0 s

2



bias θ̂ 

pq

BIAS2 .

The above decomposition of MSE into variance and bias is independent of any
choice of estimator. For the above estimate using PEM or ML in (2.19), which is
unbiased and efficient, the MSE will be minimum compared to any unbiased
estimators since the estimator’s variance is minimum (due to CRLB) and the bias
is zero. So, this estimator is the best unbiased estimator in the MSE sense.
However, relaxing the requirement of unbiasedness, designing an estimator with
a smaller mean-squared error is possible. Therefore, we can reduce the variance
by trading some bias. We call this as bias-variance trade off.

2.6.2

Bayesian estimation and regularized kernel-based methods

The key difference between PEMs or any frequentist methods and Bayesian learning
is that in the latter situation the parameter vector is modeled as a random
variable with a prior probability density through which prior belief can be
incorporated to the estimation. Infact, how a border line differentiates two
countries and sometimes creates war between them, the difference between
frequentist methods and Bayesian methods is also a line between y and θ (i.e. ppy|θq
for Bayesian and ppy; θq for frequentist approach).
Let us take the model used in the previous section,
y  Φθ

(2.22)

e.

Since we are following a Bayesian approach, θ is now a random vector with a
prior distribution. The prior distribution is the interesting aspect of the Bayesian
perspective. Through this prior distribution, we can encode our prior belief about
the system/modules in the network, for example the stability of the modules.
Here, θ are the coefficients of the finite impulse response of the system, and we
take the prior of θ as a zero-mean Gaussian process i.e.
θ

 N p0, Kq.

The prior covariance matrix is called the kernel (due to the relation between
Gaussian process regression and the theory of reproducing kernel Hilbert space
(RKHS), see [107] for details). Assuming that θ and e are independent, we can
write the joint Gaussian model for y and θ as,
 

p

θ
y

N

  

0
K
KΦJ
,
0
ΦK ΦKΦJ σ 2 I



.

(2.23)
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Then the posterior distribution of θ given the data y is given by ([2]),
ppθ|yq  N Cy, Pθ
where
Pθ





ΦJ Φ
σ2

K1

1



(2.24)

C

;

Pθ ΦJ
.
σ2

Therefore, the minimum mean-square error (MMSE) estimate is ([2]),
θ̂M M SE

 E rθ|ys  Cy 



ΦJ Φ
σ2

K1

1 ΦJ
σ2

(2.25)

y,

i.e. the mean of the posterior distribution of θ given the data (ppθ|yq). This
estimate is nothing but the regularized least squares estimate with regularization
parameter σ 2 and regularization term θJ K1 θ. This will be immediate when we
make the link between θ̂M M SE and the maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) estimate of
θ. The MAP estimate is given by,
θ̂M AP




arg max log ppθ|yq  arg max plog ppy|θq
θ

θ

log ppθq  log ppyqq

arg min r log ppy|θq  log ppθqs .

(2.26)

θ

The above decomposition is done using Bayes rule and neglecting the term related
to marginal likelihood ppyq that does not depend on θ. The decomposition contains
the likelihood ppy|θq and the prior ppθq. In the case of a Gaussian prior and Gaussian
noise, we get the regularized least-squares criterion as following from (2.26),


θ̂M AP

 θ̂RLS  arg min }y  Φθ}2

σ 2 θJ K1 θ

θ

where }y  Φθ}2 is the least squares term and
regularization term.
2

2.6.3



 θ̂M M SE ,

}θ}2K 
1

(2.27)

θJ K1 θ is the

Priors, Kernels and Empirical Bayes

As already mentioned, we want to trade some bias in order to reduce the variance
and in turn the MSE. In order to get a good bias-variance trade off, we need to
incorporate our prior knowledge about the system or the quantity to be estimated.
As can be seen from the regularization term in (2.27), this can be done by suitably
choosing our kernel K.
There are many kernels applicable for regularized system identification, like the
stable spline kernels [92], DC kernel [21], tuned-correlated (TC) kernel [21]. There
are also works on designing kernels for system identification like [19, 20]. Let us
consider a kernel (i.e. prior covariance matrix) that will also be used in this thesis,
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namely the first-order stable spline kernel [92] given by,

rKsi,j  λ rKβ si,j  λβ maxpi,jq ,
where β P r0, 1q is a hyperparameter that regulates the decay rate of the
realizations of the corresponding Gaussian vector, while λ ¥ 0 tunes their
amplitude. The choice of this kernel is motivated by the fact that it enforces
favorable properties such as stability and smoothness of the estimated impulse
responses [91], [92].
If we follow a full Bayesian approach, these
hyperparameters admit a hyperprior density. These hyperprior densities can
have hyperparameters. This hierarchy of hyperparameters goes on and results in
a hierarchical model. In most cases, the hierarchy is ended by using non-informative
priors or diffuse priors (see [10], Section 2.4.3). For example, introducing a prior
distribution ppβ q = constant. However, another possible approach is the empirical
Bayes approach [80], or generalized maximum likelihood [136]. In the machine
learning literature it is also called the evidence approximation (see [10], Section
3.5). We will be using this approach in this thesis. In this approach, we stop the
hierarchy at any point we want, by considering the remaining parameters as
deterministic hyperparameters i.e. they have a fixed value.
How to find out these deterministic hyperparameters’ values? There are many
possible ways to find it.
For example, there are approaches based on
cross-validation (CV) or generalized cross-validation [137]. In this thesis, we use
another popular approach in the machine learning community, where we find
the hyperparameters by maximizing the marginal likelihood function of the data.
Considering the first-order stable spline kernel which has two hyperparameters λ
and β, for the problem in Section 2.6.2, we obtain the hyperparameters by,
λ̂, β̂

 arg max ppy; λ, β q.

(2.28)

λ,β

We maximize the marginal likelihood function i.e. the probability density
function of y after integrating out θ. Therefore, in the empirical Bayes approach,
we use the data to fine-tune the prior distribution. This approach of maximizing
the marginal likelihood function is also called type-2 maximum likelihood [9] due to
its resemblance with the frequentist approach of maximum likelihood
estimation. Due to this, we can use attractive methods for computing maximum
likelihood estimates to compute the hyperparameters. In this thesis, we will be
using the Expectation-Maximization (EM) method [35] and the Monte-Carlo
Expectation-Maximization (MCEM) method [147] to solve the marginal
likelihood problems.

2.6.4

Approximate inference and Gibbs sampling

For many problems related to probabilistic models, it might be required to
evaluate the posterior distribution or expectation of a function with respect to a
posterior distribution. For example, in the EM algorithm, we need to evaluate the
expectation of the complete-data log-likelihood with respect to the posterior
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distribution of the latent variables.
For very few models, the posterior
distribution is available in closed form (for example, the posterior distribution of
ppθ|yq in (8.13)). For most probabilistic models of practical interest, exact
inference is analytically intractable, and so we have to resort to some form of
approximation.
There are two classes of approximation schemes based on whether it relies on
stochastic or deterministic approximations.
Deterministic approximation
methods include Variational inference or Variational Bayes and expectation
propagation, which rely of approximating an unknown distribution with tractable
density by minimizing a distance measure like Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence
(see [10], Chapter 10). Stochastic approximation methods or Sampling methods
are based on numerical sampling. They include methods like Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC). Even though there are applications that directly require
posterior distributions, posterior distributions are required to evaluate
expectations in most applications. If we take the EM algorithm, the posterior
distribution is required to evaluate the expectation of the complete-data
log-likelihood with respect to the posterior distribution of the latent variables.
Therefore the problem is to find the expectation of a function f pz q with respect to
a probability distribution ppz q.
Sampling methods are used to obatain a set of samples z plq (where l  1, . . . , M )
drawn independently from the distribution ppz q. These samples are used to find
an unbiased estimate of the expectation of any function f pz q by a finite sum ,
Erf pz qs 

M
1 ¸
f pz plq q.
M l1

(2.29)

Simple distributions can be sampled using standard methods and inverse
transform sampling. However, the posterior distributions that need to be
sampled can be complex and high-dimensional. In this thesis, we would like to
sample in spaces of high dimensionality. Therefore, we require advanced
sampling techniques like Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). There are various
MCMC sampling methods available in the literature. For example the Metropolis
algorithm [86], the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm [62], Gibbs sampling [52], the slice
sampling [87]. In this thesis, we will be using the Gibbs sampling.
Gibbs sampling is a simple and widely applicable MCMC algorithm and it can
be seen as a special case of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. Gibbs sampling
allows us to sample from a joint distribution that is unknown (i.e.
ppzq  ppz1 , z2 , . . . , zn q) or difficult to sample from directly. Suppose that we have
chosen some initial state for the Markov chain, each step of the Gibbs sampling
procedure involves replacing the value of one of the variables zi by a value
drawn from the distribution of that variable conditioned on the values of the
remaining variables zzi  tz1 , z2 , . . . , zn uzzi , i.e., ppzi |zzi q. This procedure is
repeated iteratively.

pi 1q  ppz |z piq , . . . , z piq q ,
n
1 2

• sample z1
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pi 1q  ppz |z pi 1q , z piq , . . . , z piq q ,
n
2 1
3

• sample z2
..
.

pi 1q  ppz |z pi 1q , z pi 1q , . . . , z pi 1q q .
n 1
2
n1

• sample zn

It can be shown that the sequence of samples constitutes a Markov chain, and the
stationary distribution of that Markov chain is the sought-after joint distribution.
As the size of i grows, the samples are drawn from the required probability
distribution. Normally, we discard the first few samples since the Markov chain
will be poorly mixed and the obtained samples will be far away from the
stationary distribution, which is the target distribution for the Gibbs sampler.
Therefore, we discard the first B samples, which is known as the burn-in period.
If the burn-in period is large enough, then we produce samples from the
stationary distribution. It can be seen that in order to sample from a joint
distribution, the conditional distribution of each variable should be known. This
is a requirement when using Gibbs sampling. Gibbs sampling is a simple and
effective sampling method, provided we know the conditional distributions. It
does not require any tuning of the proposal distribution like the
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. Similar to the other MCMC techniques, the
generated samples can be correlated, but we need independent samples. Instead
of sampling individual variables, a group of variables can be sampled to tackle
this. This is called blocking Gibbs sampling algorithm or blocked Gibbs sampler [68].
This is done by choosing blocks of variables, not necessarily disjoint, and then
sampling jointly from the variables in each block in turn, conditioned on the
remaining variables. We adopt this approach of Gibbs sampling in our thesis.

2.7

Summary

This chapter provides the necessary background and preliminaries. The dynamic
network setup is introduced and the state-of-the-art approach for identifying a
module in a dynamic network has been provided. A reflection has been made on
the available indirect and direct PEMs. Apart from PEM, this thesis follows the
approach of Bayesian learning as well. Necessary background on Bayesian
estimation, its relation with regularization, imposing prior belief through kernels
and estimating the shape of the prior using data has been provided. Solving a
marginal likelihood problem involves evaluating posterior densities and
expectations with respect to posterior densities. Therefore, the background about
the Bayesian inference techniques has also been provided. In the next chapter, we
will answer how to handle the confounding variables and correlated noises in
the network and obtain asymptotically efficient estimates.
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The Local Direct Method

T

he identification of local modules in dynamic networks with known
topology has recently been addressed by formulating conditions for
arriving at consistent estimates of the module dynamics. These results
are under the assumption of having disturbances that are uncorrelated
over the different nodes and the absence of confounding variables that
can occur due to unmeasured nodes. The conditions typically reflect
selecting a set of node signals that are taken as predictor inputs in a
MISO identification setup. In this chapter an extension is made to arrive
at an identification setup for the situation that process noises on the
different node signals can be correlated with each other and confounding
variables can be present. In this situation the local module may need to
be embedded in a MIMO identification setup for arriving at a consistent
estimate with maximum likelihood (ML) properties. This requires the
proper treatment of confounding variables. The result is a general
theory to handle this situation and a set of algorithms that, based on the
given network topology and disturbance correlation structure, selects an
appropriate set of node signals as predictor inputs and outputs in a MISO
or MIMO identification setup. Three algorithms are presented that differ
in their approach of selecting measured node signals. Either a maximum
or a minimum number of measured node signals can be considered, as
well as a preselected set of measured nodes.

This chapter is based on the publication: K.R. Ramaswamy and P.M.J. Van den Hof, “A local direct
method for module identification in dynamic networks with correlated noise", IEEE Trans. Automatic
Control, Vol. 66, no. 11, pp. 5237-5252, November 2021.
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3.1

Introduction

A standing assumption in the works [29, 83, 84, 101, 102, 124] is that the process
noises entering the nodes of the dynamic network are uncorrelated with each
other. This assumption facilitates the analysis and the development of methods
for local module identification, reaching consistent module estimates using the
MISO direct method. In one of the following situations,
a. process noises are correlated over the nodes i.e. Φv pω q is non-diagonal, or
b. when some w-in-neighbours of wj are not included in wD , after immersion,
the disturbance signals that are acting on the inputs and outputs in the predictor
model can get correlated, and these disturbance signals are referred to as
confounding variables1 . In practical scenarios, these situations are common since
not all nodes can be measured, and disturbances in dynamic networks can be
correlated. These confounding variables destroy the consistency results for the
considered MISO direct method. In these situations, it is necessary to consider
also the noise topology or disturbance correlation structure when selecting an
appropriate identification setup. Even though the indirect and two-stage
methods in [27, 54] can handle the situation of correlated noise and deliver
consistent estimates, the obtained estimates will not have minimum variance,
considering the selected set of signals in the predictor model.
This chapter considers the situation of having dynamic networks with disturbance
signals on different nodes that are possibly correlated. At the same time, our target
moves from consistency only, to also minimum variance (or Maximum Likelihood
(ML)) properties of the obtained local module estimates. We will assume that the
topology of the network is known and the (Boolean) correlation structure of the
noise disturbances, i.e., the zero-elements in the spectral density matrix of the
noise. While one could use techniques for full network identification (e.g., [144]),
we aim to develop a method that uses only local information. In this way, we
avoid (i) the need to collect node measurements that are “far away” from the target
module, and (ii) the need to identify unnecessary modules that would come with
the price of the requirement of excess external excitation.
Using the reasoning first introduced in [126], we build a constructive procedure
that, choosing a limited number of predictor inputs and predicted outputs,
builds an identification setup that guarantees ML properties (and thus
asymptotic minimum variance) when applying a direct prediction error
identification method.
In this situation, we have to deal with so-called
confounding variables (see e.g., [126], [30]), that is, unmeasured variables that
directly or indirectly influence both the predicted output and the predictor
inputs, and lead to lack of consistency. The effect of confounding variables will
be mitigated by extending the number of predictor inputs and/or predicted
outputs in the identification setup, thus including more measured node signals
1 A confounding variable is an unmeasured variable that has paths to both the input and output of
an estimation problem [90].

3.2 Available results and problem specification
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in the identification. Finally, we provide a generally applicable theory for signal
selection and also different node selection schemes.
This chapter is organized as follows. We start with providing a summary of
available results and the general idea of the solution to the above problem before
getting into technical details. Important concepts and notations used in this
chapter are defined in Section 3.4 while the MIMO identification setup and main
results are presented in subsequent sections. Sections 3.7-3.9 provide algorithms
and illustrative examples for three different ways of selecting input and output
node signals: the full input case, the minimum input case, and the user selection
case. This is followed by Conclusions. The technical proofs of all results are
collected in the Appendix.

3.2

Available results and problem specification

The following results are available from previous work:
• When Dj is chosen equal to Nj and noise vj is uncorrelated to all vk , k P Vj ,
then Gji can be consistently estimated in a MISO setup, provided that there
is enough excitation in the predictor input signals, see [124].
• When Dj is a subset of Nj , and disturbance are uncorrelated, confounding
variables can occur in the estimation problem, and these have to be taken
into account in the choice of Dj in order to arrive at consistent estimates of
Gji , see [29].
• In [30] relaxed conditions for the selection of Dj have been formulated,
while still staying in the context of MISO identification with noise spectrum
of v (Φv ) being diagonal. This is particularly done by choosing additional
predictor input signals that are not in Nj ,.i.e. that are no in-neighbors of the
output wj of the target module.
• For non-diagonal Φv , an indirect/two-stage identification method can be
used to arrive at consistent estimates of Gji [29, 54, 124]. However the
drawback of these methods is that they do not allow for a maximum
likelihood analysis, i.e. they will not lead to minimum variance results.
• This latter argument also holds for the method in [83, 84], where
Wiener-filter estimates are combined to provide local module estimates,
and diagonal Φv is considered.
In this chapter, we go beyond consistency properties, and address the following
problem:
How to handle confounding variables and identify a single module in a dynamic
network, such that the estimate is consistent and asymptotically has Maximum
Likelihood properties, and thus also minimum variance properties?
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3.3

General philosophy of the solution

Figure 3.1: Two-node example network from [126] with v1 and v2 dynamically
correlated and e1 , e2 white noise processes.
Addressing the above problem requires careful treatment and modeling of the
noise acting on the different node signals. This can be illustrated through a
simple example that is presented in [126], where a two-node network is
considered as given in Figure 3.1, with v1 and v2 being dynamically correlated
and the objective to identify G021 . In this case, a SISO identification using the
direct method with input w1 and output w2 will lead to a biased estimate of G021
because of the unmodeled correlation of the disturbance signals on w1 and w2 2 .
For an analysis of this, see [126]. Suppose both node signals w1 and w2 are
predicted as outputs. In that case, the correlation between the disturbance signals
can be incorporated in a 2  2 non-diagonal noise model, thus leading to an
unbiased estimate of G021 . In this way, bias due to correlation in the noise signals
can be avoided by predicting additional outputs other than the output of the
target module. This leads to the following two suggestions:
• confounding variables can be dealt with by modeling correlated
disturbances on the node signals, and
• this can be done by moving from a MISO identification setup to a MIMO
setup.
These suggestions are being explored in the current chapter. Next, we will present
an example to illustrate the problem further.
Example 3.1 Consider the network sketched in Figure 3.2, and let module
G021 be the target module for identification. If the node signals w1 , w2 and w4
can be measured, then a two-input one-output model with inputs w1 , w4 and
output w2 can be considered. This can lead to a consistent estimate of G021
and G024 , provided that the disturbance signal v2 is uncorrelated to all other
disturbance signals. However if e.g. v4 and v2 are dynamically correlated,
2 In

this particular example the bias is caused by the presence of H21 .
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Figure 3.2: Example network with target module G021 (in green) and with v2
dynamically correlated with v4 (red colored).
implying that a noise model H of the two-dimensional noise process is nondiagonal, then a biased estimate will result for this approach. A solution is
then to include w4 in the set of predicted outputs, and to add node signal
w3 as predictor input for w4 . We then combine predicting w2 on the basis of
pw1 , w4 q with predicting w4 on the basis of w3 . The correlation between v2
and v4 is then covered by modelling a 2  2 non-diagonal noise model of the
joint process pv2 , v4 q.
We will now look into another way of handling confounding variables. Consider
the simple cascade three node network example in figure 3.3, with v1 and v3 being
dynamically correlated. In this case, a SISO identification using w2 as input and
w1 as output will lead to biased estimate of G012 due to unmodelled correlation of
the disturbance signals on w1 and w2 . Even though the direct disturbance on w2
(i.e. v2 ) is uncorrelated to v1 , there exists correlation of the disturbance signals on
w1 and w2 due to the fact that v3 and v1 are correlated and v3 has a path to w2
through w3 which is an unmeasured node (i.e. a node signal that is not in the SISO
predictor model/identification). One possible way to handle this situation, which

Figure 3.3: Simple example network with target module G012 (in green) and with
v1 dynamically correlated with v3 (red colored).
we have already discussed, is to predict w2 as well (i.e., add w2 to the predicted
output) and model the correlated disturbances using a 2  2 non-diagonal noise
model. Another way to handle this is to include w3 as predictor input along with
w2 as input and w1 as output, and block the effect of confounding variable that
affects the estimation of target module G012 . What we are doing here is block and
divert. Here, we are blocking the effect of the confounding variable on the target
module and diverting the effect of the confounding variable to another estimated
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module. In essence, the unmodelled correlation between v1 and v3 will create bias
in the estimated model from w3 to w1 (i.e. the model will not be zero), however
it will not create bias in the estimated model from w2 to w1 (which is the target
module).
In the next sections we will formalize the procedure that has been discussed above
for general networks.

3.4

Concepts and notation

In line with [90] we define the notion of a confounding variable.
Definition 3.1 (confounding variable) Consider
defined by
w  G0 w H 0 e R0 r

a

dynamic

network
(3.1)

with e a white noise process, and consider the graph related to this network,
with node signals w and e. Let wX and wY be two subsets of measured node
signals in w, and let wZ be the set of unmeasured node signals in w. Then
a noise component e` in e is a confounding variable for the estimation problem
wX Ñ wY , if in the graph there exist simultaneous paths from e` to node
signals wk , k P X and wn , n P Y, while these paths are either direct or only
pass through nodes that are in wZ .
2
We will denote wY as the node signals in w that serve as predicted outputs, and
wD as the node signals in w that serve as predictor inputs. It can happen that a
node signal can be in both input and output. Next we decompose wY and wD into
disjoint sets according to: Y  Q Y tou ; D  Q Y U where wQ are the node
signals that are common in wY and wD ; wo is the output wj of the target module;
if j P Q then tou is void; wU are the node signals that are only in wD . In this
situation the measured nodes will be wDYY and the unmeasured nodes wZ will be
determined by the set Z  LztD Y Y u, where L  t1, 2,    Lu. There can exist two

Figure 3.4: A simple network with 3 nodes w1 , w2 , w3 and unmeasured noise
sources e1 , e2 and e3 . G12 is the target module to be identified.
types of confounding variable namely direct and indirect confounding variables. For
direct confounding variables the simultaneous paths mentioned in the definition are
both direct paths, while in all other cases we refer to the confounding variables as
indirect confounding variables. For example, in the network as shown in Figure 3.4
with D  t2u, Y  t1u and Z  t3u, for the estimation problem w2 Ñ w1 , e2 is a
direct confounding variable since it has a simultaneous path to w1 and w2 where both
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the paths are direct paths. Meanwhile e3 is an indirect confounding variable since it
has a simultaneous path to w1 and w2 where one of the path is an unmeasured
path3 .
Remark 3.1 Confounding variables are defined in accordance with their
use in [30], on the basis of a network description as in (3.1). In this
definition absence of confounding variables still allows that there are
unmeasured signals that create correlation between the inputs and outputs
of an estimation problem, in particular if the white noise signals in e are
statically correlated, i.e cov peq being non-diagonal. It will appear that this
type of correlations will not hinder our identification results, as analysed in
Section 9.5.

3.5

Main results - Line of reasoning

On the basis of the decomposition of node signals as defined in the previous
section we are going to represent the system’s equations (3.1) in the following
structured form4 :
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where we make the notation agreement that the matrix H is not necessarily monic,
and the scaling of the white noise process e is such that cov peq  I. Without loss
of generality, we can assume r  0 for the sake of brevity.
Our objective is to end up with an identification problem in which we identify
the dynamics from inputs pwQ , wU q to outputs pwQ , wo q, while our target module
Gji pq q is present as one of the scalar transfers (modules) in this identified (MIMO)
model. This can be realized by the following steps:
1. Firstly, we write the system’s equations for the measured variables as
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Ḡ
0
 wU 
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ḠUD ḠU o
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0 H̄UU
ξU on
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0

H̄m

(3.3)

ξm

3 An unmeasured path is a path that passes through nodes in w only. Analogously, we can define
Z
unmeasured loops through a node wk .
4 From now on, 0 is dropped for convenience.
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with ξm a white noise process, while H̄ is monic, stable and stably invertible
and the components in Ḡ are zero if it concerns a mapping between identical
signals. This step is made by removing the non-measured signals wZ from
the network, while maintaining the second order properties of the remaining
signals. This step is referred to as immersion of the nodes in wZ [29].
2. As an immediate result of the previous step we can write an expression for
the output variables wY , by considering the upper part of the equation (3.3),
as
  
  

  
wQ
ḠQQ ḠQU wQ
H̄QQ H̄Qo
ξQ

(3.4)
w
Ḡ
Ḡ
w
H̄
H̄
ξo on
o on loooooomoooooon
oQ
oU loomo
U
oQ
oo loomo
loomo
on loooooomoooooon
wY

Ḡ

wD

H̄

ξY

with cov pξY q : Λ̄.
3. Thirdly, we will provide conditions to guarantee that Ḡji pq q  Gji pq q, i.e
the target module appearing in equation (3.4) is the target module of the
original network (invariance of target module). This will require conditions on
the selection of node signals in wQ , wo , wU .
4. Finally, it will be shown that, on the basis of (3.4), under fairly general
conditions, the transfer functions Ḡpq q and H̄ pq q can be estimated
consistently, and with maximum likelihood properties.
A pictorial
representation of the identification setup with the classification of different
sets of signals in (3.4) is provided in Figure 3.5. The figure also contains set
A, B, Fn which will be introduced in the sequel.

Figure 3.5: Figure to depict the identification setup and classification of different
sets of signals in the input and output of the identification problem.
The combination of steps 3 and 4 will lead to a consistent and maximum likelihood
estimation of the target module Gji pq q. It has to be noted that an identification
setup results, in which signals can simultaneously act as input and as output (the
set wQ ). Because ḠQQ is restricted to be hollow, this does not lead to trivial transfers
between signals that are the same. A related situation appears when identifying a
full network, while using all node signals as both inputs and outputs, as in [144].
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The steps 1)-4) above will require conditions on the selection of node signals,
based on the known topology of the network and an allowed correlation
structure of the disturbances in the network. Specifying these conditions on the
selection of sets wQ , wo , wU , will be an important objective of the next section.

3.6

Main Results - Derivations

3.6.1

System representation after immersion (Steps 1-2)

First we will show that a network in which signals in wZ are removed (immersed)
can indeed be represented by (3.3).
Proposition 3.1 Consider a dynamic network given by (3.2), where the set of
all nodes wL is decomposed in disjunct sets wQ , wo , wU and wZ as defined in
Section 3.4. Then, for the situation r  0,
1. there exists a representation (3.3) of the measured node signals wm , with
H̄m monic, stable and stably invertible, and ξm a white noise process,
and
2. for this representation there are no confounding variables for the
estimation problem wU Ñ wY .
Proof: See appendix.
(a)


(b)

(c)

Figure 3.6: (a): Original network with 4 nodes twi ui1,4 , and unmeasured white
noise sources tei ui1,4 ; (b): Transformed network with confounding variable for
w4 Ñ w1 removed; (c): Transformed network with also the confounding variable
for w3 Ñ w1 removed.
The consequence of Proposition 3.1 is that the output node signals in wY can be
explicitly written in the form of (3.4), in terms of input node signals wD and
disturbances, without relying on (unmeasured) node signals in wZ . The
particular structure of network representation (3.3) implies that there are no
confounding variables for the estimation problem wU Ñ wY . This will be an
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important phenomenon for our identification setup. Based on (3.4), a typical
prediction error identification method can provide estimates of Ḡ and H̄ from
measured signals wY and wD with D  Q Y U. In this estimation problem,
confounding variables for the estimation problem wQ Ñ wY are treated by
correlated noise modelling in H̄, while confounding variables for the estimation
problem wU Ñ wY are not present, due to the structure of (3.3).
In the following example, the step towards (3.3) will be illustrated, as well as its
effect on the dynamics in Ḡ.
Example 3.2 Consider the 4-node network depicted in Figure 3.6(a), where
all nodes are considered to be measured, and where we select wo  w1 ,
U  t2, 3, 4u, and Q  H. In this network, there is a confounding variable
e4 for the problem w4 Ñ w1 (i.e wU Ñ wY ), meaning that for the situation
ξ  e the noise model H̄m in (3.3) will not be block diagonal. Therefore the
network does not comply with the representation in (3.3) and (3.4). We can
remove the confounding variable, by shifting the effect of H14 into a
1 H14 , as
transformed version of G14 , which now becomes G14
H44
depicted in Figure 3.6(b). However, since this shift also affects the transfer
from e3 to w1 , the change of G14 needs to be mitigated by a new term H13 ,
in order to keep the network signals invariant. In the resulting network the
confounding variable for w4 Ñ w1 is removed, but a new confounding
variable (e3 q for w3 Ñ w1 has been created. In the second step, shown in
Figure 3.6(c), the term H13 is removed by incorporating its effect in the
1 H13 . In the resulting network
module G13 which now becomes G13 H33
there are no confounding variables for wU Ñ w1 . This representation
complies with the structure in (3.3). Note that in the transformed network,
the dynamics of G12 is left invariant, while the dynamics of G14 and G13
have been changed. The intermediately occurring confounding variables
relate to a sequence of linked confounders, as discussed in [30].
2
In the next subsection it will be investigated under which conditions our target
module will remain invariant under the above transformation to a representation
(3.3) without confounding variables.

3.6.2

Module invariance result (Step 3)

The transformation of a network into the form (3.3), leading to the resulting
identification setup of (3.4), involves two basic steps, each of which can lead to a
change of dynamic modules in Ḡ. These two steps are
(a) Removing of non-measured signals in wZ (immersion), and
(b) Transforming the system’s equations to a form where there are no
confounding variables for wU Ñ wY .
Module invariance in step (a) is covered by the following Condition:
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Condition 3.1 (parallel path and loop condition[29]) Let Gji be the target
network module to be identified. In the original network (3.2):
• Every path from wi to wj , excluding the path through Gji , passes
through a node wk , k P D, and
• Every loop through wj passes through a node in wk , k

P D.

2

This condition has been introduced in [29] for a MISO identification setup, to
guarantee that when immersing (removing) nonmeasured node signals from the
network, the target module will remain invariant. As an alternative, more
generalized notions of network abstractions have been developed for this
purpose in [141]. Condition 3.1 will be used to guarantee module invariance
under step (a).
Step (b) above is a new step, and requires studying module invariance in the step
transforming a network from an original format where all nodes are measured,
into a structure that complies with (3.3), i.e. with absence of confounding variables
for wU Ñ wY .
We are going to tackle this problem, by decomposing the set U into two disjunct
sets U  A Y B aiming at the situation that in the transformed network, the
modules GYA stay invariant, while for the modules GYB we accept that the
transformation can lead to module changes. We construct A by choosing signals
wk P wU such that in the original network there are no confounding variables for
the estimation problem wA Ñ wY . For the selection of B, we do allow
confounding variables for the estimation problem wB Ñ wY . By requiring a
particular “disconnection” between the sets A and B, we can then still guarantee
that the modules GYA stay invariant.
The following condition will address the major requirement for addressing our
step (b).
Condition 3.2 U is decomposed into two disjunct sets, U  A Y B (see
Figure 3.5), such that in the original network (3.2) there are no confounding
variables for the estimation problems wA Ñ wY and wA Ñ wB .
2
Condition 3.2 is not a restriction on U, as such a decomposition can always be
made, e.g. by taking A  H and B  U. The flexibility in choosing this
decomposition will be instrumental in the sequel of this chapter.
Example 3.3 (Example 3.2 continued) In the example network depicted in
Figure 3.6, we observe that in the original network there is a confounding
variable for w4 Ñ w1 . However in the step towards creating a network
without confounding variables for wU Ñ wY an intermediate step occurs,
where there is also a confounding variable for w3 Ñ w1 , as depicted in
Figure 3.6(b). For U  t2, 3, 4u the choice A  t2, 3u, B  t4u, is not valid
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since there exists a confounding variable (e3 ) for w3 Ñ w4 which violates
the second condition that there should be no confounding variables for
wA Ñ wB . Therefore the appropriate choice satisfying Condition 3.2 is
A  t2u and B  t3, 4u. Note that this matches with the situation that in the
transformed network (Figure 3.6(c)), the module GYA remains invariant, and
the modules GYB get changed.
2
We can now formulate the module invariance result.
Theorem 3.1 (Module invariance result) Let Gji be the target network
module. In the transformed system’s equation (3.4), it holds that Ḡji  G0ji
under the following conditions:
1. The parallel path and loop Condition 3.1 is satisfied, and
2. The following three conditions are satisfied:
a. U is decomposed in A and B, satisfying Condition 3.2, and

b. i P tA Y Qu, and

c. Every path from twi , wj u to wB passes through a measured node in
wLzZ .

Proof: See appendix.
A more detailed illustration of the conditions in the theorem will be deferred to
three different algorithms for selecting the node signals, to be presented in
Sections 3.7-3.9. We will first develop the identification results for the general
case.

3.6.3

Identification results (Step 4)

If the conditions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied, then the target module Ḡji  G0ji can
be identified on the basis of the system’s equation (3.4). For this system’s equation
we can set up a predictor model with input wD and outputs wY , for the estimation
of Ḡ and H̄. This will be based on a parameterized model set determined by
M :

(

pḠpθq, H̄ pθq, Λ̄pθqq, θ P Θ

,

while
the
actual
data
generating
system
is
represented
by
S  pḠpθo q, H̄ pθo q, Λ̄pθ0 qq. The corresponding identification problem is defined
by considering the one-step-ahead prediction of wY in the parametrized model,
according to ŵY pt|t  1; θq : EtwY ptq | wYt1 , wDt ; θu where wDt denotes the past of
wD , i.e.
twD pkq, k ¤ tu. The resulting prediction error becomes:
εpt, θq : wY ptq  ŵY pt|t  1; θq, leading to




εpt, θq  H̄ pq, θq1 wY ptq  Ḡpq, θqwD ptq ,

(3.5)
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and the weighted least squares identification criterion
θ̂N

1
 arg min
θ N



N¸1



εT pt, θqW εpt, θq,

(3.6)

t 0

with W any positive definite weighting matrix. This parameter estimate then
leads to an estimated subnetwork ḠYD pq, θ̂N q and noise model H̄ pq, θ̂N q, for
which consistency and minimum variance results will be formulated next.
Theorem 3.2 (Consistency) Consider a dynamic network represented by
(3.3), and a related (MIMO) network identification setup with predictor
inputs wD and predicted outputs wY , according to (3.4). Let Fn  U be the set
of node signals k for which ξk is statically uncorrelated with ξY a and let
F : U zFn . Then a direct prediction error identification method according
to (4.5)-(4.6), applied to a parametrized model set M will provide consistent
estimates of Ḡ and H̄ if:
a. M is chosen to satisfy S

P M;

b. Φκ pω q ¡ 0 for a sufficiently high number of frequencies, where κptq :
J
 J
wD ptq ξQJ ptq wo ptq ;
(data-informativity condition).
c. The following paths/loops should have at least a delay:
• All paths/loops from wY YF to wY in the network (3.4) and in its
parametrized model; and

• For every wk P Fn , all paths from wY YF to wk in the network (3.4),
or all paths from wk to wY in the parametrized model.
(delay in path/loop condition.)
a This

r p q p qs  0.

implies that E ξk t ξY t

Proof: See appendix.
The consistency theorem has a structure that corresponds to the classical result of
the direct prediction error identification method applied to a closed-loop
experimental setup, [77].
A system in the model set condition (a), an
informativity condition on the measured data (b), and a loop delay condition (c).
Note however that conditions (b) and (c) are generalized versions of the typical
closed-loop case [77, 124], and are dedicated for the considered network setup.
It is important to note that Theorem 3.2 is formulated in terms of conditions on
the network in (3.3), which we refer to as the transformed network. However, it is
quintessential to formulate the conditions in terms of properties of signals in the
original network, represented by (3.2).
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Proposition 3.2 If in the original network, U is decomposed in two disjunct
sets A and B satisfying Condition 3.2, then Condition c of Theorem 3.2 can be
reformulated as:
c. The following paths/loops should have at least a delay:
– All paths/loops from wY YB to wY in the original network (3.2) and
in the parametrized model; and
– For every wk P A, all paths from wY YB to wk in the network (3.2),
or all paths from wk to wY in the parametrized model.

Proof: See appendix.
Condition (b) of Theorem 3.2 requires that there should be enough excitation
present in the node signals, which actually reflects a type of identifiability
property [143]. Note that this excitation condition may require that there are
external excitation signals present at some locations,
see also
[22, 53, 65, 124, 133, 145], and [127], where it is shown that dimprq ¥ |Q|, with |Q|
the cardinality of Q. Since we are using a direct method for identification,
excitation signals r are not directly used in the predictor model, although they
serve the purpose of providing excitation in the network. A first result of a
generalized method where, besides node signals w, also signals r are included in
the predictor inputs, is presented in [105].
Since in the result of Theorem 3.2 we arrive at white innovation signals, the result
can be extended to formulate Maximum Likelihood properties of the estimate.
Theorem 3.3 Consider the situation of Theorem 3.2, and let the conditions
for consistency be satisfied. Let ξY be normally distributed, and let Λ̄pθq be
parametrized independently from Ḡpθq and H̄ pθq. Then, under zero initial
conditions, the Maximum Likelihood estimate of θ0 is


N
1 ¸
εpt, θqεT pt, θq
N t1

ML
θ̂N



arg min det

ML
Λpθ̂N
q



N
1 ¸
ML T
εpt, θ̂N
qε pt, θ̂NM L q.
N t1

θ

(3.7)
(3.8)

Proof: Can be shown by following a similar reasoning as in Theorem 1 of [144]. 2

So far, we have analysed the situation for given sets of node signals wQ , wo , wA ,
wB and wZ . The presented results are very general and allow for different
algorithms to select the appropriate signals and specify the particular signal sets,
that will guarantee target module invariance and consistent and minimum
variance module estimates with the presented local direct method. In the next
sections we will focus on formulating guidelines for the selection of these sets,
such that the target module invariance property holds, as formulated in Theorem

3.7 Algorithm for signal selection: full input case
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3.1. For formulating these conditions, we will consider three different situations
with respect to the availability of measured node signals.
(a) In the Full input case, we will assume that all in-neighbors of the predicted
output signals are measured and used as predictor input;
(b) In the Minimum input case, we will include the smallest possible number of
node signals to be measured for arriving at our objective;
(c) In the User selection case, we will formulate our results for a prior given set
of measured node signals;

3.7

Algorithm for signal selection: full input case

The first algorithm to be presented is based on the strategy that for any node signal
that is selected as output, we have access to all of its w-in-neighbors, that are to be
included as predictor inputs. This strategy will lead to an identification setup with
a maximum use of measured node signals that contain information that is relevant
for modeling our target module Gji . The following strategy will be followed:
• We start by selecting i P D and j

P Y;

• Then we extend D in such a way that all w-in-neighbors of wY are
included in wD .
• All node signals in wD that have noise terms vk , k P D that are
correlated with any v` , ` P Y (direct confounding variables for wD Ñ
wY ), are included in Y too. They become elements of Q.
• With A : DzQ it follows that by construction there are no direct
confounding variables for the estimation problem wA Ñ wY .
• Then we choose wB as a subset of nodes that are not in wY nor in
wA . This set needs to be introduced to block the indirect confounding
variables for the estimation problem wA Ñ wY , and will be chosen to
satisfy Condition 2a and 2c of Theorem 3.1.
• Every node signal wk , k P A for which there are only indirect
confounding variables and cannot be blocked by a node in wB , is
– moved to B if Conditions 2a and 2c of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied
and k  i; (else)
– included in Y and moved to Q;
• Finally, we define the identification setup as the estimation problem
wD Ñ wY , with D  Q Y A Y B and Y  Q Y tou.
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Note that because all w-in-neighbors of wY are included in wD , we automatically
satisfy the parallel path and loop condition 3.1. In order for the selection of node
signals wB to satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.1, we will specify the following
Property 3.1.
Property 3.1 Let the node signals wB be chosen to satisfy the following
properties:
1. If, in the original network, there are no confounding variables for the
estimation problem wA Ñ wY , then B is void implying that wB is not
present;
2. If, in the original network, there are confounding variables for the
estimation problem wA Ñ wY , then all of the following conditions
need to be satisfied:
a. For any confounding variable for the estimation problem wA Ñ
wY , the unmeasured paths from the confounding variable to node
signals wA pass through a node in wB .
b. There are no confounding variables for the estimation problem
wA Ñ wB .
c. Every path from twi , wj u to wB passes through a measured node
in wLzZ .
2

Property 2a) ensures that, after including wB in the set of measured signals, there
are no indirect confounding variables for the estimation problem wA Ñ wY , and
Property 2b) guarantees that there are no confounding variables for the
estimation problem wA Ñ wB . Together we satisfy Condition 2a) of Theorem 3.1.
Also, Property 2c) guarantees condition 2c) of Theorem 3.1 to be satisfied. Finally,
as per the algorithm, wi can be either in wA or wQ . Therefore at the end of the
algorithm, we will obtain sets of signals that satisfy the conditions in Theorem
3.1 for target module invariance.
Example 3.4 Consider the network in Figure 3.7. G12 is the target module
that we want to identify. We now select the signals according to the
algorithm presented in this section. First we include the input of the target
module w2 in wD and the output of the target module w1 in wY . Next we
include all w-in-neighbors of wY (i.e. w3 and w4 ) in wD . All node signals in
wD that have noise terms vk , k P D that are correlated with any v` , ` P Y
need to be included in Y too. This concerns w2 , since v1 is correlated with
v2 . Now wY  tw1 , w2 u has changed and we need to include the
w-in-neighbors of w2 , which is w5 , in wD , leading to wD  tw2 , w3 , w4 , w5 u.
After a check we can conclude that all node signals in wD that have noise
terms vk , k P D that are correlated with any v` , ` P Y are included in Y too.

3.8 Algorithm for signal selection: minimum input case
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Figure 3.7: Example network with v1 dynamically correlated with v2 and v8
(red colored). v4 is dynamically correlated with v6 (green colored) and v5 is
dynamically correlated with v7 (blue colored).

The result now becomes
QY

Y  t1, 2u
X D  t2u

;
;

D  t2, 3, 4, 5u
A  DzQ  t3, 4, 5u.

(3.9)
(3.10)

Since v8 is dynamically correlated with v1 , in the resulting situation we will
have a confounding variable for the estimation problem w5 Ñ w1 (i.e. wA Ñ
wY ). As per condition 2a of Property 3.1, the path of the confounding variable
e8 to w5 should be blocked by a node signal in wB , which can be either w7
or w8 . w7 cannot be chosen in wB since this would create a confounding
variable for wA Ñ wB (i.e. w5 Ñ w7 ). Moreover, w7 P wB would also create
an unmeasured path wi Ñ w7 with wi  w2 , thereby violating Condition 2c
of Property 3.1. When w8 is chosen in wB , the conditions in Property 3.1 are
satisfied and hence we choose B  t8u. The resulting estimation problem is
pw2 , w3 , w4 , w5 , w8 q Ñ pw1 , w2 q, and will according to Theorem 3.2 provide a
consistent and maximum likehood estimate of G12 .

3.8

Algorithm for signal selection: minimum input
case

Rather than measuring all node signals that are w-in-neighbors of the output wj
of our target module Gji , we now focus on an identification setup that uses a
minimum number of measured node signals, according to the following strategy:
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• We start by selecting i P D and j

P Y;

• Then we extend D with a minimum number of node signals that
satisfies the parallel path and loop Condition 3.1.
• Every node signal wk in wD for which there is a direct or indirect
confounding variable for the estimation problem wk Ñ wY is
included in Y and Q.
• With A : DzQ and B  H it follows that by construction there are
no confounding variables for the estimation problem wA Ñ wY .
• Finally, we define the identification setup as the estimation problem
wD Ñ wY , with D  Q Y A.
As we can observe, the algorithm does not require selection of set B. This is
attributed to the way we handle the indirect confounding variables for the
estimation problem wA Ñ wY . Instead of tackling these confounding variables by
adding blocking node signals wB (as in full input case) to be added as predictor
inputs, we deal with them by moving the concerned wk , k P A to wQ and thus to
the set of predicted outputs. We choose this approach in order to minimize the
required number of measured node signals. In this way, by construction, there
will be no direct or indirect confounding variables for the estimation problem
wA Ñ wY . From this result, we can guarantee that the conditions in Theorem 3.1
will be satisfied since B  H. Thus at the end of the algorithm we obtain a set of
signals that provides target module invariance.
Example 3.5 Consider the same network as in Example 3.4 represented by
Figure 3.7. Applying the algorithm of this section, we first include the input
of the target module w2 in wD and the output of the target module w1 in wY .
There exist two parallel paths from w2 to w1 , namely w2 Ñ w3 Ñ w1 and
w2 Ñ w3 Ñ w4 Ñ w1 and no loops through w1 . In order to satisfy
Condition 3.1 we can include either w3 in D such that D  t2, 3u or both
w3 , w4 in D such that D  t2, 3, 4u. We choose the former to have minimum
number of node signals. Because of the correlation between v2 and v1 there
is a confounding variable for the estimation problem w2 Ñ w1 . According
to step 3 of the algorithm, w2 is then moved to Y and Q, leading to
wY  tw1 , w2 u. Because of this change of Y we have to recheck for presence
of confounding variables. However this change does not introduce any
additional confounding variables. The resulting estimation problem is
pw2 , w3 q Ñ pw1 , w2 q with wA  w3 , wB  H, wQ  w2 and wY  pw1 , w2 q. 2
In comparison with the full input case, the algorithm in this section will typically
have a higher number of predicted output nodes and a smaller number of
predictor inputs. This implies that there is a stronger emphasis on estimating a
(multivariate) noise model H̄. Given the choice of the direct identification
method, and the choice of signals to satisfy the parallel path and loop condition,

3.9 Algorithm for signal selection: User selection case
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this algorithm indeed adds the smallest number of additional signals to be
measured, as the removal of any of the additional signals will lead to conflicts
with the required conditions.

3.9

Algorithm for signal selection: User selection case

Next we focus on the situation that we have a prior given set of nodes that we
have access to i.e. a set of nodes that can (possibly) be measured. We refer to
these nodes as accessible nodes while the remaining nodes are called inaccessible.
This strategy is different from the full input case since we do not assume that we
have access to all in-neighbours of wY . This will lead to an identification setup
with use of accessible node signals that contain information which is relevant for
modeling our target module Gji . We consider the situation that nodes wi and wj
are accessible nodes and there are accessible nodes that satisfy the parallel path
and loop Condition 3.1.
The following strategy will be followed:
1. We start by selecting i P D and j

P Y;

2. Then we extend D to satisfy the parallel path and loop Condition 3.1;
3. We include in D all accessible w-in-neighbors of Y;
4. We extend D in such a way that for every non-accessible w-inneighbor wk of wY we include all accessible nodes that have path to
wk that runs through non-accessible nodes only.
5. If there is a direct confounding variable for wi Ñ wY , or an indirect
one that has a path to wi that does not pass through any accessible
nodes, then i is included in Y and Q;
6. A node signal wk , k P D is included in A if there are either no
confounding variables for wk Ñ wY or only indirect confounding
variables that have paths to wk that pass through accessible nodes.
7. Every node signal wk , k P Dztiu that has a direct confounding variable
for wk Ñ wY , or an indirect confounding variable with a path to wk
that does not pass through any accessible nodes is:
• included in B if condition 2a and 2c of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied
on including it in wB (else)
• included in Y and Q; return to step 3.
8. Every node signal wk , k P A for which there are only indirect
confounding variables as meant in Step 6, is
• moved to B if Conditions 2a and 2c of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied
and k  i; (else)
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• kept in A while a set of accessible nodes that blocks the path
of the confounding variable is added to B Y A, while satisfying
Conditions 2a and 2c of Theorem 3.1; (else)
• included in Y and Q;
In the algorithm above, the prime reasoning is to deal with confounding
variables for wA Ñ wY . Direct confounding variables lead to including the
respective node in the outputs Y or shifting the respective input node to B, while
indirect confounding variables are treated by either shifting the input node to B
or, if its effect can be blocked, by adding an accessible node to the inputs in B, or,
if the blocking conditions can not be satisfied, by including the node in the
output Y. Note that the algorithm always provides a solution if Condition 1 of
Theorem 3.1 (parallel path and loop condition) can be satisfied.

Figure 3.8: Example network of Figure 3.7 with accessible nodes w1 , w2 , w3 , w6
indicated in yellow.

Example 3.6 Consider the same network as in example 3.4 represented by
Figure 3.8. However, we are given that only the nodes w1 , w2 , w3 and w6 are
accessible. We now select the signals according to the algorithm presented
in this section. First we include wi  w2 in wD and wj  w1 in wY . Then
we extend D such that the parallel path and loop Condition 3.1 is satisfied.
This is done by selecting D  t2, 3u. According to step 4, we extend D
by node w6 as it serves as nearest accessible in-neighbor of w4 , being an
inaccessible in-neighbor of w1 . As per Step 5, since v1 and v2 are correlated,
w2 is moved to Y and Q. As per Step 6, there are no confounding variables
for the estimation problem w3 Ñ w1 and hence w3 is included in wA . Since v4
and v6 are correlated, it implies that there is an indirect confounding variable
for the estimation problem w6 Ñ w1 , which however does not pass through
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an accessible node. Step 7 does not apply since w3 P wA has no confounding
variables. Step 8 requires to deal with the indirect confounding variable v4
for w6 Ñ w1 . Checking Conditions 2a and 2c of Theorem 3.1 for A and B, it
appears that every path from wi  w2 or from wj  w1 to w6 passes through
a measured node and there are no confounding variable for the estimation
problem wA Ñ w6 . Hence we include w6 in wB . As a result, the estimation
problem is pw2 , w3 , w6 q Ñ pw1 , w2 q.

Remark 3.2 Rather than starting the signal selection problem from a fixed
set of accessible notes, the provided theory allows for an iterative and
interactive algorithm for selecting accessible nodes in sensor allocation
problems in a flexible way.

3.10

Discussion

All three presented algorithms lead to a set of selected node signals that satisfy
the conditions for target module invariance, and thus provide a predictor model
in which no confounding variables can deteriorate the estimation of the target
module. Only in the “User selection case” this is conditioned on the fact that
appropriate node signals should be available to satisfy the parallel path and loop
condition. Under these circumstances the presented algorithms are sound and
complete [74]. This attractive feasibility result is mainly attributed to the addition
of predicted outputs, that adds flexibility to solve the problem of confounding
variables.
Note that the presented algorithms do not guarantee the consistency of the
estimated target module.
For this to hold the additional conditions for
consistency, among which data-informativity and the delay in path/loop
condition, need to be satisfied too, as illustrated in Figure 3.9. A specification of
path-based conditions for data-informativity is the next important step, and
results on this problem are presented in Chapter 5 of this thesis. Including these
path-based conditions in the signal selection algorithms would be a next natural
step to take. This also holds for the development of data-driven techniques to
estimate the correlation structure of the disturbances, which will be addressed in
Chapter 6 of this thesis.
It can be observed that the three algorithms presented in the previous sections
rely only on the graphical conditions of the network. This paves way to automate
the signal selection procedure using graph based algorithms that are scalable to
large dimensions, with input being topology of the network and disturbance
correlation structure represented as adjacency matrices. Also, it can be observed
that the three considered cases in the previous sections, most likely will lead to
three different experimental setups for estimating the single target module. For
all three cases we can arrive at consistent and maximum likehood estimates of
the target module. However, because of the fact that the experimental setups are
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Figure 3.9: Figure to depict that consistency result requires satisfaction of
conditions in Theorem 3.2 along with the appropriate predictor model.
different in the three cases, the data-informativity conditions and the statistical
properties of the target module estimates will be different. The minimum
variance expressions, in the form of the related Cramér-Rao lower bounds, will
typically be different for the different experimental setups. Comparing these
bounds for different experimental setups is beyond the scope of this chapter and
considered as topic for future research.
We have formulated identification criteria in the realm of classical prediction
error methods. This will typically lead to complex non-convex optimization
problems that will scale poorly with the dimensions (number of parameters) of
the problems. However alternative optimization approaches are becoming
available that scale well and that rely on regularized kernel-based methods, thus
exploiting new developments that originate from machine learning, see Chapter
8, and relaxations that rely on sequential convex optimization [51, 140], see
Chapter 6.

3.11

Conclusions

A new local module identification approach has been presented to identify local
modules in a dynamic network with given topology and process noise that is
correlated over the different nodes. For this case, it is shown that the problem can
be solved by moving from a MISO to a MIMO identification setup. In this setup
the target module is embedded in a MIMO problem with appropriately chosen
inputs and outputs, that warrant the consistent estimation of the target module
with maximum likelihood properties. The key part of the procedure is the
handling of direct and indirect confounding variables that are induced by
correlated disturbances and/or non-measured node signals, and thus essentially
dependent on the (Boolean) topology of the network and the (Boolean)
correlation structure of the disturbances. A general theory has been developed
that allows for specification of different types of algorithms, of which the “full
input case”, the “minimum input case” and the “user selection case” have been
illustrated through examples. The presented theory is suitable for generalization
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to the estimation of sets of target modules. This work on handling confounding
variables finds its importance not only in the engineering domain but also in
fields like neuroscience, medicine, economics and marketing, where it serves as
an important topic.
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Appendices
3.A

Proof of Proposition 3.1

Starting with the network representation (3.2), we can eliminate the non-measured
node variables wZ from the equations, by writing the last (block) row of (3.2) into
an explicit expression for wZ :


wZ

 pI  G q1 
ZZ

¸



¸

GZ k wk

P YtouYU

HZ ` w`  ,

P YtouYU YZ

k Q

` Q

and by substituting this wZ into the expressions for the remaining w-variables. As
a result










ĞQQ
wQ
wo   ĞoQ
wU
ĞUQ

ĞQo
Ğoo
ĞU o

ĞQU
wQ
ĞoU  wo 
wU
ĞUU


eQ
H̆QQ
 eo 



v̆  H̆    H̆oQ
eU
H̆UQ
eZ

H̆Qo
H̆oo
H̆U o

H̆QU
H̆oU
H̆UU





v̆,





 e
H̆QZ  Q 
eo 
H̆oZ 
 eU 
H̆UZ e

(3.11)

Z

with cov peq  I, and where
Ğkh

 Gkh

GkZ pI

 G q1 G h

(3.12)

GkZ pI

 G q1 H ` ,

(3.13)

ZZ

Z

with k, h P tQ Y tou Y U u, and
H̆k`
with ` P tQ Y tou Y U

 Hk`

Y Z u.

ZZ

Z

On the basis of (3.11), the spectral density of v̆ is given by Φv̆  H̆ H̆  . Applying a
spectral factorization [150] to Φv̆ will deliver Φv̆  H̃ Λ̃H̃  with H̃ a monic, stable
and minimum phase rational matrix, and Λ̃ a positive definite (constant) matrix.
Then there exists a white noise process ξ˜ defined by ξ˜ : H̃ 1 H̆e such that H̃ ξ˜  v̆,
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˜ = Λ̃, while H̃ is of the form
with cov(ξ)


H̃11
H̃  H̃21
H̃31

H̃12
H̃22
H̃32



H̃13
H̃23 
H̃33

(3.14)

and where the block dimensions are conformable to the dimensions of wQ , wo and
wU respectively. As a result, (3.11) can be rewritten as






ĞQQ
wQ
wo   ĞoQ
wU
ĞUQ
By denoting

ĞQo
Ğoo
ĞU o









ĞQU
wQ
ĞoU  wo 
wU
ĞUU


1
Ȟ13
H̃13 H̃33
:
1
Ȟ23
H̃23 H̃33





ξ˜Q
H̃ ξ˜o  .
ξ˜U

(3.15)



(3.16)

and premultiplying (3.15) with


I
0
0

0
I
0



Ȟ13
Ȟ23 

(3.17)

I

while only keeping the identity terms on the left hand side, we obtain an
equivalent network equation:






 

 

1 H̃12
1 0 ξ˜Q
ĞQ1 Q ĞQ1 o ĞQ1 U wQ
H̃11
wQ
1
1
1
1
wo  H̃ H̃ 1
wo Ğ
0 ξ˜o ,
21
22
oQ Ğoo ĞoU
w
wU
H̃
H̃
H̃
ξ˜U
U
ĞUQ ĞU o ĞUU
31
32
33

(3.18)

with
ĞQ1 U

 Ğ  Ȟ13 Ğ
 Ğ   Ȟ13 Ğ 
 Ğo  Ȟ23 Ğ 
 Ğo  Ȟ23 Ğ
 H̃1  Ȟ13 H̃3
2  H̃2  Ȟ23 H̃3 .
where  P tQ Y touu and  P t1, 2u.
ĞQ1 
Ğ1o
Ğ1oU
H̃11 
H̃ 1

QU

UU

Q

U

(3.19)

Ȟ13

(3.20)
(3.21)
(3.22)
(3.23)
(3.24)

U

U

UU

Ȟ23

The next step is now to show that that the block elements ĞQ1 o and Ğ1oo in G can be
made 0. This can be done by variable substitution as follows:
The second row in (3.18) is replaced by an explicit expression for wo according to
wo

 p1  Ğ1oo q1 rĞ1o

Q

wQ

Ğ1oU wU

1 ξ˜Q
H̃21

1 ξ˜o s.
H̃22
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Additionally, this expression for wo is substituted into the first block row of (3.18),
to remove the wo -dependent term on the right hand side, leading to


 









2 H̃12
2 0 ξ˜Q
H̃11
wQ
ĞQ2Q 0 ĞQ2U wQ
2
2 0 ξ˜o 
wo ḠoQ




0 ḠoU wo
H̃21 H̃22
wU
ĞUQ ĞU o ĞUU wU
H̃31 H̃32 H̃33 ξ˜U

(3.25)

with
Ḡo
H̃22
ĞQ2

H̃12

 pI  Ğ1oo q1 Ğ1o
 pI  Ğ1oo q1 H̃21 
 Ğ1  Ğ1 o Ḡo
 H̃11  Ğ1 o H̃22 .
Q

Q

(3.26)
(3.27)
(3.28)

Q

(3.29)

Since because of these operations, the matrix ĞQ2Q might not be hollow, we move
any diagonal terms of this matrix to the left hand side of the equation, and
premultiply the first (block) equation by the diagonal matrix pI  diagpĞQ2Q qq1 ,
to obtain the expression


 









3 H̃12
3 0 ξ˜Q
ḠQQ 0 ḠQU wQ
H̃11
wQ
2
2 0 ξ˜o 
wo ḠoQ




0 ḠoU wo
H̃21 H̃22
wU
ĞUQ ĞU o ĞUU wU
H̃31 H̃32 H̃33 ξ˜U

(3.30)

with
ḠQQ
ḠQU

H̃13

 pI  diagpĞ2 qq1 pĞ2  diagpĞ2 qq,
 pI  diagpĞ2 qq1 Ğ2
 pI  diagpĞ2 qq1 H̃12 .
QQ

QQ

QQ

QQ

QU

QQ

(3.31)
(3.32)
(3.33)





3 H̃12
3
H̃11
As final step, we need the matrix H̃r :
2 H̃22
2 to be monic, stable and
H̃21
minimum phase to obtain the representation as in (3.3). To that end, we consider

J
the stochastic process ṽY : H̃r ξ˜Y with ξ˜Y : ξ˜QJ ξ˜oJ . The spectral density of ṽY
is then given by Φṽ  H̃r Λ̃Y H̃  with Λ̃Y the covariance matrix of ξ˜Y , that can be
r

decomposed as Λ̃Y  Γ̃r Γ̃Tr . From spectral factorization [150] it follows that the
spectral factor H̃r Γ̃r of ΦṽY satisfies
Y

H̃r Γ̃r

 H̄s D

(3.34)

with H̄s a stable and minimum phase rational matrix, and D an “all pass” stable
rational matrix satisfying DD  I.
The signal ṽY can then be written as
ṽY

 H̃r ξ˜  H̄s DΓ̃r 1 ξ˜ .
Y

Y
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By defining H̄s8 : limzÑ8 H̄s , this can be rewritten as
ṽY

8 1 H̄ 8 DΓ̃1 ξ˜ .
 H̃r ξ˜  H̄
s pH̄s q
s
r
looooomooooon
looooomooooon
Y

Y

ξY

H̄

As a result, H̄ is a monic stable and stably invertible rational matrix, and ξY is a
1
T  8 T
white noise process with spectral density given by H̄s8 DΓ̃
r Φξ̃Y Γ̃r D pH̄s q 
H̄s8 pH̄s8 qT . Therefore we can write (3.30) as,


 









ḠQQ 0 ḠQU wQ
ξQ
H̄11 H̄12 0
wQ
wo ḠoQ
0 ḠoU wo  H̄21 H̄22 0 ξo 
wU
H̄31 H̄32 H̃33 ξ˜U
ĞUQ ĞU o ĞUU wU
where

rH̄311




H̄31

1 s
H̄32

H̄32



 rH̄31



H̄11
H̄32 s
H̄21



H̃31

H̄12
H̄22

1



H̃32 Γ̃r D1 pH̄s8 q1 .
.

(3.35)

Let

Pre-multiplying (4.36) with

I
0
0
0
I
0 while only keeping the identity terms on the left hand side,
H̄311 H̄321 I
we obtain an equivalent network equation:




 









ḠQQ 0 ḠQU wQ
ξQ
H̄11 H̄12 0
wQ
wo ḠoQ
0 ḠoU wo  H̄21 H̄22 0 ξo 
1 wU
1 ĞU1 o ĞUU
wU
0
0 H̃33 ξ˜U
ĞUQ

(3.36)

1  ĞUQ  H̄31
1 ĞQ3Q  H̆32
1 Ḡ2oQ H̄31
1 , ĞU1 o  ĞU o H̄32
1 and ĞUU
1  ĞUU 
where ĞUQ
1
1
2
1
3
H̄31 ĞQU  H̄32 ĞoU . In order to make ĞUU hollow, we move any diagonal terms of
this matrix to the left hand side of the equation, and pre-multiply the third (block)
1 qq1 . This will modify (3,3) (block)
equation by the diagonal matrix pI  diagpĞUU
1

element of the H matrix to pI  diagpĞUU qq 1 H̃33 , which we need to be monic,
stable and stably invertible. Applying spectral factorization as before [150], we
1 qq1 H̃33 ξ˜U as H̄33 ξU where H̄33 is monic, stable
can write the term pI  diagpĞUU
and stably invertible and ξU is a white noise process with covariance Λ33 . This
completes the proof for obtaining (3.3).
The absence of confounding variables for the estimation problem wU Ñ wY can be
proved as follows. Since all non-measured nodes wZ are removed in the network
represented by (3.3), the only non-measured signals in the network are the noise
signals in ξm and they do not have any unmeasured paths to any nodes in the
network (i.e. to wm ). Due to the block-diagonal structure of H̄m in (3.3), the only
non-measured signals that have direct paths to wU originate from ξU , while the
only non-measured signals that have direct paths to wY originate from rξQT ξo sT .
Therefore there does not exist an element of ξm that has simultaneous unmeasured
paths or direct paths to both wU and wY .
2
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3.B

Proof of Theorem 3.1

In order to prove Theorem 3.1, we first present three preparatory Lemmas.
Lemma 3.1 Consider a dynamic network as defined in (3.2), a vector eX of
white noise sources with X  L, and two subsets of nodes wΦ and wΩ , Φ, Ω 
LzZ. If in eX there is no confounding variable for the estimation problem
wΦ Ñ wΩ , then
H̆ΩX H̆ΦX  H̆ΦX H̆ΩX  0,
where H̆ΩX , H̆ΦX are the noise model transfer functions in the immersed
network (3.11) related to the appropriate variables.
Proof: If in eX there is no confounding variable for the formulated estimation
problem, then for all ex , x P X there do not exist simultaneous paths from ex to
wΦ and wΩ , that are direct or pass through nodes in Z only.
For the network where signals wZ are immersed, it follows from (3.13), that H̆k` 
Hk` GkZ pI  GZZ q1 HZ ` where k P Φ and ` P X . The first term in the sum (i.e.
Hkl ) is the noise model transfer in the direct path from e` to wk and the second part
of the sum is the transfer function in the unmeasured paths (i.e. paths through wZ
only) from e` to wk . If all paths from a node signal ex to wΦ pass through a node
in wLzZ , then there are no direct or unmeasured paths from ex to nodes in wΦ .
  0 for all k P Φ (i.e H̆Φx  0). A dual reasoning
This implies that H̆kx  H̆kx
applies to paths from ex to wΩ . Consider eX  rex1 ex2 . . . exn sJ . Then we

 . If the condition in the lemma is
have H̆ΦX H̆ΩX  H̆Φx1 H̆Ωx
   H̆Φxn H̆Ωx
1
n
satisfied, implying that there do not exist simultaneous paths, then in each of the
  0 where k  t1, 2, . . . , nu. This
product terms we either have H̆Φxk  0 or H̆Ωx
k
proves the result of lemma 3.1.
2
Lemma 3.2 Consider a dynamic network as defined in (3.11) with target
module Gji , where the non-measured node signals wZ are immersed, while
the node sets to, Q, U u are chosen according to the specifications in Section
3.4.
Then Ḡji is given by the following expressions:
If i P Q : ḠjipI  Ğjj

Ȟj3 ĞU j q1 pĞji  Ȟj3 ĞU i q

If i P U : ḠjipI  Ğjj Ȟj3 ĞU j q1 pĞji  Ȟj3 ĞU i Ȟji q

(3.37)
(3.38)

where Ȟj3 is the row vector corresponding to the row of node signal j in Ȟ13
(if j P Q) or in Ȟ23 (if j P o), and Ȟji is the element corresponding to the
column of node signal i in Ȟj3 .
Proof: For the target module Gji we have the following cases that can occur:
1. j  o and i P U. From (3.26) we have Ḡji  pI  Ğ1jj q1 Ğ1ji where Ğ1jj is
given by (3.21) and Ğ1ji is given by (3.22). This directly leads to (10.52).
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2. j  o and i P Q. From (3.26) we have Ḡji
Ğ1ji are given by (3.21), leading to (10.51).

 pI  Ğ1jj q1 Ğ1ji where Ğ1jj and

3. j P Q, o is void and i P U. From (4.31) we have Ḡji  pI  Ğ2jj q1 Ğ2ji where
Ğ2jj and Ğ2ji are given by (4.25). Since o is void, (4.25) leads to GQ2  ĞQ1  .
Therefore Ğ2jj  Ğ1jj which is specified by (3.20), and Ğ2ji  Ğ1ji which is
given by (3.19). This leads to (10.52).
4. j P Q, o is void and i P Q. Since j  i it follows from (4.30) that Ḡji 
pI  Ğ2jj q1 Ğ2ji where Ğ2jj and Ğ2ji are given by (4.25). Since o is void, (4.25)
leads to GQ2  ĞQ1  . Therefore for this case, Ğ2jj  Ğ1jj and Ğ2ji  Ğ1ji , which
are given by (3.20). This leads to (10.51).

Lemma 3.3 Consider a dynamic network as defined in (3.11) where the
non-measured node signals wZ are immersed, and let U be decomposed in
sets A and B satisfying Condition 3.2. Then the spectral density Φv̆ has the
unique spectral factorization Φv̆  H̃ΛH̃  with Λ constant and H̃ monic,
stable, minimum phase, and of the form








H̃11 H̃12 H̃QB
0
Λ11 Λ12 Λ13 0
Λ21 Λ22 Λ23

H̃21 H̃22 H̃oB
0
0 
 , H̃
,
Λ
Λ31 Λ32 Λ33


0
H̃BQ H̃Bo H̃BB
0 
0
0
0 Λ44
0
0
0 H̃AA

(3.39)

where the block dimensions are conformable to the dimensions of wQ , wo , wB
and wA respectively.

Proof: On the basis of (3.11) we write wU


 rwJ
B

wAJ sJ and




eQ
H̆QQ
 eo 
  H̆oQ
 
v̆  H̆ 
 eB    H̆
BQ
eA 
H̆
AQ
eZ

H̆Qo
H̆oo
H̆Bo
H̆Ao

H̆QB
H̆oB
H̆BB
H̆AB

H̆QA
H̆oA
H̆BA
H̆AA

 
 eQ
H̆QZ  
eo 
H̆oZ 
 eB 

H̆BZ 
eA 

H̆AZ

(3.40)

eZ

with cov peq  I and the components of H̆ as specified in (3.13). Starting from
the expression (4.38), the spectral density Φv̆ can be written as H̆ H̆  while it is
denoted as


Φv̆Q
Φv̆Q v̆o Φv̆Q v̆B Φv̆Q v̆A
 Φ
Φv̆o
Φv̆o v̆B Φv̆o v̆A 
v̆Q v̆o
.
Φv̆  
(3.41)

 Φ
Φ
Φv̆B
Φv̆B v̆A 
v̆Q v̆B
v̆o v̆B
Φv̆Q v̆A Φv̆o v̆A Φv̆B v̆A
Φv̆A
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In this structure we are particularly going to analyse the elements
Φv̆Q v̆A
Φv̆o v̆A
Φv̆B v̆A

H̆ H̆ 
H̆o H̆ 
H̆ H̆ 
QQ

AQ

Q

AQ

BQ

AQ

H̆Qo H̆Ao

H̆QB H̆AB

H̆oo H̆Ao

H̆QA H̆AA

H̆oB H̆AB

H̆Bo H̆ 

H̆oA H̆AA

H̆BB H̆ 

Ao

H̆BA H̆ 

AB

AA

H̆QZ H̆AZ

H̆oZ H̆AZ

H̆BZ H̆ 

(3.42)

AZ

If A and B satisfy Condition 3.2, then none of the white noise terms ex , x P L
will be a confounding variable for the estimation problems wA Ñ wQ , wA Ñ wo or
wA Ñ wB . Then it follows from Lemma 3.1 that all of the terms in (3.42) are zero.
As a result we can write the spectrum in equation (3.41) as,


Φv̆Q
Φ
v̆Q v̆o
Φv̆  
Φ
v̆Q v̆B
0

Φv̆Q v̆o
Φv̆o
Φv̆o v̆B
0

Φv̆Q v̆B
Φv̆o v̆B
Φv̆B
0



0
0 

0 
Φv̆A

(3.43)

Then the spectral density Φv̆ has the unique spectral factorization [150]
Φv̆






F11 Λ1 F11
0

0

F22 Λ2 F22



 H̃ΛH̃ 

where H̃ is of the form in (4.37), and monic, stable and minimum phase.

(3.44)
2

Next we proceed with the proof of Theorem 3.1.
With Lemma 10.4 it follows that Ḡji is given by either (10.51) or (10.52). For
analysing these two expressions, we first are going to specify Ğji and Ğjj . From
(3.12), we have
Ğji
Ğjj




 G q1 G i
pI  G q1 G j ,

Gji

GjZ pI

Gjj

GjZ

ZZ

Z

(3.45)

ZZ

Z

(3.46)

where the first terms on the right hand sides reflect the direct connections from
wi to wj (respectively from wj to wj ) and the second terms reflect the connections
that pass only through nodes in Z. By definition, Gjj  0 since the G matrix in
the network in (3.2) is hollow. Under the parallel path and loop condition 3.1, the
second terms on the right hand sides of (4.65), (4.66) are zero, so that Ğji  Gji
and Ğjj  0.
What remains to be shown is that in (10.51) and (10.52), it holds that
Ȟj3 ĞU j

 Ȟj3 Ğ i  0
U

(3.47)

while additionally for i P U, it should hold that
Ȟji

 0.

(3.48)

With definition (3.16) for Ȟ and the special structure of H̃13 and H̃23 in (3.14) that
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is implied by the result (4.37) of Lemma 3.3, we can write


Ȟ13
Ȟ23









H̃QB
H̃oB

0
0

H̃BB
0

0
H̃AA

1





ȞQB
ȞoB



0
,
0

(3.49)

implying that columns in this matrix related to inputs k P A are zero.
In order to satisfy (4.68) we need the condition that: if i P U then i P A. This is
equivalently formulated as i P Q Y A (conditon 2b).
In order to satisfy (4.67) we note that Ȟj3 is a row vector, of which the second
part (the columns related to signals in A) is equal to 0, according to (4.40).
Consequently, (4.67) is satisfied if for every k P B it holds that Ğkj  Ğki  0. On
the basis of (3.12), this condition is satisfied if for every wk P wB there do not exist
direct or unmeasured paths from wi to wk and from wj to wk (condition 2c).
2

3.C

Proof of Theorem 3.2

Expression (3.4) can be written as
wY

 Ḡo w

D

H̄ o ξY .

Substituting this into the expression for the prediction error (4.5), leads to


εpt, θq : H̄ pq, θq1 ∆Ḡpq, θqwD

∆H̄ pq, θqξY

where ∆Ḡpq, θq  Ḡo  Ḡpq, θq and ∆H̄ pq, θq
consistency involves two steps.



H̄ o



ξY

(3.50)

 H̄ pq, θq.

The proof of

1. To show that EεT pt, θqW εpt, θq achieves its minimum for ∆Ḡpθq
∆H̄ pθq  0,



0 and

2. To show the conditions under which the minimum is unique.
Step 1: With Proposition 3.1 it follows that our data generating system can always
be written in the form (3.3), such that wm  T pq qξm . We denote T1 as the matrix
composed of the first and third (block) row of T , such that wD  T1 pq qξm .
Substituting this into (4.43) gives


εpt, θq : H̄ pq, θq1 ∆Ḡpq, θqT1





∆H̄ pθq 0 ξm

ξY ,

where ξm is (block) structured as rξYJ ξUJ sJ .

In order to prove that the minimum of Ē εT pt, θqW εpt, θq is attained for ∆Ḡpθq 
0 and ∆H̄ pθq  0, it is sufficient to show that


∆ḠpθqT1 pq q



∆H̄ pθq 0



0 ξm ptq

(3.51)

is uncorrelated to ξY ptq. In order to show this, let Fn  U zF, with F as defined in
the Theorem, while we decompose ξm according to ξm  rξYJ ξFJ ξFJn sJ . Using
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a similar block-structure notation for ∆Ḡ, T and ∆H̄, (4.46) can then be written as
∆ḠYQ pθqTQY

∆ḠYF pθqTFY

∆ḠYQ pθqTQF

∆ḠYQ pθqTQF n

∆ḠYF n pθqTF nY

∆ḠYF pθqTFF

∆ḠYF pθqTFF n



∆H̄YY pθq ξY


∆ḠYF n pθqTF nF ξF

(3.52)



∆ḠYF n pθqTF nF n ξF n .

Since, by definition, ξF n ptq is statically uncorrelated to ξY ptq, the ξF n -dependent
term in (4.47) cannot create any static correlation with ξY ptq. Then it needs to be
shown that the ξY - and ξF -dependent terms in (4.47) all reflect strictly proper
filters. i.e. that they all contain at least a delay.
∆H̄ pθq is strictly proper since both H̄ pθq and H̄ o are monic. Therefore, ∆H̄YY pθq
will have at least a delay in each of its transfers.
If all paths from wY YF to wY in the transformed network and in its parameterized
model have at least a delay (as per Condition c in the theorem), then all terms
∆ḠYQ pθq and ∆ḠYF pθq will have a delay.
We then need to consider the two remaining terms, ∆ḠYF n pθqTF nY and
∆ḠYF n pθqTF nF . From the definition of ∆ḠYF n pθq, each of the two terms can be
represented as the sum of two terms. ḠYF n TF nY and ḠYF n TF nF represent paths
from wY to wY and from wF to wY respectively in the transformed network. Whereas,
ḠYF n pθqTF nY and ḠYF n pθqTF nF is partly induced by the parameterized model and
partly by the paths from wY to wF n and from wF to wF n respectively in the
transformed network. According to condition c of the theorem (delay conditions),
these transfer functions are strictly proper. This implies that (4.47) is statically
uncorrelated
ξY ptq.
Therefore  we 
have,

to
J W ξY
s
where
Ē εT pt, θqW εpt, θq 

Ē
r||
∆X
p
θ
q
ξ
||
Ē
ξ
m
Y

W
∆X
pθq  H̄ pθq1 ∆ḠpθqT1 pqq ∆H̄ pθq 0 0 . As a result, the minimum of
 T
Ē ε pt, θqW εpt, θq , which is Ē ξYJ W ξY , is achieved for ∆Ḡpθq  0 and
∆H̄ pθq  0.
Step 2: When the minimum is achieved, we have Ē r||∆X pθqξm ||W s to be zero.





J

From (4.43), we have ∆X pθqξm  H̄ pq, θq1 ∆Ḡpq, θq ∆H̄ pq, θq wDJ ξYJ
.
Using the expression of ξo from (3.4) and substituting it in the expression of
∆X pθqξm
we
get,


∆X pθqξm  H̄ pq, θq1 ∆Ḡpq, θq ∆H̄ pq, θq Jκptq  ∆xpθqJκptq where,


I
0



0
I

0
0


; ḠJ





ḠJ
oQ
.
ḠJ
oU

o 
pH̄oo q1 Ḡo pH̄oo q1 H̄o pH̄oo q1
Writing Ē r||∆X pθqξm ||W s  Ē r||∆xpθqJκptq||W s  0 using Parseval’s theorem in

J 

D

D

Q

the frequency domain, we have
1
2π

»π

π

∆xpejω , θqJ JΦκ pω qJ  ∆xpejω , θqdω

 0.

(3.53)

The standard reasoning for showing uniqueness of the identification result is to
show that if Ē r||∆X pθqξm ||W s equals 0 (i.e. when the minimum power is
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achieved), this should imply that ∆Ḡpθq  0 and ∆H̄ pθq  0. Since J is full rank
and positive definite, the above mentioned implication will be fulfilled only if
Φκ pω q ¡ 0 for a sufficiently high number of frequencies. On condition 2 of
Theorem 3.2 being satisfied along with the other conditions in Theorem 1, it
ensures that the minimum value is achieved only for Ḡpθq  Ḡ0 and H̄ pθq  H̄ 0 .
2

3.D

Proof of Proposition 3.2

The disturbances in the original network are characterized by v̆ (3.11). From the
results of Lemma 3.3, we can infer that the spectral density Φv̆ has the unique
spectral factorization Φv̆  H̃ΛH̃  where H̃ is monic, stable, minimum phase,
and of the form given in (4.37). Together with the form of Λ in (4.37) it follows
that ξA is uncorrelated with ξY . As a result, the set A satisfies the properties of
Fn , so that in Condition c we can replace F by B. What remains to be shown is
that the delay in path/loop conditions in the transformed network (3.4) can be
reformulated into the same conditions on the original network (3.2). To this end
we will need two Lemma’s.
Lemma 3.4 Consider a dynamic network as dealt with in Theorem 3.2, with
reference to eq. (3.4), where a selection of node signals is decomposed into
sets D  Q Y U, Y  Q Ytou, and which is obtained after immersion of nodes
in Z. Let i be any element i P Y Y U, and let k be any element k P Y.
If in the original network the direct path, as well as all paths that pass through
non-measured nodes only, from wi to wk have a delay, then Ḡki is strictly
proper.

Proof: We will show that Ḡki is strictly proper if all paths from wi to wk have a
delay. For any k P Y, i P D, Ḡki is given by either (10.51) or (10.52) with j  k. The
situation that is not covered by (10.51), (10.52) is the case where i  tou, but from
(3.30) it follows that Ḡko  0, for k P Y. So for this situation strictly properness is
guaranteed.
We will now use (10.51) and (10.52) for j given by any k P Y. In (10.51) and (10.52),
it will hold that Ȟk3 is given by the appropriate component of (3.16), which, by
the fact that (3.14) is monic, will imply that Ȟk3 is strictly proper. By the same
reasoning this also holds for Ȟki .
From (10.51) and (10.52) it then follows that strictly properness of Ḡki follows from
strictly properness of Ğki if the inverse expression pI  Ğkk Ȟk3 ĞU k q1 is proper.
This latter condition is guaranteed by the fact that Ȟk3 is strictly proper and Ğkk
and pI  Ğkk q1 are proper as they reflect a module and network transfer function
in the immersed network [141, 149]. Finally, strictly properness of Ğki follows
from strictly properness of Gki and the presence of a delay in all paths from wi to
wk that pass through unmeasured nodes.
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Lemma 3.5 Consider the transformed network and let j, k be any elements
j, k P Y Y U. If in the original network all paths from wk to wj have a delay,
then all paths from wk to wj in the transformed network have a delay.
Proof: This is proved using the Lemma 3 in [124] and Lemma 3.4. Let Ḡp8q denote
limzÑ8 Ḡpz q. From Lemma 3.4 we know Ḡjk is strictly proper if all paths from wk
to wj in the original network have a delay. Therefore,
Ḡm p8q 





 0
 

(3.54)

,

where the 0 represents Ḡjk p8q. Using inverse rule of block matrices we have,




pI  Ḡm p8qq1   0
(3.55)
Considering (3.3) we can write wm  Ḡm wm vm where vm  H̄m ξm . So have
wm  pI  Ḡm q1 vm where pI  Ḡm q1 represents the transfer from vm to wm .
Having 0 in (3.55) represents that the transfer function from vk to wj has a delay.
Since vk has path only to wk with unit transfer function, wk to wj has a delay. 2

We now look into the proof of Proposition 3.2. For this we need to generalize the
result we have achieved in Lemma 3.5 in terms of scalar node signals to set of
node signals. If all existing paths/loops from wY YF to wY in the original network
have at least a delay, then all existing paths/loops from wk , k P Y Y F to wj , j P
Y in the original network have at least a delay. If all existing paths/loops from
wk , k P Y Y F to wj , j P Y in the original network have at least a delay, then as
a result of Lemma 3.5, all existing paths/loops from wk , k P Y Y F to wj , j P Y
in the transformed network have at least a delay. This implies that all existing
paths/loops from wk , k P Y Y F to wj , j P Y in the transformed network have at
least a delay. Following the above reasoning, we can also show that if all existing
paths from wY YF to wk , k P Fn in the original network have at least a delay, all
existing paths from wY YF to wk , k P Fn in the transformed network have at least a
delay.

C HAPTER

4

A Generalized method for flexible
signal selection

or the problem of identifying a target module that is embedded in
a dynamic network with known interconnection structure, different
F
sets of conditions are available for the set of node signals to be measured
and the set of excitation signals to be applied at particular node locations.
In previous work these conditions have typically been derived from
either an indirect identification approach, considering external excitation
signals as predictor inputs, or from a direct identification approach,
considering measured node signals as predictor inputs. While both
approaches lead to different sets of (sufficient) conditions, in this chapter
we extend the flexibility in the sufficient conditions for selection of
excitation and measured node signals, by combining both direct and
indirect approaches. As a result we will show the benefits of using both
external excitation signals and node signals as predictor inputs. The
provided conditions allow us to design sensor selection and actuation
schemes with considerable freedom for consistent identification of a
target module.

4.1

Introduction

An important condition in the works that use the direct method [124], [29], [30],
[104] is that all parallel paths from the input of the target module to its output
This chapter is based on the preliminary work: K.R. Ramaswamy, P.M.J. Van den Hof and A.G.
Dankers, “Generalized sensing and actuation schemes for local module identification in dynamic
networks", in Proc. 58th IEEE Conf. Decision and Control (CDC), Nice, France, 11-13 December 2019,
pp. 5519-5524.
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and all loops through the output node should pass through a measured node
signal that is included as a predictor input (see Condition 3.1 in Chapter 3). This
requirement ensures that the identified module after immersion of the
non-measured nodes converges to the target module. However, in practical
situations, there can be parallel paths and loops that might have all nodes
non-measured. This creates a restriction for the selection of measured node
signals and application of the direct method.
In the indirect method as in [54], [7], external excitation signals are used as
predictor inputs for an open loop MIMO identification problem. These methods
involve two steps: (1) First obtain consistent estimates of a transfer function from
external excitation signals to measured node signals; (2) Using these estimates to
obtain consistent estimates of the target module (we call this step post-processing).
However, since they rely on external excitation signals, the indirect methods
have restrictive conditions on requirement of external excitation signals.
In the work of this chapter, we increase the flexibility in the sufficient conditions
for the selection of excitation and measured node signals for consistent target
module estimates and thereby generalize the sensing and actuation schemes. We
relax the above-discussed condition on the parallel paths and loops around the
output node. This relaxation in the condition is achieved by combining elements
of both direct and indirect approaches. We use both the node signals and external
excitation signals as predictor inputs (element of direct method) and allow
post-processing of module estimates (element of indirect method), thereby
mixing both direct and indirect methods. The provided conditions allow us to
design sensor selection and actuation schemes with considerably more freedom
for consistent identification of a target module.

4.2

Motivating example

In this section, we highlight the motivation of the work in this chapter using a
suitable example. In Chapter 2 of this thesis, it has been shown that we can
identify a target module G0ji consistently provided that we choose the selection
of predictor input signals to satisfy particular conditions. One of the main
conditions is the parallel path/loop Condition 2.1. When this condition is
satisfied, using a MISO identification setup with wj as predicted output and wDj
as predictor inputs, the MISO direct method as discussed in Section 2.5.1 provides
a consistent estimate of the target module, if in addition there are no
confounding variables for the estimation problem wDj Ñ wj . In [30] additional
conditions have been formulated for the selection of Dj so as to avoid the
presence of confounding variables, typically by choosing additional predictor
inputs defined by the set Bj  LztDj Y tj uu. This situation has been analyzed for
the case where all disturbance signals v are mutually uncorrelated, i.e. its
spectral density Φv being diagonal. In this situation it is still required that Dj
satisfies condition 2.1. This restrictive condition is required for the target module
in the dynamic network to be invariant in an immersed network where all
non-measured signals are being removed [29].
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Figure 4.1: Example network

Example 4.1 Consider a dynamic network as represented in Figure 4.1 with
all noises in v uncorrelated with each other i.e. Φv is diagonal. For
identifying the target module G21 (in green box), we have j  2, and in
order to satisfy condition 2.1 we need Dj  t1, 3, 5u where w3 is included to
block the parallel path from w1 to w2 , and w5 is included to block the loop
through w2 . Using this set of measured nodes, we arrive at an immersed
network after removing the non-measured node as in Figure 4.2. We can
observe that the module between w1 and w2 (the green box) is G21 and
remains invariant.

Figure 4.2: Immersed network of network in Figure 4.1 [29] where the
nonmeasured node w4 has been removed (immersed), and where ṽ2  v2 G24 v4 .
If w3 and w5 are not selected in Dj , and so Dj  t1u, we arrive at an immersed
network after removing all non-measured nodes, as depicted in Figure 4.3. We
can now observe that the dynamic module between w1 and w2 (the green box in
Figure 4.3) is not equal to G21 . The terms G123 G31 and p1  G25 G52 q1 are due to the
fact that in this situation the parallel path and loop condition 2.1 is not satisfied.
In the work of this chapter we are going to relax the restrictive condition 2.1 and
increase the freedom in the selection of measured node signals.
For the approach based on the indirect identification method, in [54] a method
has been presented to identify a target module using external signals as predictor
inputs, along the following reasoning.
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Figure 4.3: Immersed network of network in figure 4.1[29] where the nonmeasured nodes w3 , w4 , w5 have been removed (immersed), and where
G123  pG23
G24 G43 q, ṽ1  p1  G31 G13 q1 pv1
G13 v3 q and ṽ2  p1 

1
G25 G52 q pv2 pG23 G24 G43 qv3 G24 v4 G25 v5 q.

Proposition 4.1 (from [54]) In order to identify a target module Gji , perform
the following experiment:
1. Excite node wi and all its out-neighbors with sufficiently rich signals.
Include these excitation signals as predictor inputs;
2. Measure the out-neighbors of wi . Include them as predicted outputs.
Under these conditions and using full order models for the elements of T
(where T relates the r signals to node signals, see Chapter 2), consistent
estimates T̂N N , T̂N i of T̄N N and T̄N i can be obtained using an open
i
i
i
i
i
i
loop MIMO identification method as given in Section 2.5.2. Then a
consistent estimate of ĜN i (which includes the target module) is obtained
i
by,
ĜN

i

i

 rT̂N

i

Ni

s1 T̂N

i

i

2

(4.1)

A dual of this proposition with w-in-neighbors of wj , replacing the w-out
neighbors of wi , is also provided in [54] (provided in Section 2.5.2 of this thesis).
It can be observed that a consistent estimate of the target module is obtained
from consistent estimates of elements of T . We will refer to this step (4.1) of
manipulating identified objects, as post-processing. Considering the earlier
Example 4.1, we can now consistently identify our target module using an open
loop MIMO identification setup with tr1 , r2 , r3 u as inputs and tw2 , w3 u as
outputs. However this requires restrictive conditions on the nodes to be excited
and nodes to be measured, i.e. measured excitation signals r1 , r2 , r3 . Further
relaxations of these restrictive conditions on excitation and measured node
signals will be addressed in the sequel.

4.3 Illustration of the Generalized method

4.3
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Illustration of the Generalized method

In this section we illustrate the developed method in this chapter with suitable
examples. In the work of this chapter, we combine the ideas of both the direct
and indirect method such that we increase flexibility in the selection of excitation
and measured node signals, and exploit all excitations. We use both the measured
node signals as well as the excitation signals as predictor inputs. In addition to
that, we do not restrict to the situation of invariance of our target module after
immersion as in the direct method, but use the mechanism of post-processing from
the indirect method to consistently identify the target module.
Example 4.2 We now consider the same network as in Example 4.1 but
with two constraints: (a) it is not possible to measure w3 and w5 ; (b) it is not
possible to excite node w1 . It can be inferred that it is not possible to
consistently estimate Gji  G21 using the direct method due to constraint
(a). Similarly due to constraint (b), it is not possible with the indirect
method either.
As shown in Example 4.1, if we do not measure w3 and w5 our target
module changes to p1  G25 G52 q1 pG21
G23 G31 q in the immersed
network. However, we can see that this module also contains the target
module of interest G21 . Therefore we might extract the target module from
this term if we know (or) find the other contributions.
Consider the situation that we excite node w3 and measure node w4 . After
immersing the non-measured nodes (see Chapter 2 on immersion) we end
up in a dynamic network setup as in Figure 4.4. Now consider the
identification problem tw1 , w4 , r2 , r3 u Ñ tw2 , w4 u. We can infer the
following from the figure:
1. Identifying the transfer from r3 Ñ w4 provides G43 and the transfer
from w1 Ñ w4 provide G43 G31 . Thus we can identify G31 ;

2. The transfer from r3 Ñ w2 provides p1  G25 G52 q1 G23 . The term
p1  G25 G52 q1 is due to the fact that in the original network there is a
loop around w2 which is not “blocked" by a measured node. This term
given by the transfer from r2 Ñ w2 . As a result, we can obtain G23 .
3. The term G23 G31 is due to the fact that in the original network there is
a path from w1 to w2 through w3 which is not “blocked" by a measured
node. Knowing G23 and G31 from the above two steps, we obtain the
term G23 G31 . We also have p1  G25 G52 q1 . Eventually we obtain
our target module of interest from the transfer w1 Ñ w2 (i.e. p1 
G25 G52 q1 pG21 G23 G31 q).

This shows that we can consistently identify the target module G21 if we
know
or
could
consistently
identify
the
transfer
from
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tw1 , w4 , r2 , r3 u Ñ tw2 , w4 u.

In order to achieve this we move to a MIMO
identification problem using the prediction error method with tw2 , w4 u as
predicted outputs and tw1 , w4 , r2 , r3 u as predictor inputs.

Remark 4.1 The excitation r2 at the output node is required as predictor
input since the loops through wj are not blocked by a measured node.
However we can still relax this under certain conditions, which will be
elaborated upon in this chapter.

Remark 4.2 The consistency results will still require some excitation
conditions, which will be specified later on.

Figure 4.4: Immersed network of network in Figure 4.1 where the nonmeasured
nodes w3 , w5 have been removed (immersed), and where ṽ1  p1  G31 G13 q1 pv1
G13 v3 q, ṽ2  p1  G25 G52 q1 pv2 G23 v3 G25 v5 q and ṽ4  v4 G43 v3 .
In the previous chapter, we saw that the confounding variable for an estimation
problem can be handled by adding either predicted outputs or predictor inputs.
In the same way, we can handle the confounding variables that occur for the
estimation problem in this chapter as well. We can observe from Figure 4.4 that
the noise at predictor input w1 and at predicted outputs w2 , w4 are correlated due
to v3 . This is due to the fact that in the original network, v3 (in turn e3 ) has
simultaneous paths to w1 and w2 (also w1 and w4 ), while these paths run through
the unmeasured node w3 . Therefore e3 , which is a confounding variable, creates
noise correlation between predictor inputs and predicted outputs. When using
the prediction error framework with the MIMO setup as explained above (i.e.
with tw2 , w4 u as predicted outputs), we only model the noise from
te2 , e4 u Ñ tw2 , w4 u but not from the confounding variable e3 . This leads to a
lacking consistency property of the identified modules, as described in Chapter
3. If we also predict w1 (include it also as predicted output), we now model the

4.4 Main results - Line of reasoning
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noise from e3 as well. This leads to consistent estimates. Therefore for Example 2,
we need the MIMO identification setup tw1 , w4 , r2 , r3 u Ñ tw1 , w2 , w4 u.
From the discussed example, we can now conjecture the following generalization:
1. Violating the parallel path condition can be handled by exciting a node in
the parallel path, including the excitation signal in the predictor input, and
by measuring a descendant node from the excited node, different from the
output and need not belong to the parallel path, and by including this
descendant node in the predicted output;
2. Violating the loop condition can be handled by either
• exciting the output node and including the excitation signal in the
predictor input; or
• exciting a node in the loop, including the excitation signal in the
predictor input, and by measuring a descendant node from the excited
node, different from the output and need not belong to the loop, and
by including this descendant node in the predicted output;
3. Confounding variables can be handled by including measured nodes as
predicted outputs1 .
Remark 4.3 In handling the parallel path condition it will appear that we
actually have to add one additional constraint (see Property 4.1 later on).
If the mentioned descendant node is the input of the target module, then
this node needs to be excited with an external signal, which is included as
predictor input.

Remark 4.4 If we consider again Example 4.1 in Figure 4.1, then the parallel
path problem that occurs when w3 can not be measured, can be compensated
for by measuring a descendant from w3 , which in this case could also be w1 .
Since w1 is the input of the target module, the previous remark now leads to
the situation that w1 also needs to be excited, which is a situation that was
excluded in Example 2.
In the sequal of this chapter, we will derive the formal results that underly the
above conjectured statements.

4.4

Main results - Line of reasoning

Similar to the previous chapter, we will denote wY as the node signals in w that
serve as predicted outputs, and wD as the node signals in w that serve as predictor
1 Confounding variables can also be handled in other ways, for example, adding predictor inputs
(see Chapter 3). In this chapter we handle using predicted outputs in order to avoid measurement of
additional node signals.
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inputs. Next we decompose wY and wD into disjoint sets according to: Y  Q Y
O and D  Q Y U where wQ are the node signals that are common in wY and
wD ; wO is the set of node signals that are only predicted outputs; wU are the node
signals that are only in wD . Additionally we denote wZ as the node signals in w
that are neither predicted output nor predictor input, i.e. Z  LztD Y Y u, where
L  t1, 2,    Lu.

Consider a dynamic network defined by (3.1), however with cov peq  I and H 0
not necessarily monic as considered in Chapter 3 (we refer to this network as the
original network in this chapter). Our objective is to end up with an identification
problem in which we identify the dynamics from inputs pwQ , wU , uq to outputs
pwQ , wO q, while our target module Gji pqq can be retrieved possibly through postprocessing from the elements of the identified (MIMO) model. This can be realized
by the following steps2 :
1. Firstly, similar to (3.3), we write the system’s equations for the measured
variables as










wQ
wQ
Ḡ
0
 wU 
wO  
ḠUD ḠUO
wU on loooooooomoooooooon
wO
loomo
Ḡm

wm

 

ξQ
R̄
ξO 
u
0 H̄UU
R̄U
ξ
looooooomooooooonloomo
U
on looomooon


0

H̄

H̄m



(4.2)

R̄m

ξm

with ξm a white noise process, while H̄ is monic, stable and stably
invertible and the components in Ḡ are zero if it concerns a mapping
between identical signals.
This step is made by removing the
non-measured signals wZ from the network, while maintaining the second
order properties of the remaining signals. This step is referred to as
immersion of the nodes in wZ [29]. After immersion, we re-write the
system’s equation to structure the noise model such that there are no
confounding variables for the estimation problem wU Ñ wY .
2. As an immediate result of the previous step we can write an expression for
the output variables wY , by considering the upper part of the equation (4.2),
as
  
  

  
wQ
ḠQQ ḠQU wQ
H̄QQ H̄QO
ξQ
 ḠOQ ḠOU wU
R̄u
(4.3)
w
H̄
H̄
O
OQ
OO
O
loomoon loooooomoooooon loomoon loooooomoooooon looξmo
on
wY

Ḡ

wD

H̄

ξY

with cov pξY q : Λ̄.
3. Thirdly, it will be shown that, on the basis of (4.3), under fairly general
conditions, the transfer functions Ḡpq q, H̄ pq q and R̄pq q can be estimated
consistently.
4. Finally, we will provide conditions to guarantee that the target module G0ji
can be obtained from the identified elements of Ḡpq q, H̄ pq q and R̄pq q in (4.3)
(i.e. post-processing). This will require conditions on the selection of node
2 From

now on, 0 is dropped for convenience.
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signals in wQ , wO , wU and excitation signals in u. We will introduce two
additional sets Zr and T in the sequel of this chapter. These two sets will
play a major role in extracting the target module estimate from the
identification result Ḡ, R̄. A pictorial representation of the identification
setup with the classification of different sets of signals in (4.3) is provided
in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Figure to depict the identification setup and classification of different
sets of signals in the input and output of the identification problem.
The combination of steps 3 and 4 will lead to a consistent estimation of the target
module G0ji pq q.

4.5

Main results - Derivations

4.5.1

System representation after immersion (Step 1-2)

First we will show that we can write an expression for the output variables wY as
in (4.3).
Proposition 4.2 Consider a dynamic network defined by (3.1), however with
cov peq  I and H 0 not necessarily monic. Then,
1. there exists a representation (4.2) of the measured node signals wm , with
H̄m monic, stable and stably invertible, and ξm a white noise process,
and
2. for this representation there are no confounding variables for the
estimation problem wU Ñ wY .
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Proof: See appendix.



We refer to the network in (4.2) as the transformed network. The consequence of
Proposition 4.2 is that the output node signals in wY can be explicitly written in
the form of (4.3), in terms of input node signals wD , excitation signals u and
disturbances, without relying on (unmeasured) node signals in wZ . For the
representation (4.3), the structure of R̄ will be induced by the topological
properties of the network. Note that, R̄u does not necessarily include all external
excitation signals in the network, because the effect of some of them on wY will be
incorporated in the term ḠwD . This latter group of external signals will be
referred to as uP̄ , with P̄ to be defined later on. In order to use (4.3) for
identifying Ḡ it is attractive to further explore the structure of R̄, i.e. to determine
which elements of R̄ are fixed (e.g. 1 or 0) and which terms are dynamic. To this
end, we present the Lemma 4.1.
Condition 4.1 There exist no direct or unmeasured paths from any signals
in wO to any signals in wB .
Lemma 4.1 If Condition 3.2 is satisfied with U  A Y B, such that in the
original network there are no confounding variables for the estimation
problems wA Ñ wY and wA Ñ wB , then for the network in (4.3),

 0 with k, ` P Q and k  `;
R̄k`  0 with k P O and ` P Q;
R̄k`  0 with k P Y and ` P A;

1. R̄k`
2.
3.

and if Condition 4.1 is also satisfied, then
4. R̄kk

 1, k P Y, if:

(a) all loops through wk pass through a node in wQYU ;

(b) there exist no direct or unmeasured paths from wk to any wm , m P
B when k P Q;
5. R̄k`

 0, k, ` P O and k  `, if:

(a) all paths from w` to wk pass through a node in wQYU ;
6. R̄k`

 0, k P Q, ` P O, if:

(a) all paths from w` to wk pass through a node in wQYU ;
7. R̄k`

 0, k P Y, ` P Z, if:
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(a) all paths from w` to wk pass through a node in wQYU ; and

(b) there exist no direct or unmeasured paths from w` to any wm , m P
B.
Proof: See appendix.



As a result of Lemma 4.1, we can decompose (4.3) as,
wY

 Ḡw

D

H̄ξY

S̄uP

¯ K,
Ju

(4.4)

where
• uP and uK indicates the excitation signals in u;
• S̄ is a binary (selection) matrix with known elements (either 1 or 0),
indicating which output node signals are excited by signals uP ;
• J¯ is a matrix that contains the dynamics, indicating which output node
signals are excited by signals uK .
In the next step, we will specify which external signals in u are in uP , uK , or neither
in terms of properties of the original network. We will first specify the external
signals in uP . Excitation signals can only appear in uP if they are directly added to
node signals in wY , so uP  uY , as further specified in Proposition 4.3.
Proposition 4.3 Consider that Condition 3.2 and 4.1 are satisfied. Let uP be
defined as those u-signals in the original network that are directly added to a
node signal w` with ` P Y, such that:
• if w`

Pw

Q

:

1. all loops through w` pass through a node in wQYU ; and

2. there exist no direct or unmeasured paths from w` to any wm , m P
B;
• if w`

Pw

O

:

3. all paths from w` to wk , k
a node in wQYU .

P Y and loops through w` pass through

Then S̄ is a selection matrix.
Proof: The result of the proposition is a direct result of Lemma 4.1.



In order to specify uK , we will follow a reasoning of exclusion. First we specify the
set of excitation signals uP̄ , that do not appear in the equation (4.4) and then uK
is defined as the remaining excitation signals that appear in (4.4) with a dynamic
term, according to K  LztP Y P̄ u. For this we first define the set Z̄.
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Definition 4.1 Z̄  Z denotes the indices of signals in u (i.e. u` , `
satisfies the following property:
• all paths from w` to wk , k

P Z̄) that

P Y pass through a node in w Y ;
Q U

• there exist no direct or unmeasured paths from w` to any wm , m P B.
Now we specify the signals in uK .
Proposition 4.4 Consider that Condition 3.2 and 4.1 are satisfied. Let uK be
the external excitation signals in the network that has the dynamical effect on
wY . Then K  LztP Y A Y Z̄ u.
Proof: See appendix.



Remark 4.5 If Condition 3.2 is satisfied, then uA
also satisfied, then uZ̄ P uP̄ .

P u ; and if Condition 4.1 is
P̄

The external signals in uK are the external excitation signals in the network that
¯ K ). We will next discuss the identification
have a dynamical effect on wY (i.e. Ju
results for the setup (4.4).

4.5.2

Identification results (Step 3)

For the system’s equation (4.4) we can set up a predictor model with input pwD , uK q
and outputs wY , for the estimation of Ḡ, J¯ and H̄. As a result we can set up a
predictor model based on a parametrized model set determined by
M :

(

pḠpθq, H̄ pθq, J¯pθq, Λ̄pθqq, θ P Θ

,

while
the
actual
data
generating
system
is
represented
by
S  pḠpθo q, H̄ pθo q, J¯pθ0 q, Λ̄pθ0 qq. The corresponding identification problem is
defined by considering the one-step-ahead prediction of wY , according to
ŵY pt|t  1q : EtwY ptq | wYt1 , wDt , uPt , uKt u
where wDt , uPt , uKt denotes the past of wD , uP , uK respectively, i.e. twD pk q, uP pk q and
uK pk q, k ¤ tu. The resulting prediction error becomes:

 H̄ pq, θq1



εpt, θq : wY ptq  ŵY pt|t  1; θq

(4.5)


wY ptq  Ḡpq, θqwD ptq  S̄uP ptq  J¯pq, θquK ptq ,

and the weighted least squares identification criterion
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θ̂N

1
 arg min
θ N



N¸1



εT pt, θqW εpt, θq,

(4.6)

t 0

with W any positive definite weighting matrix. This parameter estimate then
leads to an estimated subnetwork ḠYD pq, θ̂N q, with the estimated module
Ḡji pq, θ̂N q as one of its scalar entries.
Theorem 4.1 (Consistency) Consider a (MIMO) network identification
setup with predictor inputs wD , uP , uK and predicted outputs wY , according
to (4.4). Let Fn  U be the set of node signals k for which ξk is statically
uncorrelated with ξY and let F : U zFn . Then a direct prediction error
identification method according to (4.5)-(4.6), applied to a parametrized
model set M will provide consistent estimates of Ḡ, J¯ and H̄ if:
a. M is chosen to satisfy S

P M;

b. Φκ pω q ¡ 0 for a sufficiently high number of frequencies, where κptq :
 J
J
wD ptq ξYJ ptq uK ptq ;
(data-informativity condition).
c. The following paths/loops should have at least a delay:
• All paths/loops from wY YF to wY in the network (3.4) and in its
parametrized model; and

• For every wk P Fn , all paths from wY YF to wk in the network (3.4),
or all paths from wk to wY in the parametrized model.
(delay in path/loop condition.)
d. All signals in u are uncorrelated to ξY .
Proof: The proof is provided in the appendix.



It is important to note that Theorem 4.1 is formulated in terms of conditions on
the network in (4.3), which we refer to as the transformed network. However, it is
essential to formulate the conditions in terms of properties of signals in the original
network, represented by (3.1). This can be done using the result of Proposition
4.5.
Proposition 4.5 If in the original network, U is decomposed in two disjoint
sets A and B satisfying Condition 3.2, then Condition c of Theorem 4.1 can be
reformulated as:
c. The following paths/loops should have at least a delay:
– All paths/loops from wY YB to wY in the original network and in the
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parametrized model; and

– For every wk P A, all paths from wY YB to wk in the original
network, or all paths from wk to wY in the parametrized model.
Proof: See appendix.

4.6



Post-processing (Step 4)

The estimate of Ḡ contains the estimate of Ḡji as one of its elements since wi P wD
and wj P wY . However our final goal is to estimate our target module G0ji . As
addressed in the previous chapter, under certain conditions (module invariance
conditions), the module Ḡ0ji  G0ji , i.e. the module between wi and wj in network
(4.4) is the target module G0ji of the original network.
Therefore, no
post-processing is required in this case. We will first consider these conditions
under which no post-processing is required. However, the work in this chapter
explores the situation when the module invariance result is not satisfied. We will
also explore post-processing of the estimates of the identification to get back the
target module. This will be discussed later in this chapter. First, we provide the
module invariance result.
Theorem 4.2 (Module invariance result) Let Gji be the target network
module. In the transformed system’s equation (3.4) (also (4.4)), it holds that
Ḡji  G0ji under the following conditions:
1. The parallel path and loop Condition 3.1 is satisfied, and
2. The following three conditions are satisfied:
a. U is decomposed in A and B, satisfying Condition 3.2, and

b. i P tA Y Qu, and

c. Every path from twi , wj , wOztj u u to wB passes through a measured
node in wLzZ .

Proof: See appendix.
Remark 4.6 In retrospect, the above module invariance result is the
generalized result of the module invariance result (Theorem 3.1) from the
previous chapter. In the previous chapter, we considered the set O to be
void or with only one element tj u, however, in this chapter we allow more
elements in set O. This is reflected in condition 2(c) of Theorem 3.1.
The above module invariance condition involves the parallel path and loop
condition to be satisfied. In this work, we consider the situation when the
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parallel path and loop condition cannot be satisfied, i.e. the module invariance
result does not hold. In this situation, the target module needs to be extracted
from Ḡji through post-processing. For this post-processing step we will require
two additional sets:
• A set Zr  Z X K which represents externally excited nodes (i.e. with signals
in u) in unmeasured paths from wi to wj and in loops around wj ; and
• A set T  Y ztj u which, for each of the nodes in wT represents a measured
descendant node that has an unmeasured path from wZ r , while wj is
excluded from T . Note that for each node wk , k P Zr , the corresponding
element in T is a measured node, and therefore cannot be in the
corresponding unmeasured path from wi to wj or loops around wj , that
passes through wk . Therefore the descendant in T typically breaks out of
these unmeasured parallel paths/loops, as illustrated in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6: Example network with all measured nodes in yellow and u2  r2 , u5 
r5 . Modules and noise are not shown for convenience. Arrows with dots indicate
unmeasured path.
These two sets will play a major role in extracting the target module estimate from
¯ The properties that Zr and T need to satisfy in order
the identification result Ḡ, J.
to realize this post-processing step are formulated next.
For this we formulate the following conditions.
Condition 4.2 In the original network there are no direct or unmeasured
paths from wk , k P Oztj u to pwj , wB q. Also, i P Q Y A.

Property 4.1 (Properties of Zr and T ) Let Zr and T satisfy the following
properties:
1. All unmeasured paths from wi to wj pass through a node wk , k
that has an unmeasured path to a node w` , ` P T ;
2. All unmeasured paths from wi to wT pass through a node wk , k

P Zr
P Zr
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 0;

and GT i

3. If i P T , then wi is excited by an external excitation signal ui ;
4. If there exist unmeasured loops through wj and wj is not excited by an
external excitation signal uj , then:
(a) The unmeasured loops through wj pass through a node wk , k
that has an unmeasured path to a node wn , n P T ;

P Zr

(b) All unmeasured paths from wj to wT pass through a node wk , k
Zr and GT j  0;

P Zr is excited by an external excitation signal uk ;
There exists |Zr | vertex-disjoint paths from nodes in w to w ;

P

5. Every wk , k
6.

Zr

T

7. All unmeasured paths from wi , wj to wB pass through a node wk , k
and GBj  GBi  0;

P Zr

8. All unmeasured paths from wi , wj to wO pass through a node wk , k
Zr and GOj  GOi  0;

P

Theorem 4.3 Consider the situation of Theorem 4.1, and let Condition 3.2
and Condition 4.2 be satisfied. Let i P D and let the sets Zr and T satisfy
Property 4.1. Then a consistent estimate of target module Gji is obtained as


1 pθ̂N q Ḡji pθ̂N q J¯jZ pθ̂N qJ : pθ̂N qCT i pθ̂N q
Gji pθ̂N q Cjj
TZ r
r
wherea
1. Cjj

 J¯jj if wj is excited by an external signal uj ;


: Ḡ p1
2. Cjj  1  J¯jZ r J¯TZ
Tj
r
an external signal uj ;

1

if wj is not excited by

 Ḡ i if i R T ;
C i  pḠ i Cii q if i P

3. CT i
4.

: Ḡ q1
J¯jZ r J¯TZ
Tj
r

T

T , where Cii is a column matrix with every
T
T
element zero except the element corresponding to node wi which is
J¯ii p1  J¯1 q
2
ii

a notation

(θ̂N ) is dropped in the following expressions.

Proof: The proof is provided in the appendix.

2

Here r . s: correspond to the left inverse of the matrix. The left inverse exists if set
Zr and T satisfy Property 4.1.

4.7 Algorithm for signal selection
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We interpret Property 4.1 using the network in Figure 4.6. We have one
unmeasured parallel path from wi to wj and one unmeasured loop through wj .
Considering the parallel path, the excited node w2 and its measured descendant
w1 ensures that (1)-(2) in Property 4.1 are satisfied with w2 in wZ r and w1 in wT .
Similarly, considering the unmeasured loop through wj , the excited node w5 and
its measured descendant w1 ensures that (4) in Property 4.1 is satisfied with w5 in
wZ r . Property (5) in Property 4.1 is satisfied with both w2 and w5 being excited by
external signals. However, (6) in Property 4.1 is not satisfied if wZ r  tw2 , w5 u
and wT  w1 . We need 2 vertex-disjoint paths from wZ r to wT . Since, we have
only w1 in wT , this property cannot be satisfied. Hence we choose w9 in wT ,
which is a descendant of w5 and ensure that (6) in Property 4.1 is satisfied.
Property (3) in Property 4.1 is redundant for this case since i R T . It is important
to note that wT can be any node in the network that satisfies the Property 4.1 and
thus relaxes the sensor placement scheme. (7) and (8) in Property 4.1 can be
similarly interpreted as (2), even though we did not explain it using the figure.
We have now provided the general theory for signal selection and consistency
results for the generalized method. The theory for signal selection can lead to
multiple predictor models that can provide consistent estimates, similar to the
local direct method in the previous chapter. Therefore, we can come up with
many algorithms for signal selection that satisfy the general theory. In the sequel,
we provide an algorithm for signal selection, which is similar to the minimum
measurement case algorithm that has been discussed in the previous chapter, but
now applied to a generalized situation.
Remark 4.7 We consider that the input and output of the target module to
be measured. However, this requirement is not strict. It is possible to further
generalize to situations where either the input or output of the target module
is not measured or both the input and output are not measured.

4.7

Algorithm for signal selection

In this section, we provide the algorithm for signal selection that provides the
required identification setup for the introduced identification method in this
chapter. This algorithm ensures that Conditions 3.2, 4.1 and 4.2 are satisfied, and
Zr and T are chosen according to Property 4.1. Also, the algorithm ensures that
uP and uK are appropriately chosen as discussed in Section 4.5.1.
Algorithm A
1. Select target module Gji ;
2. Include j in the index set Y of measured node variables that are to be
predicted.
3. Let Dj be a set of measured nodes that includes wi and (some)nodes that
block the parallel paths from wi to wj and loops through wj . Then
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• include Dj in D;
4. Select a set Zr , T that satisfies Property 4.1 and include it in K and Y
respectively;
5. Determine Z
6. For every k

 LztD Y Y u;

P D:

(a) if there exist a confounding variable e` in e for the estimation problem
wk Ñ wY , then include k in Y;
7. If Y has changed, return to step 6;
8. For every k

P Y ztD Y j u:

(a) if there exists an unmeasured path from wk to a node in wj , include k
in D;
9. Determine Q  Y
10.
11.

X D;
Determine U  DzQ and O  Y zQ;
For every ` P LzU:
(a) For ` P Q: if all loops through w` pass through a node in w Y , then
Q U

include ` in P else include in K;

(b) For ` P O: if all paths from w` to wk , k P Y and loops through w` pass
through a node in wQYU , then include ` in P else include in K;
(c) For ` P Z: if any path from w` to wk , k
node in wQYU , then include ` in K.

P Y does not pass through a

When this algorithm finishes, we acquire sets Y, D, P, K, T , Zr such that we can
write the system’s output equation as (4.4), the properties of Zr , T are satisfied
and we can estimate the target module consistently using the result of Theorem
4.3.
Remark 4.8 In this chapter, we considered the situation that the input wi
and output wj of the target module are in the predictor model and thus
measured. However, extensions can be made to consider the situations
where the input wi or the output wj or both not included in the predictor
model.

Remark 4.9 The method introduced in this chapter, which is referred to as
the generalized method uses the ingredients of both the direct and indirect
method. When the module invariance result in Theorem 4.2 is satisfied, then
the generalized method simplifies to the local direct method (since no postprocessing is required to extract the target module) for a dynamic network

4.8 Conclusions
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setup with measured external excitation signals u.

Remark 4.10 Note that in order to satisfy the data informativity condition
and achieve consistency, additional excitation signals might be required to
be present.

4.8

Conclusions

A new local module identification method has been introduced that consistently
identifies the target module under known topology, with a generalized scheme
for selection of measured node signals and excitation of nodes. We provide
flexibility in the sufficient conditions to identify a target module which creates
considerable freedom in sensor selection and actuation schemes. This is achieved
by combining elements of the direct and indirect identification approaches. We
use both node signals and external excitation signals as predictor inputs, allow
post-processing of module estimates, and use a MIMO identification setting,
thereby mixing both the approaches. With this step we remove restrictive
conditions on measured node signals and excitation signals that are present in
the currently available methods, e.g. concerning parallel paths and loops around
the output.
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Appendices
4.A

Proof of Proposition 4.2

First we present the following preparatory lemma.
Lemma 4.2 Let C  L with cardinality c and V
for node variables wC can be written as,
wC



 LzC. The system equations

H̃ ξ˜C

ĞCC wC

(4.7)

R̆u ,

where H̃ is stable, monic and minimum phase rational c  c matrix, and ξ˜c is
a c  1 white noise process with cov(ξ˜C ) = Λ̃ P Rcc , and
ĞCC
R̆CV
R̆





GCC GCV pI  GVV q1 GVC ,
GCV pI  GVV q1


I R̆CV .

(4.8)
(4.9)
(4.10)

Proof: On the basis of the decomposition of node signals as defined in the lemma,
we are going to rewrite the system’s equations (3.1) in the following structured
form:


wC
wV









GCC GCV wC
GVC GVV wV

 

  

HCC HCV eC
HVC HVV eV

 

I 0 uC
.
0 I uV

(4.11)

where uC  RC r and uV  RV r. We can eliminate the node variables wV from the
equation, by writing the last (block) row of (4.58) into an explicit expression for
wV :
wV  pI  GVV q1 rGVC wC HVV eV HVC eC uV s ,
and by substituting this wV into the expressions for wC -variable. As a result, we
have
wC



ĞCC wC

H̆CC eC

H̆CV eV

uC

R̆CV uV ,

(4.12)

where ĞCC and R̆CV are given by (4.54) and (4.61) respectively, and
H̆CC



HCC

GCV pI
105

 G q1 H
VV

VC

,

(4.13)
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H̆CV



GCV pI

HCV



 G q1 H
VV

VV

(4.14)

.

J



From (4.12), let v̆  H̆e  H̆CC H̆CV eCJ eVJ . The spectral density of v̆ is
given by Φv̆  H̆ H̆  . Applying a spectral factorization [150] to Φv̆ will deliver
Φv̆  H̃ Λ̃H̃  with H̃ a monic, stable and minimum phase rational matrix, and
Λ̃ a positive definite (constant) matrix. Then there exists a white noise process ξ˜c
˜ = Λ̃. Thus we get the
defined by ξ˜c : H̃ 1 H̆e such that H̃ ξ˜c  v̆, with cov(ξ)
result of the lemma.

Having presented the preparatory lemmas and corollaries, we now provide the
proof of proposition 4.2. Considering C  D Y Y  Q Y O Y U and V  Z, using
the result of Lemma 4.2 we can write




wQ
wO 
wU





ĞQQ ĞQO
ĞOQ ĞOO
ĞUQ ĞUO






 



ĞQU
H̃QQ H̃QO H̃QU ξ˜Q
wQ




wO
H̃OQ H̃OO H̃OU ξ˜O 
ĞOU
w
H̃UQ H̃UO H̃UU
ξ˜U
U
ĞUU




 u
I 0 0 R̆QZ  Q 
0 I 0 R̆OZ uO  .
 uU 
0 0 I R̆UZ u

(4.15)

Z

1 and H̀OU  H̃OU H̃UU1 and Premultiplying (4.15) with
By denoting H̀QU  H̃QU H̃UU


I 0 H̀QU
0 I H̀  while only keeping the identity terms on the left hand side, we
OU
0 0
I
obtain an equivalent network equation:




wQ
wO 
wU









 



ĞQ1 Q ĞQ1 O ĞQ1 U
ξ˜Q
H̃Q1Q H̃Q1O 0
wQ
1
1
1
ξ˜O 
 wO  H̃ 1
Ğ1
0
H̃
Ğ
Ğ
OO
OQ
OU
OQ
OO
wU
H̃UQ H̃UO H̃UU ξ˜U
ĞUQ ĞUO ĞUU






 u
I 0 R̆Q1 U R̆Q1 Z  Q 
uO 
0 I R̆1
R̆O1 Z 
OU
 uU  ,
0 0 I R̆UZ u
Z

(4.16)

where
Ğ1k`
Ğ1kU
1
H̃k`
R̆k1 U
1
R̆kh
with k, ` P Q Y O and h P Z.

 Ğk`  H̀k Ğ ` ,
 Ğk  H̀k Ğ
 H̃k`  H̀k H̃ ` ,
 H̀k ,
 R̆kh  H̀k R̆ h ,
U

U

U

U

UU

U

U

U

U

U

H̀kU ,

(4.17)
(4.18)
(4.19)
(4.20)
(4.21)

The next step is now to show that that the block elements ĞQ1 O , ĞO1 O in G can be
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made 0. This can be done by variable substitution as follows:
The second row in (4.15) is replaced by an explicit expression for wo according to

 pI  Ğ1 q1 rĞ1

wO

OO

H̃O1O ξ˜O

OQ

R̆O1 U uU

uO

ĞO1 U wU

wQ

H̃O1Q ξ˜Q

R̆O1 Z uZ s.

Additionally, this expression for wo is substituted into the first block row of (4.16),
to remove the wo -dependent term on the right hand side, leading to




wQ
wO 
wU









 



ξ˜Q
H̃Q2Q H̃Q2O 0
ĞQ2Q 0 ĞQ2U
wQ
2
2
ḠOQ
0 ḠOU  wO  H̃OQ H̃OO 0 ξ˜O 
wU
ĞUQ ĞUO ĞUU
H̃UQ H̃UO H̃UU ξ˜U






 u
I R̆Q2O R̆Q2U R̆Q2Z  Q 
u

O
R̄OZ 
 uU  ,
R̆UZ u

0 R̄OO R̄OU

0

0

I

(4.22)

Z

with
ḠO
H̃O2
ĞQ2

H̃Q2
R̄OO
R̆Q2O

 pI  Ğ1 q1 Ğ1 
 pI  Ğ1 q1 H̃ 1 
 Ğ1  Ğ1 Ḡ 
 H̃ 1  Ğ1 H̃ 2
 pI  Ğ1 q1 ; R̄ pI  Ğ1 q1 R̆1 
 Ğ1 R̄ ; R̆2  R̆1  Ğ1 R̄  .
Q

QO

O

(4.23)
(4.24)
(4.25)

Q

QO

O

(4.26)

OO

O

OO

O

O

OO

QO

OO

Q

OO

Q

QO

(4.27)
(4.28)

O

O

Since because of these operations, the matrix ĞQ2Q might not be hollow, we move
any diagonal terms of this matrix to the left hand side of the equation, and
premultiply the first (block) equation by the diagonal matrix pI  diagpĞQ2Q qq1 ,
to obtain the expression




wQ
wO 
wU







 





ḠQQ 0 ḠQU
ξ˜Q
H̃Q3Q H̃Q3O 0
wQ
ḠOQ
0 ḠOU  wO  H̃O2Q H̃O2O 0 ξ˜O 
wU
ĞUQ ĞUO ĞUU
H̃UQ H̃UO H̃UU ξ˜U






 u
R̄QQ R̄QO R̄QU R̄QZ  Q 
uO 
 0
R̄OO R̄OU R̄OZ 
 uU  ,
0
0
I R̆UZ
uZ
looooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooon

(4.29)

ū

with
ḠQQ
ḠQU

 pI  diagpĞ2 qq1 pĞ2  diagpĞ2 qq,
 pI  diagpĞ2 qq1 Ğ2
QQ

QQ

QQ

QU

QQ

(4.30)
(4.31)
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H̃Q3

 pI  diagpĞ2 qq1 H̃ 2
 pI  diagpĞ2 qq1
 pI  diagpĞ2 qq1 R̆2 .
QQ

R̄QQ

(4.32)

Q

(4.33)

QQ

R̄Q

QQ

(4.34)

Q









H̃ 3 H̃Q3O
ȞQO
QQ
As final step, we need the matrix H̃r : Q2Q
 Ȟ
to be monic,
ȞOQ ȞOO
H̃OQ H̃O2O
stable and minimum phase. To that end, we consider the stochastic process ṽY :

J
H̃r ξ˜Y with ξ˜Y : ξ˜QJ ξ˜OJ . The spectral density of ṽY is then given by ΦṽY 
H̃r Λ̃Y H̃  with Λ̃Y the covariance matrix of ξ˜Y , that can be decomposed as Λ̃Y 
r

Γ̃r Γ̃Tr . From spectral factorization [150] it follows that the spectral factor H̃r Γ̃r of
ΦṽY satisfies
H̃r Γ̃r  H̄s D
(4.35)

with H̄s a stable and minimum phase rational matrix, and D an “all pass” stable
rational matrix satisfying DD  I.
The signal ṽY can then be written as
ṽY

 H̃r ξ˜  H̄s DΓ̃r 1 ξ˜ .
Y

Y

By defining H̄s8 : limzÑ8 H̄s , this can be rewritten as
ṽY

8 1 ˜
 H̃r ξ˜  looooomooooon
H̄s pH̄s8 q1 H̄
s D Γ̃r ξ .
looooomooooon
Y

Y

H̄

ξY

As a result, H̄ is a monic stable and stably invertible rational matrix, and ξY is a
T  8 T
1
white noise process with spectral density given by H̄s8 DΓ̃
r Φξ̃Y Γ̃r D pH̄s q 
H̄s8 pH̄s8 qT  Σ̄. Therefore we can write (4.29) as,








 





ḠQQ 0 ḠQU wQ
ξQ
H̄QQ H̄QO 0
wQ
wO  ḠOQ
0 ḠOU wO  H̄OQ H̄OO 0 ξO  ū,
H̄UQ H̄UO H̃UU loomo
ξ˜U on
ĞUQ ĞU o ĞUU wU
U
loow
mo
on
wm



where H̄UQ

H̄UO

(4.36)

ξm







H̃UQ



H̃UO Γ̃r D1 pH̄s8 q1 .

With the first two (block) rows representing the equation for wY , we get the result
of the proposition.


4.B

Proof of Lemma 4.1

First we present the following preparatory lemmas and corollaries
Lemma 4.3 Consider the situation in Lemma 4.2. Let C1  C and C2  C zC1
belong to sets of measured node signals in w and set V belong to unmeasured
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node signals in w. If there are no confounding variables for the estimation
problems wC1 Ñ wC2 , then the spectral density Φv̆ has the unique spectral
factorization Φv̆  H̃ Λ̃H̃  with Λ̃ constant and H̃ monic, stable, minimum
phase, and of the form


Λ







Λ11 0
H̃
0
, H̃ C1C1
,
0 Λ22
0
H̃C2C2

(4.37)

where the block dimensions are conformable to the dimensions of wC1 and
wC2 respectively.
Proof: On the basis of (4.63), we can write






 e
H̆C1C1 H̆C1C2 H̆C1V  C1 
eC .
v̆ 
H̆C2C1 H̆C2C2 H̆C2V e 2
looooooooooooomooooooooooooon

(4.38)

V

H̆

Starting from the expression (4.38), the spectral density Φv̆ can be written as H̆ H̆ 
while it is denoted as


ΦvC1
Φv̆C1 v̆C2
Φv̆ 
.
(4.39)
Φv̆C v̆C
Φv̆C2
1

2

In this structure we are particularly going to analyse the element
H̆C1V H̆C2V . If there are no confounding
Φv̆C1 v̆C2  H̆C1C2 H̆C2C1
H̆C1C2 H̆C2C2
variables for the estimation problems wC1 Ñ wC2 , none of the white noise terms
ex , x P L have simultaneous paths to node signals wk , k P C1 and w` , ` P C2 , while
these paths are unmeasured paths. Then it follows from Lemma 3.1 that Φv̆C1 v̆C2 is
zero. As a result the spectrum in equation (4.39) will be block diagonal. Then the
spectral density Φv̆ has the unique spectral factorization [150] Φv̆  H̃ Λ̃H̃  ,
where Λ̃ and H̃ is of the form in (4.37) with H̃ being monic, stable and minimum
phase.

Corollary 4.1 Consider the situation in Lemma 4.3. Then H̃C1C2  H̃C2C1
If k P C1 and ` P C2 or vice versa, then H̃kl  H̃lk  0. Also, if k P C1 , H̃kC2

Lemma 4.4 If condition 3.2 is satisfied, then H̀k`

 0.
 0.

 0 if k P Y, ` P A.

Proof: Using the result in Corollary 4.1, considering C  Y Y U, C1  Y Y B and
C2  A, we have H̃kA  H̃Ak  0 and H̃YA  H̃AY  H̃BA  H̃AB  0. Let H̀kU is the
row vector corresponding to the row of node signal k in H̀QU (if k P Q) or in H̀OU
(if k P O), and H̀k` is the element corresponding to the column of node signal w`
in H̀kU .
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From the definition of H̀kU , we can write
H̀kU





H̃kB


 H̃BB

0

0
H̃AA

0

1







(4.40)

0 ,

H̀kB

implying that columns in this matrix related to inputs ` P A are zero.



Having presented the preparatory lemma, we now provide the proof of
proposition 4.1. From (4.29) it follows that






 u
R̄QQ R̄QO R̄QU R̄QZ  Q 
uO 
ū   0 R̄OO R̄OU R̄OZ 
 uU  .
0
0
I R̆UZ
uZ

Directly from (4.41), we can infer that R̄OQ

(4.41)

 0.

The term R̄k` with k P Q, ` P O:
First we evaluate the term R̄QO . With (4.34) and (4.28) it follows that
R̄QO

 pI  diagpĞ2 qq1 Ğ1 pI  Ğ1 q1 ,
QQ

QO

OO

while with (4.17):
ĞQ1 O

 Ğ  H̀ Ğ , Ğ1  Ğ  H̀ Ğ .
Therefore, with k P Q and ` P O, we have,
R̄k`  pI  Ğ2kk q1 Ğ1k rpI  Ğ1 q1 sp:,`q ,
where r sp:,`q denotes the `th column of the matrix. From Condition 4.1 it follows
that Ğ  0, and from Condition 6(a) in Lemma 4.1 it follows that Ğk rpI 
Ğ q1 sp:,`q  0. As a result, Ğ1k rpI  Ğ1 q1 sp:,`q  0 leading to R̄k`  0 with
k P Q, ` P O if Condition 6(a) in Lemma 4.1 and Condition 4.1 are satisfied.
The term R̄k` with k P O, ` P O:
For the term R̄ , we have according to (4.27) that R̄  pI  Ğ1 q1 . From
Condition 4.1 it follows that Ğ  0. Therefore, with k P O and ` P O, we
have Rk`  rpI  Ğ q1 spk,`q . From condition 5(a) in Lemma 4.1 it follows that
rpI  Ğ q1 spk,`q  0 when k  ` and from Condition 4(a) in Lemma 4.1 it follows
that rpI  Ğ q1 spk,kq  1. As a result, we have R̄k`  0 with k, ` P O and k  `
if Condition 5(a) in Lemma 4.1 and Condition 4.1 are satisfied, and R̄kk  1 with
k P O if Condition 4(a) in Lemma 4.1 and Condition 4.1 are satisfied.
The term R̄k` with k P Q, ` P Q:
Next, for the term R̄ we consider according to (4.33), R̄  pI  diagpĞ2 qq1
QO

QB

BO

OO

O

OO

OB

BO

OO

BO

O

OO

OO

O

OO

OO

OO

BO

OO

OO

OO

QQ

and from (4.25):

QQ

ĞQ2Q

 Ğ1

QQ

ĞQ1 O ḠOQ .

Since R̄QQ is a diagonal matrix, this implies that R̄k`

QQ

 0 if k, ` P Q and k  `. R̄kk
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for k

P Q is given by R̄kk  pI  Ğ2kk q1 and from (4.25):
Ğ2kk  Ğ1kk Ğ1k Ḡ k ,
O

O

which when substituting (4.17) and (4.23) becomes for k
Ğ2kk



Ğkk  H̀kB ĞBk

H̀OB ĞBO q1 pĞOk  H̀OB ĞBk q.

pĞk  Ȟk Ğ qpI  Ğ
O

B

BO

P Q:

OO

From conditions 4(a), 4(b) in Lemma 4.1 and Condition 4.1 it follows that Ğkk  0,
ĞBO  0 and ĞBk  0. Substituting this in the previous equation leads to Ğ2kk 
ĞkO pI  ĞOO q1 ĞOk . Since condition 4(a) in Lemma 4.1 excludes the possibility
that there is a loop through wk , k P Q that passes through a node in wO , it follows
that Ğ2kk  0. Therefore R̄kk  1 for k P Q if Conditions 4(a), 4(b) in Lemma 4.1
and Condition 4.1 are satisfied.
The term R̄YA :
For the term R̄OU , we have according to (4.27) that R̄OU  pI  ĞO1 O q1 R̆O1 U . From
(4.17) and (4.20) we have ĞO1 O  ĞOO  H̀OB ĞBO and R̆O1 U  rH̀OB  H̀OA s with
H̀OA  0. This implies that R̄OA  0. For the term R̄QU , we have according to (4.34)
that R̄QU  pI  diagpĞQ2Q qq1 R̆Q2U . With (4.28) it follows that
R̄QU

 pI  diagpĞ2 qq1 pR̆1
QQ

QU

ĞQ1 O pI

 Ğ1 q1 R̆1 q,
OO

OU

while with (4.17):
ĞQ1 O

 Ğ  H̀
QO

QB

ĞO1 O

ĞBO ,

 Ğ  H̀
OO

OB

ĞBO ,

and with (4.20) we have R̆O1 U  rH̀OB  H̀OA s and R̆Q1 U  rH̀QB  H̀QA s with
H̀OA  H̀QA  0. Therefore, we have R̄QA  0 and combining with the result of
R̄OA , it implies that R̄YA  0.
The term R̄k` with k P Y, ` P Z:
For the term R̄OZ , we have according to (4.27) that R̄OZ  pI  ĞO1 O q1 R̆O1 Z . From
(4.17) and (4.21) we have ĞO1 O  ĞOO  H̀OB ĞBO and R̆O1 Z  R̆OZ  H̀OB R̆BZ . If
Condition 4.1 is satisfied, we have ĞBO  0. From (4.61), we have that R̆OZ 
GOZ pI  GZZ q1 and R̆BZ  GBZ pI  GZZ q1 . This implies that for k P O and ` P Z,
we have
R̄k`

 rpI  Ğ q1 spk,:q pG rpI  G q1 sp:,`q  H̀
OO

OZ

ZZ

OB

 G q1 sp:,`q q.
rpI  G q1 sp:,`q  0 and

GBZ rpI

ZZ

If condition 7(b) in Lemma 4.1 is satisfied, we have GBZ
ZZ
if
condition
7(a)
in
Lemma
4.1
is
satisfied,
we
have
rpI  ĞOO q1 spk,:q GOZ pI  GZZ q1 sp:,`q  0. Therefore, R̄k`  0 if conditions 7(a),
7(b) in Lemma 4.1 and Condition 4.1 are satisfied for k P O and ` P Z.
For the term R̄QZ , we have according to (4.34) that R̄QZ
With (4.28) it follows that
R̄QZ

 pI  diagpĞ2 qq1 pR̆1
QQ

QZ

ĞQ1 O pI

 pI  diagpĞ2 qq1 R̆2 .
QQ

 Ğ1 q1 R̆1 q,
OO

OZ

QZ
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while with (4.17):
ĞQ1 O

 Ğ  H̀
QO

QB

ĞBO ,

ĞO1 O

 Ğ  H̀
OO

OB

ĞBO ,

and with (4.21) we have R̆O1 Z  R̆OZ  H̀OB R̆BZ and R̆Q1 Z  R̆QZ  H̀QB R̆BZ . If Condition
4.1 is satisfied, we have ĞBO  0. From (4.61), we have that R̆OZ  GOZ pI  GZZ q1 ,
R̆QZ  GQZ pI  GZZ q1 and R̆BZ  GBZ pI  GZZ q1 . This implies that for k P Q and
` P Z, we have

 pI  Ğkk q1 Gk rpI  G q1 sp:,`q  H̀k G rpI  G q1 sp:,`q

Ğk pI  Ğ q1 pG rpI  G q1 sp:,`q  H̀ G rpI  G q1 sp:,`q q
(4.42)
If condition 7(b) in Lemma 4.1 is satisfied, we have G rpI  G q1 sp:,`q  0 and
if condition 7(a) in Lemma 4.1 is satisfied, we have Gk rpI  G q1 sp:,`q  0,
Ğk pI  Ğ q1 G rpI  G q1 sp:,`q  0. Therefore, R̄k`  0 if conditions 7(a), 7(b)
in Lemma 4.1 and Condition 4.1 are satisfied for k P Q and ` P Z. Consolidating
the results, we have R̄k`  0 if conditions 7(a), 7(b) in Lemma 4.1 and Condition
4.1 are satisfied for k P Y and ` P Z.
R̄k`

Z

O

OO

OZ

ZZ

ZZ

B

OB

BZ

ZZ

BZ

ZZ

BZ

ZZ

Z

O

OO

OZ

ZZ

ZZ

This concludes the final part of the Proof.

4.C



Proof of Proposition 4.4

We will start by specifying the signals in uP̄ considering all the excitation signals
uL . We know L  Y Y U Y Z. It is implicit that the excitation signals in the set Y
cannot contribute to P̄. We will first present the excitation signals in the set U that
contribute to P̄. From the result of Lemma 4.1, we have R̄k`  0 for all k P Y and
` P A if Condition 3.2 is satisfied. Also, from the proof of Lemma 4.1, we can have
non-zero dynamics in R̄k` 0 for all k P Y and ` P B. Therefore, uA belongs to uP̄ if
Condition 3.2 is satisfied. Now we will specify the signals in Z that contribute to
P̄. For this we define the set Z̄.
Definition 4.2 Z̄  Z denotes the indices of signals in u (i.e. u` , `
satisfies the following property:
• all paths from w` to wk , k

P Z̄) that

P Y pass through a node in w Y ;
Q U

• there exist no direct or unmeasured paths from w` to any wm , m P B.
From the result of Lemma 4.1, we have R̄Y `  0 for ` P Z̄ if Condition 3.2 and
4.1 are satisfied. Therefore, uZ̄ belongs to uP̄ if Condition 3.2 and 4.1 are satisfied.
After specifying P and P̄, we can now specify the external signals in u that belong
to uK by excluding P and P̄ from the list of excitation signals. Therefore, K 
LztP Y A Y Z̄ u.
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4.D

Proof of Theorem 4.1

Substituting expression (4.4) into the expression for the prediction error (4.5),
leads to
εpt, θq :



H̄ pq, θq1 ∆Ḡpq, θqwD



∆J¯pq, θquK

∆H̄ pq, θqξY



ξY (4.43)

where ∆Ḡpq, θq  Ḡ0  Ḡpq, θq, ∆J¯pq, θq  J¯0  J¯pq, θq and ∆H̄ pq, θq
H̄ pq, θq. The proof of consistency involves two steps.

 H̄ 0 

1. To show that EεT pt, θqW εpt, θq achieves its minimum for ∆Ḡpθq
∆T̄ pθq  0 and ∆H̄ pθq  0,



0,

2. To show the conditions under which the minimum is unique.
Step 1: From (4.36) it follows that our data generating system can always be
written such that wm  T ξ pq qξm
T u pq qu. We denote T1ξ , T1u as the matrix
composed of the first and third (block) row of T ξ and T u respectively, such that
wD  T1ξ pq qξm T1u pq qu. Substituting this into (4.43) gives


εpt, θq : H̄ pq, θq1 ∆Ḡpq, θqT1ξ
H pq, θq

1 





∆H̄ pq, θq 0





∆J¯pq, θq 0 u

∆Ḡpq, θqT1u

ξm
(4.44)

ξY ,

where ξm is (block) structured as rξYJ ξUJ sJ and u is (block) structured as ruKJ rLJzK sJ .


In order to prove that the minimum of Ē εT pt, θqW εpt, θq is attained for ∆Ḡpθq 
0, ∆J¯pθq  0 and ∆H̄ pθq  0, it is sufficient to show that


∆ḠpθqT1ξ pq q



∆H̄ pθq



0



ξm ptq

∆Ḡpq, θqT1u pq q





∆J¯pθq 0 u

(4.45)

is uncorrelated to ξY ptq. As a result of Condition d in the theorem, u is uncorrelated
to ξY . Therefore, it is sufficient to shoe that


∆ḠpθqT1ξ pq q



∆H̄ pθq 0



0

ξm ptq

(4.46)

is uncorrelated to ξY ptq. In order to show this, let Fn  U zF, with F as defined in
the Theorem, while we decompose ξm according to ξm  rξYJ ξFJ ξFJn sJ . Using
¯ T ξ and ∆H̄, (4.46) can then be
a similar block-structure notation for ∆Ḡ, ∆J,
1
written as
∆ḠYQ pθqTQY

∆ḠYF pθqTFY

∆ḠYQ pθqTQF

∆ḠYQ pθqTQF n

∆ḠYF n pθqTF nY

∆ḠYF pθqTFF

∆ḠYF pθqTFF n



∆H̄YY pθq ξY


∆ḠYF n pθqTF nF ξF



∆ḠYF n pθqTF nF n ξF n .

(4.47)

Since, by definition, ξF n ptq is statically uncorrelated to ξY ptq, the ξF n -dependent
term in (4.47) cannot create any static correlation with ξY ptq. Then it needs to be
shown that the ξY - and ξF -dependent terms in (4.47) all reflect strictly proper
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filters. i.e. that they all contain at least a delay.
∆H̄ pθq is strictly proper since both H̄ pθq and H̄ o are monic. Therefore, ∆H̄YY pθq
will have at least a delay in each of its transfers.
If all paths from wY YF to wY in the transformed network and in its parameterized
model have at least a delay (as per Condition c in the theorem), then all terms
∆ḠYQ pθq and ∆ḠYF pθq will have a delay.
We then need to consider the two remaining terms, ∆ḠYF n pθqTF nY and
∆ḠYF n pθqTF nF . From the definition of ∆ḠYF n pθq, each of the two terms can be
represented as the sum of two terms. ḠYF n TF nY and ḠYF n TF nF represent paths
from wY to wY and from wF to wY respectively in the transformed network. Whereas,
ḠYF n pθqTF nY and ḠYF n pθqTF nF is partly induced by the parameterized model and
partly by the paths from wY to wF n and from wF to wF n respectively in the
transformed network. According to condition c of the theorem (delay conditions),
these transfer functions are strictly proper. This implies that (4.47) is statically
uncorrelated
to
ξYptq.
Therefore
we
have,

 T


 J
2
Ē ε pt, θqW εpt, θq
 Ē ||∆X1 pθqξm ∆X2 pθqu||W
Ē ξY W ξY where






∆H̄ pθq 0 0
H̄ pθq1 ∆ḠpθqT1ξ pq q
and




1
u
∆X
pθq  H̄ pθq  ∆ḠpθqT1 pqq ∆J¯pθq 0 . As a result, the minimum of
 2T
Ē ε pt, θqW εpt, θq , which is Ē ξYJ W ξY , is achieved for ∆Ḡpθq  0, ∆J¯pθq  0
and ∆H̄ pθq  0.

∆X1 pθq







Step 2: When the minimum is achieved, we have Ē ||∆X1 pθqξm ∆X2 pθqu||W
to be zero.
From (4.43), we have ∆X1 pθqξm
∆X2 pθqu


J

= ∆xpθqκptq. Writing
H̄ pq, θq1 ∆Ḡpq, θq ∆J¯pq, θq ∆H̄ pq, θq wDJ uKJ ξYJ






Ē ||∆X1 pθqξm ∆X2 pθqu||W
 Ē ||∆xpθqκptq||W
theorem in the frequency domain, we have
2

1
2π

»π

π

2

2





∆xpejω , θqJ Φκ pω q∆xpejω , θqdω

0 using Parseval’s

 0.

(4.48)

The standard reasoning
for showing uniqueness
of the identification result is to


2
show that if Ē ||∆X1 pθqξm ∆X2 pθqu||W equals 0 (i.e. when the minimum
power is achieved), this should imply that ∆Ḡpθq  0, ∆J¯pθq  0 and ∆H̄ pθq  0.
Looking into equation (4.48), this implication will be fulfilled only if Φκ pω q ¡ 0
for a sufficiently high number of frequencies. On condition 2 of Theorem 4.1
being satisfied along with the other conditions in Theorem 1, it ensures that the
minimum value is achieved only for Ḡpθq  Ḡ0 , J¯pθq  J¯0 and H̄ pθq  H̄ 0 .


4.E

Proof of Proposition 4.5

Considering C1  Y Y B, C2  A and V  Z, the disturbances in the original
network are characterized by v̆ (4.38). From the results of Lemma 4.3 and since
Condition 3.2 is satisfied, we can infer that the spectral density Φv̆ has the unique
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spectral factorization Φv̆  H̃ΛH̃  where H̃ is monic, stable, minimum phase, and
of the form given in (4.37). Together with the form of Λ in (4.37) it follows that ξA is
uncorrelated with ξY . As a result, the set A satisfies the properties of Fn , so that in
Condition c we can replace F by a B. What remains to be shown is that the delay
in path/loop conditions in the transformed network (3.4) can be reformulated into
the same conditions on the original network. Following the same approach as in
the proof of proposition 3.2 we end up with the result of the proposition.


4.F

Proof of Theorem 4.2

In order to prove Theorem 4.2, we first present a preparatory Lemma.
Lemma 4.5 Consider the network in (3.4) (also (4.4)). If condition 3.2 is
satisfied, then Ḡj` is given by the following expressions:
If j

P O, ` P D : Ḡj`rpI  Ğ

OO

H̀OB ĞBO q1 spj,:q pĞO`  H̀OB ĞB` H̀O` q. (4.49)



If j

P Q, ` P D : Ḡj` I  Ğjj

Ğj`  H̀j Ğ `
B

where H̀O`

B

1

 Ğ1j pI  Ğ q1 pĞ j  H̀ Ğ j q
Ğ1j pI  Ğ q1 pĞ `  H̀ Ğ ` H̀ ` q (4.50)
,

H̀jB ĞBj
H̀j`

OO

O

O

OO

O

O

OB

OB

B

B

O

 H̀j`  0 if ` P Q Y A.

Proof: Using the result in Lemma 4.4, if Condition 3.2 is satisfied, then H̀YA
We have the following cases that can occur:

 0.

1. j  O and ` P U. From (4.23) we have Ḡj`  rpI  ĞO1 O q1 spj,:q ĞO1 ` where
ĞO1 O  ĞOO  H̀OU ĞUO is given by (4.17) and ĞO1 `  ĞO`  H̀OU ĞU ` H̀O` is
given by (4.18). Since H̀OA  0, we have ĞO1 O  ĞOO  H̀OB ĞBO and ĞO1 ` 
ĞO`  H̀OB ĞB` H̀O` with H̀O`  0 if ` P A. This leads to (10.52).
2. j  O and ` P Q. From (4.23) we have Ḡj`  rpI  ĞO1 O q1 spj,:q ĞO1 ` where ĞO1 O
and ĞO1 ` are given by (4.17). Since H̀OA  0, we have ĞO1 O  ĞOO  H̀OB ĞBO
and ĞO1 `  ĞO`  H̀OB ĞB` . This leads to (10.52).
3. j P Q and ` P U. From (4.31) we have Ḡj`  pI  Ğ2jj q1 Ğ2j` where Ğ2jj 
Ğ1jj Ğ1jO pI  ĞO1 O q1 ĞO1 j and Ğ2j`  Ğ1j` Ğ1jO pI  ĞO1 O q1 ĞO1 ` are given by
(4.25). If Condition 3.2 is satisfied, using (4.17), we have Ğ1jj  Ğjj  H̀jB ĞBj ,
Ğ1jO  ĞjO  H̀jB ĞBO , ĞO1 j  ĞOj  H̀OB ĞBj and ĞO1 O  ĞOO  H̀OB ĞBO . If
condition (3.2) is satisfied, using (4.18), we have Ğ1j`  Ğj`  H̀jB ĞB` H̀j`
and ĞO1 `  ĞO`  H̀OB ĞB` H̀O` where H̀O`  H̀j`  0 if ` P A. This leads to
(4.50).
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4. j P Q and ` P Q. Since j  ` it follows from (4.30) that Ḡj`  pI  Ğ2jj q1 Ğ2j`
where Ğ2jj and Ğ2j` are given by (4.25). If Condition 3.2 is satisfied, using
(4.17), we have Ğ1jj  Ğjj  H̀jB ĞBj , Ğ1jO  ĞjO  H̀jB ĞBO , ĞO1 j  ĞOj  H̀OB ĞBj
and ĞO1 O  ĞOO  H̀OB ĞBO . If condition (3.2) is satisfied, using (4.17), we have
Ğ1j`  Ğj`  H̀jB ĞB` and ĞO1 `  ĞO`  H̀OB ĞB` . This leads to (4.50).

Next we proceed with the proof of Theorem 4.2. With Lemma 10.4 it follows that
Ḡji is given by either (10.52) or (4.50) if `  i. For analysing the expression, we
first are going to specify Ğji and Ğjj . From (4.8), we have Ğji  Gji GjZ pI 
GZZ q1 GZ i and Ğjj  Gjj
GjZ pI  GZZ q1 GZ j . The first terms on the right
hand sides reflect the direct connections from wi to wj (similarly wj to wj ) and
the second terms reflect the connections that pass only through nodes in Z. By
definition, Gjj  0 since the G matrix in the network in (2.2) is hollow. Under
condition 1 in Theorem 4.2 being satisfied, the second terms on the right hand
sides are zero, so that Ğji  Gji and Ğjj  0.
Under condition 2(c) in Theorem 4.2 being satisfied, we have ĞBj  ĞBi  0 and
ĞBO  0 irrespective of whether j belongs to O or not. Since condition 2(b) in
Theorem 4.2 is satisfied, we have H̀O`  H̀j`  0. Under condition 1 in Theorem
4.2 being satisfied, the term ĞjO pI  ĞOO q1 ĞOj and ĞjO pI  ĞOO q1 ĞOi are zero.
This implies that Ḡji  Gji if j P Q and ` P D. Similarly, if parallel path condition
1 in Theorem 4.2 is satisfied, we have Ḡji  rpI  ĞOO q1 spj,:q ĞOi  pI  Ğjj q1 Ğji .
Since Ğjj  0 and Ğji  Gji , we have Ḡji  Gji if j P O and ` P D as well.


4.G

Proof of Theorem 4.3

We first present the following preparatory lemmas.
Lemma 4.6 Let C  L with cardinality c and V  LzC. Let V1 and V2 be two
disjoint sets such that V  V1 Y V2 . The system equations for node variables
wC can be written as,
wC



ĞCC wC

H̃ ξ˜C

R̆u ,

(4.51)

where H̃ is stable, monic and minimum phase rational c  c matrix, and ξ˜c is
a c  1 white noise process with cov(ξ˜C ) = Λ̃ P Rcc , and
Ǧkh
ŘkV 2
ĞCC
R̆CV 1






Gkh GkV 2 pI  GV 2V 2 q1 GV 2 h ,
GkV 2 pI  GV 2V 2 q1
ǦCC ǦCV 1 pI  ǦV 1V 1 q1 ǦV 1C ,
ǦCV 1 pI  ǦV 1V 1 q1 ,

(4.52)
(4.53)
(4.54)
(4.55)
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R̆CV 2
R̆

ǦCV 1 pI

ŘCV 2



I

Ǧ q1 Ř
V 1V 1

V 1V 2

(4.56)
(4.57)

,

R̆CV 2 ,

R̆CV 1

with k, h P C Y V1 .
Proof: On the basis of the decomposition of node signals as defined in the lemma,
we are going to rewrite the system’s equations (3.1) in the following structured
form:


 



 

  





wC
GCC GCV 1 GCV 2 wC
HCC HCV 1 HCV 2
eC
I 00
uC
wV GV C GV V GV V wV  HV C HV V HV V eV  0 I 0uV 
.
1
1
1 1
1 2
1
1
1 1
1 2
1
1 (4.58)
wV 2
GV 2C GV 2V 1 GV 2V 2 wV 2
HV 2C HV 2V 1 HV 2V 2 eV 2
0 0 I uV 2
We can eliminate the node variables wV 2 from the equation, by writing the last
(block) row of (4.58) into an explicit expression for wV 2 :
wV 2 pI

G

V 2V 2

q1



¸

¸

GV 2 k wk

PY

k C V1

PY



HV 2 k ek uV 2 ,

k C V

and by substituting this wV 2 into the expressions for other variables. As a result,
we have


wC
wV 1

 





 

 





 e

 u
ȞCC ȞCV 1 ȞCV 2  C  I 0 ŘCV 2  C 
e
uV 1 , (4.59)
ȞV 1C ȞV 1V 1 ȞV 1V 2 V 1
0 I ŘV 1V 2
eV 2
uV 2

ǦCC ǦCV 1 wC
ǦV 1C ǦV 1V 1 wV 1

where

 Gkh Gk pI  G q1 G h ,
(4.60)
 Gk pI  G q1
(4.61)

1
 Hk` Gk pI  G q H ` ,
(4.62)
with k, h P C Y V1 and ` P C Y V1 Y V2 . Now we eliminate the node variables w
Ǧkh
ŘkV 2
Ȟk`

V2

V2

V 2V 2

V2

V 2V 2

V2

V 2V 2

V2

V1

from the above equation, by writing the last (block) row of (4.59) into an explicit
expression for wV 1 :
wV 1 pI



 Ǧ

V 1V 1

q1 ǦV C wC
1

¸

PY



ȞV 1 k ek uV 1 ŘV 2V 2 uV 2 ,

k C V

and by substituting this wV 2 into the expressions for wC variable. As a result, we
have
wC

 Ğ

CC

wC

¸

PY

H̆Ck ek uC R̆CV 1 uV 1 R̆CV 2 uV 2 ,

(4.63)

k C V

where ĞCC , R̆CV 1 , R̆CV 2 are given by (4.54), (4.55), (4.56) respectively, and H̆C`
ȞC` ǦCV 1 pI  ǦV 1V 1 q1 ȞV 1 ` , with ` P C Y V.
Let v̆

 H̆e 



H̆CC

H̆CV 1

H̆CV 2



eCJ

eVJ1

eVJ2

J



. Then the spectral density of v̆
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in (4.63) is given by Φv̆  H̆ H̆  . Applying a spectral factorization [150] to Φv̆ will
deliver Φv̆  H̃ Λ̃H̃  with H̃ a monic, stable and minimum phase rational matrix,
and Λ̃ a positive definite (constant) matrix. Then there exists a white noise process
˜ = Λ̃. Thus we get the
ξ˜c defined by ξ˜c : H̃ 1 H̆e such that H̃ ξ˜c  v̆, with cov(ξ)
result of the lemma.

Lemma 4.7 If condition 4.2 and Condition 3.2 are satisfied, then
Ḡji
with Ğ1jj

 p1  Ğ1jj q1 Ğ1ji ,

(4.64)

 Ğjj  H̀j Ğ j and Ğ1ji  Ğji  H̀j Ğ i .
B

B

B

B

Proof: Using the result of lemma 10.4, we have Ḡji given by either (10.52) or (4.50)
if condition 4.2 and condition 3.2 are satisfied. Since condition 4.2 is satisfied, we
have H̀Oi  H̀ji  0. When condition 4.2 is satisfied, we have Ğjk  0, k P
Oztj u. Substituting these results in (4.50), we get (4.64). Since condition 4.2 is
satisfied, we have Ğjk  0, k P Oztj u and ĞBk  0, k P Oztj u. This implies that
rpI  ĞOO H̀OB ĞBO q1 spj,;q  p1  Ğjj H̀jB ĞBj q1 . Therefore, substituting this
result in (10.52), we get (4.64).

Now we present the proof of Theorem 4.3. The target module that is the objective
of our identification is given by Gji , with wj P pwQ , wO q and wi P pwU , wQ q. From
(4.64), we have Ḡji  p1  Ğ1jj q1 Ğ1ji . Let Z  Zr Y Zu . Considering C  D Y Y 
Q Y O Y U, V1  Zr and V2  Zu , using the result of Lemma 4.6 we can write
Ḡji  pI  Ğ1jj q1 Ğ1ji where,
Ğji
Ğjj
ĞBi
ĞBj






Gji
Gjj
GBi
GBj

GjZ u pI  GZ uZ u q1 GZ u i

ǦjZ r pI  ǦZ rZ r q1 ǦZ r i

GjZ u pI  GZ uZ u q1 GZ u j ǦjZ r pI  ǦZ rZ r q1 ǦZ r j ,
GBZ u pI  GZ uZ u q1 GZ u i ǦBZ r pI  ǦZ rZ r q1 ǦZ r i
GBZ pI  GZ Z q1 GZ j ǦBZ pI  ǦZ Z q1 ǦZ j ,
u

u u

u

r

r r

r

(4.65)
(4.66)
(4.67)
(4.68)

where the first terms on the right hand sides reflect the direct connections from wi
to wj (respectively from wj to wj , wk , k P B to wi , wk , k P B to wj ), the second terms
reflect the connections that pass only through nodes in Zu and the third terms
reflect the connections that pass through nodes in both Zu and Zr . By definition,
Gjj  0 since the G matrix in the network in (3.1) is hollow. Condition 1 in
Property 4.1 and Condition 4(a) in Property 4.1 ensures that the second terms
on the right hand sides are zero, so that Ğji  Gji ǦjZ r pI  ǦZ rZ r q1 ǦZ r i and
Ğjj  ǦjZ r pI  ǦZ rZ r q1 ǦZ r j . Condition 7 in Property 4.1 ensures that GBi 
GBj  0 and the respective second terms in the equations are zero. Therefore,
ĞBj  ǦBZ r pI  ǦZ rZ r q1 ǦZ r j and ĞBi  ǦBZ r pI  ǦZ rZ r q1 ǦZ r i . Now in the sequel
we find expressions for pI  Ğjj q1 using elements of (4.4) in order to extract Gji
from Ḡji .
Obtaining the expression of pI

 Ğ1jj q1 :
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When condition 4.2 is satisfied, we have Ğjk  ĞBk  0, k P Oztj u. This implies
that rpI  ĞO1 O q1 spj,;q  p1  Ğ1jj q1 when j P O and p1  Ğ2jj q1  p1  Ğ1jj q1
when j P Q. If there are unmeasured loops through wj , then Ğjj  0. From (4.27)
and (4.33), we have J¯jj  pI  Ğ1jj q1 when j P Y. Therefore if node j is excited
by an external excitation signal uj , then J¯jj  pI  Ğ1jj q1 . Now, we look into
situation when node j is not excited by an external excitation signal (i.e. uj  0).
If j P Q, from (4.28) we know that, R̆j2Z r  R̆j1Z r Ğ1jO R̄OZ r where we have R̆j1Z r 
R̆jZ r  H̀jB R̆BZ r . Since Ğjk  ĞBk  0, k P Oztj u and since j P Q, we have ĞjO 
ĞBO  0. Therefore, Ğ1jO  ĞjO  H̀jB ĞBO  0 when j P Q. This implies that R̆j2Z r 
R̆j1Z r when j P Q. Then, from (4.27) and (4.34) we have R̄jZ r  pI  Ğ1jj q1 R̆j1Z r for
j P Y. Expanding R̆jZ r using (4.55), we have R̆jZ r  ǦjZ r pI  ǦZ rZ r q1 . Similarly,
we can write R̆BZ r  ǦBZ r pI  ǦZ rZ r q1 . If condition 5 in Property 4.1, then

pI  Ğ1jj qR̄j  Ǧj pI  Ǧ
Zr

Zr

Z rZ r

q1H̀j Ǧ pI  Ǧ
B

BZ r

Z rZ r

q1 .

(4.69)

Post-multiplying the above equation with ǦZ r j , we get

pI  Ğ1jj qR̄j

Zr

ǦZ r j

 Ğ1jj .

(4.70)

Now we look in to getting the expression of ǦZ r j using elements of (4.4). Let
T  TO Y TQ be two disjoint sets such that TQ P Q and TO P O. Using the similar
reasoning as above, if condition 5 in Property 4.1, we can write
R̄TQZ r

 pI  diagpĞ2 qq1 pǦ pI  Ǧ

Ğ1 pI  Ğ1 q1 Ǧ pI  Ǧ
TQTQ

TQO

R̄TOZ r rpI

TQZ r

Z rZ r

OZ r

Z rZ r

OO

 Ğ1 q1 sp

q1  H̀
q1  H̀

TQB

OB

 Ǧ q1
pI  Ǧ q1(4.71)
,

ǦBZ r pI

ǦBZ r

Z rZ r

Z rZ r

q pǦOZ r pI  ǦZ rZ r q1  H̀OB ǦBZ r pI  ǦZ rZ r q1 q. (4.72)

TO ,:

OO

Now from (4.30), ḠTQ j  pI  diagpĞT2QTQ qq1 ĞT2Q j and from (4.23) we have ḠTO j 
rpI  ĞO1 O q1 spTO ,:q ĞO1 j and ḠOj  pI  ĞO1 O q1 ĞO1 j . From (4.25), we have ĞT2Q j 
ĞT1 Q j ĞT1 QO ḠOj where using (4.17) we have ĞT1 Q j  ĞTQ j H̀TQB ĞBj , ĞT1 O j  ĞTO j 
H̀TOB ĞBj and ĞO1 j  ĞOj  H̀OB ĞBj . Now expanding the terms ĞTQ j , ĞTO j , ĞBj , ĞOj
using (4.54) we can write,
ḠTQ j  pIdiagpĞT2QTQ qq1 pǦTQ j

ǦTQZ r pI

 Ǧ

H̀ pǦ j Ǧ pIǦ q1 Ǧ j q
pǦ j Ǧ pIǦ q1 Ǧ j
H̀ pǦ j Ǧ pIǦ q1 Ǧ j qq,
TQB

O

B

OZ r

OU

BZ r

Z rZ r

U

UZ r

Z rZ r

Zr

q1 Ǧ j
pIĞ1 q1

Z rZ r

ĞT1 QO

Zr

(4.73)

OO

Zr

Z rZ r

Zr

ḠTO j  rpIĞO1 O q1 spTO ,:q pǦOj ǦOZ r pIǦZ rZ r q1 ǦZ r j

(4.74)
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ǦBZ r pIǦZ rZ r q1 GZ r j qq.

H̀ pǦ j
OB

B

(4.75)

Looking into (4.71) and (4.73) we have,
ḠTQ j

 R̄



TQZ r

pIdiagpĞ2 qq1 Ǧ jH̀
pIĞ1 q1 pǦ j  H̀ Ǧ j q .

ǦZ r j

ĞT1 QO

TQ

TQTQ

O

OO

OB

TQB

ǦBj
(4.76)

B

Similarly, looking into (4.72) and (4.75) we have
ḠTO j R̄TOZ rǦZ r j

rpIĞ1 q1 sp

qpǦOjH̀OB ǦBj q.

(4.77)

TO ,:

OO

Condition 4b in Property 4.1 ensures that ǦTQ j  0, condition 7 in Property
4.1 ensures that ǦBj  0 and condition 8 in Property 4.1 ensures that ǦOj  0.
Therefore we can write (4.76) and (4.77) as,
ḠT j R̄TZ rǦZ r j .

(4.78)

Condition 6 in Property 4.1 ensures that a left inverse of R̄TZ r exists. Then ǦZ r j 
: Ḡ . So we write (4.70) as Ğ1  p1  Ğ1 qR̄ R̄: Ḡ . Thus we get p1 
R̄TZ
Tj
jZ r TZ r T j
r
jj
jj
Ğ1jj q1





: Ḡ p1
1  R̄jZ r R̄TZ
Tj
r

: Ḡ q1
R̄jZ r R̄TZ
Tj
r

1

.

Obtaining the expression of ǦjZ r pI  ǦZ rZ r q1 ǦZ r i  H̀jB ǦBZ r pI  ǦZ rZ r q1 ǦZ r i :
In (4.64), we now look into Ğ1ji  Gji ǦjZ r pI  ǦZ rZ r q1 ǦZ r i  H̀jB ǦBZ r pI 
ǦZ rZ r q1 ǦZ r i to extract the target module Gji . From (4.69), we know that
ǦjZ r pI

 Ǧ

Z rZ r

q1 Ǧ i  H̀j Ǧ pI  Ǧ
Zr

B

BZ r

Z rZ r

q1 Ǧ i  pI  Ğ1jj qR̄j
Zr

Zr

ǦZ r i . (4.79)

We already know the expression for pI  Ğ1jj q1 .
Therefore,

1

1

1
ǦjZ r pI  ǦZ rZ r q GZ r i  H̀jB ǦBZ r pI  ǦZ rZ r q ǦZ r i  Cjj R̄jZ r ǦZ r i . Now we
differentiate two different cases to get GZ r i : when i R TQ and when i P TQ . When
: Ḡ
i R TQ , following the similar reasoning for ǦZ r j , we have ǦZ r i  R̄TZ
Ti
r
provided condition 2, 5 and 6, 7, 8 in Property 4.1 are satisfied. When i P TQ , then
i
P Q.
Now in ḠT i column matrix we have an element
Ḡii  pI  Ğ2ii q1 pĞ2ii  diagpĞ2ii qq. When condition 3 in Property 4.1 is satisfied,
from (4.33) we have R̄ii

p1  Ğ2ii q1 .
Therefore

1
2

1
2
pI  Ğii q diagpĞii q  R̄ii p1  R̄ii q. Let Cii be a column matrix with every
element as zero except the element corresponding to node wi which is
1 q.
R̄ii p1  R̄ii
Therefore, ḠT i  R̄TZ r GZ r i  Cii .
This gives us
: pḠ

1
1 R̄jZ R̄TZ
Cjj R̄jZ r ǦZ r i  Cjj
C
q
.
T
i
ii
r
r
Since, Zr will be a subset of K, we can replace RjZ r , R̄TZ r , R̄ii , R̄jj as
JjZ r , J¯TZ r , J¯ii , J¯ii respectively. Now, we have the expression of every element in
(4.64) using elements of (4.4), except the target module Gji . Thus, we can extract
the target module using the expression in the result of the theorem.


C HAPTER

5

Path-based conditions for
data-informativity

or consistent or minimum variance estimation of a single module
in a dynamic network, a predictor model has to be chosen with
F
selected inputs and outputs, composed of a selection of measured node
signals and possibly external excitation signals. The predictor model
has to be chosen in such a way that consistent estimation of the target
module is possible, under the condition that we have data-informativity
for the considered predictor model set. Consistent estimation of the target
module is typically obtained if we follow a direct method or generalized
method of identification and predictor model selection, characterized by
the property that measured node signals and possibly excitation signals
are the prime predictor input signals. In this chapter the concept of datainformativity for network models will be formalized, and for the direct
method and the generalized method the required data-informativity
conditions will be specified in terms of path-based conditions on the
graph of the network model, guaranteeing data-informativity in a generic
sense, i.e. independent on numerical values of the network transfer
functions concerned.

5.1

Introduction

The direct, generalized, and indirect identification methods typically start from a
limited set of measured node signals and a selected set of measured external
This chapter is based on the preliminary work: P.M.J. Van den Hof and K.R. Ramaswamy, “Pathbased data-informativity conditions for single module identification in dynamic networks", in Proc.
59th IEEE Conf. Decision and Control (CDC), Jeju Island, Republic of Korea, 14-18 December 2020, pp.
4354-4359.
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excitation signals (that are used in the predictor model), to determine whether a
consistent and/or minimum variance estimate of the target module can be
obtained. For all of these methods, data-informativity condition need to be
satisfied for arriving at consistent module estimates. This condition is typically
formulated as positive definite condition on a spectrum of signals in the dynamic
network. While for indirect methods these conditions can typically be phrased in
terms of persistence of excitation conditions on external excitation signals, see
e.g. [54], for direct methods (and the generalized method) they are typically
formulated in terms of a spectral condition on node signals and external
excitation signals in the network, and thereby harder to interpret for the user
who has to set up an experiment. This has also been addressed in [53] where it
has been highlighted that the typical spectral conditions will often be
conservative in the case of modules with finite model order.
In this chapter we are going to address the situation of the direct method and the
generalized method discussed in Chapter 3 and 4, and we are going to
reformulate the data-informativity conditions for these methods in terms of
excitation conditions on the external excitation signals, together with path-based
conditions on the topology of the network model set.
In this way the
data-informativity conditions become verifiable by the user, rather than
remaining implicit as in condition (b) of Theorem 4.1.
We will highlight the different options for selecting predictor models in Section
5.2. In Section 5.3 data-informativity conditions are specified, for which
path-based conditions are being derived in Section 5.4. The results are illustrated
with examples. The proofs of all technical results are collected in the appendix.

5.2

Network estimation setup

We can distinguish three main different prediction error approaches for
addressing the single module identification problem, where the target module is
indicated by Gji .
1. A direct method, that is based on selecting a particular set of predictor input
node signals wk , k P D, a set of predictor input external excitation signals
(uk , k P P Y K) and a set of predicted output signals w` , ` P Y, with i P D,
j P Y, and estimating a dynamic model based on a prediction error:
εpt, θq  H̄ pq, θq1 rwY ptq  Ḡpq, θqwD ptq  J¯pq, θquK ptq  S̄ pq quP ptqs,

(5.1)

where Ḡpq, θq, J¯pq, θq and H̄ pq, θq are parametrized transfer function
matrices and S̄ pq q is a selection (binary) matrix. The target module is then
embedded in the model Ḡpq, θq, and the objective is to estimate the target
module consistently and possibly with minimum variance. The direct
method does not require any post-processing and hence Ḡ0ji  G0ji .
2. An indirect method, that is based on selecting a particular set of external
excitation signals rk , k P D, and a set of predicted node signals w` , ` P Y,
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that are used in a predictor model, leading to
εY pt, θq



wY ptq  T̄Y pq, θqrD ptq

(5.2)

Since T̄Y reflects a mapping from external signals (rD ) to internal signals
(wY ), a processing step is necessary to recover the target module Gji from
an estimated T̄Y . Consistency of the target module estimate is the typical
objective.
Different variations of indirect methods exist, including
two-stage and instrumental variable (IV) methods.
3. A generalized method, that is based on the same predictor model and
prediction error as the direct method, and the objective is to estimate the
target module consistently. The generalized method requires post-processing
using the estimated models in order to recover the target module.
In this chapter, we will primarily focus on the direct method and the generalized
method. For these methods to arrive at a consistent estimate of the target module,
there are two prime conditions that need to be satisfied.
1. A predictor model needs to be chosen, on the basis of which it is possible
to reconstruct the target module Gji from the estimated objects Ḡ, J¯ and
H̄. The predictor model (5.1) is determined by the selection of signals that
appear in wY , wD , uP and uK .
2. For the chosen predictor model, the data appearing in this model should
be sufficiently informative so as to guarantee that consistent estimates of
¯ H̄ are obtained (refer to condition (b) of Theorem 4.1 and
the objects Ḡ, J,
condition (b) of Theorem 3.2).
The first aspect is covered in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. In the sequel of this chapter,
we will focus on the data-informativity aspects as mentioned in the second aspect.

5.3
5.3.1

Data-Informativity
Introduction and definition

We consider an estimation setup on the basis of the network equations
wY ptq  Ḡpq qwD ptq

J¯pq quK ptq

S̄ pq quP ptq

H̄ pq qξY ptq

(5.3)

with wY , wD , uK , uP selected node- and excitation signals and ξY a stationary white
noise process.
The one-step ahead predictor for (5.3) is uniquely defined through
ŵY ptq : EtwY ptq|wYt1 , wDt , uPt , uKt u  W pq qz ptq

(5.4)
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with the predictor filter given by
W pq q :
and



p1  H̄ pqq1 q



H̄ pq q1 Ḡpq q H̄ pq q1 J¯pq q H̄ pq q1 S̄ pq q


(5.5)



wY ptq
wD ptq

z ptq : 
 uKptq  .
uP ptq

(5.6)

In line with the corresponding definitions in the prediction error literature ([77],
Definition 8.1), we can now define the notion of data-informativity for the related
network predictor model.
Definition 5.1 Consider a set of network signals contained in z and a
network predictor model
ŵY pt, θq  W pq, θqz ptq
for a parametrized set of models
M : pḠpq, θq, J¯pq, θq, S̄ pq q, H̄ pq, θqqθPΘ .
Then a quasi-stationary data set Z 8 : tz ptqut0, with z ptq defined in (5.6)
is informative enough with respect to the model set M if, for any two predictor
filters W1 pq q and W2 pq q in the parameterized model set,
ĒrpW1 pq q  W2 pq qqz ptqs2
implies that W1 peiω q  W2 peiω q for almost all ω.

0
2

In line with ([77], Definition 8.2), we formulate:
Definition 5.2 A quasi-stationary data set Z 8 is informative if it is
informative enough with respect to the model set L , consisting of all linear
time-invariant models.

And in line with ([77], Definition 13.2):
Definition 5.3 A quasi-stationary signal z is said to be persistently exciting if
Φz pω q ¡ 0 for almost all ω.

The essential difference with the classical definitions in [77] is in the composition
of the signal vector z ptq, being composed according to (5.6).
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5.3.2

Classical open-loop case

The classical open-loop case can be represented by the situation that in the
predictor model, the predictor input is wD  r. In this case
z ptq :





wY ptq
.
wD ptq

The well known sufficient condition for data-informativity is now [77]:
Φz pω q ¡ 0 for almost all ω.

(5.7)

For estimating finite-dimensional models, this sufficient condition can be further
relaxed1 to be satisfied for a sufficient number of frequencies ω. The signal vector
z contains both predictor inputs and predictor outputs. Since there are output
disturbances on wY that are uncorrelated to wD , the informativity condition
simplifies to the condition that wD should be persistently exciting.

5.3.3

Classical closed-loop case: direct method

The direct method for closed-loop systems is characterized by the situation that in
the predictor model
• wY and wD are distinct signals;
• uP and uK are not included in the predictor;
• wD may depend on the present and past samples of wY (feedback).




wY ptq
It follows that z ptq :
and the “open-loop” results of [77] still apply, i.e.
wD ptq
the informativity condition of the data is represented by the condition (5.7).

5.3.4

The network case: local direct method and generalized
method

When applying the direct identification method or generalized method in the
network case, a predictor model is constructed with node signals wD and external
excitation signals (uP , uK ) as predictor inputs and wY as predicted outputs.
According to the results in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, we end up in a multi-output
predictor model, as schematically indicated in Figure 5.1. In this setting we
distinguish:
• wY
1 For







wO
; wD
wQ







wU
;
wQ

the network case and considering MISO models this is also addressed in [53].
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Figure 5.1: Predictor model for local direct method and generalized method; the
set of node signals wQ appears both at the input and at the output of the predictor
model.
• For the local direct method in Chapter 3 : wO
present in wQ ;



wj or wO is void if wj is

• uP contains those measured external excitation signals in u that add directly
to measured outputs wk , k P Y, i.e. for which S̄ is a binary (selection) matrix
with known elements, indicating which output signals are excited by signals
uP (see Proposition 4.3);
• uK contains those measured external excitation signals in u that
dynamically affect the measured outputs wk , k P Y, i.e. for which J¯ is a
parameterized matrix that contains the dynamics indicating which output
signals are excited by signals uK (see Section 4.5.1).
Inputs and outputs are allowed to share some common signals, while all node
signals are allowed to depend on each other’s (present and) past. According to
the consistency results for the local direct method and the generalized method in
Chapter 4, the data-informativity conditions now become:
Φκ pω q ¡ 0 for almost all ω,
with



(5.8)



wD ptq
κptq :  ξY ptq 
uK ptq

and ξY ptq the white noise innovation process that relates to output wY ptq in (5.3).
In the vector signal κ we collect all the measured node signals that appear as
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predictor input, all the measured external excitation signals that appear as
predictor input which contribute to the output through parameterized transfer
¯ and the (external) noise terms ξY . The spectrum condition on
function matrix J,
κptq can then be interpreted as a condition that requires a full rank spectrum of
wD , while using all external signals in the network except pξY , uK q. In other words,
(ξY , uK ) can not be used for the “excitation” of the signals wD , but this excitation
has to come from other external signals in the network. This can be interpreted as
follows. uK and ξY are used for estimating J¯ and H̄ respectively. Hence, we need
other external signals in the network for estimating Ḡ. This mechanism is going
to be further elaborated upon in the next Section.

5.4
5.4.1

Path-based conditions for data-informativity
General results

The condition (5.8) for data-informativity in the direct method and in the
generalized method is compactly formulated, but it is actually implicit and hard
to ensure for the situation of a dynamic network with given topology and
unknown dynamics. It would be very attractive to formulate this condition in
terms of properties and locations of the external signals in the network (i.e. u (or
r) and e) together with topological conditions on the interconnection structure in
the network models that we consider. In order to achieve this objective, we
consider the following Lemma:
Lemma 5.1 Let xptq P Rm be a quasi-stationary signal that is persistently
exciting, and let F pz q P Rpz qpm be the proper rational transfer function of
a stable filter. Then the signal y ptq  F pq qxptq is persistently exciting if and
only if filter F pz q has rank p over the field of rational functions.
2
Proof: Collected in the Appendix.



If we apply this Lemma with x-signals being the external signals u, e, and
y-signals being selected node signals w in the network, then the row rank of the
considered transfer function pu, eq Ñ y would need to be evaluated in order to
make a statement about data-informativity. In line with the idea of introducing a
generic form of identifiability [65], i.e. independent of particular numerical
values of coefficients, we can use the same generic type of result for
data-informativity, based on the results of [131].
Proposition 5.1 Consider the situation of Lemma 5.1. The property that y ptq
is persistently exciting holds genericallya if in the dynamic network there are
p vertex-disjoint paths between the nodes x and y. This is denoted by bxÑy 
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p.
a Generically has to be considered here in terms of a Lebesgue measure 0 of the vector of
coefficient values of the rational transfer functions in all modules of the network.

So, a persistently exciting “input” signal x and a sufficient number of
vertex-disjoint paths between x and y, will generically provide a persistently
exciting “output” signal y. This result can be used to translate persistence of
excitation conditions on node signals, to persistence of excitation conditions on
external network signals.

5.4.2

Path-based conditions

The result on vertex-disjoint paths, as formulated in Proposition 5.1 can now be
applied to the particular situation of condition (5.8). In this step the consequence
of having the white noise signal ξY in the condition (5.8) needs to be translated
to conditions on signals in the original network (2.2). We now formulate a pathbased condition for verifying data-informativity.
Theorem 5.1 Consider a dynamic network with external signals u and e, and
let uK be the u-signals that appear as predictor input in the setting of the
local direct method and the generalized method, satisfying the conditions of
Proposition 4.4. Let K̄  LzK  tP Y A Y Z̄ u, where Z̄ denotes the indices of
excitation signals in u (i.e. u` , ` P Z̄) that satisfies the following:
• all paths from w` to wk , k

P Y pass through a node in w Y ;
Q U

• there exist no direct or unmeasured paths from w` to any wm , m P B.
Consider the signal vector
η ptq :





uK̄
, with
eU

eU : any e-signal that has a direct or unmeasured path to a node signal wk , k

P U.

Then the transfer function from pu, eq to κ generically has full row rank if
there are nD vertex disjoint paths between external signals η and wD .
Proof: The proof is added in Appendix 5.B.



It can be inferred that:
• the u signals that add directly to the outputs wk , k P Y with a selection
matrix S̄ pq q (i.e. uP ) consisting of known elements contribute to the
data-informativity;
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• the u signals whose effect on the outputs wk , k P Y that are incorporated in
the term ḠwD (i.e. uA and uZ̄ ) contribute to the data-informativity;
• the u signals that dynamically affect the outputs wk , k P Y with the matrix
J¯pq q (i.e. uK ) that contains unknown dynamics does not contribute to the
data-informativity. These excitation signals are effectively used to estimate
¯
the dynamics in J;
• uB

u

K

and hence does not contribute to data-informativity;

• only the e signals that have direct or unmeasured path to nodes in wU
contribute to the data-informativity.
As a direct result of Proposition 5.1 we can now formulate the following
Corollary:
Corollary 5.1 The data-informativity condition (5.8) for the local direct
method and the generalized method is satisfied if the path-based conditions
of Theorem 5.1 are satisfied and the present excitation signals u in the
network are persistently exciting.
2
We will illustrate the results of this Section in three examples.
Example 5.1 Consider a classical closed loop system represented by a twonode network as depicted in Figure 5.2 with v1 and v2 being process noises
that are correlated, and with u1  r1 , u2  r2 . First we consider the situation
of having no external excitation signals, r1  r2  0. The objective is to
identify the target module G21 . We use the local direct method. We select w1
as input and w2 as output of our predictor model, but due to the correlation
between v1 and v2 , we need to include w1 also as an output. As a result
wY  tw1 , w2 u, wO  wo = {w2 } and wD  wQ  tw1 u. Then U is void. In
order to satisfy the data informativity condition according to Theorem 5.1,
we need to consider vector η ptq. Since U, Z is void and uP is not present, η
is an empty vector, indicating that there are no external signals available for
exciting wD . Therefore the data-informativity condition can not be satisfied.
The two noise signals e1 and e2 constitute the innovation process ξY and
according to the definition of κptq in (5.8) cannot be used to excite wD . These
noise signals are effectively used to estimate the 2  2 noise model.
Adding an external excitation signal u1 will not lead to a signal in uP since
the loop through w1 passes only through wO  wo  w2 , and therefore the
condition for w` P wQ in Proposition 4.3 is not satisfied. In the predictor
model w1 Ñ pw1 , w2 q, u1 cannot effectively be used for excitation due to the
fact that G12 is not modelled, leading to the situation that in the model the
contribution of u1 to w1 is actually represented by p1  G12 G21 q1 u1 , thus
not satisfying the unit transfer that is required for a signal in uP .
Similarly adding an external excitation signal u2 will not lead to a signal in
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Figure 5.2: Classical closed loop example with two node signals and disturbances
v1 and v2 being correlated.
uP since there is a direct path from wO  wo  w2 to wQ  w1 , and thus
the condition for w` P wO in Proposition 4.3 is not satisfied. In the predictor
model w1 Ñ pw1 , w2 q, u2 cannot effectively be used for excitation due to the
fact that G12 is not modeled, leading to the situation that in the model the
contribution of u2 to w1 is actually represented by p1  G12 G21 q1 G12 u2 , thus
not satisfying the unit transfer that is required for a signal in uP . However, if
we include w2 also as input and model G12 with predictor model pw1 , w2 q Ñ
pw1 , w2 q, then wD changes to wD  wQ  tw1 , w2 u. Then we need two (vertex
disjoint) paths from η  uP to wD . With predictor model pw1 , w2 q Ñ pw1 , w2 q,
both u1 and u2 lead to a signal in uP and therefore we need two external
excitation signals r1 and r2 for achieving data-informativity. This result is in
agreement with the observations in [126].

Example 5.2 Consider the three node network depicted in Figure 5.3 with
v1 and v3 being disturbance signals that are correlated, and
u1  r1 , u2  r2 , u3  r3 . First we consider the situation of having no
external excitation signals, r1  r2  r3  0. The objective is to identify the
target module G12 using the local direct method. According to the local
direct method, we have multiple ways to choose the predictor model.
Following the full input case, we choose wY  wo  w1 , wA  w2 , and then
we choose wB  w3 in order to block the effect of the confounding variable
e3 for the estimation problem w2 Ñ w1 . In this setup wQ is void and
wD  wU  tw2 , w3 u. The data-informativity condition of Theorem 5.1 now
requires two vertex disjoint paths between te2 , e3 u and tw2 , w3 u. As this can
simply be verified from the graph, the data-informativity condition is
satisfied without any need for external excitation signals.
When choosing an alternative predictor model, e.g. according to the
minimum input case algorithm, we choose wY  tw1 , w2 u and wQ  w2 , i.e.
we model w2 as output also, in order to deal with the confounding variable
e3 for the estimation problem w2 Ñ w1 . In this setup wU  wAYB is void. In
order to satisfy the data informativity condition according to Theorem 5.1,
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Figure 5.3: A three node network example.
we need a path from signal η ptq to wD  w2 . Since U is void and uP , uZ̄ is not
present, η is an empty vector, indicating that there are no external signals
available for exciting wD . Therefore the data-informativity condition can not
be satisfied. Adding external signals u1 or u2 will lead to a signal in η  uP .
But, when η  u1 we do not satisfy the data informativity condition since
we do not have a path from signal η  u1 to wD  w2 . When adding u2  r2
as external signal, we satisfy the data informativity condition since the
path-based condition is satisfied. An external signal uZ  u3  r3 cannot
contribute to η because it does not belong to uZ̄ (see Definition 4.2) since
there is an unmeasured path from u3 to w2 which is in wY . It cannot be used
for excitation due to the non-unity transfer to w2 which needs to be
estimated, and hence does not provide data informativity for the chosen
predictor model.

Example 5.3 Consider the four-node network as depicted in Figure 5.4 with
v1  e1 , v2  e2 , v3  e3 , v4  e4 being process noises that are uncorrelated
with each other, and non-measured node signal w3 . The other node signals
are measured. First we consider the situation of having no external
excitation signals, u1  u2  u3  u4  0. The objective is to identify the
target module G21 with j  2 and i  1. Since w3 is non-measured, the
parallel path/loop condition 3.1 required for target module invariance is
not satisfied. Hence, we cannot use the local direct method and we resort to
the generalized method. We select w1 as input and w2 as output of our
predictor model.
Since w3 is non-measured, the parallel path
w1 Ñ w3 Ñ w2 violates the condition 3.1. This violation is handled in
generalized method by exciting the parallel path with u3 , including u3 as
predictor input, and by including the descendant w4 from the excited node
w3 as predicted output. As a result wY  tw2 , w4 u, wO = tw2 , w4 u, wZ r =
tw3 u, wU  wA = tw1 u and wD  tw1 u. Condition 4.2 requires that there are
no direct or unmeasured paths from wk , k P Oztj u to pwj , wB q and also
i P Q Y A. For Condition 4.2 to be satisfied, w4 should also be included as
predictor input. As a result wY  tw2 , w4 u, wQ = tw4 u, wO = tw2 u, wZ r = tw3 u,
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Figure 5.4: A 4-node dynamic network with w3 non-measured and the noise
signals on each node uncorrelated with each other. G21 is the target module that
needs to be identified.

wU  wA = tw1 u and wD  tw1 , w4 u. u3 belongs to uK and not uZ̄ since there
is a path from w3 to w4 in wY that does not pass through a node in wQYU . In
order to satisfy the data informativity condition according to Theorem 5.1,
we need to consider vector η ptq and we need two vertex disjoint paths from
η to wD . Since v2 , v3 and v4 does not have path to wU  w1 , they do not
belong to eU and cannot contribute to η. These signals are part of ξY and are
used to estimate the 2  2 noise model, and hence does not contribute to η.
Since uP , uA , uZ̄ are not present, η  eU  e1 , indicating the external signals
available for exciting wD . But, when η  e1 we do not satisfy the data
informativity condition since we need two vertex disjoint paths from η to
wD . When adding u4 as external signal, it will add to uP and hence we
satisfy the data informativity condition since the path-based condition is
satisfied. An external signal uP  u2 cannot contribute to data-informativity
since there does not exist a path from u2 to w4 . Similarly, adding uA  u1 to
η will not lead to two vertex disjoint paths from η to wD since both signals
(i.e., u1 and v1 ) pass through measured node signal w1 P wD . u3 cannot
contribute to η because it does not belong to uZ̄ since there is an
unmeasured path from u3 to w4 which is in wY . It cannot be used for
excitation due to the non-unity transfer to w4 which needs to be estimated
using u3 , and hence does not provide data informativity for the chosen
predictor model.

Remark 5.1 For the Generalized method, the estimate of J¯pq q is required for
post-processing and to obtain the estimate of G0ji . For the direct method,
it is possible to consider the predictor model (5.1) without J¯pq, θq. In this
case, the uK -signals act as noise signals and hence the signal selection should
take into effect the confounding effects of these signals. This setup has been
explored in [127].
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5.5

Conclusions

For consistent identification of a single module that is embedded in a dynamic
network it is necessary that the signals that constitute the chosen predictor model
satisfy data-informativity conditions. We have formalized the concept of
data-informativity for a generalized predictor model that is suited for dynamic
network modeling, and that allows for signals to appear both as input and as
output in a MIMO predictor model. It generalizes all known situations of
indirect and direct methods in closed-loop systems and dynamic networks. The
conditions for data-informativity have been specified for the local direct and
generalized identification method, showing that the conditions can be satisfied
generically by requiring persistence of excitation of external signals, together
with path-based conditions on the topology of the network model set.

5.6

Related videos
Path-based
data
informativity conditions
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Appendices
5.A

Proof of Lemma 5.1

The spectral density of the output signal is given by Φy pω q  F peiω qΦx pω qF peiω q ,
with pq the complex conjugate. For each value of ω in π ¤ ω ¤ π, this is a
matrix multiplication for which it holds that Φy pω q ¡ 0 only if rankC pF peiω qq  p
and Φx pω q ¡ 0. If rankRpzq pF pz qq  p then rankC pF peiω qq  p for almost all ω.
Since Φx pω q ¡ 0 for almost all ω this implies that Φy pω q ¡ 0 for almost all ω. If
rankRpzq pF pz qq p then rankC pF peiω qq p for all ω and there will be no value of
ω for which Φy pω q ¡ 0.
2

5.B

Proof of Theorem 5.1

The results of Lemma 5.1 and Proposition 5.1 indicate that the transfer function
from external signals to κ generically has full row rank, if there are nQ nU nY
nK vertex disjoint paths between the external signals and κ, where nU , nY , nK are
cardinality of set U, Y, K respectively.
In the system’s setting with all unmeasured nodes removed as in (4.36), we first
have to determine which external signals should be considered. According to the
term ū in system representation (4.36), the external excitation signals are u and
disturbances sources ξ.
Characterizing ξ: disturbance sources in the transformed network
When premultiplying (4.29) with


I
P  0
H̃UQ1

0
I
H̃UO1



0
0
I

 3
1
H̃QQ H̃Q3O
1
1
where rH̃UQ H̃UO s  rH̃UQ H̃UO s
, while only keeping the identity
H̃O2U H̃O3O
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terms on the left hand side, we obtain an equivalent network equation




wQ
wO 
wU







 





ḠQQ 0 ḠQU
ξ˜Q
H̃Q3Q H̃Q3O 0
wQ
2
2
ḠOQ






0 ḠOU
wO
H̃OQ H̃OO 0
ξ˜O  P 1 ū , (5.9)
1
1
1
wU
ĞUQ ĞUO ĞUU
0
0 H̃UU loomo
ξ˜U on
ξ̃

1 . The
where the third equation has been scaled to maintain a hollow matrix ĞUU
disturbance term in this equation can, after spectral factorization and creating a
monic, stable and minimum phase noise model, be rewritten into






ξQ
H̄QQ H̄QO 0
H̄OQ H̄OO 0  ξO  ,
0
0 H̄UU
ξU

(5.10)

showing that ξU is a filtered version of ξ˜U .
Writing the disturbance ξ˜U in terms of external signals
According to the proof of lemma 4.2 we have
ξ˜  H̃ 1 H̆e  H̃ 1 v̆.

(5.11)

where H̃ is a monic, stable and minimum phase rational matrix and v̆ is the
process noise on the nodes in the immersed network, i.e. the network that results
after removing the unmeasured node signals. Following Lemma 3 in [104] (see
Lemma 3.3), if condition 3.2 is satisfied, then H̃ is block diagonal and of the form
H̃





H̃b
0



0
; v̆
H̃a







v̆Y YB
.
v̆A

where H̃b combines the block rows and columns related to the nodes in Q Y O Y
B  Y Y B.
Since H̃b is monic, the matrix inverse definitely has nonzero diagonal terms,
implying that with (5.11), v̆B is affecting ξ˜B , and with a similar reasoning v̆A is
affecting ξ˜A . Consequently the disturbance terms that appear in ξ˜U are given by
v̆U , which are the noise signals on wU in the immersed network (3.11) with
unmeasured nodes removed, and hence is a filtered version of all signals in e that
have a direct or unmeasured path to a node in wU .
Combining the above result, and using the fact that ξU is a filtered version of ξ˜U it
follows that the following external signals appear in ξU :
• eU : all signals in e that have a direct or unmeasured path to a node in wU .
Finalizing the proof
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The mapping that we need to evaluate for verifying the number of vertex disjoint
paths is given by
pu, ξq Ñ pwD , ξY , uK q.
Since ξY , uK appears on both sides of the mapping, the path condition can
equivalently be formulated for the mapping

pu , ξ q Ñ w
K̄

U

D

.

From the results of Proposition 4.4, we know that K  LztP Y A Y Z̄ u. Therefore,
K̄  LzK  tP Y A Y Z̄ u. Therefore, the path condition can equivalently be
formulated for the mapping

pu , u
P

A

, uZ̄ , ξU q Ñ wD .

Given the external signals that affect ξU as analyzed above, it is sufficient to
evaluate the mapping
puP , uA , uZ̄ , eU q Ñ wD .

C HAPTER

6

A scalable multi-step least squares
method

I

dentification methods for dynamic networks typically require prior
knowledge of the network and disturbance topology, and often rely
on solving poorly scalable non-convex optimization problems. While
methods for estimating network topology are available in the literature,
less attention has been paid to estimating the disturbance topology, i.e.,
the (spatial) noise correlation structure and the noise rank in a filtered
white noise representation of the disturbance signal. In this work we
present an identification method for dynamic networks, in which an
estimation of the disturbance topology precedes the identification of the
full dynamic network with known network topology. To this end we
extend the multi-step Sequential Linear Regression [31] and Weighted
Null Space Fitting methods [51] to deal with reduced rank noise, and
use these methods to estimate the disturbance topology and the network
dynamics in the full measurement situation. As a result, we provide a
multi-step least squares algorithm with parallel computation capabilities
that rely only on explicit analytical solutions, thereby avoiding the
usual non-convex optimizations involved. Consequently we consistently
estimate dynamic networks of Box-Jenkins (BJ) model structure, while
keeping the computational burden low. We provide a consistency proof
that includes path-based data informativity conditions for allocation of
excitation signals in the experimental design. Numerical simulations
performed on a dynamic network with reduced rank noise illustrate the
potential of this method.

This chapter is based on: S. J. M. Fonken, K.R. Ramaswamy and P.M.J. Van den Hof, “A scalable
multi-step least squares method for network identification with unknown disturbance topology", To
appear in Automatica, July 2022, ArXiv: 2106.07548.
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6.1

A scalable multi-step least squares method

Introduction

While dynamic networks increase in complexity and size, and measurement data
are becoming increasingly accessible, there is a strong demand for accurate and
scalable data driven modeling methods. To identify all the modules in a dynamic
network, the joint direct method [144] predicts all node signals in the network
jointly and achieves consistency and minimum variance properties in the
situation that the network and disturbance topology are given a priori and the
noise can be of reduced rank. However it strongly relies on solving (constrained)
non-convex optimization problems, which seriously limits its scalability to larger
networks. There are multi-step convex identification methods available for full
network identification, such as the Sequential Linear Regression (SLR) [31],
Sequential Least Squares (SLS) [140] and extensions of Weighted Null Space
Fitting (WNSF) [51] such as [43]. Moreover, methods such as the SLR and SLS
allow for splitting the MIMO optimization into multiple linear regressions,
which contributes to a lower computational burden. The available convex
methods1 are scalable to larger networks, but are limited to particular model
structures of the network, and additionally, they do not allow for handling
reduced rank noise. Particularly in large-scale network identification, stepping
away from the typical assumption that all disturbance signals have their own
independent noise source (i.e. full rank noise), is an appealing situation that
should be supported by an effective estimation algorithm. Handling this
situation of reduced-rank noise can substantially reduce the variance of
estimated models. However it also introduces the problems of estimating the
noise rank and noise correlation structure from data.
We witnessed in the previous chapters that in order to consistently identify the
modules in a dynamic network, it is vital to know the disturbance correlation
structure or disturbance topology for selecting the appropriate predictor model that
can handle confounding variables. All available convex and non-convex
methods for network identification require prior knowledge on the topology (i.e.
rank and spatial correlation structure of the disturbance model).
This
information can be unknown. While in dynamic factor analysis [33] attention has
been paid to the estimation of noise rank, in prediction error identification this
does not appear to be included yet in the identification algorithms. For situations
where the disturbance topology information is not readily available, it is
attractive to develop methods that include estimating this information from data.
The topology estimation literature shows a variety of available methods to
estimate the topology, such as Wiener filter based methods [82, 85], Bayesian
model selection techniques [23, 116, 139], or methods that infer the topology from
parametric estimates [11, 28, 152]. While the main focus of topology detection
literature has been on estimating network topology in the situation of a diagonal
disturbance spectrum Φv pω q, extensions towards non-diagonal spectrum have
been presented in [13, 37, 134]. In [134] network topology and the non-zero
pattern in the disturbance spectrum are estimated jointly.
1 These methods involve multiple steps, however the optimization problems involved in all the
steps are convex.
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In this chapter we assume that we do not know the disturbance topology a
priori, but we assume that the network topology is known e.g., from its
underlying physics, which is commonly the case for engineered systems. In the
situation that the network topology is not known beforehand, it is possible to use
any of the above cited methods to estimate it. We allow the process noise to be
spatially correlated, i.e. the disturbance spectrum Φv pω q is not necessarily
diagonal. Additionally the noise is allowed to be of reduced rank, i.e. Φv pω q can
be singular.

6.1.1

Approach in a nutshell

The objective is to develop a multi-step convex algorithm that estimates
the disturbance topology and all the dynamic modules in the network for
general model structures including the Box Jenkins (BJ) structure, while
adhering to computational algorithms that are scalable, while achieving
favorable properties in terms of low experiment cost, consistency and
reduced variance of the network estimates.
To this end we develop a multi-step algorithm to identify the network dynamics.
In the first step the noise rank and the nonzero pattern in the corresponding
disturbance model (noise shaping filter) are estimated. This is done through a
(nonparametric) high-order ARX model, inspired by the SLR method [31]. Next,
this information is used to develop a multi-step convex algorithm that can
accurately identify the dynamics of the network in the situation of reduced rank
noise and for a very general Box Jenkins model structure, thereby combining the
recently introduced multi-step convex identification methods SLR [31] and
WNSF [43, 51] and extending them to the described situation.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2 we present a new method for
estimating the disturbance topology from data, followed in Section 6.3 by a
multi-step identification algorithm that exploits the prior estimated disturbance
topology. Section 6.4 presents the consistency analysis of the method, including
graph-based conditions for data informativity. Results of numerical simulations
are provided in Section 6.5, followed by conclusions in Section 10.8. The
consistency proofs are collected in the Appendix.
We assume that the data generating network satisfies the following assumptions
is addition to Assumption 2.1.
Assumption 6.1
a. All the modules in G0 are strictly proper.
b. H̆ 0 is square, monic, stable and minimum phase.
c. The topology of G0 and R0 , and the non-zero elements of R0 are fixed
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and known.
d. The matrix R0 has a block diagonal structure: R0
situation of ordered nodes as meant in (2.4).

 diagpRa0 , Rb0 q in the

e. Measurements of all node signals w and all present excitation signals r
are available.
f. The standard regularity conditions on the data are satisfied that are
required for convergence of parameter estimate of the prediction error
identification method.
The two main steps of the identification method that will be developed in this
chapter are
• Estimating the disturbance topology, i.e. the noise rank and the zero pattern
in the disturbance model.
• Estimating the dynamical components in the network for a given network
and disturbance topology, while using a parametric BJ model structure.
In the next section we first focus on the disturbance topology estimation method,
followed by the developed identification method in the section thereafter.

6.2

Disturbance topology estimation

Before we can use a unique disturbance model that is structured according to H̆ 0
in (2.4), we need to estimate the noise rank p and we need to be able to reorder
the node signals in such a way that a noise representation as in (2.4) can be used.
This step is necessary as the unstructured disturbance model H 0 is non-unique in
the situation p L. Therefore the disturbance topology estimation is performed
in two main steps:
• Step 1: Estimating the noise rank, and reordering the signals to the situation
of Lemma 2.1.
• Step 2: Estimating the structure of the disturbance model H̆ 0 (see Section
2.1.1).

6.2.1

Step 1: Estimating noise rank p and reordering of nodes

For estimating the noise rank p, we are going to estimate the covariance matrix Λ̆0
(2.5) of innovation signal ĕ, which through its rank p can provide us access to the
correct noise rank.
An estimate of the covariance matrix is obtained by estimating a high-order (nonparametric) ARX model on the basis of measured signals w, r, and by using the
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residual (predictor error) of this estimated model as an estimate of the white noise
term ĕ.
A parametrized ARX model is chosen according to
Ăpq, ζ q
B̆ pq, ζ q

I Ă1 q 1
B̆0 B̆1 q 1




   Ăn qn
   B̆n qn

(6.1)
(6.2)

while all coefficients of Ăk , B̆k are collected in the parameter vector ζ. The onestep-ahead predictor [77], defined as
ŵpt|t  1; ζ q : Ētwptq|wt1 , rt u

(6.3)

is given by
ŵpt|t  1, ζ q






I  Ăpq, ζ q wptq
ϕptqζ

B̆ pq, ζ qrptq

(6.4)
(6.5)

with ϕptq composed of the appropriate terms in w and r.
Note that for an actual network with representation G0 , H̆ 0 , R0 , the one-step
predictor will be given by
ŵpt|t  1q



 pH̆ 0 pqqq1 pI  G0 pqqqqwptq
pH̆ 0 pqqq1 R0 pqqrptq.

I

(6.6)

This implies that the polynomial predictor model (6.4) can only accurately
approximate the rational filters that are present in (6.6) if the ARX order n is
chosen very high.
The ARX model is estimated according to
n
 arg minζ N1 °Nt1 εT pt, ζ qεpt, ζ q, with εpt, θq  wptq  ŵpt|t  1; ζ q, leading to
ζ̂N
the analytical solution
n
ζ̂N





1

N
1 ¸
ϕptqϕJ ptq
N t1

N
1 ¸
ϕptqwptq.
N t1

(6.7)

Since the network identifiability conditions of [143] are satisfied for the considered
model set, the sample estimate
Λ̂ :

N
1 ¸
n J
εpt, ζ̂N
qε pt, ζ̂Nn q,
N t1

(6.8)

will then, under mild regularity conditions, be a consistent estimate of the noise
covariance Λ̆0 . The rank p of the noise process can then be estimated through a
rank test on Λ̂, e.g., through a singular value decomposition. Alternatively, other
matrix factorizations or information based criteria can be applied for estimating
the rank, see e.g., [17]. When Λ̂ and the estimated rank p̂
L have been
determined, the L signals can be reordered through a permutation matrix Π such
that the first p̂ components of the permuted noise vector have a rank p̂ covariance
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matrix, i.e. Ip̂





0 ΠJ Λ̂Π Ip̂

0

J

has rank p̂.

Remark 6.1 Since the polynomials Ăpζ q and B̆ pζ q are fully parametrized
with independent parameters on each polynomial entry, the MIMO least
squares optimization that leads to the solution (6.7) can also be
decomposed in L separate linear regressions that minimize the residual
εj pt, ζ q separately for each j, which is computationally attractive since the
computations can be performed in parallel or sequentially.

Remark 6.2 The resulting estimation scheme will generally not provide us
with consistent estimates of the ARX model. This is not only due to the fact
that typically the order n of the ARX model would need to go to infinity, but
n
is non-unique in the situation p
also to the fact that the solution for ζ̂N
L. However, this latter non-uniqueness does not affect the uniqueness and
n
q since, according to the projection theorem,
whiteness of the residual εpt, ζ̂N
n
every solution for ζ̂N determines the same predictor [32]. The estimate Λ̂ is
therefore consistent, i.e. Λ̂  cov pĕq w.p. 1 as n, N Ñ 8.

Remark 6.3 Although a correct estimation of the noise rank p cannot be
guaranteed, consistency results for estimating p would be possible when
applying information-based criteria for rank estimation, e.g., based on the
BIC criterion [17]. In the next steps of our approach it will be assumed that
a correct estimation of p has been obtained.
After reordering the node signals as described above, we can now adhere to a
network representation with a unique disturbance model according to the
structure in Lemma 2.1, where H̆ 0 can be parametrized by the transfer function
matrices Ha and Hb .

6.2.2

Step 2: Estimating the noise correlation structure

In the second step we are going to estimate which entries in our disturbance model
are nonzero. To this end we extend the SLR method [31] to the situation of reduced
rank noise and show how the noise correlation structure can be obtained.
Step 2.1: Refining the nonparametric ARX model
With the noise rank p available and the nodes being ordered, we have gained
additional information on H̆ 0 (2.4), namely the last L  p columns are now
known. Now, we perform the same approach of identification using high order
ARX modeling as in the previous step, but by utilizing the known entries in H̆ 0 ,
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n
leading to refined estimates of Ăpζ̂N
q and B̆ pζ̂Nn q. In the analysis results of Section
6.4.1 it shown that the known entries in H̆ 0 can simply be mapped to known
entries in the parametrized polynomial B̆ pζ q, and therefore can simply be taken
into account in the least squares problem (6.7). In Section 6.4.1 it is shown that
n
this leads to consistent estimates ζ̂N
for n, N Ñ 8.

Step 2.2: Predictor model with reconstructed innovation input
In this step we are going to use the estimated nonparametric ARX model to
reconstruct the innovation signal. This allows us to use the reconstructed
innovation signal as a measured input in the predictor model that will be used
for estimating the structure of the disturbance model.
If there exists a parameter ζ 0 such that the ARX model pĂpζ 0 q, B̆ pζ 0 qq captures the
dynamics of the network, then it follows from [144] that




I
eptq.
Γ0

εpt, ζ 0 q 
We can accordingly decompose εpt, ζ q as
εpt, ζ q 



(6.9)



εa pt, ζ q
εb pt, ζ q

(6.10)

n
implies that
while the consistency property of ζ̂N
n
εa pt, ζ̂N
q Ñ eptq

p

n
εb t, ζ̂N

Ñ 8 @t,
q Ñ Γ eptq w.p. 1 as N Ñ 8 @t.
w.p. 1 as N

(6.11)

0

n
We will refer to εpt, ζ̂N
q as the “reconstructed innovation”.
For a network with ordered nodes we evaluate a new one-step-ahead predictor

ŵpt|t  1q : Etwptq|wt1 , rt , et1 u
that includes the innovation signal et1 :
expectation. Then it follows that
ŵpt|t  1q  G0 pq qwptq
where

pH̆ 0  I qĕ 



Ha0
0
Hb0  Γ I

tep0q, ep1q,    , ept  1qu

pH̆ 0 pqq  I qĕptq




 I ĕ 

(6.12)



R0 pq qrptq,

in the

(6.13)



Ha0  I
e  H̄ 0 e.
Hb0  Γ0

(6.14)

This motivates the use of the following parametrized predictor model per node:
ŵj pt|t  1, ηj q 

¸

P

l Nj

Gjl pηj qwl

¸

P

s Vj

n
H̄js pηj qεas pζ̂N
q

¸

P

k Rj

Rjk rk ,

(6.15)
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where the terms Gpη q and H̄ pη q are parametrized versions of G0 and H̄ 0
n
respectively, and εa pζ̂N
q is an °estimate of the noise signal eptq.
°n
n
jl k
js k
Gjl pη q  k1 gk q
and H̄js pη q  k
are parametrized as strictly
°1 hk q
proper polynomials of order n, the term kPRj Rjk rk ptq is known, the sets Nj
and Rj are known from the topology of G0 and R0 , and Vj defines the set of
indices of noise signals for which noise dynamics is present in the disturbance
model. This leads to an ARX model, like in Step 1, but now with the
n
reconstructed innovation εa pt, ζ̂N
q added as external predictor input signal, and
the coefficients of the unknown polynomials collected in the parameter vector η.
It is our next objective now to determine the sets Vj for j  1,    L. To this end
we follow two approaches namely the structure selection approach and the
Glasso approach, which will be presented next.
Structure selection
For
a
particular
choice
of
Vj
we
evaluate
the
residual
n
n
n
εj pt, η̂N
q
:

w
p
t
q

ŵ
p
t
|
t

1,
η̂
q
where
η̂
is
the
estimated
parameter
that
j
j
N
N
j
j
j
°N

minimizes the quadratic criterion N1 t1 ε2j pt, ηj q, and that is obtained through
an analytical solution, similar to (6.7). We test this residual with possible
combinations in set Vj and employ model selection techniques such as AIC, BIC
n
and Cross-validation (CV) on the obtained estimates η̂N
[152], of which the BIC
j
provides a consistent estimate [71, 114]. Because we use ARX models to estimate
η, model selection techniques such as AIC, BIC and CV involves convex
optimization problems. Additionally, since we derive the disturbance topology
per node, we have to test at most 2L possible sets Vj for L nodes. This results in a
lower computational burden compared to when we detect the topology in a
2
MIMO setting, where we would have to test at most 2L L possible sets Vj
simultaneously for all j [152]. However, for large networks these model selection
techniques can still become computationally heavy.
Sparse estimation with Glasso
For each node j, a Glasso (Group Lasso) estimate is computed by minimizing the
following cost function over ηj for a fully parametrized disturbance model with p
white noise inputs:
#

min
ηj

1¸
pwj ptq  ŵj pt|t  1, ηj q2
2 t1
N

λj

 }ηj }2

+

(6.16)

with the one-step-ahead predictor (6.15), and ηj being the vector of parameters
related to the modules Gji for i P Nj , and related to the modules H̄js for
s  1,    p; λj is the tuning parameter (penalization factor) of Glasso. The tuning
of λj is described in the numerical illustrations in Section 6.5.
The right hand side of (6.16) is a mixed l1 {l2 norm. The Glasso estimate is a
convex extension to lasso that penalizes groups of estimated parameters [151],
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imposing sparsity at group level. Within a group, it does not yield sparsity [4]. If
an appropriate penalization factor is chosen, only the dynamic modules that are
actually present in the data generating network remain while the non-present
terms are forced to 0, thus providing an estimate of the structure of H̄.
With either of the methods (structure selection and sparse estimation with
Glasso) the structure Vj of the disturbance model can be estimated entirely with
convex and thus scalable methods, employing non-parametric (high order ARX-)
models. This structural information can be effectively used in the actual
estimation of parametric dynamic models in the next section.
Remark 6.4 It is possible to add regularization when estimating the
high-order ARX models presented in this section to guarantee stability of
the estimates.

6.3

Estimating parametric network models

The next step in our identification procedure is
• Step 3: Estimating a parametric network model.
While in Step 1 and 2 high order (nonparametric) models of the same model order
n are used, and thus providing estimates with relatively high variance, in this
step a parametric model is estimated from data where we exploit a very flexible
Box-Jenkins model structure. In Step 3 we extend the WNSF method [51], and
its application to dynamic networks in [43], to the reduced rank noise case such
that we are able to obtain parametric models Gpθq and H pθq. The WNSF is in
itself a three step method that starts with a high-order model before estimating
the parametric model.

6.3.1

Step 3.1: Refining the nonparametric model

By fixing the correctly estimated disturbance topology obtained in the previous
section we obtain consistent estimates of ηj using one-step-ahead predictor (6.15)
defined in (6.12), leading to a high-order ARX model with structured disturbance
model. The conditions for consistency of η̂jnN are derived in Section 6.4. By
employing the structured disturbance model we reduce the variance of η̂jnN ,
while the model order n remains the same.
Using the consistent estimate η̂jnN , we update the reconstructed innovation.
Subsequently, we again update the high-order ARX model by replacing εa pζ̂jnN q
with the updated reconstructed innovation εa pη̂jnN q in (6.15), and use this
updated predictor to re-estimate ηj . This latter estimate can be seen as the
starting high-order model for the WNSF method. At this point we still have a
high variance on the estimates of η but negligible bias if model order n
throughout all the steps is chosen sufficiently large. In the next step we reduce
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the variance by reducing the number of parameters to estimate, where we will
make the step from a high-order (nonparametric) model to a parametric model.

6.3.2

Step 3.2: Parametric model estimate

On the basis of the nonparametric model estimate characterized by η̂jN we are
now going to estimate a parametric model of the dynamic network by utilizing a
Box Jenkins model structure:
l1jl q 1

Gjl pq, θq 

1

Hjj pq, θq 

1
1

Hjs pq, θq 

1








f1jl q 1

1
cjj
1 q




1
djj
1 q
js
c1 q 1
1
djs
1 q

jl ml
lm
q
l

jl mf
fm
fq

,

md
djj
md q

,

mc
cjj
mc q
mc
cjs
mc q

md
djs
md q

(6.17)

, sj

that can be rewritten as
Gjl pq, θq 

Ljl pq, θq
,
Fjl pq, θq

Hjs pq, θq 

Cjs pq, θq
.
Djs pq, θq

(6.18)

From Gjl pη̂jnN q and H̄js pη̂jnN q that are obtained in the previous step through the
0
predictor (6.15), we can derive a related
 estimate of H pq q according to (6.14)
n
leading to H pη̂N
q  H̄ pη̂Nn q Γpη̂In q , with Γpη̂Nn q an estimate of the direct
N
feedthrough term Γ0 of Hb0 , and that based on the relation ĕb ptq  Γ0 ĕa ptq from
(2.4), can be given by
n
Γpη̂N
q

N
1 ¸

n
εb pη̂N
qεJa pη̂Nn q

N t1

N
1 ¸

n
εa pη̂N
qεJa pη̂Nn q

N t1

1
.

(6.19)

Following the WNSF approach, we are now going to fit the parametric Box Jenkins
model to the nonparametric model estimated from Step 3.1, by solving for θ in the
equations
n
Fjl pθqGjl pη̂N
q  Ljl pθq  0 ,
(6.20)
n
Djs pθqHjs pη̂N q  Cjs pθq  0.
However, since these equations can not be solved exactly, an optimization
problem is formulated [51] that comes down to minimizing the quadratic
residual vector on the equations (6.20) by solving (in node-wise or MISO
notation):
min }η̂jnN  Qj pη̂jnN qθj }2
(6.21)
θj

where

Qj pη q 



Qgj
0



0
,
Qhj

(6.22)
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with Qgj and Qhj diagonal matrices with entries




pηq  Tnm rGjl pηqs I¯nm ,
(6.23)


Qhj pη q  Tnm rHjs pη qs I¯nm ,
with model orders mi , i P tl, f, c, du according to (6.17), the top left corner of I¯nm
is Imm and has zeros otherwise, and Tnm rXji pq qs is a lower triangular Toeplitz


°
matrix where the first column is xji
   xjin1 J with Xji pqq  8k0 xjik qk .
0
Qgj

jl

f

l

js

c

d

The problem (6.21) is solved in first instance through the analytical least squares
solution
1 J n
r0s
n
n
θ̂jN  QJ
Qj pη̂jN qη̂jnN .
(6.24)
j pη̂jN qQj pη̂jN q
However, a parameter estimate with smaller variance can be achieved if a
weighted least squares criterion is applied2 . This is introduced in the next step.

6.3.3

Step 3.3: Re-estimation of parametric model

In this step we reduce the variance further by re-estimating the obtained
parametric models Gpθq and H pθq defined in (6.18). For a statistical optimal
solution of (6.21), instead of the standard least squares problem (6.21), a
weighted least squares problem should be solved, where the optimal weight is
given by the inverse of the covariance matrix of the residual η̂jnN  Qj pη̂jnN qθj0 ,
with θj0 the actual network coefficients related to node wj . This is not directly
applicable since θj0 is unknown. However it can be shown [51] that
η̂jnN

 Qj pη̂jn qθj0  Tj pθj0 qpη̂jn  ηjn0 q,
N

(6.25)

N

with ηjn0 the real network coefficients related to the η-parametrized ARX model
and Tj pθq a block diagonal matrix with the denominator polynomials as entries
Tjg

jl

pθq  Tnn rFjl pθqs,
pθq  Tnn rDjs pθqs,

(6.26)

js
Tjh

where Tnn rXji pq qs is a lower triangular Toeplitz matrix where the first column is




1 xji
1

xji
m

0nm1

J

with Xji pq q  1

°8

ji k
 xk q .

k 1

Result (6.25) motivates the use of a weighted least estimator with weighting
matrix
Wj  Tj1 pθj0 qpPη̂jn q1 TjT pθj0 q
N

with Pη̂jn

N

the covariance matrix of the nonparametric model.

This can be

r0s

2 As an alternative we can consider a weighted least squares criterion to obtain θ̂
jN (6.24), with the
covariance matrix of the nonparametric model as weight.
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implemented in an iterative scheme according to

rk 1s 

θ̂jN

rks

1

n
n
QJ
j pη̂jN qWj pθ̂jN qQj pη̂jN q

rks

n
n
QJ
j pη̂jN qWj pθ̂jN qη̂jN .

(6.27)

For consistency of the estimates of parameter vector θ we refer to the proof in
the WNSF method [51], with the actual model orders mi with i  f, l, c, d (6.17)
known.
Remark 6.5 Because in this final step we correct for the variance due to the
modeling error (6.25), the final estimate will have a reduced variance.
Throughout the presented steps we split the MIMO optimization into L linear
regressions that rely on explicit analytical solutions, and that allows for parallel
computing. The entire approach is presented in Algorithm 6.1.
Algorithm 6.1 Algorithm for full network identification in dynamic
networks, including disturbance topology detection
Inputs: wptq, rptq, R0 pq q, model orders mi , i P tl, f, c, du, network topology.
Output: Disturbance topology, θ̂N .
Disturbance topology detection
n
1. Estimate noise rank p based on the reconstructed innovation εpt, ζ̂N
q
(6.10), and if p L order the nodes.
n
with least squares solution (6.31),
2. 2.1 Obtain consistent estimate ζ̂N
where the nodes are ordered and by utilizing the estimated noise
rank p.
n
2.2 Use the reconstructed innovation εa pt, ζ̂N
q as measured input in
the one-step-ahead predictor (6.15) defined in (6.12) to estimate
the noise correlation structure. We use

i. Structure selection with AIC, BIC and CV,
ii. Glasso,
applied to estimate η̂jnN that is obtained with least squares solution
(6.32).
Estimating parametric network models
3. 3.1 Refine the nonparametric ARX model and obtain consistent
n
estimate η̂N
with one-step-ahead predictor (6.15), where the
estimated disturbance topology is fixed and update the
n
reconstructed innovation to εa pt, η̂N
q to re-estimate η̂Nn .
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3.2 Reduce the nonparametric ARX model to a parametric model and
r0s
obtain initial estimate θ̂N by (6.24).

rk 1s with (6.27), where we update the weighting
rks
matrix Wj pθ̂jN q in each iteration.

3.3 Re-estimate θ̂jN

We continue to iterate the above step 3.3 until we have reached the convergence
}θ̂rks θ̂rk1s }
criterion N rkN1s
0.0001. This convergence criterion is also used in the
}θ̂N }
simulation results in Section 6.5. In the next section we derive the conditions
required for consistency of estimates ζ̂jnN and η̂jnN .

6.4

Theoretical analyses

From here on we consider n  npN q i.e. the model order n increases as the data
length N increases, while with increasing N , n{N tends to 0 with a particular rate
(refer conditions D1 - D3 in [51], conditions D1 - D5 in [78]). Next we derive the
n
n
, and consequently the
and η̂N
conditions under which the estimates ζ̂N
reconstructed innovation are consistent.

6.4.1

Consistency of ζ̂Nn in Step 2.1: Refining the nonparametric
model

With the noise rank p available and the nodes ordered we gained structural
information on the unique noise model H̆ 0 pq q (2.4), namely we know that for the

J
reduced noise rank case p
L the last L  p columns in H̆ 0 pq q are 0 I .
Moreover, taking the inverse of H̆ 0 pq q does not affect the last L  p columns since

pH̆ q1 



0

pHa0 q 1
0
 Hb  Γ0 pHa0 q1



0
.
I

(6.28)

As a result the term pH̆ 0 pq qq1 R0 pq q in the one-step predictor (6.6), has the
following structure


0 1 0
pH̆ 0 q1 R0   H 0 pHΓa q0 pHRa0 q1 R0
a
a
b



0
,
Rb0

(6.29)

with the second block column consisting of known terms only. This allows in the
parametrization of the predictor (6.4) to replace the square polynomial B̆ pζ q with
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a non-square polynomial B pζ q, leading to
ŵpt|t  1, ζ q  I



 Ăpζ q wptq

 ϕptqζ







B pζ qra ptq



0
r ptq
Rb0 b

(6.30)

0
r ptq,
Rb0 b

with ϕptq composed of the appropriate terms in w and ra .
Note that for an actual network with representation G0 , H̆ 0 , R0 , the one-step
predictor is still given by (6.6), but now the predictor model (6.30) can use the
known external excitation signals rb ptq. The ARX model is estimated according to
n
ζ̂N
 arg minζ N1 °Nt1 εT pt, ζ qεpt, ζ q, with εpt, θq  wptq  ŵpt|t  1; ζ q, leading to
the analytical solution:
n
ζ̂N





1 ¸
ϕptqϕJptq
N t1
N

1









1 ¸
0
ϕptq wptq 0 rb ptq .
Rb
N t1
N

(6.31)

Note that Remark 1 holds and therefore predictor (6.30) can be decomposed in
separate predictors for each node. The conditions for consistency are formulated
in Proposition 6.1 and the proof is added in the appendix.
n
Proposition 6.1 Consistency ζ̂N
Consider a dynamic network that satisfies Assumption 6.1. Additionally,
consider the one-step-ahead predictor (6.30) with Ăpq, ζ q and B pq, ζ q are of
high order. Then the transfer function matrices pH̆ 0 pq qq1 pI  G0 pq qq and


pH̆ 0 pqqq1 Ra0 pqqJ 0 J are consistently estimated with the analytical
solution (6.7), if the following conditions hold:

1. The external excitation rptq is uncorrelated to the noise eptq.


2. The spectral density of κptq  ra ptqJ wptqJ
sufficiently high number of frequencies ω.

J

, Φκ pω q

¡

0 for a

Proof: See appendix.

Remark 6.6 Condition (1) and (2) of Proposition 1 are given for all signals
present in the network. These conditions remain unchanged when we
convert from a MIMO predictor to L linear regressions. Therefore the proof
also holds for a MISO predictor assessed per node.
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6.4.2

n
Consistency of η̂N
in Step 3.1: Refining the nonparametric
model

A refined nonparametric model is estimated by exploiting the information on the
noise topology in the form of a structured polynomial model B pηj q for H̄js pηj q in
the predictor (6.15), leading to the analytical solution
n
η̂N



1

1 ¸
ϕptqϕJptq
N t1



N



1 ¸
ϕptq wptq R0 rptq .
N t1
N

(6.32)

n
q.
with ϕptq composed of the appropriate terms in w and εpη̂N
The conditions for consistency are formulated in Proposition 6.2.
n
Proposition 6.2 Consistency η̂N
Consider a dynamic network that satisfies Assumption 1 and Proposition
6.1, and assume the disturbance topology is estimated correctly.
Additionally, consider the one-step-ahead predictor (6.15) for all j. Then the
transfer function matrices of G0 pq q and H̆ 0 pq q  I are consistently estimated
n
with the analytical solution η̂N
(6.32), if the following conditions hold:



1. For all j, the spectral density Φκ̄ pω q of κ̄ptq : wtNj u ptqJ etVj u ptqJ
satisfies Φκ̄ pω q ¡ 0 for a sufficiently high number of frequencies ω.

J

,

2. The data generating system is in the model set, i.e. there exists a η0 such
that Gpq, η0 q  G0 pq q and H̄ pq, η0 q  H̆ 0 pq q  I.
Proof: See appendix.



n
With consistent estimate η̂N
we can update the reconstructed innovation


n J
n J J
n
εb pt, η̂N q
consistently for each time step t  1, . . . , N
εpt, η̂N q  εa pt, η̂N q
n
εpt, η̂N
q Ñ ĕptq

w.p. 1 as N

Ñ 8 @t,

where the innovation is reconstructed per node according to εj pt, η q
ŵj pt|t  1, η q using one-step-ahead predictor (6.15).

(6.33)



wj ptq 

Remark 6.7 Note that Condition 2 of Proposition 6.2 incorporates the
condition that the noise rank p is chosen correctly, and the disturbance
model is flexible enough to represent the exact disturbance topology of the
network.
Following the line of reasoning in [127], the spectral conditions in Propositions
6.1 and 6.2, which are actually data informativity conditions, can generically be
replaced by path-based conditions on the graph of the network model set.
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Generic data informativity conditions

Condition (2) of Proposition 6.1 and Condition (1) of Proposition 6.2 is a spectral
data informativity condition on internal node signals in w, and it is difficult to
interpret it for an experimenter. In this section we replace the spectral condition
with a path-based data informativity condition in a generic sense3 , i.e.
independent of the numerical values of the network dynamics. By doing so we
can evaluate if data informativity is satisfied based on the network and
disturbance topology, and the properties of the external signals. Next we
formulate the conditions in terms of properties and locations of the external
signals analogous to Lemma 5.1 and Proposition 5.1 from Chapter 5, by means of
vertex-disjoint paths from external signals to internal node signals, where two
paths are vertex-disjoint if they have no nodes in common, including their start
and end nodes [131]. The consequences are illustrated in a 6-node example.
Vertex-disjoint paths
The generic version of Condition (2) of Proposition 6.1 is given in Proposition
6.3.
Proposition 6.3 The spectrum condition Φκ pω q
¡
0 for

J
κptq  ra ptqJ wptqJ in Condition (2) of Proposition 6.1 is generically


satisfied if there are L vertex-disjoint paths from rb ptqJ

eptqJ

J

to wptq.

Proof: See appendix.



Proposition 6.3 gives a sufficient generic path-based condition that requires to
have external excitation signals at certain locations in the network, combining
data informativity conditions with identifiability [127].
The set V denotes the set of indices of all the disturbing noise signals, where Vj
is a subset of V. For the generic condition for Condition (1) of Proposition 6.2 we
introduce notation etXj u ptq, where Xj is the set of indices of all the disturbing noise
signals excluding indices that are already present in set Vj , i.e. Xj  V {Vj .
Proposition 6.4 The spectrum condition Φκ̄ pω q
¡
0 for

J
in Condition (1) of Proposition 6.2 is
κ̄ptq  wtNj u ptqJ etVj u ptqJ
generically satisfied if there are CardinaltNj u vertex-disjoint paths from
J

rptqJ etXj u ptqJ to wtNj u ptq.
Proof: See appendix.



Proposition 6.4 gives a sufficient generic path based condition that requires
3 Genericity is considered in the sense that the corresponding property holds for almost all models
in the model set, possibly excluding a set of measure 0.
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external excitation signals at certain locations such that Φκ̄ pω q
sufficiently high number of frequencies.

¡

0 for a

Remark 6.8 If we want to identify only the j th row of the network (or only
part of the network), we can consider the predictor in Proposition 6.2 only
for node j and satisfy the conditions in Proposition 6.2 and 6.4 for node j.
Next we elaborate the vertex-disjoint path conditions by means of an example
where a network is subject to reduced rank noise.
Reduced rank noise example
We consider a 6-node network that satisfies Assumption 1 and is subject to
reduced rank noise of rank p  4 shown in Figure 6.1. This 6-node example is
additionally used in the simulations in Section 6.5, and is further defined in
Appendix 6.E. The nodes are ordered such that the first p nodes are subject to full
rank noise.
Moreover, we assume the disturbance topology is correctly
estimated. The goal of this example is to elaborate on the path-based data

Figure 6.1: 6-node dynamic network with reduced rank noise that has rank p  4,
no rptq signals are shown. The arrows represent the edges for which G0ji  0 and
0
Hji
 0, where the arrows indicated in red are examples of the two vertex disjoint
paths needed to satisfy Proposition 6.4 for output w3 ptq.
informativity conditions given in Proposition 6.3 and 6.4. To be more specific, we
show which external excitation signals are sufficient in order to satisfy the
spectral Condition (2) in Proposition 6.1 and Condition (1) in Proposition 6.2. In

J
the example we have external noise signals eptq  e1 ptq . . . e4 ptq
and
external excitation signals rk ptq, for simplicity we assume R0 contains elements
that are either 0 or 1.
In order to satisfy Proposition 6.3, we require L  6 vertex-disjoint paths from
J
rb ptqJ eptqJ to wptq, with rb ptq. The first p  4 nodes, denoted by wa ptq, are
excited by the noise eptq; we therefore require at least L  p  2 external excitation
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J



J



signals rk ptq on the last 2 nodes wb ptq  w5 ptq w6 ptq , i.e rb ptq  r5 ptq r6 ptq
with Rb  I P R22 . Therefore we satisfy Proposition 6.3 since we have 6 vertex
J

J
disjoint paths from eptqJ rb ptqJ to wa ptqJ wb ptqJ .
To show how Proposition 6.4 is satisfied, we first consider output node
w3 ptq  G31 pη qw1 ptq
G35 pη qw5 ptq
H32 pη qe2 ptq
H33 pη qe3 ptq, that has

J

J
w1 ptq w5 ptq
e2 ptq e3 ptq .
wtN3 u ptq 
and etV3 u ptq 
We need
CardinaltN3 u





2 vertex-disjoint paths from rptqJ

etXj u ptqJ


J

to wtN3 u ptq.
J

There already exist 2 vertex disjoint paths from etXj u ptq  e1 ptq e4 ptq to
wtN3 u ptq. This shows that Proposition 6.4 is satisfied by the two vertex disjoint
paths from e1 ptq Ñ w1 ptq and from e4 ptq Ñ w6 ptq Ñ w5 ptq as indicated in red in
Figure 6.1. If we apply the same reasoning to the other nodes we see that for
node
• w1 ptq with wtN1 u ptq  w4 ptq, there exists a vertex-disjoint path from e2 ptq Ñ
w4 ptq.

• w2 ptq with wtN2 u ptq  w5 ptq, there exists a vertex-disjoint path from e3 ptq Ñ
w5 ptq.

• w4 ptq with wtN4 u ptq  w2 ptq, there exists a vertex-disjoint path from e3 ptq Ñ
w5 ptq Ñ w2 ptq


J

• w5 ptq with wtN5 u ptq  w1 ptq w6 ptq , there exist 2 vertex-disjoint paths
from e1 ptq Ñ w1 ptq and from e4 ptq Ñ w6 ptq.

• w6 ptq with wtN3 u ptq  w3 ptq, there exists a vertex-disjoint path from e3 ptq Ñ
w3 ptq.

In order to satisfy Proposition 6.4 we therefore do not require additional external
excitation signals rk ptq. Consequently, in order to identify the full network for the

J
given example, it is sufficient to add external signals rb ptq  r5 ptq r6 ptq with
Rb  I P R22 that satisfies Proposition 6.3.

6.5

Numerical simulations

In this section we show the results of different steps in Algorithm 1. We assume
R0  I, and consider the system given in Figure 6.1 and Appendix 6.E.
For the simulation study we use normally distributed zero mean white external
signals, where trptqu has a variance of 5 and the vector of e-signals has variances
t0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4u.
We
simulate
the
nodes
according
to
wptq  pI  G0 q1 pR0 rptq H 0 eptqq and perform M  100 Monte Carlo runs
over five data lengths logarithmically spaced between 300 and 50000. For each of
the data lengths N a specific value of the model order n is chosen according to
n  10, 20, 30, 40, 40, for increasing values of N . The actual model orders
mi , i P tl, f, c, du can be derived from Appendix 6.E.
Next we describe the noise rank estimation results of step 1 of Algorithm 1.
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6.5.1

Rank p and ordering of the nodes

In order to obtain the noise rank p we perform a rank test (singular value
decomposition) on covariance matrix Λ̂ (6.8). For data length N  300, the
singular values averaged over the 100 Monte Carlo runs are


svdpΛ̂N q  0.37 0.26 0.21 0.06 2.13  108 1.96  109 , where we see that
the last two singular values are close to zero. As data length increases the last
two values converge even closer to zero. For N  50000 we obtain the following
averaged
singular
values


svdpΛ̂N q  0.59 0.40 0.39 0.10 4.04  1013 1.24  1013 , showing that a
clear gap between the fourth and fifth singular value points to a correct rank
estimate of 4. Finally with the noise rank p available we can reorder the nodes



J
such that Ip 0 ΠJ Λ̂Π Ip 0 has rank p.
Next we show the disturbance topology detection results of step 2 of Algorithm 1.

6.5.2

Topology estimation of the disturbance model

For the topology detection we are interested in which indices belong in set Vj for
all j, where the indices indicate where the edges are located in the disturbance
model. We evaluate the performance of the topology detection by evaluating the
trade-off between overestimating and underestimating the number of edges, that
is typically used in receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves [61].
If an edge is present in both the data generating disturbance and the estimated
disturbance topology, we count this edge as a true positive (TP). If an edge is
present in the estimated disturbance topology but does not exist in the data
generating system, we count this edge as a false positive (FP). Additionally we
let P os indicate the total number of existing edges and N eg indicates the total
number of non-existing edges in the disturbance model. The ROC curve plots the
true positive rate (TPR) versus the false positive rate (FPR), with
TPR 

TP
,
P os

FPR 

FP
,
N eg

(6.34)

where FPR=0 and TPR=1 represented by the point p0, 1q, indicates the topology is
perfectly reconstructed. We evaluate the closeness to the point p0, 1q by utilizing
the distance function
a
dis  F P R2 p1  T P Rq2 ,
(6.35)
For the structure selection procedure we test all possible combinations in set Vj
and employ AIC, BIC and CV. For AIC we use

1
log VjN pη̂jnN q
2

n pj
,
N

(6.36)
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Figure 6.2: dis as a function of N , averaged over the Monte Carlo runs.

with npj the number of estimated parameters for node j and
VjN pη̂jnN q 
For BIC we use



N

 log

VjN pη̂jnN q

N
1 ¸
εj pt, η̂jnN q2 .
N t1

N plogp2π q

1q

npj logpN q.

(6.37)

(6.38)

From these simulations we select set Vj that gives the smallest AIC or BIC value.
For the CV we split the data Z N  Z p1q Z p2q in a training set Z p1q of length 32 pN 1q
and obtain the estimates for the different combinations in set Vj according to

p1q  argminV

η̂jN

η

jN

pηj , Z p1q q,

(6.39)

With the validation set Z p2q , that contains the remaining data of length N p2q
1
1q, we minimize objective function
3 pN



p2q

N
1 ¸
p1q
p1q
VjN pη̂jN , Z p2q q  p2q
εj pt, η̂jN q2 ,
N
t1

(6.40)

and select the set Vj that gives the smallest root mean squared error (RMSE)
RM SEj



b

p1q

VjN pη̂jN , Z p2q q.

(6.41)

For Glasso we fully parametrize the disturbance model, using the known
topology of G0 and fixed R0  I. We inspect all elements of the disturbance
model matrix that is parametrized with the Glasso estimates (6.16). If element

6.5 Numerical simulations
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Hji pη̂N q of the disturbance model matrix contains nonzero Glasso estimates we
say this element contains dynamics, and therefore an edge is present and i P Vj .
To prevent arbitrary small Glasso estimates are seen as dynamics we define a
tolerance, where the Glasso estimates are nonzero if the l2 norm of these
estimates is larger than 103 . The choice to include the estimates of Gjl pη q in the
penalization is due to the implementation of Glasso [15]. For good estimates on
the disturbance topology, we utilize the known topology of G0 and deal with
known R0 rptq signals appropriately.
Tuning of λj is done via a grid based search similar to the CV structure selection.
First we select a grid λgrid
 t0, 25, 50,    , 2000u containing λj values to test.
j
For each grid point we estimate η̂jgrid using Glasso, from where the topology is
derived by inspecting the disturbance model for dynamics as mentioned before,
and fix the topology Hjgrid per node. Next we apply CV using topology Hjgrid
and estimate the RMSEj . The grid point with the lowest RMSEj is selected as
the λj value. Repeating the tuning procedure over a number of runs gives the
minimally required value for λj . The tuning procedure is applied to all nodes for
the different data lengths N .
Figure 6.2 shows the topology detection results, with the distance averaged over
100 Monte Carlo runs. The BIC is a consistent information criterion [71, 114],
meaning that the estimated disturbance topology will converge to the actual
topology if N Ñ 8. However, as can be seen in the results in Figure 6.2, the full
convergence of the BIC procedure is not reached for the given data lengths. Until
the BIC procedure converges to the actual disturbance topology, it tends to
underestimate the number of edges that are actually present, therefore the
mismatch in the distance function is caused by not detecting all the TP’s. The
AIC is not a consistent information criterion, but has a faster convergence rate
compared to the BIC [153]. The AIC tends to overestimate the number of edges,
meaning the mismatch is caused by detecting the FP’s. The CV is comparable to
AIC but has a slower convergence rate. Finally the Glasso seems to have the best
of both AIC and BIC. However, these results heavily depend on the selected
tuning parameter λ, where it is not guaranteed that a suitable λ exists.
Next we show the parametric estimation results of step 3 of Algorithm 1, where
we fix the estimated disturbance topology. Based on the results in Figure 6.2 we
have fixed the correctly estimated disturbance topology obtained with Glasso for
N  50000, where T P R  1 and F P R  0.

6.5.3

Estimating the parametric model

Next we present the results of the estimation of the parametric model. Because
Algorithm 1 is consistent we have a negligible bias and the mean squared error
(MSE) represents the variance. For the simulations we use the correct estimated
disturbance topology from the previous step. Additionally, for Step 3.2 of
r0s
Algorithm 1, we compute the θ̂jN in (6.24) using the covariance matrix of the
nonparametric model as weighting. Figures 6.3 and 6.4 present the sample MSE
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Figure 6.3: MSE between θ̂N and θ0 as function of sample size, averaged over the
Monte Carlo runs, obtained with Algorithm 1 with R0  I, where subscript ttu
indicates the use of the true (unknown) white noise as a predictor input instead of
the reconstructed innovation.
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Figure 6.4: MSE between θ̂N and θ0 as function of sample size, averaged over the


J J
Monte Carlo runs, obtained with Algorithm 1 with R0  0 Rb0
and Rb  I P
R22 , where subscript ttu indicates the use of the true (unknown) white noise as
a predictor input instead of the reconstructed innovation.
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°M

1
, where c indicates
that is computed according to MSEpN q  M
c1 θ̂N,c  θ0
the Monte Carlo run and θ̂N,c the final estimate (6.27). In Figure 6.3 we use


J J
R0  I in the data generating network, and in Figure 6.4 we use R0  0 Rb0
with Rb  I P R22 according to Section 6.4.3. The solid lines represent
Algorithm 1 where the estimates are obtained using the reconstructed innovation
as input. The dotted lines represent Algorithm 1 where we use the realization of
the actual noise eptq as input, indicated by subscript ttu. The results for the whole
network are shown, while using L MISO linear regressions. Both simulations
shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.4, typically perform k  6 iterations for data length
N  300 in (6.27). As the data length N increases the number of iterations
performed decreases, where for N  50000 the simulations typically perform
k  2 iterations. The MSEpN q improvement after the iterations is shown in Table
6.1. From Table 6.1 we can derive that we benefit most from iterating k in the
final step of Algorithm 1 if we do not have full excitation on the network with
R0  I.

N
300
1078
R0  I 1.6  103 5.1  105
Rb0  I
0.43
0.26
Table 6.1: MSE improvement:
1
M

°M 
c1 θ̂N,c

2



2

3873

13916

0.15

0.07

1.2  106 1.9  107

50000
3.7  108
0.01

2

p1q  θ 
 θ0   M1 °Mc1 θ̂N,c
0

over k iterations

In Figures 6.3 and 6.4 we see convergence between the solid and dotted lines as
the data length N increases. This indicates that as data length N increases the
reconstructed innovation converges to the actual noise. Furthermore all MSE
results continue to converge towards zero which is in line with the consistency
proof.
The results of this simulation study support the consistency proof and we
consistently estimate the BJ model structure, while employing a row-wise
optimization.

6.6

Conclusions

In this chapter we present a multi-step least squares method for network
identification without prior information on disturbance topology, that can handle
reduced rank noise with low computational burden. We follow a step wise
procedure where we first extend the SLR identification method to detect the
disturbance topology, and thereafter extend the WNSF method to consistently
identify networks of general model structure, including a BJ model structure. For
a BJ network, usually a non-convex MIMO identification method is needed. In
this chapter, we show that we identify the BJ network using analytical solutions.
Simulation results indicate that we can identify the disturbance topology of the
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given network with low error if the data length N is sufficiently large. We show
that the presented method is consistent, and provide path based data
informativity conditions, that guides where to allocate external excitation signals
for the experimental design. Considering large networks subject to correlated
and/or reduced rank noise, the presented method is promising due to its
scalability and low variance results.
The presented method is modular. That is, if the disturbance topology is needed
for any identification method, the disturbance topology detection step can be
separately used. Similarly, if the topology information are known apriori, the
estimation of parametric model step can be used. In this chapter we have
estimated the full network, however extensions can be easily made to estimate a
single module or a set of modules in a network.

Appendices
6.A

Proof of Proposition 6.1

Consider the prediction error for the predictor ŵpt|t  1, ζ q from (6.30):
εpt, ζ q  wptq  ŵpt|t  1, ζ q  Ăpζ qwptq  B̆ pζ qrptq,

 Ăpζ qwptq  B pζ qra ptq 



0 RbJ

J

rb ptq.

(6.42)

With the data generating system (2.2) given as
wptq  pĂ0 q1 B̆ 0 rptq

pĂ0 q1 ĕptq,
with Ă0  pH̆ 0 q1 pI  G0 q, B̆ 0  pH̆ 0 q1 R0

(6.43)

we can rewrite the prediction error as




εpt, ζ q  Ă0  ∆Ăpζ q w  B̆ 0  ∆B̆ pζ q r

(6.44)

with ∆Ăpζ q  Ă0  Ăpζ q and ∆B̆ pζ q  B̆ 0  B̆ pζ q. Then with (6.43) it follows that
εpt, ζ q



∆B̆ pζ qr  ∆Ăpζ qw

ĕ,

(6.45)

and since the second block column of B̆ pζ q is fixed and known, it follows that
∆B̆ pζ qr  ∆B pζ qra . We now proceed by evaluating the j-th component
εj pt, ζ q  ∆Bj pζ qra  ∆Ăj pζ qw

ĕj ,

(6.46)

where ∆Ăj pζ q and ∆Bj pζ q are the rows of matrices ∆Ăpζ q and ∆B pζ q belonging
to node j.
The consistency proof consists of two steps:
1. Show that the objective function is bounded from below by the noise
variance V̄j pζ q : Ēε2j pt, ζ q ¥ σĕ2j , where the minimum is achieved for
∆Ăj pζ q  0 and ∆B̆j pζ q  0.

2. Show that the global minimum is unique.
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Consistency proof step (1)

With (6.43) substituted into (6.46), the expression for εj pt, ζ q becomes


∆Bj pζ qra  ∆Ăj pζ q pĂ0 q1 B̆ 0 r

pĂ0 q1 ĕ

(6.47)

ĕj

from which, due to the fact that ∆Ăj pζ q is strictly proper and r and e are
uncorrelated, it follows that ĕj is uncorrelated with the remaining terms in the
expression. As a result, the objective function is given by


V̄j pζ q  Ē

∆Bj pζ qra  ∆Ăj pζ qw

from which we can infer that V̄j pζ q
∆Bj pζ q  0.

6.A.2

¥

2

σĕ2j ,

σĕ2j with equality for ∆Ăj pζ q

(6.48)



0 and

Consistency proof step (2)

For the second step we show that the minimum is unique, by showing that V̄j pζ q 
σĕ2j implies ∆Ăj pζ q  0 and ∆Bj pζ q  0. With (6.48) and by applying Parseval’s
theorem, V̄j pζ q  σĕ2j implies
1
2π


»π

π

∆xJ pejω , ζ qJ Φκ pω q∆xpejω , ζ qdω


 0,

(6.49)

J



with ∆xJ  ∆Bj pζ q ∆Ăj pζ q and κ  raJ wJ .
By Condition (2) the spectral density Φκ pω q is positive definite. Therefore equation
(6.49) holds only for ∆xJ  0 which is satisfied by Condition (3). The global


minimum of V̄j pζ q is thus unique for Ăj pζ q  Ă0j and Bj pζ q R̄j  B̆j0 , with
R̄j  0 for j  1, . . . , p and R̄j is a row of Rb for j  p 1, . . . , L.


6.B

Proof of Proposition 6.2

For ease of notation we start with the MIMO notation of the one-step-ahead
predictor (6.15)
ŵpt|t  1, η q  Gpη qw

n
H̄ pη qεa pζ̂N
q,

Rr

(6.50)

n
From Proposition 1 we know ζ̂N
is consistent, therefore
n
εpζ̂N
q Ñ ĕ

w.p. 1 as N

Ñ 8 @t,

(6.51)

and we can rewrite the one-step-ahead predictor as
ŵpt|t  1, η q  Gpη qw

Rr

H̄ pη qe

(6.52)
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Considering the data generating system in (2.2) the residual becomes
εpt, η q  wptq  ŵpt|t  1, η q

 ∆Gpηqw
 ∆Gpηqw

H 0 e  H̄ pη qe


∆H̄ pη qe


(6.53)



I
e,
Γ0



∆H̄a pη q
where ∆Gpη q  G  Gpη q, and ∆H̄ pη q 
, with ∆H̄a pη q  H̄a0  H̄a pη q,
∆H̄b pη q
with H̄a  Ha  I and ∆H̄b pη q  H̄b0  H̄b pη q, with H̄b  Hb  Γ.
The residual per node is written as
0

εj pt, η q 

¸

P

¸

∆Gjl pη qwl

∆H̄js pη qes

P

ĕj ,

(6.54)

s Vj

l Nj

where ∆Gjl pη q  G0jl  Gjl pη q is an element of matrix ∆Gpη q, and ∆H̄js pη q is an
element of matrix ∆H̄ pη q.
The consistency proof consists of two steps
1. Show that the objective function is bounded from below by the noise
variance V̄j pθq : Ēε2j pt, θq ¥ σĕ2j , where the minimum is achieved for
∆Gjl  0 and ∆H̄js  0.
2. Show that the global minimum is unique.
Step 1 By using the property that all ∆G- and ∆H-terms are strictly proper, it
follows from (6.54) that
 ¸

V̄j pη q  Ē

P

¸

∆Gjl pη qwl

P

∆H̄js pη qes

2

σĕ2j

(6.55)

s Vj

l Nj

and V̄j pη q ¥ σĕ2j with equality for ∆Gjl

 0 and ∆H̄js  0 for all l P Nj and s P Vj .
Step 2 Showing that the minimum is unique is done by showing that V̄j pη q  σĕ2
implies ∆Gjl  0 and ∆H̄js  0 for all l P Nj and s P Vj . With (6.55) and by
applying Parseval’s theorem, V̄j pζ q  σĕ2 implies
j

j

1
2π


»π

π

∆xJ pejω , η qJ Φκ̄ pω q∆xpejω , η qdω




J

 0,

(6.56)

with ∆xJ  ∆GjlPNj ∆H̄jsPVj and κ̄  wtJNj u eJ
tVj u .
By Condition (1) the spectral density Φκ̄ is positive definite. Therefore equation
(6.56) holds only for ∆xJ  0. The Parseval’s theorem shows the the global
0
minimum of V̄j pη q is unique for Gjl pη q  G0jl and H̄js pη q  H̆js
 Ijs by
Condition (2).
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6.C

Proof of Proposition 6.3

The vector signal κ is written as
κ



ra
w





 
 ra
I
0
0  
rb
J
J
J
wa
wb
we
loooooooooomoooooooooon
e


(6.57)

J

with Jwa , Jwb , Jwe appropriate transfer function matrices.
Since
J

ρ  raJ rbJ eJ is persistently exciting, i.e. Φρ pω q ¥ 0 for all ω, it follows
from Lemma 1 in [127] that κ is persistently exciting if and only if matrix J has
full row rank. Since full row rank of J is equivalent to a full row rank of
rJwb Jwe s, the result of Proposition 1 in [127] then shows the equivalence with the
condition that there are L vertex disjoint paths from the inputs of rJwb Jwe s, i.e. rb
and e, to its outputs, i.e. w.


6.D

Proof of Proposition 6.4

Similar to the line of reasoning in the proof of Proposition 6.3, the vector signal κ̄
is written as



 

r
wtNj u
Jwv 
etXj u 
κ̄ 
 J0wr Jwx
(6.58)
etVj u
0
I
loooooooooomoooooooooon
etVj u
J¯

with
ρ̄ 



Jwr , Jwx , Jwv

appropriate

transfer

function

matrices.

Since


J J
r J eJ
tXj u etVj u is persistently exciting, i.e. Φρ̄ pωq ¥ 0 for all ω, it follows

from Lemma 1 in [127] that κ̄ is persistently exciting if and only if matrix J¯ has
full row rank. Since full row rank of J¯ is equivalent to a full row rank of
rJwr Jwx s, the result of Proposition 1 in [127] then shows the equivalence with the
condition that there are CardinaltNj u vertex disjoint paths from the inputs of
rJwr Jwx s, i.e. r and etXj u , to its outputs, i.e. wtNj u .


6.E

System used in simulations

In the simulation results in Section 6.5 we use the data generating network of
which the graph is represented in Figure 6.1. The data generating transfer
functions G and H are given by


G

0
0
0 G14 0
0
0
0
0
0 G25 0
 G31 0 0 0 G35 0
 0 G42 0 0 0 0
G51 0
0
0
0 G56
0
0 G63 0
0
0



,

(6.59)
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with the elements of Gjl

 0.24q
 10.38q
1.35q  0.54q 
0.39q 
G31  10.80q
 0.20q

0.30q
G42  10.60q
 0.20q

0.22q
G56  11.22q
 0.46q
1

G14

2

1

2

1

1

2

1

1

,

2

,

H

and
H

 

with noise rank p  4 and elements

11

0
0
0
0
0

1

1

0
0 H14
H22 0
0
H32 H33 0
H42 0 H44
H52 H53 0
H62 0 H64

H14

1

1

where Γ



2

,

2

,

2

,
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1

,

1

,

1

,

1

1



1

1

1

0
.
0

1

1

1

1
0

,
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1

1

0
1


,

1

1

0
0

2




 10.41q
0.56q 

H32  10.56q
0.40q 
0.26q 
H42  1
0.62q 
0.49q 
H52  1
0.49q 
1 0.24q 
H62  1 0.53q

1

1



,

1

1

1

0

2

1

1

1

1

1

0.52q 
 11 0.41q
 ,
0.44q 
H22  11 0.35q
 ,
0.20q 
H33  110.43q
 ,
0.52q 
H44  11 0.45q
 ,
1 0.66q 
H53  1 0.51q ,

0.56q
H64  10.56q
 0.21q

H11

1

G25

,

2

1

1


 11.30q0.20q
 0.60q
0.16q 
G35  11.23q
 0.51q

0.60q
G51  1 0.45q
 0.12q

0.11q
G63  11.49q
 0.62q

,

(6.62)
,
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7

Empirical Bayes Direct Method

n order to identify one system (module) in an interconnected dynamic
network, one typically has to solve a Multi-Input-Single-Output
I(MISO)
identification problem that requires identification of all modules
in the MISO setup. For application of a parametric identification method
this would require estimating a large number of parameters, as well
as an appropriate model order selection step for a possibly large scale
MISO problem, thereby increasing the computational complexity of
the identification algorithm to levels that are beyond feasibility. An
alternative identification approach is presented employing regularized
kernel-based methods. Keeping a parametric model for the module
of interest, we model the impulse response of the remaining modules
in the MISO structure as zero mean Gaussian processes (GP) with a
covariance matrix (kernel) given by the first-order stable spline kernel,
accounting for the noise model affecting the output of the target
module and also for possible instability of systems in the MISO setup.
Using an Empirical Bayes (EB) approach the target module parameters
are estimated through an Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm
with a substantially reduced computational complexity, while avoiding
extensive model structure selection. Numerical simulations illustrate the
potentials of the introduced method in comparison with the state-of-theart techniques for local module identification.

7.1

Introduction

In this chapter we aim at improving the performance of the direct method for
dynamic networks, since the direct method exploits both the external excitation
This chapter is based on the publication: K.R. Ramaswamy, G. Bottegal and P.M.J. Van den Hof,
“Learning linear models in a dynamic network using regularized kernel-based methods", Automatica,
Vol. 129, Article 109591, July 2021.
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e4

e1

e3
G31

H4

r4
w4

e2

H1
G14

w1

H2
G21
G12

r2
w2

H3
G32

w3

G23

G34

Figure 7.1: Network example with 4 internal nodes, 2 excitation signals u2
r2 , u4  r4 and a noise sources at each node.



signals and noise signals for data informativity. Assuming a known topology of
the network, in [124] it was shown that, in order to identify a given module of
interest using the direct method, we have to formulate a multi-input
single-output (MISO) identification problem where the inputs of the MISO setup
correspond to the inputs of all modules of the network sharing the same output
with the module of interest (see Sec. 7.3 for details). A relaxed setup has been
provided in [29], where the MISO setup contains only a subset of the above
mentioned inputs. This implies that, in both the approaches, to avoid possible
bias in the parameter estimates, one has to identify all the modules constituting
the MISO structure, bringing in the problem a possibly high number of
parameters to be estimated that are of no primal interest to the experimenter. For
example, considering the network in Figure 7.1 with the target module of interest
for identification being G31 , one has to identify G31 , G32 and G34 . Adding to this,
a model order selection step needs to be performed to select the number of
parameters for each module using complexity criteria like AIC, BIC, or cross
validation [77]. For this, it is required to test a number of combination of
candidate model orders that increases exponentially with the number of models
in the MISO structure, making the model order selection step computationally
infeasible (e.g., for 5 modules with FIR model structure and orders from 1 to 5,
one has to test 55 possible combinations). More importantly, if any of the
modules constituting the MISO structure is unstable, the prediction error
identification approaches available from the literature cannot be used, since the
predictors are unstable. We stress the presence of unstable modules is compatible
with stable input-output dynamics in a network. For example, in the network of
Figure 7.1 the effect of unstable modules in G31 and/or G32 could be canceled by
suitable controllers G23 and/or G12 .
In this chapter, we address the aforementioned problems developing an
identification method based on non-parametric regularized kernel-based
methods that
• identifies a local module through a direct approach, exploiting both the
external excitation signals and the disturbance signals for data
informativity,
• avoids the complexity of model order selection for large-scale problems,

7.2 Problem statement
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• reduces the number of nuisance parameters that need to be estimated in
local module identification, and
• can be used irrespective of the stability of the modules in the MISO structure,
with no need of prior information on possible unstable modules.
In order to develop this method, we build on the following approach. We keep
a parametric model for the target module of interest in order to have an accurate
description of its dynamics. The impulse responses of the remaining modules
in the MISO structure are modeled as zero mean Gaussian Processes (GP), with
covariance (or kernel) given by the first-order stable spline kernel [21], [93], which
encodes stability and smoothness of the processes. However, we need to handle
the prior inclusion of stability property using kernel-based methods under the
presence of unstable modules and also incorporate process noise modeling in our
framework to avoid increased bias in the estimated target module. We do this by
appropriately rewriting the network dynamics.
Using the aforementioned approach, we obtain a Gaussian probabilistic
description that depends on a vector of parameters η containing the parameters
of the module of interest, the variance of the output noise, and the
hyperparamaters characterizing the stable spline kernel. Therefore, estimating η
provides the parameters of the target module. This is accomplished by using an
Empirical Bayes (EB) approach [80], where η is estimated by maximizing the
marginal likelihood of the data, which requires solving a nonlinear non-convex
optimization problem. To this end, we use the Expectation-Maximization (EM)
method [35], which provides a solution by iterating over simple sub-problems
which either admit analytical solutions or require solving scalar optimization
problems. Numerical experiments performed on simulated dynamic networks
show the potentials of the developed method in comparison with available
classical methods.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 10.2, the setup of the dynamic
network is defined. Section 7.3 provides a summary about the direct method and
the extension of this framework using regularized kernel-based methods to end
up in a marginal likelihood estimation problem is provided in Section 7.4. Next,
we provide the approach and solution to the marginal likelihood problem using
EM method. Section 10.7 provides the results of numerical simulations performed
on simple dynamic networks, which is followed by the Conclusions. The technical
proofs of all results are collected in the Appendix.

7.2

Problem statement

We consider the dynamic network setup in (2.2). We assume that we have
collected N measurements of the internal variables twk ptquN
t1 , k  1, . . . , L, and
that we are interested in building a model of the module directly linking node i
to node j, that is G0ji pq q, using the measurements of the internal variables, and
possibly r. To this end, we choose a parameterization of G0ji pq q, denoted as
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Gji pq, θq, that describes the dynamics of the module of interest for a certain
parameter vector θ0 P Rnθ . We assume e to be a Gaussian white noise process.
We additionally consider the following assumption on the network:
Assumption 7.1 The process noise vj ptq entering the node wj ptq is
uncorrelated with the process noise entering any other node of the network.

P Nj and Hj0 as rational transfer function such that G0jk pqq 
pqq
C pq q
0
pqq and Hj pqq  D pqq where

We define G0jk , k
0
Bjk
0
Fjk

0
j
0
j

0
Bjk
pqq


0
Fjk
pqq 
Cj0 pq q 
Dj0 pq q 

b0jk 1 q 1
1
1
1



0
fjk
q 1
1

c0j 1 q 1

d0j 1 q 1

b0jk n q nbjk ,
b

0
fjk
q nfjk ,
n





f

(7.1)

c0j n q ncj ,
c

d0j n q ndj ,
d

are polynomials, and nbjk , nfjk , ncjk , ndjk are positive integers, and Nj is the set of
node indices k such that Gjk  0. We now expand the parameterization of G0ji pq q
as Gji pq, θq



p
p

Bji q,θB
Fji q,θF

q
q



p

q with θ
q

Bji q,θB
1 F̄ji q,θF

p





J
θB

θFJ

J

, where θB and θF are

the parameterized coefficients of polynomials
pqq and Fji0 pqq respectively as in
Eq. (7.1) (i.e. θB  rbji 1 . . . bji nb sJ and θF  rfji 1 . . . fji nf sJ ).

7.3

0
Bji

The standard MISO direct method

Following the definition of a dynamic network, each scalar internal variable can
be described as:
¸
wj ptq 
G0jk pq qwk ptq uj ptq vj ptq
(7.2)

P

k Nj

The above equation represents a MISO structure and is the starting point of the
methodology presented in this chapter, which is based on extending the MISO
direct method [124] (see Chapter 2). In the standard direct method for dynamic
networks [124], we consider the one-step-ahead predictor [77] of wj ptq:


ŵj pt|t  1; θq  1  pHj q1 pq, θq wj ptq

pHj q1 pq, θq

¸

P ztiu

pHj q1 pq, θqGji pq, θqwi ptq

Gjk pq, θqwk ptq uj ptq

k Nj

which is a function of the parameter vector θ. Not only the target module, but
also the modules G0jk pq q, k P Nj ztiu, and the noise model Hj0 pq q, are suitably
parameterized with additional parameters. The parameter vector of interest θ is
identified by minimizing the sum of the squared prediction error εj ptq  wj ptq 
ŵj pt|t  1; θq. We note that in this formulation, the prediction error depends also on
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the additional parameters entering the remaining modules and the noise model,
which need to be identified to guarantee consistent estimates of θ. Therefore, the
total number of parameters may grow large if the cardinality of Nj is large, with
a detrimental effect on the variance of the estimate of θ in the case where N is not
very large.

7.4

The developed Empirical Bayes identification
technique

We now discuss how to use regularized kernel-based methods to avoid
parameterization of the additional modules (all modules except the target
module) in the MISO structure. We define the following quantities:
Sj0 pq q : 1  pHj0 q1 pq q

,

0
Sjk
pqq : pHj0 q1 G0jk pqq .

Considering the above definitions, Eq. (7.2) can be re-written as
wj ptq  ŵj pt|t  1q

ej ptq,

 pqqwj ptq p1  Sj0 pqqqpG0ji pqqwi ptq
Sj0

uj ptqq

¸

P ztiu

0
Sjk
pqqwk ptq

ej ptq,

k Nj

(7.3)
where we isolate the target module G0ji pq q. A main challenge when using kernel
methods for LTI system identification is that typically a prior knowledge on the
stability of the predictor filters in (7.3) is imposed to reduce the MSE of the
estimated impulse response of the system (see [93, 101]). When all systems (i.e.
Gjk , k P Nj ) are stable, as assumed in [101], the predictor filters in (7.3) are stable
and the setup in (7.3) lends itself for kernel-based estimation of the predictor
filters. However, when some or all systems in the MISO structure are not stable,
the imposition of prior knowledge on stability is not possible unless we suitably
rewrite the network dynamics in (7.2).
Proposition 7.1 Consider the network equation of the output node signal
wj ptq in (7.2). The network equation can be represented in an alternative
way asa ,
wj ptq  Mj pq qwj ptq  p1  Mj pq qqF̄ji pq qwj ptq

p1  Mj pqqqBji pqqwi ptq

¸

Mjk pq qwk ptq ēj ptq,

P ztiu

(7.4)

k Nj

where M pq q are strictly proper predictor filters, Bji pq q and
F̄ji pq q  p1  Fji pq qq are stable polynomials representing Gji pq q, and ēj ptq
is a Gaussian white noise with variance σ̄j2 .
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Proof: Collected in the appendix. The expressions for M pq q are provided in
the appendix.

a from

now on superscript 0 is dropped for convenience.

Since all the predictor filters in the rewritten network dynamics are stable, this
formulation lends itself to the Bayesian approach [101], as described in the
subsequent sections.

7.4.1

Vector description of the dynamics

In order to apply a kernel-based method to (7.4), we are going to formulate a
vector description of the network dynamics for the available N measurements.
For notation purposes, we consider N -dimensional vectors bji and fji (which will
also depend on θ, although we will keep this dependence tacit) which are the
parameterized coefficients of Bji pq, θB q and F̄ji pq, θF q respectively stacked with
J 0J sJ and fji  rθJ 0J sJ ). Similarly, we define the vector
zeros (i.e. bji  rθB
F
mk , k P Nj ztiu, and mj as the vectors containing the first l coefficients of the
impulse responses of Mjk pq q, k P Nj ztiu, and Mj pq q, respectively. The integer l is
chosen large enough to ensure mk pl 1q, mj pl 1q  0.
Lemma 7.1 Let the vector notation for the node wj ptq be

T
wj : wj p1q . . . wj pN q . Considering the parameterization of G0ji , the
network dynamics in (7.4) can be represented in the vector form as:
wj

 W̃ mj

Wji gji

¸

P ztiu

Wk mk

ēj ,

(7.5)

k Nj

JJ
where gji  rbJ
ji fji s and ēj is the vectorized noise. W̃ , Wji and Wk are
Toeplitz matrices constructed from measurements of the nodes in the MISO
structure.

Proof: We denote by Wk P RN l the lower triangular Toeplitz matrix of the
Ýw k : 0 wk p1q . . . wk pN  1qT , k P tNj Y j uztiu and
vector Ñ
W`N P RN N the lower triangular Toeplitz matrix of the vector
Ñ
Ýw ` : 0 w` p1q . . . w` pN  1qT where ` P ti, j u. Similarly, we denote by
Ð
Ñ
W ` P RN l the lower triangular Toeplitz matrix of the vector

T
Ð
Ñ
w ` : 0 0 w` p1q . . . w` pN  2q , ` P ti, j u. Also Gb and Gf are
the lower triangular Toeplitz matrix of bji and fji respectively. Considering
the parameterization of G0ji and the above established notations, we can
rewrite
the
where
Ð
Ñ network
Ð
Ñ dynamics in (7.4) as (7.5)
J sJ and ēj is
f
W̃ : Wj Gb W i  Gf W j , Wji  rWiN WjN s, gji  rbJ
ji
ji
the vectorized noise.
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7.4.2

Modeling strategy for the additional modules

We now have a vector description of the module dynamics where we have isolated
the objective of the identification method, namely gji , from the non-interesting
nuisance terms, namely mk and mj . As the next step, we discuss our modeling
strategy with the use of regularized kernel-based methods. Our goal is to limit
the number of parameters necessary to describe wj in (7.5), in order to increase
the accuracy of the estimated parameter vector of interest θ. In order to achieve
this, we keep a parametric model for gji (accounting for the zeros in gji ), while the
remaining impulse responses in (7.5) are modeled with non-parametric models as
zero mean Gaussian processes. The choice of Gaussian processes is motivated
by the fact that, with a suitable choice of the prior covariance matrix (usually
referred to as kernel), we can get a significant reduction in the variance of the
estimated impulse responses [93]. Therefore, we model mj and mk , k P Nj ztiu, as
independent1 zero mean Gaussian processes (vectors in this case). The choice of
the covariance matrix (kernel) of these vectors are given by the First-order Stable
Spline kernel whose general structure is given as,

rKβ sx,y  λβ maxpx,yq ,

(7.6)

where βj P r0, 1q is a hyperparameter that regulates the decay velocity of the
realizations of the corresponding Gaussian vector, while λ ¥ 0 tunes their
amplitude. x, y represent the element of the matrix. The choice of this kernel is
motivated by the fact that it enforces favorable properties such as stability and
smoothness in the estimated impulse responses [91], [92]. Therefore, we have
that

 N p0, λj Kβ j q
mk  N p0, λk Kβ k q
mj

,k

(7.7)

P Nj ztiu,

(7.8)

where we have assigned different hyperparameters to the impulse response priors
to guarantee flexible enough models.

7.4.3

Incorporating Empirical Bayes approach

We define



m : mJ
j

mk J
1

mk J
2

...

Wk1

Wk2

...

mk J
p

where k1 , . . . , kp are the elements of the set Nj ztiu, and


W : W̃

J

,



Wkp ,

K : diagtλj Kβj , λk1 Kβk 1 , . . . , λkp Kβk p u.

(7.9)

(7.10)
(7.11)

1 It is clear that these impulse responses share some common dynamics given by the premultiplication with the inverse of the noise model Hj q . However, for computational purposes it
is convenient to treat the impulse responses as independent. Furthermore, incorporating the mutual
dependence through a suitable choice of prior distribution seems a non-trivial problem that deserves
a thorough analysis that is outside the scope of the work in this chapter.

pq
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It is important to note that W̃ depends on bji and fji . Using the above, we can
rewrite (7.5) in compact form as
wj

 Wm

Wji gji

(7.12)

ēj .

Having assumed a Gaussian distribution of the noise, we can write the joint
probabilistic description of m and wj [91], which is jointly Gaussian, as:


p
where



m
;η
wj

P : σ̄j2 IN

N



 

0

,

Wji gji

W̃ λj Kβ j W̃

K
KWJ
WK
P

¸

P ztiu



,

(7.13)

Wk λk Kβ k Wk J ,

(7.14)

k Nj

and this pdf depends upon the vector of parameters


η : θJ

λj

λk1

...

λkp

βj

βk 1

...

βk p



σ̄j2 ,

which contains the parameter vector of the target module, the hyperparameters of
the kernels of the impulse response models of the other modules, and the variance
of the “dummy" noise corrupting wj ptq. Therefore, we focus on the estimation of
η, since it contains the parameter of interest θ. To this end, we apply an Empirical
Bayes (EB) approach. We consider the marginal pdf of wj , which is obtained by
integrating out the dependence on m [91] and corresponds to
ppwj ; η q  N pWji gji , Pq.

(7.15)

Then, the estimate of η is obtained by maximizing the marginal likelihood of wj ,
namely
η̂

 arg max ppwj ; ηq
η

 arg min log det P
η

wj

 Wji gji

J

P1 wj

 Wji gji



.

(7.16)

Solving this optimization problem can be a cumbersome task, because it is a
nonlinear one and involves a large number of decision variables. In the next
section, we study how to solve the marginal likelihood problem through a
dedicated iterative scheme.

7.5

Solution to the marginal likelihood problem

In this section, we focus on solving the problem in (10.27) by deriving an iterative
solution scheme through the EM algorithm [35]. For this, we need to first define a
latent variable whose estimation simplifies the computation of the marginal
likelihood. In our case, a natural choice is m. Then, the solution to (10.27) using
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the EM algorithm is obtained by iterating among the following two steps:
• E-Step: Given an estimate η̂ pnq computed at the nth iteration, compute
Qpnq pη q  Erlog ppwj , m; η qs ,

(7.17)

where the expectation of the joint log-likelihood of wj and is taken with
respect to the posterior pp|wj ; η̂ pnq q;
• M-Step: Update η̂ by solving
η̂ pn

q  arg max Qpnq pηq .

1

(7.18)

η

When iterating among the above steps, convergence to a stationary point of the
marginal likelihood is ensured [16]. This stationary point can be a local or global
maximum of the objective function. In the next section, we show that we clearly
get an advantage in solving the original marginal likelihood problem (10.27) by
repetitively solving (10.29) using the EM algorithm. We show that, when we use
the EM method, the nonlinear optimization problem becomes a problem of
iteratively constructing analytical solutions and solving scalar optimization
problems, which significantly simplifies solving (10.27).

7.5.1

Computation of E-step

First we focus on the E-step. The posterior distribution of m given wj and an
estimate of η is Gaussian and corresponds to (see also [2]),
ppm|wj ; η q  N Cpwj
where
Pm





WJ W
σ̄j2

K1

 Wji gji q, Pm

1
;

C



(7.19)

Pm WJ
.
σ̄j2

pnq

Let m̂pnq and P̂m be the posterior mean and covariance of m obtained from (7.19)
using η̂ pnq . We define
M̂pnq : P̂pmnq m̂pnq m̂pnqJ ,

pnq

pnq

pnq

and consider its l  l diagonal blocks, which we denote by M̂j , M̂k1 , . . . , M̂kp ,
respectively. These sub-matrices correspond to the posterior second moments of
pnq pnq
pnq
the estimated impulse responses m̂j ,m̂k1 , . . . , m̂kp .
The following lemma provides the structure of the function Qpnq pη q for the
particular situation of our setup in (10.27).
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Lemma 7.2 Let η̂ pnq be the estimate of η at the nth iteration of the EM
algorithm according to (10.29). Then
¸

pnq pσ̄2 , θq

Qpnq pη q  Q0

j

k

PtNj Yj uztiu

where

pnq pλ , β q
k
k

Qm k

(7.20)



1
Qponq pσ̄j2 , θq N logpσ̄j2 q  2 wjJ wj  2wjJ Wji gji
σj

gJ WJ Wji gji  2wJ Wm̂pnq
ji

ji

j

J WJ Wm̂pnq
2gji
ji


pnq 

tr WJ WM̂

,

1 M̂pnq .

pnq

Qm k pλk , βk q log detpλk Kβ k q tr pλk Kβ k q

(7.21)

k

(7.22)
2

Proof: See the appendix.

The function Qpnq pη q is the summation of several terms that depend on different
pnq
components of the vector η. In particular, we have a term of the type Qm k pλk , βk q
p
nq 2
for each module in the MISO structure, and a term Q0 pσ̄j , θq for the module of
interest and the noise variance. Therefore, the update of η according to (10.29)
splits into a number of independent and smaller optimization problems.

7.5.2

Computation of M-step

We now focus on the M-step according to (10.29). From (7.20), it is evident that
each kernel hyperparameters can be updated independently of the rest of the
parameters. The following theorem, inspired by [14] and [38], shows how to
update the kernel hyperparameters.
Theorem 7.1 For the update of each kernel’s hyperparameters that requires
maximizing (10.67), we define


pnq
1 pnq 
Qβ k pβk q  log detpKβ k q l log tr pKβ k q M̂k
for k

(7.23)

P tNj Y j uzi. Then the updates are obtained as,
pn
βˆk

q

1

 arg min Qβ pknq pβk q;
βk

pn
λˆk

q

1

Pr0,1q

 1l tr pKβ̂p

n
k

1 M̂pnq 

qq

1

k

(7.24)

(7.25)
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2
Proof: See the appendix.
The optimization problem in (10.45) can be difficult to perform in practice when
the determinant of the kernel has a very low value or when the inversion of the
kernel becomes difficult. To tackle this, we exploit the factorization of the first
order stable spline kernel as in [14] by writing Kβ k  LDpβ qLT , where L is
lower-triangular with known entries (essentially, an “integrator”) and Dpβ q is
diagonal with entries essentially being an exponential functions of β. Using the
above technique also increases the computation speed of the algorithm.
We note that from (10.46) that we get closed-form solutions for all λk ,
k P tNj Y j uztiu, while the βk , k P tNj Y j uztiu, can be updated by solving scalar
optimization problems in the domain r0, 1q, as detailed in (10.45). Therefore, the
hyperparameters update turns out to be a computationally fast operation.
We now turn our attention to the update of θ and σ̄j2 for which we need to
maximize (10.69). We notice that the optimum with respect to θ does not depend
on the optimal value of σ̄j2 . Then, we can first update θ and then use its optimal
value to update σ̄j2 . How to update θ is explained in the following theorem.
Theorem 7.2 The estimate of the parameter vector θ is updated by solving
the quadratic problem


J Âpnq gji  2b̂pnqJ gji
θ̂pn 1q  arg min gji



(7.26)

θ

that has a closed form solution given by
θ̂pn

q  M J Âpnq M 1 M J b̂pnq ,

1

(7.27)

where Âpnq and b̂pnq are computed using the current estimates m̂pnq and η̂ pnq ,
and gji  M θ where M P R2N nθ is a matrix with 1 or 0 as its elements. 2
Proof: See the appendix.
Therefore, the parameter vector of the target module is updated by solving the
analytical expression (7.27).
Remark 7.1 An additional advantage of the method developed in this
chapter is that it relies on iteratively solving a quadratic least squares
problem to find the solution for the parameters of the target module θ
rather than solving a non-linear least squares problem as in [101], making
the method computationally more efficient.
We are left with updating σ̄j2 , which is given in the next theorem.
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pn 1q

Theorem 7.3 Let ĝji
, Ŵpn 1q be constructed by inserting θ̂pn
general expression of gji and W. Then

pσ̄ˆj2 qpn

q 1

1

N



}wj  Wji ĝjipn 1q }2  2wjJ Ŵpn
2

q in the

1

q m̂pnq

1



pn 1qJ WJ Ŵpn 1q m̂pnq tr Ŵpn 1qJ Ŵpn 1q M̂pnq 
2ĝji
ji

2

Proof: See the appendix.

Thus, a closed-form solution for the estimate of the noise variance is also
obtained.
Remark 7.2 We estimate the “dummy" noise variance σ̄j2  |fa nf | σj2 , that is
a scaled version of the original output noise power in the network. If there
are no unstable systems in the MISO setup, then σ̄j2 will be σj2 . This will be
verified with numerical simulations in section 10.7.
2

All-in-all, we have obtained a fast iterative procedure that provides a local
solution to the marginal likelihood problem (10.27). All the updates follow
simple rules that allow for fast iterative computation. Algorithm 1 summarizes
the steps to follow to obtain η̂ and therefore θ̂.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for local module identification in dynamic networks
Input: twk ptquN
t1 , k
Output: θ̂

 1, . . . , p

1. Set n  0, Initialize η̂ p0q .

pnq

2. Compute P̂m , Ĉpnq , M̂pnq and m̂pnq .

pn 1q
pn
3. Update hyperparameters βˆk
and λˆk
respectively for all k P tNj Y tj uuztiu.
4. Update θ̂pn

q by solving (7.27).
q as in Theorem 7.3.

1

q  r θ̂Jpn 1q λˆj pn 1q λˆk p1n 1q ...

1

7. Set n  n

using (10.45) and (10.46)

1

ˆj2pn
5. Update σ̄
6. Set η̂ pn

q

1

pn
λˆk p

q

1

pn
βˆj

q

1

pn
βˆk 1

q

1

pn
... βˆk p

q

1

ˆ 2j pn
σ̄

q sJ .

1

1.

8. Repeat from steps (2) to (7) until convergence.

The initialization can be done by randomly choosing η considering the
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constraints of hyperparameters. The convergence criterion for the algorithm
}η̂pnq η̂pn1q } . This value should be small for convergence
depend on the value of
}η̂pn1q }
so that the algorithm can be terminated. A value of 102 is considered for the
numerical simulations in Section 10.7. The other convergence criterion is the
maximum number of iterations. It is taken as 50.
Remark 7.3 Being applicable to a MISO identification setup, the introduced
method can also be inherently used for parametric SISO identification,
where the process noise modeling is now simplified by avoiding the model
order selection and reducing the number of parameters of the noise model
to two (which are the hyperparamters λj , βj ).

Remark 7.4 We notice that:
• The method does not require prior information about the stability of
the systems Gjk , k P Nj and the number of unstable poles in the
systems.
• According to [29], in view of consistency of the target module
estimate, it is not necessary to take all nodes wk , k P Nj as the inputs
in the MISO structure, but it is sufficient to take a subset of nodes in
Nj as inputs such that every parallel patha from wi to wj and every
loop around wj passes through a selected input. This may lead to
confounding variables which can be handled using additional
inputs[30]. At the same time, in view of an appropriate bias-variance
trade off, especially under limited data circumstances, it could be
attractive to include more predictor inputs than the ones that are
strictly necessary for achieving consistency. While the algorithm
presented in this chapter can be applied to any choice of such MISO
structure, we have formulated the results for the situation where all
nodes wk , k P Nj are taken as inputs.
aa

7.5.3

path from wi to wj that does not pass through Gji .

Non-parametric identification of modules in the MISO
structure

In this section we slightly adapt the developed method to obtain a non-parametric
estimate of the target module. For this, we rewrite the network equation (7.2) as,
wj ptq  Mj pq qwj ptq

¸

P

k Nj

Mjk pq qwk ptq

ēj ptq

(7.28)
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with
Mj pq q : 1 



pHj q1 pqq FFappqqqq

pHj q1

Mjk pq q :

±

(7.29)

,

a

paq
P ztku Fj` pqq Bjk pqq ,
psq
Fa pq q
F pq q

` Nj

(7.30)

jk

where Mjk pq q and Mj pq q are stable. Following the similar approach as introduced
before, but modeling the impulse response of all the modules (including mi of
Mji that represents the target module) as zero mean Gaussian processes with the
prior covariance matrix represented by the First-order stable spline kernel, we end
up in an iterative algorithm to estimate the parameter vector η which contains
the hyperparameters λk , βk where k P Nj and the noise variance σ̄j2 . Since we
are not paramterizing any modules, we do not have θ in the parameter vector η.
The solutions for the β’s and λ’s at each iteration are given by (10.45) and (10.46)
respectively. The solution to σ̄j2 at each iteration is given by,

p

ˆj2
σ̄

where

qpn 1q  1

N



} }

2
wj 2



W : Wj

 2wJ Wm̂pnq
j

Wk1

Wk2

...




tr WJ WM̂pnq


Wkp .

ˆj2 in Theorem 7.3, however
The above solution is equivalent to the solution of σ̄
without the terms that are function of θ (i.e. gji , Gb , Gf , Wji gji ). Thus we will
end up in the same Algorithm 1, however with steps related to θ (step 4) being
not applicable. The posterior mean of mk , k P Nj and mj obtained using (7.19)
(neglecting the effect of Wji gji ) for the converged η provides us the impulse
response of Mjk and Mj respectively. From these, the impulse response estimates
of the modules Gjk , k P Nj can be obtained. Thus we obtain a non-parametric
identification method to identify all the modules in the MISO structure as a
derived result of the earlier developed identification technique.

7.6

Numerical simulations

Numerical simulations are performed to evaluate the performance of the
developed method, which we abbreviate as Empirical Bayes Direct Method
(EBDM). The simulations are performed on the dynamic network depicted in
Figure 7.1. The goal is to identify G031 . To show the effectiveness of the
introduced method and its flexibility to handle stable and unstable modules with
a single unified identification framework, we perform the simulations for two
different cases:
1. Case 1: All modules in the MISO setup are stable.
2. Case 2: The modules in the MISO setup including the target module can be
stable or unstable.
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The results of the numerical simulations are presented below.

7.6.1

Case study 1

The EBDM is compared with the standard direct method and the two-stage
method (see [124] for details). The network modules of network in Figure 7.1 are
given by
0.05q 2
b01 q 1 b02 q 2


1

2
q
0.6q
1 a01 q 1 a02 q 2
0.09q 1
G032 
;
1 0.5q 1
1.184q 1  0.647q 2 0.151q 3  0.082q 4
;
G034 
1  0.8q 1 0.279q 2  0.048q 3 0.01q 4
0.4q 1  0.5q 2
1
G014  G021 
; H10 
;

1
1 0.3q
1 0.2q 1
0.4q 1 0.5q 2
1
G012  G023 
; H20 

1
1 0.3q
1 0.3q 1

1

2
1  0.505q
0.155q  0.01q 3
H30 
; H 0  1.
1  0.729q 1 0.236q 2  0.019q 3 4

G031

 1q

1

We run 50 independent Monte Carlo experiments where the data is generated
using known reference signals r2 ptq and r4 ptq that are realizations of white noise
with unit variance. The number of data samples is N = 500. The noise sources
e1 ptq, e2 ptq, e3 ptq and e4 ptq have variance 0.05, 0.08, 0.5, 0.1, respectively. We
assume that we know the model order of G031 pq q. In the case of direct method, we
solve a 3-input/1-output MISO identification problem with w1 ptq, w2 ptq and
w4 ptq as inputs. In the two-stage method, the projections of the three inputs on
external signals r2 ptq and r4 ptq are used as inputs to the MISO identification
problem. For both these methods, we consider the case where a model order
selection of all the modules in the MISO structure (except for the target module)
is required, and the case where the model orders are known. Moreover, in order
to improve the accuracy of the identified module in the two-stage method, we
identify a noise model even though it is not necessary for consistency.
Figure 7.4 shows the estimated impulse response at the end of each MC simulation
using the EBDM. It can be verified that, in line with our framework, the estimates
provide the description of the dynamics of Mj , Mjk , k P Nj and Gji . To evaluate
the performance of the methods, we use the standard goodness-of-fit metric,

g 0
ji

g 0



 ĝji 2
Fit  1 
,

ji  ḡji 2
0
where gji
is the true value of the impulse response of G0ji , ĝji is the impulse
0
response of the estimated target module and ḡji is the sample mean of gji
. The
box plots of the fits of the impulse response of G31 pq q are shown in Figure 7.2,
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1
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DM+TO

DM+MOS

EBDM

Figure 7.2: Box plot of the fit of the impulse response of Ĝ31 obtained by the
Two-stage method, Direct method and EBDM. Number of data samples used for
estimation is N = 500.
where we have compared the two-stage method with true model orders
(’TS+TO’), the direct method with true model orders and model orders selected
via BIC (’DM+TO’ and ’DM+MOS’, respectively), and the Empirical Bayes Direct
Method (’EBDM’). As for the latter, we choose l  100. It can be noted that in this
setup the EBDM achieves a fit on par with the Direct method and significantly
better than the two-stage method. Figure 7.3 shows the mean and standard
deviation of the parameter estimates of G31 . It is evident that the EBDM gives a
smaller bias and a greatly reduced variance compared to the other considered
identification methods.
The reduction in variance is attributed to the
regularization approach used in this method. The fit is calculated using the
estimated impulse response from the estimated parameters of the target module.
Even though, the variability is high in estimated parameters using the Direct
Method, it did not affect the fit of the impulse response, that produces an on par
result in figure 7.2 when compared with EBDM. However, Figure 7.3 clearly
shows that EBDM performs better than the other considered approaches.
Considering a relatively small sized network with 3 modules in the MISO
structure, the developed method proves effective. When the size of the network
grows, the results of the direct method may deteriorate further due to increase in
variance; furthermore, it is expected that in large networks the model order
selection step contributes to inaccurate results. Thus the EBDM, by offering
reduced variance and circumventing the problem of model order selection, can
stand out as an effective local module identification method in large dynamic
networks.

7.6.2

Case study 2

Now we look into the case where the modules in the MISO structure may not be
stable. In this case, we consider the same network as in Figure 7.1, however with
unstable module G031 (target module) and G032 . The network modules of network
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Figure 7.3: Bias and standard deviation of each parameter obtained from 50 MC
simulations using different identification methods.
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Figure 7.4: Bottom right plot provides the impulse response estimate of the target
module at the end of each MC simulation, which is obtained from the estimated
parameter θ. The other plots show the impulse response estimates of the filters
that are modeled as GP’s, which is obtained by calculating the posterior (7.19)
from the estimated hyperparameters. The black dashed line provides the true
impulse response of the modules.
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in Figure 7.1 are the same as in previous section but with unstable G031 and G032
given by
q 1 0.05q 2
b01 q 1 b02 q 2


1

2
1 1.7q
1.073q
1 a01 q 1 a02 q 2
0.7339q1  0.1256q2 0.04023q3 0.011q4 .
G032
1  1.089q 1  0.104q 2 0.052q 3 0.011q 4
G031

G031 has two complex poles that are not stable and G032 has four poles of which one
is a real unstable pole. The noise source e3 ptq has variance of 0.1. The experiment
setup is similar to the previous case and we run 50 MC experiments with the
introduced method in this chapter.
To evaluate the performance of the EBDM, we use the standard goodness-of-fit
metric,


 0

θ  θ̂ 
2 ,
Fit  1   0
θ  θ̄2
where θ0 are the true parameters of the target module, θ̂ are the estimated
parameters and θ̄ is the sample mean of θ0 . Due to the instability of the target
module, we choose fit on parameters and not on the impulse response. The box
plot of the fit of the parameters of G31 pq q is shown in Figure 7.5, where the
Empirical Bayes Direct Method (’EBDM’) is used to identify the unstable target
module. We choose l  200. It can be noted that the box plot is above 0.9, which
indicates a better fit. Figure 7.6 shows the mean and standard deviation of the
parameter estimates of G31 . It is evident that the bias and variance is small. The
reduction in variance is attributed to the regularization approach used in this
method.
It is noteworthy to compare the introduced EBDM with other available
approaches that can identify unstable modules. In [47], a method to identify
unstable SISO systems with Box-Jenkins (BJ) structure using high order ARX
modeling has been introduced. This method proves effective in estimating the
unstable poles of the system with high accuracy (less variance) [47], but the
estimated model will have high variance due to high order modeling. Also, the
estimated model will be of high order unless there is sufficiently large data.
Figure 7.7 shows the bode magnitude plot of the estimates after 50 MC
simulations with the experimental setup in case study 2 using EBDM and the
method of ARX modeling in [47]. ARX models of 15th order are used for the
latter method. Even though the estimate of unstable poles are with high accuracy
for the latter method, the EBDM performs significantly better in terms of
accuracy with less variance in the identified frequency response. Since we have
limited data (N  500), the estimated model with the method in [47] is of high
order, which can be verified from figure 7.7.
A three step parametric identification method to identify unstable SISO system is
introduced in [50]. The first step involves identifying the unstable poles of the
parameterized model using the result that the unstable poles can be identified
with high accuracy using the method in [47]. In the next step, from the obtained
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Figure 7.5: Box plot of the fit of the parameters of Ĝ31 obtained by the proposed
method. Number of data samples used for estimation is N = 500.
estimates, the parameters of the anti-stable part is fixed, and a weighted null
space fitting (WNSF) method is used to identify the rest of the parameters of the
parameterized model of interest. However, for the MISO identification setup in a
dynamic network framework, we might end up in estimating ’false’ unstable
poles for the target module in the first step where ARX modeling is used. Due to
high order ARX modeling, these ’false’ unstable poles can be the unstable poles
of the modules in the MISO setup other than the target module and it becomes
difficult to distinguish the unstable poles between each modules, so that the
estimate of unstable roots of the target module can be fixed for the second step.
For example, the simulations depicted in Figure 7.7 using the ARX modeling
method, we estimate the target module of order 15 with 3 unstable poles, where 2
unstable poles are the poles of G031 and the extra unstable pole is the unstable
pole of G032 . Therefore, it becomes difficult to use the WNSF method in this setup
without prior knowledge about the unstable poles. An alternative BJ model has
been proposed in [45] that can be used with prediction error framework.
However, implementation of this is significantly more complex than the
introduced EBDM.

7.6.3

Estimated noise variance

Using the experimental setup of case study 1 and 2 but with different noise
power (variance) of e3 (σ3 ) acting on the output node w3 , we performed
simulations using the EBDM for the network in Figure 7.1. For the case study 1,
ˆ3 should
since all modules are stable (i.e. FFa  1), the estimated noise variance σ̄
a
be approximately equal to the actual noise variance σ3 (see remark 7.2). This can
be verified from the Table 7.1 (upper) where the estimated noise variance
approximates well the actual noise variance in the network. Considering the case
ˆ3 should be approximately equal to the
study 2, the estimated noise variance σ̄
2
2
scaled version of the actual noise variance σ3 given by σ̄32  | FFa | σ32  |fa nf | σ32
a
i.e. the “dummy"noise variance. This can be verified from the Table 7.1 (lower).
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Figure 7.6: Bias and standard deviation of each parameter obtained from 50 MC
simulations using different identification methods.
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Figure 7.7: Bode magnitude plot to compare the estimates of the introduced
approach(upper) and the approach in [47](lower).
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Actual
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
1
2
value
(σ̄3  σ3 )
Estimated 0.0971 0.1908 0.2804 0.4093 0.4710 0.6314 0.7620 0.8207 0.9449 1.9398
ˆ3 )
value (σ̄
Actual
0.1475 0.2950 0.4425 0.5901 0.7376 0.8851 1.0326 1.1801 1.4752 2.9503
value
(σ̄32

Fa 2 2
| Fa | σ3 )
Estimated 0.1520 0.3005 0.4579 0.5946 0.7338 0.8642 0.9145 1.1851 1.6030 2.7349
ˆ3 )
value (σ̄

Table 7.1: Results of the simulations that were performed using the setup of case
study 1 (upper) and 2 (lower) with different noise variance of e3 acting on the
output node w3 . Table 1 shows the actual “dummy" noise variance to be estimated
and the estimated noise variance using EBDM for the experimental setup in Case
1 (upper) and Case 2 (lower).

7.6.4

Additional remarks

The method described in this chapter can be developed using any of the kernels
available in the literature of regularized system identification. The choice of
kernel adopted in this chapter is the result of a balance between its empirical
effectiveness (see [93]) and its computational efficiency (due to its factorization
and the low number of hyperparameter). Other choices of kernel (e.g. the DC
kernel proposed in [21]) may result in a final higher accuracy, requiring to
estimate an additional hyperparameter, which might bring an additional cost in
complexity. On the other hand, it is well known (see [21]) that the optimal kernel
is constructed from the true impulse response, which is unknown (it is the actual
object of interest). The question which is the best choice of kernel for dynamic
networks is open and requires a thorough theoretical analysis which is outside
the scope of the work in this chapter.

7.7

Conclusions

An effective regularized kernel-based approach for local module identification in
dynamic networks has been introduced in this chapter. The introduced method
(EBDM) circumvents the model order selection step for all the modules that are
not of primary interest to the experimenter, but still need to be identified in order
to get a consistent estimate of the target module. Furthermore, by using
regularized non-parametric methods, the number of parameters to be estimated
is greatly reduced, with a clear benefit in terms of mean square error of the
estimated target module. Therefore, the method is computationally less complex
and scales favorably to large size networks. The method developed in this
chapter is capable of performing identification in networks composed by
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unstable modules, without any prior information about the stability of the
modules. Numerical experiments performed with a dynamic network example
illustrate the potentials of the developed method on comparison with the already
available methods on networks of stable modules. The developed method
provides better estimates and a reduced variance is observed in the identified
model due to the integration of the regularization approach in the method.

Appendices
7.A

Proof of Proposition 7.1

Analogous to the factorization technique used in [45] and [47], we factorize each
Fjk (from now on superscript 0 is dropped for convenience) as,

psq

paq

Fjk pq q  Fjk pq qFjk pq q

psq

(7.31)

paq

where Fjk pq q contains the stable roots of Fjk pz q and Fjk pq q contains the antistable roots of Fjk pz q, which are given by

psq

Fjk pq q


paq
Fjk pq q 

psq

fjk 1 q 1

1

paq

fjk 1 q 1

1




fjk pnsfq q

npfsjkq

fjk pnafq q

npaq

fjk

(7.32)
(7.33)

.

paq pqq as the monic polynomial whose roots are the mirrored (and
paq
paq pqq as,
stable) roots of F pq q. We can write F
We introduce Fjk

jk

jk

paq
q 1
fjk paq

fjk nf 1

paq pqq  1
F
jk



nf

1

fjk pnafq

q nfjk ,

(7.34)

assuming without loss of generality that fjk pnafq

 0. Then, we define Fa pqq as the
±
paq
product of all polynomials with anti-stable roots i.e. Fa pq q  kPN Fjk pq q  1
fa 1 q 1    fa n q n , and Fa pq q as the polynomial with mirrored roots of Fa pq q
f
±
 1
paq
inside the unit circle i.e. Fa pq q  kPN Fjk pq q  1 f
q
   f 1 qn .
j

fa

f

an
f

j

an

1

f

fa

an

f

As the next step, we re-write the noise term vj ptq in (7.2) using a input white noise
F  pq q
process ēj ptq instead of ej ptq. Using the fact that Faa pqq is an all pass filter (linear)
F  pq q
with a magnitude of | fa1 |[45], we can write vj ptq  Hj pq q Faa pqq ēj ptq whose noise
nf

spectrum Φvj equals |H peiω q|

2

ēj ptq.

| f 1 |2 σ̄j2 , where σ̄j2  |fa n |2 σj2 is the variance of
an

f

f
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With
the
above
expression
of
the
noise
term
and
using
Bji pq q
Bji pq q
Gji pq q  Fji pqq  psq
paq , and assuming rj ptq  0 for the sake of brevity, Eq.
Fji

pqqFji pqq

(7.2) is rewritten as,
wj ptq  Mj pq qwj ptq  p1  Mj pq qqF̄ji pq qwj ptq

p1  Mj pqqqBji pqqwi ptq

¸

Mjk pq qwk ptq

P ztiu

ēj ptq

(7.35)

,

(7.36)

k Nj

with
Mj pq q :
Mjk pq q :

paq
P
zt
iu Fjk pq q
1
psq
Fa pq qFji pq q
±
paq
`PNj ztku Fj` pq q Bjk pq q

1
pHj q
psq ,
Fa pq q
F pq q


pHj q1 pqq

±

k Nj

(7.37)

jk

where F̄ji pq q  p1  Fji pq qq, and Mj pq q is a strictly proper stable filters with
psq
only stable poles which are the roots of Fa pz q, Fji pz q and poles of pHj q1 , while
Mjk pq q, k P Nj ztiu are also strictly proper stable filters with only stable poles
psq
which are the roots of Fa pz q, Fjk pz q and poles of pHj q1 .

7.A.1

Proof of Lemma 7.2

Using the Bayes’ rule the expression in Eq. (10.28) can be written as,
Qpnq pη q  Erlog ppwj |mj , mk1 , mk2 , . . . , mkp ; η qs
Erlog ppmj ; η q log ppmk1 ; η q    log ppmkp ; η qs
Qpnq pη q  ErAs
A : 

N
N
1
logp2π q 
logpσ̄j2 q  2 pwj
2
2
2σ̄j

ErB s

(7.38)
(7.39)

 Wji gji  WmqJ pwj  Wji gji  Wmq
(7.40)

l
1
1
B : logp2π q logrdetpλj Kβ j qs mjJpλj Kβ j q1 mj
2
2
2


¸
l
1
1 J

1
 2 logp2πq  2 logrdetpλk Kβ k qs  2 mk pλk Kβ k q mk

P ztiu

k Nj

(7.41)
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Taking Expectation of each element in A and B with respect to ppm|wj ; η̂ pnq q (i.e.
Eppm|wj ;η̂pnq q ) we get,
ErAs



N
N
1
J W J wj
logp2π q logpσ̄j2 q 2 wjJ wj  gji
ji
2
2
2σ̄j

 ErmJ sWJ wj  wjJ Wji gji gjiJ WjiJ Wji gji
J WJ WErms
ErmJ sWJ Wji gji  wjJ WErms gji
ji



trpWJ WErmmJ sq

(7.42)

l
1
1
1
ErB s   logp2π q  logrdetpλj Kβ j qs  tr pλj Kβ j q Ermj mj J s
2
2
2


¸

 2l logp2πq  12 logrdetpλk Kβ k qs  12 tr pλk Kβ k q1 Ermk mk J s

P ztiu

k Nj

(7.43)
The constants can be removed from the objective functions and multiplication
with scalar value 2 can be done to simplify the objective function. On substituting
pnq
pnq
the expected values ErmmJ s  M̂pnq , Ermk mk J s  M̂k , Ermj mj J s  M̂j and
Erms  m̂pnq we get the statement of the Lemma.

7.B

Proof of Theorem 7.1

The proof follows the procedure used in [14]. We partially differentiate (10.67)
with respect to λk and equate to zero to get the λk expression. Substituting this
pn 1q .
λk in (10.67) we get the expression for (10.44) using which we obtain β̂k
pn 1q .
Equation (10.46) is the expression of λk after substituting β̂k

7.C

Proof of Theorem 7.2

ˆj2pnq and substituted in Eq. (10.69). After
In order to find θ̂pnq , σ̄j2 is fixed to σ̄
substitution the terms that are independent of θ can be removed from the
objective function since it becomes a constant. Then we get,
1
ˆj2pnq q  constant 
Qponq pθ, σ̄
2pnq
ˆ
σ̄
j

 2wJ Wji gji
j

gJ WJ Wji gji
ji

ji



 2wjJ Wm̂pnq

tr WJ WM̂pnq



(7.44)



J WJ Wm̂pnq .
2gji
ji

We now introduce the following notation. Let D1 P RN N and D2 P RN N are
two matrices such that, for any vector w P RN , D1 w  vecpW q, where W is the
Toeplitz matrix of w, and D2 w  vecpW J q. Let us define m̆pnq P RN be a vector
2

2
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such that, if N ¤ l, m̆pnq is the vector of first N elements of m̂pnq and if N ¡ l, m̆pnq
is a vector with the first l elements equal to m̂pnq and the remaining ones equal to

Ð
ÑN

0. Let M̆ pnq , W ` P RN N where `
respectively. Then


X  Wj

Wk1

...

Ñ
 Ð
Wi
 Ð
Ñ
Zj   W j

and

Zi

We
Wm̂pnq
WX

Ñ
P ti, j u be the Toeplitz matrix of m̆pnq and Ð
w`


Ŷpnq

0 ...

0

Wkp ,

0
0

can
re-write
Ð
Ñ pnq
p
nq
 Xm̂
Gb W i m̂j
Gb Zi Gf Zj . Therefore,

0 ...

ÑN Ð
ÑN
 M̆ pnq rÐ
W i W j s



P RN pp 1ql ,

0 P RN pp 1ql .

the

Ñ pnq 
 Gf Ð
W j m̂j

following
Xm̂pnq

terms,

Ŷpnq gji and




2wjJ Wji gji
θ̂pn 1q  arg max 2wjJ Wm̂pnq  tr WJ WM̂pnq
θ

 gJ WJ Wji gji  2gJ WJ Wm̂pnq
ji

ji

ji



ji





 arg max 2wjJ Xm̂pnq 2wjJ Ŷpnq gji  tr XXJ M̂pnq  tr XM̂pnq ZJj GJf
θ



 tr Zi M̂pnq XJ Gb  tr Zj M̂pnq XJ Gf  tr Gb Zi M̂pnq ZJi GJb



 tr Gf Zj M̂pnq ZJj GJf  tr Gb Zi M̂pnq ZJj GJf  tr Gf Zj M̂pnq ZJi GJb

 tr XM̂pnq ZJi GJb 2wjJ Wji gji  gjiJ WjiJ Wji gji

J
J
p
nq
J
J
p
nq
 2gji Wji Xm̂  2gji Wji Ŷ gji



Neglecting constant terms we get,
θ̂pn

q

1







 arg max 2wjJ Ŷpnq gji  tr XM̂pnq ZJi GJb  tr XM̂pnq ZJj GJf  tr Zi M̂pnq XJ Gb
θ



 tr Zj M̂pnq XJ Gf  tr Gb Zi M̂pnq ZJi GJb  tr Gf Zj M̂pnq ZJj GJf


 tr Gb Zi M̂pnq ZJj GJf  tr Gf Zj M̂pnq ZJi GJb 2wjJ Wji gji

J
J
p
nqJ J
J
J
p
nq
 gji Wji Wji gji  2m̂ X Wji gji  2gji Wji Ŷ gji
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 arg max 2wjJ Ŷpnq gji  vecpZi M̂pnqJ XJ qJ D2 bji  vecpZj M̂pnqJ XJ qJ D2 fji
θ
 vecpXM̂pnqJ ZJi qJ D1 bji  vecpXM̂pnqJ ZJj qJ D1 fji 2wjJ Wji gji
 bJji D1J pZi M̂pnq ZJi b IN qD1 bji  fjiJ D1J pZj M̂pnq ZJj b IN qD1 fji
 bJji D1J pZi M̂pnq ZJj b IN qD1 fji  fjiJ D1J pZj M̂pnq ZJi b IN qD1 bji

 gjiJ WjiJ Wji gji  2m̂pnqJ XJ Wji gji  2gjiJ WjiJ Ŷpnq gji .
Defining

pnq
pnq
Â12
pnq
Â21
pnq
Â

Â11

22

rD1J pZi M̂pnq ZJi b IN qD1 s
rD1J pZi M̂pnq ZJj b IN qD1 s
rD1J pZj M̂pnq ZJi b IN qD1 s
rD1J pZj M̂pnq ZJj b IN qD1 s






pnq    1 vecpZ M̂pnqJ XJ qJ D  1 vecpXM̂pnqJ ZJ qJ D J ,
i
2
1

b̂11

pnq 



b̂12
and



i
2
2

1
1
J J
vecpZj M̂pnqJ XJ qJ D2  vecpXM̂pnqJ ZJ
j q D1
2
2


pnq pnq 
Â11 Â12
p
nq
J Wji
Â 
Wji
pnq Âpnq
Â

b̂pnq





21

pnq 
b̂11
pnq
b̂

J Ŷpnq ,
2Wji

22

rwjJ Wji

wjJ Ŷpnq  m̂pnqJ XJ Wji sJ

12

we get that the parameter vector θ are updated by solving the problem
θ̂pn





q  arg min gJ Âpnq gji  2b̂pnqJ gji .
ji

1

(7.45)

θ

We have gji to be linearly parameterized with θ, that is gji  M θ where
M P R2N nθ . Therefore, the above problem becomes quadratic and a closed-form
solution is achieved. Thus we get the statement of Theorem 7.2.

7.D

Proof of Theorem 7.3

ˆj2pnq , θ is fixed to θ̂pn
In order to find σ̄

pnq

q and substituted in Eq. (10.69). After

1

substitution, Qo pσ̄j2 , θ̂pn 1q q is differentiated w.r.t. σ̄j2 and equated to zero to get
the statement of the Theorem.

C HAPTER
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Empirical Bayes Local Direct Method

T

his chapter considers the same problem in the previous chapter, i.e.,
identifying one module embedded in a dynamic network. However,
now the noise sources can be correlated. To achieve this using the
direct method for single module identification, we need to formulate a
Multi-Input-Multi-Output (MIMO) estimation problem, as described in
Chapter 3 of this thesis. Solving the MIMO estimation problem requires a
model order selection step for each module in the setup and estimation
of a large number of parameters. This results in a larger variance in
the estimates and increased computation complexity. Therefore, we
extend the Empirical Bayes Direct Method in Chapter 7, which handles
the above mentioned problems for a Multi-Input-Single-Output (MISO)
setup to a MIMO setting by suitably modifying the framework. We
keep a parametric model for the desired target module and model the
impulse response of all the other modules as independent zero-mean
Gaussian process governed by a first-order stable spline kernel. The
parameters of the target module are obtained by maximizing the marginal
likelihood of the output using the Empirical Bayes (EB) approach. To
solve this, we use the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm, which
offers computational advantages. Numerical simulations illustrate the
advantages of the developed method over existing classical methods.

8.1

Introduction

The situation of correlation in process noise can be handled using PEM’s like the
indirect method [54] and its variants like the two stage method [29, 124] and
This chapter is based on the publication: V. C. Rajagopal, K. R. Ramaswamy, and P. M. J. Van den
Hof, “A regularized kernel-based method for learning a module in a dynamic network with correlated
noise,” in Proc. 59th IEEE Conf. on Decision and Control (CDC), Jeju Island, Korea, 2020, pp. 4348–4353.
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instrumental variable methods [27, 120]. However, these methods require a strong
presence of measured external excitation signals to serve as predictor inputs, and
might increase the cost of experiments. On the contrary, the direct approaches
use the entire information of the node signal (both excitation and noise signal),
but suffer from handling correlated noise when using a MISO setup. A solution
to this problem has been provided in [104] (Chapter 3) as the local direct method.
In this method, we handle the effect of noise correlation in dynamic networks by
moving from a MISO to Multi-Input-Multi-Output (MIMO) identification setup,
where the single module identification problem becomes embedded in a network
MIMO identification problem, resulting in the problem of estimating high
number of parameters (even more than the MISO setup in previous chapter) that
are of no prime interest to the experimenter. In addition, all these additional
modules need to be suitably parameterized based on complexity criteria like
AIC, BIC, or Cross Validation (CV) [77]. This step involves permuting candidate
model orders for all modules which increases exponentially with the number of
modules or their orders.
To eliminate the model order selection step and reduce the number of estimated
parameters, we build on the work of the previous chapter and develop a
regularized kernel based method (see [93] for a survey) that extends the
semi-parametric approach of the previous chapter from a MISO setting to a
MIMO setting. Preserving the approach of the previous chapter, we maintain a
parametric model for the target module to accurately capture the dynamics,
while using independent Gaussian processes to model the impulse responses of
other modules. The covariance matrix of these processes are given by the
first-order stable spline kernel [21] which enforces stability and smoothness of the
impulse response coefficients.
The parameters of the target module,
hyperparameters of the kernel and the covariance of the process noise are
estimated by maximizing the marginal likelihood of the data, achieved by an
Expectation-Maximization (EM) method having attractive computational
properties.

8.2

Problem statement

Assumption 8.1 In the dynamic network represented by (2.2), we consider
the following assumption:
• The structure of the disturbance topology is known i.e. we know a
priori which entries of H 0 pq q are nonzero.
According to the local direct method in chapter 3, a module Gji embedded in a
dynamic network with correlated noise can be consistently identified with a
MIMO estimation setup, wD Ñ wY . Here, predictor inputs wD and predicted
outputs wY may have common signals to handle the confounding variables that
arise due to correlated disturbances. Therefore, by exploiting a multivariate noise
model, the effect of correlated disturbances are covered. The estimation setup
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results from the network equation










wQ
 ḠḠQoQQ ḠḠQoUU wwQU
w
o
loomoon loooooomoooooon loomoon
wY



wD

Ḡ

 



H̄QQ H̄QU
ξQ
,
H̄
H̄
ξo on
o
Q
o
U
loooooomoooooon loomo
H̄

(8.1)

ξY

where wQ are the set of nodes that are common to both inputs and outputs, wU and
wo are the sets of nodes that are exclusively inputs and outputs respectively. The
vector ξY is a Gaussian white noise process constructed by spectral decomposition
and H̄ is square, stable, monic and minimum phase. The desired target module
is represented in Ḡji i.e. Ḡji  Gji and ḠQQ is a hollow matrix and thus does not
lead to transfers between signals that are the same. Also, the non-zero entries in
Ḡ can be estimated (refer to Chapter 3 for the local direct method). Without loss
of generality, u  0 is considered for simplicity.
We want to identify a parametric model for the module directly linking node wi
and wj , represented as Gji pq, θq that describes the dynamics of the module of
interest for a certain parameter vector θ P Rnθ , from N measurements of the node
signals wD and wY . In the local direct method, not only the target module Gji but
all the modules in Ḡ are parameterized, resulting in high number of parameters
to estimate which causes a detrimental effect on the variance of the parameter
estimates when N is not very large. Therefore, we focus on estimating a
parametric model for the target module while reducing the number of
parameters for the remaining modules in the MIMO identification setup.

8.3

Developing the Bayesian model

In this section, we discuss how we avoid parameterizing all but the target module
using regularized kernel-based methods. As the starting point of the methodology
in this chapter, we use the MIMO structure in (8.1), as opposed to a MISO structure
in the Empirical Bayes Direct Method (EBDM). Following (8.1), while maintaining
the monicity of the noise model, the equation can be re-ordered as










wi
wj
ji ḠjD̃
 G
Ḡ
Ḡ
w
w
ỸD̃
D̃
Ỹ i
Ỹ
on
loomoon loooooomoooooon loomo

pq

w̃Y t

pq

w̃D t

Ǧ

  



ξj
H̄jj H̄jỸ
,
H̄
H̄
ξỸ on
ỸỸ
Ỹ j
loooooomoooooon loomo
Ȟ

(8.2)

pq

ξ̃Y t

where Ỹ  Y ztj u and D̃  Dztiu. The signals w̃Y , w̃D , and ξ˜Y are suitably
rearranged. To parameterize only Gji
 in Ǧ, we
 first define the following
0
Ḡ
jD̃
quantities: S pq q  I|Y |  Ȟ pq q1 , G̃pq q 
, and SD pq q  pI  S pq qqG̃pq q,
ḠỸ i ḠỸD̃
where |X | denotes the cardinality of set X . With these definitions, we build a
predictor from (8.2) with a parameterized Gji as
w̃Y ptq

 pI  S pqqq





Gji pq, θq
w ptq
0p|Y |1q1 i

SD pq qw̃D ptq

S pq qw̃Y ptq

ξ˜Y ptq. (8.3)
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8.3.1

Vector description of network dynamics

Keeping a parametric model for the target module, we now need to model the
other modules. First, we obtain a vector description of the network dynamics for
the available N measurements using impulse response of the modules. We stack
the first ` coefficients of the impulse response of each module in SD pq q and S pq q as
J



J



J
J
sD  sJ
, and sY  sJ
, where Y1 , . . . , Y|Y | and
Y1 D1 , . . . , sY|Y | D|D|
Y1 Y1 , . . . , sY|Y | Y|Y |
D1 , . . . , D|D| are elements of set Y and D respectively. ` is chosen sufficiently large
to capture the impulse response dynamics. We also represent the target module
Gji pq, θq as an impulse response, where the first N coefficients are collected in gji
(the dependence on θ is implicit and dropped).
Next  we introduce a vector notation
for the signal w̃Y ptq:

w̃Y : w̃Y1 p1q . . . w̃Y1 pN q w̃Y2 p1q . . . w̃Y|Y | pN q . Then, we denote Gθ P RNN as the
Toeplitz matrix of gji , W̄i P RN` as the Toeplitz matrix of

J
0 0 wi p1q . . . wi pN  2q , and Wi P RN N as the Toeplitz matrix of

J

1q , and W̆k
P RN ` as the Toeplitz of

J
0 wk p1q . . . wk pN  1q where k belongs to the elements in Y and D. We also




0 wi p1q . . . wi pN

define the following:
WY





WY1

...

WY|Y |



WD





WD1

WD|D|

...



 rGθ W̄i 0s P RN `|Y | ,
W̃i  diagpW̃i , . . . , W̃i q P RN |Y |`|Y | ,
W  diagpW , . . . , W q P RN |Y |`|D| ,
W  diagpWY , . . . , WY q P RN |Y |`|Y | .
W̃i

2

2

D

D

(8.4)

D

2

Y

Having defined the above terms, (8.3) can be rewritten in vector form as
w̃Y
where Wji

8.3.2





WiJ 0J

J

 Wji gji  W̃i s

Y

, and ξ

WD sD

WY sY

ξ,

(8.5)

P RN |Y |1 is the vectorized noise.

Modeling the additional modules as GP

We now discuss our modeling strategy for the additional modules. Our aim is to
increase the accuracy of the desired parameter θ by limiting the number of
parameters to be estimated to describe w̃Y in (8.5). Therefore, we keep a
parametric model for gji and model the remaining impulse responses in (8.5) as
independent zero mean Gaussian Processes (GP) [107]. GP are effective in
reducing the variance of the impulse response estimate with suitable choice of a
prior covariance matrix (kernel) [93], which we chose to be the First order Stable
Spline kernel [21].
The kernel structure is given by K : λKβ with
rKβ sx,y  β maxpx,yq , where β P r0, 1q and λ ¥ 0. λ and β are hyperparameters that
govern the amplitude and exponential decay of the realization of the Gaussian
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vector respectively. Therefore, impulse response of any length ` can be
represented using only the above two hyperparameters λ and β. In addition, the
chosen kernel enforces smoothness and stability of the estimate of the impulse
responses. Therefore, we have:
sYp Dk
sYp Yk

 N p0, λDpk Kβ q, p  1, . . . , |Y |, k  1, . . . , |D|
 N p0, λYpk Kβ q, p  1, . . . , |Y |, k  1, . . . , |Y |.
D
pk

(8.6)

Y
pk

Each impulse response prior is assigned with independent hyperparameters λ
J

and β for flexibility of modeling. Let us now define, s  sYJ sDJ ,


W  WY  W̃i WD and let K be the block diagonal matrix constructed with
the covariance of the impulse response priors. Using the above definitions, (8.5)
can be written as,
w̃Y  Wji gji Ws ξ.
(8.7)
In (8.7), s is modeled as Gaussian process. Therefore by considering a Gaussian
distribution for noise ξ and also taking into account the noise correlations


ξ




 N p0, Σ̄ b IN q, Σ̄ : 

2
σ11



.
 ..



2
σ12
2
σ22
..
.





. . . σ12|Y |
. . . σ22|Y | 

.. 
..

.
. 
. . . σ|2Y ||Y |

we can write a joint probabilistic description of s and w̃Y , which is jointly
Gaussian, as:
 

 

s
0
K KWJ
p
;η  N
,
(8.8)
w̃Y
Wji gji
WK P
where, P : Σ

WKWJ , Σ : Σ̄ b IN , and

 rθ λD11 . . . λD| || | λY11 . . . λY| || | β11D . . . β|D|| |
Y
2
β11
. . . β|Y || | σ11
. . . σ12| | . . . σ22| | . . . σ|2 || | sJ .

η

Y D

Y D

Y Y

Y

Y

Y D

(8.9)

Y Y

The parameter vector η governs the probability distribution function in (8.8). It
consists of the parameters of Gji pθq, the hyperparameters of the kernels of the
impulse response models and the elements of the covariance of the noise acting
on w̃Y . It is important to note that in EBDM [101] we estimate the variance of
the noise corrupting only the output of the target module wj ptq, in contrast to
all elements of the covariance matrix of the noise corrupting the signals wY ptq to
capture the effect of noise correlations. Therefore, to estimate the θ contained in
η, we adopt an Empirical Bayes (EB) framework [80]. To this end, we consider the
marginal pdf of w̃Y by integrating out the effect of s and maximizing the marginal
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likelihood of wY . The corresponding objective function is
η̂ arg max ppw̃Y ; η q
η

 arg min log |P| pw̃  Wji gjiqJ P1 pw̃  Wji gjiq .
Y

(8.10)

Y

η

This optimization problem is complex and non-convex, and solving such a
problem is cumbersome. Therefore, in the next section, we introduce a method to
solve the marginal likelihood maximization problem through an iterative
scheme.

8.4

Maximizing Marginal Likelihood

For maximizing the marginal likelihood, we consider the iterative method of
Expectation Maximization (EM) method [35] for obtaining the estimate of η. For
this, we need to first define the latent variable whose estimation simplifies the
calculation of the marginal likelihood. In this case, we choose s. The EM method
guarantees convergence to a local minima [16] and the optimization problem is
simplified as seen in Lemma 7.2 compared to solving the original problem in
(8.10). The EM method has two steps,
• E-step: Given η̂ pnq at the nth iteration, compute
Qpnq pη q  Epps|w̃Y ;η̂pnq q rlog ppw̃Y , s; η qs,
• M-step: Compute η̂ pn

(8.11)

q from

1

η̂ pn

q  arg max Qpnq pηq.

1

(8.12)

η

The estimate η̂ is obtained by iterating between (8.11) and (8.12) until the
parameters converge. Although the procedure is iterative, the EM algorithm
significantly simplifies solving (8.10), reasons for which are shown in our next
steps.
The posterior distribution of s given w̃Y for an estimate of η is Gaussian, given by
pps|w̃Y ; η q  N psm , Ps q [2] where

 K  KWJ pWKWJ Σq1 WK,
sm  pKWJ pWKWJ Σq1 qpw̃  Wji gji q.

Ps

(8.13)

Y

pnq

Let ŝpnq and P̂s be the posterior mean and covariance of s obtained from (8.13)
pnq ŝpnq ŝpnqJ and each of its `  ` diagonal block as
using η̂ pnq , we define Ŝ pnq : P̂s
pnq
pnq
Ŝm which are the posterior second moment of ŝm . Here, m corresponds to each
combination of the impulse response in (8.6) and its respective hyperparameters.
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The structure of Qpnq pη q in (8.11) for the setup in (8.10) is provided in the following
lemma.
Lemma 8.1 Let η̂ pnq be the estimate of η at nth iteration of the EM algorithm
according to (8.12), then

pnq pθ, Σq

Qpnq pη q  Q0

¸

Qpsnmq pλm , βm q

(8.14)

m

where,

pnq pθ, Σq   log det Σ  trΣ1 w̃ w̃J
Y

Q0

Y

WŜ pnq WJ

J W J  Wji gji w̃J  w̃Y gJ W J  Wŝpnq w̃J
Wji gji gji
ji
Y
ji ji
Y

 w̃ ŝpnqJ WJ
Y

JW J
Wŝpnq gji
ji

Qpsnmq pλm , βm q log det λm Kβm 

Wji gji ŝpnqJ WJ

,

1  1 pnq
tr Kβm Ŝm .
λm

Proof: See the appendix.



It is indeed seen that (8.11) splits into a summation of simpler terms that depend
on different elements of parameter vector η. Therefore, the update of η splits into
many independent and simpler optimization problems, that can be computed in
parallel.
Update of kernel hyperparameters
It can be seen that the kernel hyperparameters can be updated independently of
the rest of the parameters. The kernel hyperparameters are updated as per the
Theorem ?? [14, 38].
Theorem 8.1 Define

pnq

pnq q
Qβm pβm q  ` log trpKβm1 Ŝm
Then,

q  arg min Qpnq pβm q
βm
βn Pr0,1q
1
λ̂pn 1q  trpK p1n 1q Ŝ pnq q.

pn
β̂m
m

Proof: See the appendix.

log det Kβm .

(8.15)

1

`

β̂m

(8.16)

m



The optimization problem in (8.15) is a scalar optimization in the domain [0,1) and
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pn 1q

computationally fast. The update of λ̂m
has a closed form solution, requiring
no optimization. Therefore, the hyperparameters update becomes simple.
Update of θ and noise covariance
The updates of θ and the noise covariance parameters in η are independent of the
kernel hyperparameters. Following a similar reasoning in [3], θ and Σ are updated
as per the Theorem 7.2.
Theorem 8.2 Define

pnq
Q pθq  det



N
¸

θ



Pξ ptq

.

t 1

Then

θ̂pn

q  arg min Qpnq pθq ,

1

θ

θ

Σ̂pn

q 1

1



N
¸

Pξ̂pn 1q ptq

b IN .

(8.17)


Here, Pξ ptq is computed based on η̂ pnq and ŝpnq , whereas Pξ̂pn 1q is computed
pnq pnq
based on θ̂pn 1q , λ̂m , β̂m and ŝpnq .
N

t 1

The expression for computing Pξ ptq is provided in the appendix. From Theorem
7.2, Σ is updated using a closed form expression, requiring minimal
computation. Except for θ that requires solving a non-linear optimization
problem at each iteration, all other updates are simple and computationally
effective, which is significantly more efficient compared to solving the non-linear
optimization problem in PEM with all modules parameterized in the MIMO
setup. The steps for estimating η̂ is provided in Algorithm 2. Initialization can be
done by randomly choosing η subject to the constraints of the hyperparameters.
For terminating the algorithm, the convergence criteria is defined as
}η̂pnq η̂pn1q } 105 .
}η̂pn1q }

8.5

Numerical Simulations

Numerical simulations are performed to validate and illustrate the developed
method. To this end, we consider the dynamic network shown in Figure 8.1 with
3 nodes. The network is excited using known external excitation signals r1 ptq and
r3 ptq that are realizations of white noise with unit variance. The process noises of
node 2 and 3 are correlated. In this network, we intend to identify the dynamics
of the module G021 (green module). We run 50 independent Monte Carlo
simulations obtaining N  500 data each time. The noise sources e1 ptq, e2 ptq and
e3 ptq have variances of 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 respectively. We assume that we know the
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Algorithm 2 Algorithm for identifying a local module in a dynamic network with
correlated noise
Input:twk uN
t1 , k P Y Y D
Output: θ̂
1. Set n  0, Initialize η̂ p0q .
2. Compute P̂s

pnq

, ŝ, and Ŝ pnq .

3. Update the kernel hyperparameters of all the impulse responses in (8.6),
pn 1q and λ̂pn 1q using (8.16).
β̂m
m
4. Update θ̂pn
5. Set η̂ pn

q and Σ̂pn 1q using (8.17).

1

q based on (8.9).

1

6. Set n  n

1.

7. Repeat steps (2) to (6) until convergence.

model order of G021 . The dynamics of all the modules and the noise models are
given in (8.18).

 0.5q
 1 b aqq b aqq
 1 1q0.8q
 0.6q


pq q q
2.4q
G031  12.1q
G012  1 0.03
0.9q  0.1q 
1.9q  0.9q 
 0.03q
0.2q  0.02q 
0
G023  
H11
 11 0.1q
10.2q  0.1q 
0.5q  0.1q 
 0.1q
1.5q  0.2q 
0
0
H22
 11 0.1q
 110.4q
 0.01q H33
0.4q  0.1q 
 0.01q
q  q 
0
0
H23
 10.3q
 11.9q
H32
 0.9q .
0.4q 0.6q
G021

1

1

2

2

1

1

2

1

1

2

2

1

2

1

2

1

1

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

1

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

1

2

1

1

2

1

1

(8.18)

2

2

2

1

2

According to the local direct method [104], among the inputs tw1 , w3 u that
contribute to the output of the target module w2 , the noise correlation between
the input w3 and output w2 can be handled by adding w3 (common signal) to the
output, thereby covering the noise correlation by a (2 2) noise modeling.
Therefore, the input and output nodes of the MIMO estimation setup are given
by wD  tw1 , w3 u and wY  tw2 , w3 u. We choose `  100 for the length of impulse
response vectors of the additional modules. To assess the performance of the
developed method (named as Empirical Bayes Local Direct Method (EBLDM) for
comparison), we compare it with the Direct method (DM) [124] and the Two Stage
Method (TS) [124]. In the case of DM, we solve a 2-input/1- output MISO
identification problem with w1 ptq and w3 ptq as inputs and w2 ptq as output. In the
two-stage method, the projection of the two inputs on the external signals r1 ptq
and r3 ptq are used as inputs to the MISO identification problem. Furthermore, to
improve the accuracy of the estimate obtained by the Two Stage method, we also
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Figure 8.1: A 3 node network with process noise correlated between the nodes 2
and 3: The target module is G21 (green box).
1

1

0.8

0.995

0.6

0.99
0.985

0.4

0.98

0.2

0.975
TS+MOS

EBLDM

0
DM+TO

DM+MOS

TS+MOS

EBLDM

Figure 8.2: Box plot of fit of the impulse response of Ĝ21 obtained by the two stage
method, direct method and the developed method.
identify the noise model. For both these methods, we use the Akaike Information
Criteria (AIC) for selecting a suitable model order.
The box plot of the fit of impulse response of G021 is shown in Figure 8.2, where
we have compared the performances of the direct method with true model order
and the same method with model order selection step (‘DM+TO’ & ‘DM+MOS’),
the two stage method with model order selection step (‘TS+MOS’) and the
EBLDM. The EBLDM has better overall fit of the impulse response than the
classical methods. On comparing the bias and standard deviation plot of the
parameters of Ĝ21 , shown in Figure 8.3, it is evident that the EBLDM provides a
smaller bias and substantially reduced variance of the estimated parameters. The
reduced variance is attributed to the regularization approach of this method.
Among the other methods, the two stage method achieves smaller bias and
variance than the direct method. A significant bias in the estimated parameters
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Figure 8.3: Bias and standard deviation of the estimate of target module
parameters

can be witnessed in the case of ‘DM+TO’ from Figure 8.3. This is in accordance
with the theory that the direct method with the chosen MISO identification setup
provides biased estimates under the situation of correlated noise, however, a
MIMO identification setup (as in EBLDM) does not (see [104]). Overall, the
developed EBLDM method proves effective for the considered relatively small
network. As the size of the network grows, the results of the classical methods
may further deteriorate due to the increase in number of parameterized modules
and model order selection step that needs to be performed for it. Concerning this
situation, EBLDM can stand out as an effective method by circumventing the
model order selection step and providing reduced variance for large sized
networks.

8.6

Conclusion

Building on the EBDM, an effective algorithm for the network MIMO estimation
problem that is required to identify a module in a dynamic network with
correlated noise has been developed. The developed method circumvents the
model order selection step for all the modules that are not of interest to the
experimenter but needs to be identified for unbiased estimate of the target
module. Furthermore, it uses the regularized non-parametric methods to reduce
the number of estimated parameters, which reduces mean squared error of the
estimated target module. Numerical simulation with an example network
emphasize the potential of the introduced method in comparison with the
available classical methods.
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Related videos
Regularized kernel-based
method for learning a
module

Appendices
8.A

Proof of Lemma 8.1

Following Bayes’ theorem, (8.11) can be written as follows,
Qpnq pη q  Erlog ppw̃Y |s; η qs

Erlog pps; η qs

(8.19)

Define
A 

B



1
N |Y |
logp2π q log det Σ
2
2

 
1
 2 w̃Y  W0i gji Ws


¸



m

`
logp2π q
2



J



Σ1 w̃Y 

1
log det λm Kβm
2







Wi
g  Ws , (8.20)
0 ji

1 J
s pλm Kβm q1 sm
2 m

(8.21)

Using properties of trace, removing constant terms, multiplying by 2 and taking
the expectation with respect to posterior, (8.20) and (8.21) are written as,




ErAs   log det Σ  tr Σ1 w̃Y w̃YJ









Wi
J W J
gji gji
i
0



Wi
J W J
gji w̃YJ  Wsw̃YJ  w̃Y gji
i
0

0J



¸

 log det λm Kβ

m



WssJ WJ





0J





Wi
gji sJ WJ
0

Y





J WJ
Wsgji
i

 w̃ sJ WJ
ErB s

0J

tr

pλm Kβ q1 sm sJm
m

, (8.22)



(8.23)

m

pnq

pnq

By substituting, s as ŝpnq , ssJ as Ŝ pnq , sm as ŝm and sm sJ
m as Ŝm in (8.22) and
(8.23), (8.14) is obtained.
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Proof of Theorem 8.1

We consider Qsm pλm , βm q in (8.14) and differentiate it with respect to λm . The
derivative is then equated to 0 to obtain the expression for λm
λm

 1` trpKβ q1 Ŝm .

(8.24)

m

(8.24) is then substituted in the Qsm pλm , βm q to eliminate λm , and with the change
of sign, resulting in the following equation.
QB pβm q  ` log trpKβm1 Ŝm q

(8.25)

log det Kβm

Once βm is obtained, then (8.24) is used to obtain λm .

8.C

Computation of P̂ξ

Let us define the matrices

pN  1qN, qJ J

J
W2 ptq  Wji pt, qJ Wji pt N, qJ . . .Wji pt pNY  1qN, qJ


W1 ptq  Wpt, qJ Wpt N, qJ . . . Wpt



Y

where, Wpt, q corresponds to the tth row of the matrix W. With the above
definitions, we define

J ptq
Pξ ptq  w̃Y ptqw̃Y

J W J ptq
W2 ptqgji gji
2

J ptq  W1 ptqŝpnq w̃J ptq
W1 ptqŜ pnq W1J ptq  W2 ptqgji w̃Y
Y

 w̃Y ptqgjiJ W2J ptq
 w̃Y ŝpnqJ W1J ptq

J W J ptq
W1 ptqŝpnq gji
2

W2 ptqgji ŝpnqJ W1J ptq

pn 1q and recomputing (8.26).

Pξ̂pn 1q ptq is obtained by updating ĝji

(8.26)
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9

Learning local modules without prior
topology information

D

ifferent identification methods have been developed for identifying
a single module in a dynamic network, addressing aspects like
the choice of signals that need to be measured, the presence of
correlated disturbances, and scalability of the estimation algorithms
by employing machine learning techniques. In order to select an
appropriate predictor model one typically needs prior knowledge on
the topology (interconnection structure) of the dynamic network, as
well as on the correlation structure of the process disturbances. In this
chapter we present a new approach that incorporates the estimation of
this prior information into the identification, leading to a fully datadriven approach for estimating the dynamics of a local module. The
developed algorithm uses non-causal Wiener filters and a series of
convex optimizations with parallel computation capabilities to estimate
the topology, which subsequently is used to build the appropriate
input/output setting for a predictor model in the local direct method
under correlated process noise. A regularized kernel-based method is
then employed to estimate the dynamics of the target module, while nonparametrically handling the remaining modules that are present in the
predictor model. This leads to an identification algorithm with attractive
statistical properties that is scalable to handle larger-scale networks too.
Numerical simulations illustrate the potential of the developed algorithm.

This chapter is based on the publication: V.C. Rajagopal, K.R. Ramaswamy, and P.M.J. Van den
Hof, “Learning local modules in dynamic networks without prior topology information", Proc. 60th
IEEE Conf. Decision and Control (CDC), December 13-15, 2021, Austin, TX, USA, pp. 840-845.
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Introduction

Local module identification focuses on identifying the dynamics of a single
module embedded in a network, which includes the problem of selecting the
relevant node signals to be measured. In a prediction error setting this problem
was addressed in [27, 29, 54, 105, 124, 141]. We have addressed the same problem
in Chapter 3 and 4 as well. The local direct identification method is presented in
[104] (Chapter 3) and contains a full procedure for minimum variance estimation
of a local module for the situation of correlated disturbances, and a variety of
options for selecting the measured node signals. However, the current prediction
error approach has two limitations:
(i) for constructing the appropriate predictor model it requires a prior
knowledge of the topology of the network and the correlation structure of
the disturbances; and
(ii) the computational algorithm for estimating the module typically requires
estimating large number of nuisance parameters and solving a model order
selection problem which is considered not to be scalable to large dimensions.
Recently solutions have become available for problem (ii), in the form of
regularized kernel-based approaches (see Chapter 7 and 8) for identifying a
single module ([99, 102]), building upon the signal selection procedures
developed in Chapter 3.
In this chapter, we will tackle problem (i) by extending the regularized
kernel-based method with a dedicated algorithm for estimating the network
topology and noise topology to arrive at a full data-driven procedure for learning
the dynamics of a single module. For identifying the two topologies (of the
network and the noise), we exploit a procedure developed in [85] for network
topology, based on the sparsity properties of non-causal Wiener filters, and
extend it to networks with a non-diagonal disturbance model.
The remaining part of the chapter is structured as follows. After an introduction
of the basic concepts, we sketch the main steps of the algorithm in Section 9.2.
Next, we estimate the locality of the relevant node signals in Section 9.3. In
Section 9.4 we present the non-causal Wiener filter approach for estimating the
topologies of network and noise model, while the connection with the
kernel-based method for estimating the dynamics of the target module is
presented in Section 9.5. Finally, numerical simulations are provided in Section
9.6.

9.2

Problem setting and approach

We consider the dynamic network described in Chapter 2 with full rank
correlated process noise. Similar to Chapter 3, without loss of generality, we
consider that u  0. One of the modules in the network Gji is assigned to be the
target module of which the dynamics needs to be identified from (a selection of)
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measured node signals. While there are prediction error methods that explicitly
exploit the presence of measured excitation signals u (or r), the local direct
method of identification [104, 128] is built on the basis of a predictor model
wY ptq  Ḡpq qwD ptq

v̆ ptq

(9.1)

where Y, D are selections of node signals that are chosen on the basis of the
presumed topology of the network, and the noise topology. Typical elements in
the selection of these sets of node signals include the conditions in Theorem 3.1
in Chapter 3. Under these conditions the local direct method can provide a
consistent and minimum variance estimate of the target module. However these
conditions can only be satisfied if the topology of the network, i.e. the binary
structure of G0 pq q, and the correlation structure of the disturbances, reflected by
the binary structure of H 0 pq q are known. For an accurate estimation of the target
module, we will now exploit the following strategy consisting of three steps:
1. Step 1: Select the node signals that carry information on the estimation
problem of the target module, by estimating the “locality” of the output
node by generalizing the Wiener filter based approach from [85] to
situations with non-diagonal noise models;
2. Step 2: Estimate the local topology of the network around the target module,
by applying a model structure selection procedure based on the AIC
selection criterion and a multi-step least squares algorithm (from Chapter
6) with analytical solutions and with parallel computation capabilities.
3. Step 3: Select an appropriate predictor model and estimate the target
module dynamics by exploiting an Empirical Bayes method, in which the
target module is parametrized while the remaining nuisance modules are
modelled as Gaussian processes. This leads to an attractive and scalable
estimation algorithm with a limited number of parameters to be estimated
while achieving small mean-squared errors.

9.3
9.3.1

Locality detection
Graph aspects

Before we identify the nodal and noise interconnection structure, we need to
identify the nodes that contain information about the output node. In this study,
we refer to such a set of nodes as the locality of the output node. The locality of a
node can be seen as the Markov blanket [89] of the node in a network with
correlated process noise. The Markov blanket of a node is the set of nodes that
contain all the information about the node and is defined for Bayesian networks.
Similarly, we need to define locality for networks with correlated process noise.
To this end, we define the following sets.
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Definition 9.1 Given a dynamic network denoted by pG, H qa , the children
of a node j are defined by Cj : ti|Gij  0u; its parents are defined by
Pj : ti|Gji  0u, and its noise confounders by Vj : ti | Φvj vi  0u.
a Superscript 0

is dropped for convenience.

Usual practice in literature is to represent the topology of the network by an
adjacency matrix [124]. However, since in this study, we identify both the
network and the noise topology, we formally redefine them as follows.
Definition 9.2 (Topology) For a dynamic network pG, H q, the topologies TG
and TH are defined as:
TG pj, iq 

#

1, Gji
0, Gji

0
0

and TH pj, iq 

#

1, Hji
0, Hji

0
0

.

With the help of the defined quantities, we now define the locality of the output
node j.
Definition 9.3 (Locality of a node) Let j be a node in the considered
dynamic network. The locality of the node j (see figure 9.1 for visual
representation) is defined by
LOC j : ti | i  j

_ i P Pj _ i P Cj _ i P P pCj q _ i P Vj
_ i P V pCj q _ i P P pVj q _ i P P pV pCj qqu.

The process of removing a set of node signals from the network while keeping the
remaining node signals invariant and preserving the second-order properties of
the remaining nodes is called immersion (refer to [29] for details). Based on the
way we define the locality, immersing the remaining nodes (i.e. nodes other than
the nodes corresponding to set LOC j ) in the network does not affect the output
node or the interconnection structure of the output node. As a result, a smaller
network for which we need to estimate the topology is obtained, which is referred
to as the local network and is denoted by pG̃, H̃ q.

9.3.2

Identifying the Locality

Locality of the output node is analogous to the Markov blanket of the output
node defined for Bayesian Networks. In [85], it has been shown that a
multivariate non-causal Wiener filter [70] computed by projecting the node j on
to the remaining nodal signals can detect the Markov blanket of the
corresponding node by analyzing the sparsity of the Wiener filter. However, this
sparsity result was developed for networks without a noise model. In this
section, we extend the results of [85] to networks with non-diagonal noise model.
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(a) Parent, Pj

(b) Child, Cj

p q

(c) Common child, P Cj

(d) Noise confounder, Vj

(e) Noise confounder with a
child, V Cj

(f) Noise confounder with a
parent, P Vj

p q

p q

--

v
-- (0
mi

(g) Noise confounder
children, P V Cj

p p qq

among

Figure 9.1: Visual representation of the relationship between nodes i and j for the
node i to be in the locality of j

Theorem 9.1 (Sparsity of the non-causal Wiener filter) Define
T
w : w1 , . . . , wL
to be the nodal signals obtained from the dynamic
network pG, H q and let the non-causal Wiener filter estimate
° of wj on the
basis of all other node signals in w be given by ŵj ptq  ij Wji pq qwi ptq.
Then Wji pz q  0 implies wi P LOC j .
Proof: See Appendix 9.A



As the result of Theorem 9.1, in order to identify the locality of node wj , we
simply need to compute the multivariate non-causal Wiener filter by projecting
the node wj on the remaining nodes in the network and group the nodes that
have a non-zero Wiener filter entry. Although there is no strict guarantee that in
this way we detect all nodes in the locality, examples under which a true link
between two nodes remains undetected are pathological [85]. In a practical
implementation a threshold ρ needs to be defined where }Wji }8 ¡ ρ is taken as
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Algorithm 3 Identifying the locality pLOC j q of a node j

Input:twk ptquN
t1 , k
Output: Bj
1. Set w̄

P t1, . . . , Lu

 twk ukj .

2. Compute a multivariate, non-causal Wj pz q with j as output and w̄ as input.

H
for i  1 : Lzj
(a) if }Wjk }8 ¡ ρ, add k to Bj

3. Initialize Bj
4.

(b) continue

evidence for the corresponding Wiener filter entry to be non-zero. The value of ρ
can be chosen based on the signals wj and wi . For ease of computation, the
Wiener filter is implemented as a non-causal FIR filter of length F , see e.g. [122].
The algorithm for identifying the locality LOC j is given in Algorithm 3.

9.4

Topology estimation

In this section, we develop a method to identify the network and noise topology
pTG̃ , TH̃ q of the local network pG̃, H̃ q obtained after immersing the nodes that are
absent in the locality of the output node. Numerous solutions are provided in the
literature for network topology estimation considering the noise topology to be
known and diagonal. In this chapter, we address the situation of having an
unknown noise topology that can be non-diagonal. We follow a multi-step
approach (similar to the method in Chapter 6):
1. First, we estimate the innovation process using a high-order
(non-parametric) model, following an identification algorithm for networks
presented in [140].
2. Next we treat this estimate as an additionally available input signal and
simultaneously estimate the network and noise topology.

9.4.1

Innovation estimation

The network equation of the local network is described as,
wC ptq  G̃wC ptq

H̃ξC ptq.

(9.2)
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In (9.2), wC are the nodal signals of LOC j , G̃ is a hollow, strictly proper transfer
function matrix, and H̃ is square, monic, stable and minimum phase, ξC ptq is a
white noise vector (see [104] for more details).
Proposition 9.1 For every dynamic network of the form (9.2), there exists a
network representation,
QwC ptq  P wC ptq

ξC ptq,

(9.3)

where, Q is a diagonal and monic transfer function matrix, and P is a hollow,
strictly proper transfer function matrix.

Proof: See Appendix 9.B



Every entry present in Q and P can be represented as an independent impulse
response where its length `ARX is chosen sufficiently long to capture all the
dynamics. By approximating Q and P with (high-order) polynomials, we get an
ARX representation of the network in (9.3) where each row of Q and P can be
identified independently in a parallel MISO setup.
Parameterizing the
coefficients of the impulse response of modules at each mth row and representing
m
, the parameter vector can be estimated using the
the parameter vector as ηARX
prediction error method [77]. Considering the one-step ahead predictor [77],
m
m
ŵm pt|t  1; ηARX
q  ϕJm ptqηARX

(9.4)

with ϕJ
m ptq representing the data matrix and the resulting prediction error
m
m
m
εm pt, ηARX
q  wm ptq  ŵm pt|t  1; ηARX
q  wm ptq  ϕJm ptqηARX
,

(9.5)

the parameter vector can be consistently estimated [78] by minimizing the sum of
squared prediction errors. This will result in a closed form solution,
m
η̂ARX





1

1 ¸
m
ϕm ptqϕJ
m ptq R
N t1
N

 N1

N
¸



ϕm ptqwm ptq,

(9.6)

t 1

where Rm  diagpR1m , . . . , R|mLOC j | q is a regularization matrix to handle the
excessive variance of the estimate. The regularization term Rkm for k P LOC j is
chosen to be a modified Tuned/Correlated (TC) kernel [21] as it enforces stability.
The modified TC kernel has the following structure
Rkm

 diagp1, α1 , . . . ,
k

1
αk`ARX

1 q.

(9.7)

Here, the coefficients αk represent the decay rate of the impulse response of the
corresponding module that are estimated by cross-validation [21]. An estimate of
m
the innovation ξC ptq is obtained as ξˆC ptq  vectεm pt, η̂ARX
qum1,|LOCj | .
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Structure selection

For estimating the local topology pTG̃ , TH̃ q, we re-write (9.2) as,
wC ptq  G̃wC ptq

H̄ξC ptq

ξC ptq

(9.8)

with H̄  pH̃  I q consisting of strictly proper modules. Motivated by the fact
that ξˆC ptq Ñ ξC ptq w.p. 1 due to consistent estimation in the previous step, we now
replace the term H̄ξC ptq by H̄ ξˆC ptq, so that we can use pwC , ξˆC q as measured inputs
in our topology estimation step.
Similar to the previous step, parameterizing the coefficients of the impulse
response of the modules in G̃ and H̄ at each mth row of (9.8) and representing the
parameter vector as ηFmIR , the parameter vector of modules in each row can be
estimated independently in parallel using the prediction error method [77] with
J
m
one-step ahead predictor ŵm pt|t  1; ηFmIR q  ϕ̄J
m ptqηF IR where ϕ̄m is the data
matrix. The parameter vector can be consistently estimated [78] by minimizing
the
sum
of
squared
prediction
errors
m
m
εm pt, ηARX
q  wm ptq  ŵm pt|t  1; ηARX
q  wm ptq  ϕ̄Jm ptqηFmIR . This will result
in a closed form solution,
η̂FmIR





1

1 ¸
ϕ̄m ptqϕ̄J
m ptq
N t1
N

 N1

N
¸



ϕ̄m ptqwm ptq.

(9.9)

t 1

To identify the local topology pTG̃ , TH̃ q, we need to define a criterion that
operates on the basis of data and provides an indirect measure of how close a
certain candidate topology structure is to the true topology structure of the
network in (9.8). In this regard, we consider a modified representation of the
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [77]

p

JAIC η̂FmIR

q  log



N
1 ¸ 2
ε pt, η̂FmIR q
N t1 m

2NG `F IR
.
N

(9.10)

Here, NG is the total number of nodes that is used as input for predicting node
wm in the candidate structure, `F IR is the length of the impulse response of the
modules and is chosen long enough to sufficiently represent the dynamics of the
network.
Having defined the selection criteria, we estimate η̂FmIR in an iterative manner for
different choices of predictor inputs. The estimate η̂FmIR obtained from (9.9) is
used to compute εm pt, η̂FmIR q which in turn is used to compute the cost of the
selection criterion for this candidate structure. The ideal structure is the one that
minimizes the selection criterion and to find it, a total 2|LOC j | combinations need
to be tested out. Testing these combinations become computationally infeasible
as |LOC j | increases. Developing search algorithms to reduce the number of
combinations to test is a non-trivial problem. To reduce the number of
combinations to test, we develop an iterative search algorithm (referred to as the
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Focus search algorithm) that is greedy in its approach to identify the ideal
structure.

Consider a node wm , m P LOC j , whose interconnection structure we wish to
identify. In the absence of interconnection information, it is safe to assume that
ξˆm is connected to the node wm . Therefore, in the focus search algorithm, we
initialize the structure with the innovation signal ξˆm and compute the cost of the
selection criterion for this structure. With this computed cost as the base cost, we
search for one nodal or innovation signal that minimizes the selection criterion.
This nodal/innovation signal is then added to the structure and the
corresponding cost becomes the new base cost. This step is repeated with the
remaining nodal and innovation signals until the cost saturates.
The
interconnection information is obtained from the resulting structure. The focus
search algorithm along with the remaining steps for identifying pTG̃ , TH̃ q are
presented in Algorithm 4.

9.5

Identification algorithm

We now identify the target module which is one of the modules in G̃, based on
the identified local topology pT̂G̃ , T̂H̃ q. For this we resort to the already
established direct method for local module identification [104]. As indicated in
Section 9.2, this requires choosing the node signals in a predictor model (9.1) such
that conditions on parallel paths and loops and on the absence of confounding
variables are satisfied. An appropriate choice for a predictor model can be made
based on the estimated topology pT̂G̃ , T̂H̃ q, resulting in either a MISO or a MIMO
predictor model, in which the target module to be identified is embedded.
Irrespective of the structure of the predictor model, to identify one target module,
all the modules in the predictor model need to be suitably estimated. This step
becomes computationally expensive as the number of modules in the predictor
model increases. Also, parameterizing all the modules result in an explosion of
nuisance parameters that affect the variance of the target module estimate. As a
result, to circumvent model order selection and to reduce the number of nuisance
parameters, we consider the regularized kernel based methods, Empirical Bayes
Direct Method (EBDM) of [101] for MISO structures and Empirical Bayes Local Direct
Method (EBLDM) of [99] for MIMO structures.
In both these methods, the problem of model order selection step is simplified by
opting for a non-parametric impulse response modeling of all modules except
the target module. To reduce the number of parameters, each impulse response is
modelled as a Gaussian Process (GP) governed by a Stable spline (SS) kernel [21].
As a result, an impulse response of any length can be captured using only two
hyperparameters that govern the SS kernel. In these methods, the parameters are
identified using an Empirical Bayes approach [80] by maximizing the marginal
likelihood of data which inherently minimizes the mean square error of the
estimation problem. This further reduces the variance of estimated parameters of
the target module.
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Algorithm 4 Identification of local topology pTG̃ , TH̃ q
Input:twk ptquN
t1 , k

P LOC j

Output: T̂G̃ , T̂H̃
1. for m P LOC j
(a) Estimate the αk , k
(b) Identify

m
η̂ARX

P LOC j by cross validation (refer to [21] for details).

using (9.6).

2. end for
m
3. Generate ξˆC ptq  vectεm pt, η̂ARX
qum1,|LOCj | using (9.5).

4. Choose an appropriate selection criteria.
5. for m P LOC j
(a) Initialize Wm

 H, and Hm  tξˆm u.

(b) Estimate η̂FmIR using (9.9).
(c) Compute the Jbase using (9.10).

(d) for count  1 : 2|LOC j |2  |LOC j |

i. for k P LOC j
A. Set Wm  twk u.
B. Estimate η̂FmIR using (9.9).
C. Compute Jiteration using (9.10).
D. if Jiteration Jbase
E. Set Jbase  Jiteration .
temp
 wk
F. Set Sm
G. else
H. continue
ii. for k P LOC j zm
A. Set Hm  tξˆk u.

B. Estimate η̂FmIR using (9.9).
C. Compute Jiteration using (9.10).
D. if Jiteration Jbase
E. Set Jbase  Jiteration .
temp
F. Set Sm
 ξˆk
G. else continue
H. end if
iii. end for
temp
iv. Add Sm
to Wm or Hm accordingly.
(e) end for
(f) Set the non-zero entries for mth row of T̂G̃ , T̂H̃ based on Wm and Hm .
6. end for
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9.6
9.6.1

Numerical simulation
Toplogy estimation

To highlight the effectiveness of the topology estimation algorithm, we generate
50 random stable networks (modules of 2nd order are randomly generated) with
the network topology as shown in Figure 9.2. In this 10-node network, the process
noise pv1 , v8 q, pv4 , v5 q, and pv7 , v9 q are pairwise correlated, while e is a Gaussian
white noise process with cov peq  I.

2
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4

6

7

8

9

5

10

Figure 9.2: 10-Node dynamic network with target module G76 .
processes pv1 , v8 q, pv4 , v5 q, and pv7 , v9 q are correlated.

The noise

We first identify the locality of the node 7, and immerse the remaining nodes.
The Wiener filter length F is commonly chosen to be 20 across all the different
networks; the threshold value ρ is chosen after visually examining the obtained
Wiener filters. Following this, we identify the local topology with `ARX  50. The
behaviour of this algorithm is studied by comparing the True Positive Rate (TPR)
and the False Positive Rate (FPR) over different choices of `F IR . The expressions
for TPR and FPR are as follows
TPR 

TP
,
P

FPR 

FP
.
A

Here, P refers to the number of present interconnections in the network, TP
refers to the number of instances of present interconnection identified by the
algorithm, A refers to the number of absent interconnections in the network, and
FP refers to the number of instances of absent interconnections falsely identified
by the algorithm.
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The obtained TPR vs FPR for N  1000 over different `F IR  p10, 20, 40, 80q is
shown in Figure 9.3. The quiver represent the direction of increasing `F IR . For
a comparison with results for different selection criteria, the reader is referred to
[98]. It can be seen from this Figure that as `F IR increases, the curves get closer
to p1, 0q until `F IR  40. Beyond `F IR  40, the curves do not get any closer to
p0, 1q. This saturation is observed because the average impulse response length of
the true network is approximately 40. Beyond this value, it can be observed that
the performance of the algorithm is uniform in identifying the nodal and noise
topology.

1

true positive rate

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0

0.2

0.4
0.6
false positive rate

0.8

1

Figure 9.3: True Positive Rate and False Positive Rate for nodal topology pT̂G̃ q
and noise topology pT̂H̃ q using AIC as selection criterion, over different `F IR 
p10, 20, 40, 80q for N  1000. The quiver represents the direction of increasing
`F IR .

9.6.2

Target module identification

To highlight the effectiveness of the estimation algorithm, we consider one of the
50 randomly generated networks for evaluating the performance of the complete
algorithm from a parameter identification perspective. To prevent issues that
might arise due to lack of sufficient excitation for target module identification,
we add an additional white noise source with unit power to each node in the
network. We run 50 independent Monte Carlo (MC) experiments for different
realizations of the noise source eptq while keeping the dynamics of the network
fixed. We collect N  1000 samples of all the nodes for each MC simulation. The
network dynamics for the MC simulations can be found in [98]. The target
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module is given by,
G76

1

2

1

2

1

2

 0.3465q
 1 b1aq q1 b2aq q2 .
 1 0.1050q
0.0480q 1  0.2534q 2

(9.11)

For the first step of finding the locality of w7 , the non-causal Wiener filter length
is chosen to be 20 while threshold ρ for identifying the locality is chosen to be
0.18. The true locality for this network is B7  t3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10u and only this set
of nodes should be non-causally Wiener correlated (i.e. }W7 }8 ¡ ρ) to the node
7. The mean and standard deviation plot of the non-causal Wiener filter over 50
MC simulations shown in Figure 9.4 ensures the sparsity conditions derived in
Theorem 9.1.

Figure 9.4: Non-causal Wiener filter estimate Ŵ7 obtained by projecting w7 on
the remaining nodes in the network. The black line represents the mean of the
estimate over 50 MC simulations. The red shaded region represents the standard
deviation of the estimates over 50 MC simulations.
Next, the local topology is identified by choosing `ARX  50 and `F IR  40 for
the lengths of impulse response and the AIC selection criterion. The results show
a TPR of 0.8417 and FPR of 0.1175.
To evaluate the performance of the identified topology in estimating the target
module G76 , we compare the following local module identification strategies:
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1. EBLDM+TT: This is the method developed in [99]. We use the Full input
case algorithm of local direct method [104] for predictor model selection
considering the true local topology (‘TT’). This will lead to a MIMO
predictor model tw6 , w3 , w9 u Ñ tw7 , w9 u. We use this estimator as an upper
bound of the performance to identify the target module.;
2. EBLDM+IT: This is the same estimator as the previous one, with the
difference that we use the identified local topology (‘IT’) for obtaining the
MIMO predictor model;
3. DM+TT: This is the standard direct method introduced in [124] for systems
with uncorrelated disturbances, with the output node of the target module
as output and its parents as inputs. This will lead to a MISO predictor model
tw6 , w3 , w9 u Ñ tw7 u and we parameterize all modules;
4. DM+IT: This is the same estimator as the previous one, with the difference
that the predictor model is formed with the identified topology;
5. EBDM+TT+IN: This is the method developed in [101, 102] for uncorrelated
disturbances. However in order to deal with correlated disturbances in the
network, a MISO noise model is estimated by using the innovations
estimates ξˆB as predictor input signals, and using the true topology of the
network;
6. EBDM+IT+IN: This is same as the previous one but using the identified
topology to form the predictor model.
The true model orders of all the modules in the network are assumed to be known.
To evaluate the performance of the methods, we use the standard goodness-of-Fit
metric,
}g76  ĝ76 }2
Fit  1 
}g76  ḡ76 }2
where, g76 is the true value of the impulse response of G76 , ĝ76 is the impulse
response of the estimated Ĝ76 and ḡ76 is the sample mean of g76 . The box plot
showing the fit of the impulse response of G76 for the different methods is shown
in Figure 9.5. It can be observed that the fit of the impulse response for the
methods in which the identified topology is used, is similar to those where the
true topology is used, implying that the use of the identified topology essentially
preserves the performance with respect to the fit of the impulse response. In
Figure 9.5, we also see that the EBLDM and the EBDM have significantly better
fit compared to the DM. The reduction in variance is attributed to the
regularization approach followed in both the EBLDM and EBDM. It is observed
that, incorporating the innovation estimate into the estimation problem has a
positive effect for EBDM whose performance is comparable to that of EBLDM
except for a marginally higher estimation bias. Therefore, the developed
approach for no prior topology information has an on par performance
compared to the approaches that use the known true topology.

9.7 Conclusions
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Figure 9.5: Box plot of the fit of the impulse response of Ĝ76 obtained over 50 MC
simulations for different identification methods

Remark 9.1 The example considered has a network of moderate size.
However, when the size of the network increases, the locality of the output
node need not necessarily expand. Additionally, even if the locality of the
output node expands, the local topology estimation run in parallel due to
its MISO formulation and the estimation steps have analytical solutions
requiring no optimization. As a result, the developed algorithm will be less
complex, faster and scalable to larger networks.

Remark 9.2 The developed approach can also be used when the disturbance
topology is known or fixed. In this case, we can eliminate step 1 since we
can find the locality, and fix the noise topology in step 2 and follow the same
approach.

Remark 9.3 Step 2 acts as a stand-alone topology estimation procedure for
the entire network when the set Bj is chosen to consist of all nodes in the
network.

9.7

Conclusions

A novel approach for identifying a module embedded in a dynamic network
effectively and efficiently without any prior topology information has been
developed. The approach incorporates the estimation of the required prior
knowledge on the network and noise topology into the identification framework,
leading to a unified and complete data-driven approach for local module
identification. The local network and noise topology is estimated through
non-causal Wiener filters and a multi-step least squares algorithm, thereby
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requiring only a series of analytical solutions with parallel computation
capabilities and thus scalable to large-scale networks. Based on the estimated
topology, the target module is identified using regularized kernel-based methods
that reduces the complexity by circumventing the model order selection step and
reduces the number of parameters to be estimated which has direct influence on
the variance. Numerical simulations performed on fifty 10-node network
examples with correlated process disturbances shows promising results for the
network and noise topology estimation, and the target module estimated with
the identified topology has on par performance compared the approaches that
uses the known true topology.

9.8

Related videos
Learning local modules
without prior topology
information

Appendices
9.A

Proof of Theorem 9.1

The proof is formulated along the same lines as the proof for the situation of
uncorrelated disturbances in [85]. First we formulate a Lemma that formalizes
the relationship between entries of the non-causal Wiener filter and the inverse of
the spectral density matrix Φw .
Lemma 9.1 In the situation of Theorem 9.1, Wji pz q
1
if the entries pi, j q and pj, iq of Φ
w pz q are zero.

 Wij pzq  0 if and only

Proof: Without loss of generality, consider j  L and define w̄ : pw1 , . . . wL1 qJ
and v̄ : pv1 , . . . vL1 qJ . Since in the considered dynamic network, the process
noise may be correlated, we consider the following decomposition of the process
noise vL .
vL  pvL qKw̄ pvL qkw̄ ,
(9.12)
where projection and orthogonal complement is considered in the shift-invariant
vector space equipped with the inner product
x, y ¡ Epxy  q. For the noncausal Wiener filter W pz q that estimates wL from w̄, we can write
wL

 W pzqw̄ pvL qKw̄

(9.13)

where pvL qKw̄ is uncorrelated to w̄ because of the orthogonal projection properties
of the Wiener filter. Also, pvL qKw̄ is non-zero since the dynamic network has a full
rank process noise. Define r  pw̄J pvL qKw̄ qJ . We observe that,


r

 WI pzq

0
w, and w
1





I
0
r.
W pz q 1

Following this,
1
Φ
w






I
0



W pzq

1
Φ
w̄

1



1
Φ
w̄
0

0

1
Φ
pvL qKv̄

1
W pz q W pz qΦ
pvL qKv̄
W pzqΦpv1L qKv̄
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I

0

W pzq 1
W pzq Φpv1 qK
1
Φ
pvL qKv̄

L

v̄

.
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1
Since the term Φ
pvL qKv̄ is scalar, it follows that the elements pi, Lq and pL, iq of this
matrix are zero if and only if WiL pz q, respectively WL,i pz q are zero.

1
For proving Theorem 9.1 we now need to relate the sparsity of Φ
w to the locality
of wj . To this end we consider the dynamic network and rewrite it as wptq 
pI  Gpqqq1 vptq. Then Φw1 can be written as
1
Φ
w

 pI  Gq Φv 1 pI  Gq  Φv 1  G Φv 1  Φv 1 G
1
and the element pj, iq of pΦ
w q:
pΦw1 qji  pΦv 1 qji  pGj q pΦv 1 qi  pΦv 1 qj Gi

1
G Φ
v G

pGj q Φv 1 Gi .

(9.14)

The first term in (9.14) is zero if the process noise of nodes wi and wj are
uncorrelated. The second and third terms in the expression are zero if no
children of wi have process noise correlated with wj and vice versa. The last
expression is zero if the nodes wi and wj have no common children or if the
process noise of the children of the nodes wi and wj are uncorrelated. Therefore,
1
if pΦ
w qji is non-zero, then node wi is in the locality LOC j . Using the result of
Lemma 9.1, we get that Wji pz q  0 implies wi P LOC j .

9.B

Proof of Proposition 9.1

Starting from (9.2), we represent the network as follows:
H̆wC

 Ğw

C

(9.15)

ξC ,

where, H̆  H̃ 1 and Ğ  H̃ 1 G̃. Due to the presence of off-diagonal terms in
H̃, H̆ has off-diagonal terms and Ğ has diagonal terms. As a result, we group
the diagonal and off-diagonal terms of H̆ and Ğ into separate transfer function
matrices as follows:
H̆  H̆D H̆N D ,
(9.16)
Ğ  ĞD ĞN D ,
where, the subscripts pqD and pqN D represent diagonal and non-diagonal
respectively. Note that H̆N D is strictly proper since H̆ is monic. Substituting
(9.16) in (9.15) then results in

pH̆D  ĞD qw  pĞN D  H̆N D qw ξ
(9.17)
which proves the result of the Proposition with Q  pH̆D  ĞD q and P  pH̆N D 
ĞN D q.
B

B

B
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9.C

Computation of non-causal Wiener filter [122]

The Wiener filter determines the optimal projection of a signal wj ptq in the space
Wj  span twi pt pq : p P Zuij Here we compute the Wiener filter by
approximating it with a finite impulse response (FIR) filter, also known as FIR
Wiener filter. Let the order of the FIR Wiener filter be F . Here the optimal
estimate ŵj ptq is written as,
ŵj ptq 

L
F
¸
¸

 F

hk,p wk pt

pq

(9.18)

k 1p
k j

The Wiener filtering orthogonality condition is used to determine the constants
hk,p in Ŵj pz q. According to the orthogonality condition,
E rŵj ptqwi pt
where, i P t1,    , j  1, j
(9.18) and (9.19),

pqs  E rwj ptqwi pt

1,    , Lu, p P tF, F

pqs

1,    , F

(9.19)

 1, F u. Combining

rRw w pF  pq    Rw w pF  pq    Rw w pF  pq   
Rw w pF  pqs h  Rw w ppq,
where, i P t1,    , Luzj, p P tF,    , F u,
1

i

1

i

L

i

N

i

j

i

(9.20)

   hJN J , and
(9.21)
hJ
i : rhi,F    hi,1 hi,0 hi,1    hi,F s
The set of equations in (9.20) and (9.21) describe p2F 1qpL  1q linear equations
in p2F 1qpL  1q unknowns in the vector h Thus, in combined form the equations


J
J J
h : hJ
1 h2    hj 1 hj

become,

Rh  S



1

Thus, h  R1 S is used to compute the coefficients of the Wiener filters. Note
that the matrix R and the vector S can be computed using the data twk uN
t1 , k P
t1,    , Lu.
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C HAPTER

An Empirical Bayes method for
handling missing node observations

n order to identify a module embedded in a dynamic network, one
has to formulate a multiple-input estimation problem that necessitates
Icertain
nodes to be measured and included as predictor inputs. However,
some of these nodes may not be measurable in many practical cases
due to sensor selection and placement issues. This may lead to nonsatisfaction of the target module invariance conditions discussed in
Chapters 3 and 4, resulting in biased estimates of the target module.
Furthermore, the identification problem associated with the multipleinput structure may require determining a large number of parameters
that are not of particular interest to the experimenter, with increased
computational complexity in large-sized networks. In this chapter, we
tackle these problems by using the data augmentation strategy that
allows us to reconstruct the missing node measurements and increase
the accuracy of the estimated target module. To this end, we develop
a system identification method using regularized kernel-based methods
coupled with approximate inference methods. Keeping a parametric
model for the module of interest, we model the other modules as
Gaussian Processes (GP) with a kernel given by the so-called stable
spline kernel. An Empirical Bayes (EB) approach is used to estimate
the parameters of the target module. The related optimization problem
is solved using an Expectation-Maximization (EM) method, where we
employ a Markov-chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) technique to reconstruct
the unknown missing node information and the network dynamics.
Numerical simulations on dynamic network examples illustrate the
potentials of the developed method.
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Introduction

When using the direct method for single module identification, the fundamental
parallel path/loop condition needs to hold in order to achieve consistent estimates
of the target module. This condition states that all parallel paths from the input
to the output of the target module and all the loops around the output of the
target module must pass through nodes that are measured and included as
predictor inputs in the estimation problem. Therefore, it becomes quintessential
to measure certain nodes to satisfy the parallel path/loop condition; however,
measurement of such nodes might not always be possible. Therefore, to mitigate
this issue and achieve reduced bias estimates, it becomes essential to develop
identification methods to cope with networks with missing nodes/observations.
In this chapter, we introduce a novel identification method that handles the
situation of non-measured inputs (i.e., missing node observations) that are
required to obtain unbiased target module estimates. To handle the situation of
missing node observations, we use a data augmentation strategy [123, 132], where
the missing node observations are also estimated along with the parameters of
the modules. For reconstructing the missing node information, we use the
available information from nodes that lie both upstream and downstream
compared to the missing node. To avoid model order selection and reduce the
number of nuisance parameters to be estimated, we build on [101, 102] (Chapter
7 and Chapter 8) and employ non-parametric regularized kernel-based methods.
We keep a parametric model only for the module of interest in order to have an
accurate description of its dynamics. The rest of the modules are modeled as
zero-mean Gaussian processes, with covariance matrix (kernel) given by a
first-order stable spline kernel [21, 93], which encodes stability and smoothness of
the processes. By this way of modeling, we reduce the number of estimated
parameters and obtain a significant reduction in the variance of the estimates
[93].
Using the above approach, we obtain a Gaussian probabilistic description that
depends on a vector of parameters that also contains the parameters of interest.
We use an Empirical Bayes approach to estimate such a vector; this amounts to
maximizing the marginal likelihood of the observed data, obtained by
integrating out the dependence on the missing node data and the impulse
response of the modules. The solution to the maximization problem is obtained
using an iterative scheme based on the Expectation-Maximization (EM) [35]
algorithm. The E-step characterizing this scheme involves computing the
expected value of a joint log-likelihood. Since in this problem the associated
integral does not admit an analytical solution, we employ a Monte Carlo
approximation method where samples of the target probability distributions are
generated using an instance of the Gibbs sampler [52]. As for the M-step of the EM
procedure, we show that it can be split into several small optimization problems
that are simple to solve, making the whole optimization routine computationally
cheap. Numerical simulation on a dynamic network with missing node
observations shows the developed method’s potentials compared to the available
classical methods.

10.2 Problem setup
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This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 10.2, the setup of the dynamic
network and the problem statement is defined. Section 10.3 briefs about the
standard direct method. Next, we provide the MIMO model, strategy to reduce
the parameters of nuisance modules and solve the missing node observation
problem, and solution to the marginal likelihood problem using the MCEM
method in Section 10.4, 10.5, and 10.6. Next, numerical simulations and results
are provided in Section 10.7, followed by discussions and conclusions. Finally,
the technical proofs are provided in the appendix.

10.2

Problem setup

We consider the dynamic network setup in (2.2) with known network topology.
We consider that the process noises are uncorrelated i.e refers to the situation that
Φv pω q and H 0 are diagonal. We assume e to be a Gaussian white noise process. We
assume that we have collected N measurements of the certain internal variables
twk ptquNt1 , and that we are interested in building a model of the module directly
linking node i to node j, that is G0ji pq q, using the measurements of the available
internal variables, and possibly u. To this end, we choose a parameterization of
G0ji pq q, denoted as Gji pq, θq, that describes the dynamics of the module of interest
for a certain parameter vector θ  θ0 P Rnθ .

10.3

The direct method and predictor input selection

As discussed in Section 7.3, not only the target module is parameterized in the
standard MISO direct method. The prediction error also depends on the
additional parameters entering the remaining modules G0jk pq q, k P Nj ztiu and
the noise model Hj0 pq q, which need to be estimated to guarantee consistent
estimates of θ. Therefore, the total number of parameters may grow large if the
cardinality of Nj is large, with a detrimental effect on the variance of the estimate
of θ in the case where N is not very large.
According to [29], it is sufficient to have a set of node signals Dj to be measured
and used as predictor inputs in the direct method, that satisfies an additional
parallel path/loop condition (condition 2.1) and a confounding variable
condition. However, if Zj  Dj represent the node signals that are not measured
or are inaccessible (i.e. missing node observations) but required to satisfy the above
condition, then identification through the direct method using the available
signals leads to biased target module estimates [29]. From this, we note that the
direct method requires the measurement of the node signals wk , k P Dj (see
Chapter 3). For example, consider the network in Figure 10.1 with diagonal noise
spectrum and u2  r2 , u4  r4 . In order to identify G031 using the direct method,
performing a MISO identification with w3 as output and wDj  tw1 , w4 u as inputs
when w2 is not measured (i.e. missing node observation), leads to estimation of
modules in an immersed network (a network with w2 removed) as in Figure 10.2.
As we can see, we now estimate G031
G032 G021 (from w1 to w3 ) and not the
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Figure 10.1: Network example with 4 internal nodes, 2 external excitation signals
and a noise sources at each node. Target module is G31 .

Figure 10.2: Immersed network of network in Figure 10.1 where the nonmeasured node w2 is removed.

desired target module G031 , which leads to a biased estimate. Confounding
variables like e2 when w2 is non-measured also create bias in the estimate of the
target module [104].
In the sequel of this chapter, we will explain how we deal with the problem of
missing node observations by re-constructing these measurements.

10.4

Concepts and Notations

The concepts and notations are the same as presented in Section 4.4. In addition,
we denote Ȳ pj q  Y ztj u and W  Y Y D. Let w` , ` P Djw  W ztj u denote the node
signals in w that have unmeasured paths1 to wj and u` , ` P Dju denote the non-zero
excitation signals in u that have unmeasured paths to wj . Also, for all k P Ȳ pj q , let
Dkw  W ztk u and let u` , ` P Dku  W Y Z denote the non-zero excitation signals in
u.
1 An unmeasured path is a path that does not pass through a node w , `
`
define unmeasured loops through a node wk .

P W. Analogously, we can
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10.5

An Empirical Bayes identification technique
with missing node observations

10.5.1

Introduction

Following the result of Chapter 4, we have a MIMO representation of (part of)
our network based on the chosen set of signals pwQ , wO , wU q. It is known that there
exists a representation of the network as in (4.2) in which there are no confounding
variables for the estimation problem wU Ñ wY . From the result of Proposition 4.2,
it is known that the system’s equations for the output variables wY can be written
as,
wY  ḠwD H̄ξY R̄u
(10.1)
with ξY a Gaussian white noise process, while H̄ is monic, stable and stably
invertible.
For estimation purposes we are going to use a specific form of (10.1), as formulated
next, for which we need two additional conditions.
Condition 10.1 There are no confounding variables for the estimation
problem wj Ñ wW ztj u .

Condition 10.2 All paths from wh , h
wW .

P Oztj u to wj pass through a node in

Proposition 10.1 Consider the network as represented by (2.2) where the set
of all nodes wL is decomposed into disjoint sets wQ , wO , wU and wZ . If
Conditions 10.1 and 10.2 are satisfied, then there exists a form (10.1) with H̄
being (block) lower triangular as follows,


 



wj
 ḠḠpjjDq wD
w
p
j
q
Ȳ
D
Ȳ
loomoon
looomooon
wY

Ḡ







H̄jj
0
ξj
R̄u.
H̄
H̄
ξ
p
j
q
p
j
q
p
j
q
Ȳ
Ȳ
j
Ȳ
Ȳ pj q
loomoon
looooooooooomooooooooooon
H̄

(10.2)

ξY

Proof: Collected in the appendix.

Condition 10.3 Let Gji be the target network module to be identified. In the
network (2.2):
• Every path from wi to wj , excluding the path through Gji , passes
through a node wk , k P W, and
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• Every loop through wj passes through a node in wk , k

P W.

2

In order to guarantee that Ḡji pq q  Gji pq q, i.e the target module appearing in
equation (10.2) is the target module of the original network (2.2) (invariance of
target module), we utilize the following result:
Proposition 10.2 Consider the situation of Proposition 10.1. If condition 10.3
is also satisfied, then we have Ḡji pq q  Gji pq q.
Proof: Collected in the appendix.



Based on the above results, we can now re-write (10.1) in the predictor form as
given below.
Proposition 10.3 Consider the network as represented by (2.2) where the set
of all nodes wL is decomposed into disjoint sets wQ , wO , wU and wZ such that
Conditions 10.1, 10.2 and 10.3 are satisfied. The network equation for the
node wj and wk , k P Ȳ pj q can be written asa ,
wj ptq ŵj pt|t  1q
¸

ξj ptq  Sj pq qpwj ptq  uj ptqq

S` pq qw` ptq uj ptq

P ztiu

` Djw

wk ptq ŵk pt|t  1q
¸

P

¸

p1  Sj pqqqGji pqqwi ptq
Sj` pq qu` ptq ξj ptq,
(10.3)

P ztj u

` Dju

ξk ptq  Bk pq qpwk ptq  uk ptqq

Bk` pq qu` ptq

uk ptq

ξk ptq,

¸

P

B` pq qw` ptq

w
` Dk

(10.4)

u
` Dk

where we isolate the target module Gji pq q. S pq q, B pq q are strictly proper
predictor filters constructed from the terms in (10.2), and ξY ptq is Gaussian
white noise with cov pξY q  Σ̄.
a from

now on superscript 0 is dropped for convenience.

Proof: Collected in the appendix.



The lower (block) triangular structure of H̄ in (10.2) allows us to isolate the target
module Gji in (10.3). Realizing the above representation requires conditions on
the selection of node signals in wQ , wO , wU (i.e. conditions 10.1, 10.2 and 10.3).
The conditions are not a restriction. They can always be satisfied by appropriate
selection of signals in the sets Q, O and U.

10.5.2

Signal selection

The identification method developed in this chapter relies on data augmentation
strategies [123, 132]. Using this strategy, we treat the non-measured missing node
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signals as latent variables which are estimated along with the parameters. In
particular, we build a MIMO predictor model where we
• include the non-measured missing node(s) in wD and copy it to the output
wY ,
• extend the input wD with measured node signals that are ascendants of the
missing node (upstream nodes), so that we can add information for
reconstructing the missing node observation, and
• extend the output wY with measured node signals that are descendants of the
missing node (downstream nodes), which might further help in improving
the variance of the estimates.
Note that not all signals in wD Y wY are measured node signals since they contain
the non-measured missing node(s).
However, for all considerations on
confounding variables, the missing node is considered to be a measured node
signal.
For simplicity, we are going to assume one missing node wm (i.e. the cardinality
of Zj is one) and one additional node wa as a descendant of the missing node wm .
However, the method described in this chapter can be extended to any number
of missing nodes and additional nodes. As mentioned above, we are going to
formulate a MIMO model structure where the outputs are (1) the output of the
target module i.e. wj and, (2) the missing node output (3) additional nodes that
are descendants of the missing node. We select Y  twj , wm , wa u. wD consists of
any set of measurable node signals, and has to contain the missing node signal(s)
wm . We include measured node signals that have unmeasured paths to wY in
wD . The addition of missing node signal(s) in wW ensures that condition 10.3 is
satisfied. We choose signals in wY and wD such that conditions 10.1 and 10.2 are
satisfied. Since wm and wa are both in the set Ȳ pj q they can be written according
to (10.4) as,
¸

wm ptqBm pq qpwm ptq um ptqq

P

w
` Dm

wa ptqFa pq qpwa ptq ua ptqq

¸

P

¸

B` pq qw` ptq

P

Bm` pq qu` ptq um ptq ξm ptq,

u
` Dm

F` pq qw` ptq

w
` Da

¸

P

(10.5)
Fa` pq qu` ptq ua ptq ξa ptq,

u
` Da

(10.6)
with

.







σj2
ξj ptq
cov p ξa ptq q : Σ̄   0
ξm ptq
0

0
σa2
2
σam

0



2 
σam
2
σm

From the above, it is very clear that if we use the additional node wa in the
output, we need to model additional modules. This increase in complexity
counterbalances the gain obtained by using more information. In this chapter, we
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develop an identification framework that uses the additional node(s); we also
provide the framework that does not use additional nodes as a special case of the
former.

10.5.3

Vector description of the dynamics

In this section, we obtain a vector description of the network dynamics for the
available N measurements.
For notation purposes, we introduce the
N -dimensional vector gji (which will also depend on θ, although we will keep
this dependence tacit) as the first N coefficients of the impulse response of
Gji pq, θq. Similarly, we define the vector sk , k P tDjw uzi, sjk , k P tDju uzj and sj as
the vectors containing the first l coefficients of the impulse responses of Sk pq q,
k P tDjw uzi, Sjk pq q, k P tDju uzi, and Sj pq q, respectively. Similarly, bk , bmk , bm , fk ,
fak , fa are defined as the vectors containing the first l coefficients of the impulse
responses of Bk , Bmk , Bm , Fk , Fak , Fa respectively. The integer l is chosen large
enough to ensure sk pl
1q, sjk pl
1q, sj pl
1q, bk pl
1q, bmk pl
1q, bm pl
1q, fk pl 1q, fak pl 1q, fm pl 1q  0.
Lemma 10.1 Let the vector notation for the node wk ptq be

T
where k P tj, m, au. Considering the
wk : wk p1q . . . wk pN q
parameterization of Gji pq q (i.e. Gji pq, θq), the network dynamics in (10.3),
(10.5) and (10.6) can be represented in the vector form as:
wm
wj
wa





¸

W̃m bm

P

w
k Dm

W̃j sj
W̃a fa

Wji gji
¸

P

w
k Da

¸

Wk bk
¸

P

P ztiu

k Djw

W k fk

Rk bmk

u
k Dm

Wk sk

¸

P

um
¸

P ztj u

(10.7)

ξm ,
Rk sjk

uj

ξj ,(10.8)

k Dju

Rk fmk

ua

ξa ,

(10.9)

u
k Da

where ξj , ξm , ξa are the vectorized noise and rj , rm , ra are the vectorized
excitation signal. W̃j , W̃m , W̃a , Wji , Wk and Rk are Toeplitz matrices
constructed from measurements of the respective node and excitation
signals.
Proof:
We denote by Wk P RN l the Toeplitz matrix of the vector

Ñ
Ýw k : 0 wk p1q . . . wk pN  1qT , k P Djw Y Dmw Y Daw Y Y and Wji P RN N

Ýw i : 0 wi p1q . . . wi pN  1q . Let
the Toeplitz matrix of the vector Ñ
R`
P
RN l
be
the
Toeplitz
matrix
of
the
vector
Ñ
Ýu ` : 0 r` p1q . . . r` pN  1qT where ` P Y Y Dmu Y Dau Y Dju . Similarly, we
Ð
Ñ
denote by W k
P RN l the  Toeplitz matrix of the vector

T
Ð
Ñ
w k : 0 0 wk p1q . . . wk pN  2q , k P ti, j u, and by Gθ the Toeplitz of
0
gji . Considering the parameterization of Gji and the above established notations,


T
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we can rewrite the network dynamics in (10.3) as (10.8), (10.6) as (10.9), and (10.5)
Ð
Ñ
as (10.7) where W̃j : Wj  Rj Gθ W i , W̃m : Wm  Rm , W̃a : Wa  Ra .


10.5.4

Strategy to reduce the number of parameters for nuisance
modules

Before we move to an estimation scheme that can deal with the missing node wm ,
we explain how we can avoid having to estimate a huge number of parameters in
the nuisance modules, i.e. the modules that we need to identify but that are not
the target module of interest. For this we follow the work in Chapter 7, where no
missing nodes are assumed and extend it to the situation where there are missing
node(s). Our goal is to limit the number of parameters necessary to describe wj ,
wa and wm , in order to increase the accuracy of the estimated parameter vector of
interest θ. Therefore, while we keep a parametric model for Gji , for the
remaining impulse responses in (10.7), (10.8) and (10.9), we use nonparametric
models induced by Gaussian processes [107]. The choice of Gaussian processes is
motivated by the fact that, with a suitable choice of the prior covariance matrix,
we can get a significant reduction in the variance of the estimated impulse
responses [93]. Therefore, we model sk , k P j Y Djw ztiu, sjk , k P Dju ,
u
w
, fk , k P a Y Daw , fak , k P Dau as independent Gaussian
, bmk , k P Dm
bk , k P m Y Dm
processes (vectors in this case) with zero-mean. The covariance matrix of these
vectors, usually referred to as a kernel in this context, is chosen to be
corresponding to the so-called First-order Stable Spline kernel. The general
structure of this kernel is given by
λrKβ sx,y

 λβ maxpx,yq ,

(10.10)

where β P r0, 1q is a hyperparameter that regulates the decay velocity of the
realizations of the corresponding Gaussian vector, while λ ¥ 0 tunes their
amplitude. The choice of this kernel is motivated by the fact that it enforces
favorable properties such as stability and smoothness in the estimated impulse
responses [91], [92]. Therefore, we have that

 N p0, λsk Kβ q , k P j Y Djw ztiu,
sjk  N p0, λsjk Kβ q , k P Dju ztj u,
w
bk  N p0, λbk Kβ q , k P m Y Dm
,
u
bmk  N p0, λbmk Kβ q , k P Dm
,
f
w
fk  N p0, λk Kβ q , k P a Y Da ,
fak  N p0, λfak Kβ q , k P Dau ,
sk

s
k

s
jk

b
k

b
mk

f
k

f
ak

(10.11)
(10.12)
(10.13)
(10.14)
(10.15)
(10.16)

where we have assigned different hyperparameters to the impulse response
priors to guarantee flexible enough models. In (10.7) - (10.9) we have terms that
are multiplication of the Toeplitz matrix related to missing node wm and the
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impulse response models, where both the missing node data and the prior
hyperparameters of the impulse models are unknown and need to be estimated.
In order to tackle the identifiability issues, we set the hyperparameters λsm , λbm
and λfm (i.e. λ’s corresponding to the modules having missing node as inputs) to
be 1.

10.5.5

Incorporating Empirical Bayes approach

We now explain how the parameters of the priors and the target module are
estimated using the Empirical Bayes approach. For this, we define


s : sJ
j

sJ
c1

sJ
cp

...

sjk J
1

sjk J
2

sjk J
p

...

J

(10.17)

,

where c1 , . . . , cp and k1 , . . . , kp are the elements of the set Djw ztiu and Dju ztj u,
and


W : W̃j Wc1 Wc2 . . . Rkp1 Rkp ,
(10.18)
s
K1 : diagtλsj Kβjs , λsc1 Kβcs , . . . , λsjkp Kβjk
u.
p

(10.19)

1

Analogously we define


bJ
c1

b : bJ
m

...



R : W̃m

bmk J
1

bJ
cp

bmk J
2

bmk J
p

...

J

(10.20)

,



Rkp ,

(10.21)

s
b
K2 : diagtKβm
u.
b , λc Kβ b , . . . , λmk Kβ b
1
p
c
mk

(10.22)

Wc1

Wc2

...

Rkp1

1

p

u
w
and Dm
where c1 , . . . , cp and k1 , . . . , kp are the elements of the set Dm
respectively, and



f : faJ

fcJ1

...



Q : W̃a

Wc1

fak J
1

fcJp

Wc2

fak J
2

...

Rkp1

...

fak J
p

J

(10.23)

,



Rkp ,

(10.24)

u.

(10.25)

K3 : diagtλfa Kβaf , λfc1 Kβcf , . . . , λfakp Kβ f

akp

1

where c1 , . . . , cp and k1 , . . . , kp are the elements of the set Daw and Dau respectively.
Using the above, we can rewrite (10.7), (10.8) and (10.9) in compact form and we
obtain the following model:




wj
 wa 
wm
loomoon
wY

s
b







   





 



W 0 0
s
Wji
uj
ξj
 0 Q 0  f   0  gji  ua   ξa  ,
0 0 R loomo
b on loomoon
0
um loomo
ξmon
loooooooomoooooooon
loomoon
WD

N p0, K1 q ,
N p0, K2 q ,

g

Wji

uY

ξY

(10.26)
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f
ξY




N p0, K3 q ,
N p0, Σq ,

where s, b, f and ξY are mutually independent and with Σ  Σ̄ b IN . We note that
the above model depends upon the vector of parameters
η : r θ λsj . . . λsjkp λbc1 . . . λbmkp λfa . . . λfakp

s
b
b
βjs . . . βjk
βm
. . . βmk
p
p

f
2
2
βaf . . . βak
σj2 σm
σa2 σam
s,
p

which contains the parameter vector of the target module, the hyperparameters
of the kernels of the impulse response models of the other modules, and the
parameters related to the covariance of the noise corrupting wj ptq, wa ptq and
wm ptq. Note that θ appears in gji while the other parameters in η appear in g and
in covariance of ξY . Therefore, we focus on the estimation of η, since it contains
the parameter of interest θ. For this, we apply an Empirical Bayes (EB) approach,
where the estimate of η is obtained by maximizing the marginal likelihood of the
J

observed data wȲ  wjJ waJ , obtained by integrating out the dependence on
the missing node data and the impulse response of the modules,
η̂

 arg max ppw ; ηq.

(10.27)

Ȳ

η

Remark 10.1 If we do not consider additional node wa , we can remove the
extra layer of equation in wȲ . In the above model (10.26), it will be the second
(block) row of equation in wȲ and therefore we need not model f . Now the
model will depend upon the vector of parameters,
s
b
b
2
η : r θ λsj . . . λsjkp λbc1 . . . λbmkp βjs . . . βjk
βm
. . . βmk
σj2 σm
s.
p
p

We
do
not
need
to
estimate
f
f
f
f
f
f
2
2
λa , λc1 , . . . , λakp , βa , βc1 , . . . , βakp , σam , σa .

extra

parameters

The first important problem with the above approach of parameter η inference in
(10.27) is that we need to deal with the unknown missing node observation wm .
Secondly, due to the incomplete model, the marginal pdf of wȲ (i.e. ppwȲ ; η q) does
not admit an analytical expression and cannot be computed under a closed-form
solution. Adding to it, the maximization problem does not admit an explicit
solution. In the next section, we study how to solve the marginal likelihood
problem through a dedicated iterative scheme.

10.6

Parameter Inference

In this section, we provide the approach to deal with the missing node wm and
the above discussed problems and solve the marginal likelihood problem in
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(10.27). We use the strategy of data augmentation [123, 132] to deal with the
unknown missing node observations. In this data augmentation strategy, we
treat the unknown node signal as auxiliary variables which are estimated along
with the parameters in η. This data augmentation strategy has been used for
state inference in identification of state-space models [113]. There are various
methods that use the data augmentation strategy like the EM algorithm [35] for a
Frequentist formulation of the identification problem and the Gibbs sampler [52]
for a Bayesian formulation.
For the problem in (10.27), which is a Frequentist formulation, we solve it by
deriving an iterative solution scheme through the EM algorithm. For this, we
need to first define the latent variables whose estimation simplifies the
computation of the marginal likelihood. The first natural choice is wm , which is
the missing node observation. Also, s, b and f are latent variables. Then, the
solution to (10.27) using the EM algorithm is obtained by iterating among the
following two steps:
• E-Step: Given an estimate η̂ pnq computed at the nth iteration, compute
Qpnq pη q  Erlog ppwȲ , wm , s, f, b; η qs ,

(10.28)

where the expectation of the joint log-likelihood of wj , wa , wm , s, f and b is
taken with respect to the posterior ppwm , s, b, f |wȲ ; η̂ pnq q;
• M-Step: Update η̂ by solving
η̂ pn

q  arg max Qpnq pηq .

1

(10.29)

η

When the two steps are iterated, convergence to a stationary point of the
marginal likelihood (which can be a local minima or global minima) is ensured
[16]. In the next section, we show the clear advantage of using the EM algorithm.
We have transformed the original marginal likelihood problem (10.27) to a
sequence of problems that require solving (10.29) using the EM algorithm. We
show that, when we use the EM method, the nonlinear optimization problem
becomes a problem of iteratively constructing analytical solutions and solving
scalar optimization problems, which significantly simplifies solving (10.27).
Also, the E-step in the algorithm involves computing expectation with respect to
the posterior distribution ppwm , s, p, f |wȲ q, which is non-Gaussian and does not
have an analytical form. Thus the integral in (10.28) is not tractable. In the next
section, we present a solution to this problem by using a Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) method, Gibbs sampler.

10.6.1

Computation of E-step

In order to perform the E-step we resort to the Monte Carlo approximation of
(10.28). This method has been introduced in [147] and is known as Monte Carlo
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Expectation Maximization (MCEM). In this, we approximate (10.28) as,
Qpnq pη q 

M
1 ¸
pi,nq , s̄pi,nq , p̄pi,nq , f¯pi,nq ; ηq ,
log ppwȲ , w̄m
M i1

(10.30)

pi,nq

where s̄pi,nq , p̄pi,nq , f¯pi,nq , w̄m are samples drawn at the nth iteration from the
posterior ppwm , s, p, f |wȲ ; η̂ pnq q. In order to draw samples from the posterior, we
use the Gibbs sampler2 . The idea behind the Gibbs sampler, which is a MCMC
method, is to generate samples from a desired target distribution by simulating a
Markov chain, with the target distribution as its stationary distribution. The
Gibbs sampler produces samples from the posterior distribution by iteratively
sampling each random variable conditioned on all other random variables [52].
Therefore to create samples from the joint posterior distribution, starting from an
p0,nq
initialization s̄p0,nq , p̄p0,nq , f¯p0,nq , w̄m , we iteratively perform Algorithm 5 for a
Algorithm 5 Gibbs sampler

pi

q  ppw |w , s̄pi,nq , b̄pi,nq , f¯pi,nq q ,
m j
pi 1,nq , b̄pi,nq , f¯pi,nq q ,
2. sample s̄pi 1,nq  pps|wj , w̄m
pi 1,nq , s̄pi 1,nq , f¯pi,nq q ,
3. sample b̄pi 1,nq  ppb|wj , w̄m
pi 1,nq , s̄pi 1,nq , b̄pi 1,nq q,
4. sample f¯pi 1,nqppf |w , w̄
1. sample w̄m

1,n

j

m

large number of iterations keeping the hyperparameters value fixed. Normally,
we discard first few samples since the Markov chain will be poorly mixed and
the obtained samples will be far away from the stationary distribution, which is
the target distribution for the Gibbs sampler. Therefore, we discard the first B
samples, and this is known as burn-in period. If the burn-in period is large
enough, then we produce samples that come from the stationary distribution3 .
Another approach called thinning can be used to reduce the correlation in
generated samples, where after the burn-in period each sample can be collected
after κ iterations.
It is important to note that in order to use the Gibbs sampler, the above conditional
distributions should be known and we should be able to generate samples from
them. Next we show that these conditional distributions have a convenient form.
Proposition 10.4 Consider the model in (10.26).

The conditional

2 There are other joint posterior approximation techniques like Variational Bayes approximations [8]
and other MCMC methods [55], which can also be applied. In this chapter we resort to Gibbs sampler.
Gibbs sampler does not require any tuning of proposal density and does not include any rejection step.
3 The choice of burn-in period is a non-trivial problem which is not in the scope of this chapter and
methods to address this problem have been provided in [55].
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distributions of s, p, f, wm are Gaussian and given by,
ppwm |wȲ , s, b, f q  N pµw , Pw q ,
pps|wȲ , wm , b, f q  N pµs , Ps q ,
ppb|wȲ , wm , s, f q  N pµb , Pb q ,
ppf |wȲ , wm , s, bq  N pµf , Pf q ,

(10.31)
(10.32)
(10.33)
(10.34)

where


 pµ̄J2 Σ1 µ̄2 Λ22  Λ21

J
µw  Pw pµ̄J
w
2 Λ11 Λ12

1
1
Ps  K
W̄J Σ1 W̄
,
1
J

1
µs  Ps W̄ Σ pw  µ̄4 q ,
1
1
Pb  K
R̄J Σ1 R̄
,
2
J

1
µb  Pb R̄ Σ pw  µ̄5 q ,
1
1
Pf  K
Q̄J Σ1 Q̄
,
3
µf  Pf Q̄J Σ1 pw  µ̄6 q .

Pw

Ȳ





J
Λ22 µ̄2  µ̄J
2 Λ12



Λ21

Λ22



ΛJ
22

J

q1 ,

(10.35)

1 µ̄1 q, (10.36)
µ̄1  Λ21 wȲ  µ̄J
2Σ
(10.37)
(10.38)

Y

(10.39)
(10.40)

Y

(10.41)
(10.42)

Y

Proof: Collected in the appendix. The expressions for W̄, R̄, Q̄, µ̄1 , µ̄2 , µ̄4 , µ̄5 and
µ̄6 are provided in the appendix.

Therefore, it is easy to set up the Gibbs sampler and sample from the joint
posterior distribution, thereby approximating (10.28) using (10.30).
Remark 10.2 When we do not consider additional node wa , we do not
consider the extra layer of equation in wȲ (i.e. wY becomes wj ) and we need
not model f . Therefore, we discard the use of f and expressions related to
it. The conditional distributions follow the same equations as above.

10.6.2

Computation of M-step

Next we move to the M-step where we update the vector of parameters according
to (10.29). We need to maximize (10.30) with respect to the vector of parameters
in η. We will now show that the optimization problem can be split into several
independent optimization problems that depend on different components of the
vector of parameters η. We can split the optimization problem as,
Qpnq pη q



arg max



A

η

B

M
1 ¸
pi,nq ; ηq
log ppwȲ , s̄pi,nq , b̄pi,nq , f¯pi,nq , w̄m
M i1

C

D,

(10.43)
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where,
A



1¸
pi,nq |s̄pi,nq , b̄pi,nq , f¯pi,nq q
arg max
log ppwȲ , w̄m
M i1
θ,Σ̄

B



arg max

M

M 
1 ¸ ¸
pi,nq
log ppb̄k ; λbk , βkb q
M i1 kPDw
m

¸

b
log ppb̄pmi,nq ; βm
q

C



arg max

M
¸

1
M

P

¸

P Y zti,mu
¸

s
log pps̄pmi,nq ; βm
q

D



arg max

M
1 ¸
M i1

pi,nq ; λs , β s q

log pps̄k

k

k j Djw

i 1



u
k Dm





pi,nq

b
log ppb̄mk ; λbmk , βmk
q

pi,nq

k



s
log pps̄jk ; λsjk , βjk
q

P ztj u

k Dju



¸

P Y ztmu

pi,nq
log ppf¯k ; λfk , βkf q

w
k a Da

pi,nq ; β f q
log ppf¯m
m

¸

P



pi,nq
f
log ppf¯ak ; λfak , βak
q ,

u
k Da

2
2
.
, σa2 , σam
and Σ̄ represent the parameters in the covariance matrix σj2 , σm

Update of kernel hyperparameters
From (10.44), we can see that the hyperparameters of each kernel can be updated
independently from the rest of the parameters in η. The following proposition
provides a means to update the kernel hyperparameters, except the
hyperparameters of the kernel for which λ’s are set to 1.
Proposition 10.5 Let

pnq  1

ŝk

pnq  1

Ŝk

M

M
¸



M

M
¸



pi,nq ,

s̄k

i 1

ps̄pki,nq  ŝpknq qps̄pki,nq  ŝpknq qJ ,

i 1

pnq pnq pnq pnq
and analogously define b̂k , fˆk , B̂k , F̂k . Define
pnq pβ

Qβ k
for k

k q log detpKβ k q



Jpnq pK

l log ŝk

βk

q1 ŝpknq

tr pKβ k q

1 Ŝpnq  (10.44)
k

 tj, c1 , . . . , jkp u where c1 , . . . , cp and k1 , . . . , kp are the elements of
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the set Djw ztiu and Dju ztj u respectively. Then,

pn
βˆk

q

 arg min Qβ pknq pβk q;

1

βk

pn
λˆk

q

1

nq
pKβ̂p
 1l pŝJp
k

n
k

qq

1

(10.45)

Pr0,1q

1 ŝpnq
k

1 Ŝpnq q.

tr pKβ̂ pn 1q q
k

k

(10.46)

w
u
The updates for β and λ for impulse responses bk , k P m Y Dm
, bmk , k P Dm
,
p
n
q
p
nq
w
u
and fk , k P a Y Da , fak , k P Da are updated analogously by using b̂k , B̂k
pnq pnq
and fˆk , F̂k respectively.

Proof: See the appendix.



To tackle the identifiability issues, we have fixed the hyperparameters λsm , λbm and
λfm (i.e. λ’s corresponding to the modules having missing node as inputs) to be 1.
We now provide means to update the respective β hyperparameters of the kernel
of the corresponding modules using the following proposition.
Proposition 10.6 The updates of kernel’s hyperparameters related to the
impulse response of modules with missing node as inputs are obtained by
solving the scalar optimization problem in the domain r0, 1q,
spn
β̂m

q  arg min log detpKβs q ŝJpnq pKβs q1 ŝpnq tr pKβs q1 Ŝpnq  (. 10.47)
m
m
m
m
m
m

1

s
βm

f
b
for impulse responses bm and fm are updated
and βm
The updates for βm
pnq pnq
p
nq
p
nq
analogously by using b̂m , B̂m and fˆm , F̂m respectively.

Proof: See the appendix.

Remark 10.3 The optimization problem in (10.45) and (10.47) can be
difficult to perform in practice when the determinant of the kernel has a
very low value or when the inversion of the kernel becomes difficult. To
tackle this, we exploit the factorization of the first order stable spline kernel
as in [14] by writing Kβ k  LDpβ qLT , where L is lower-triangular with
known entries (essentially, an “integrator”) and Dpβ q is diagonal with
entries essentially being an exponential functions of β. Using the above
technique also increases the computation speed of the algorithm.

Remark 10.4 When we do not consider an additional node wa , we need to
update only the hyperparameter λ’s and β’s related to impulse responses in
s, b.
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Update of θ and noise covariance
Following (10.44), the updates of θ and the noise covariance parameters in η are
independent of the kernel hyperparameters. Following a reasoning similar to [3],
θ and Σ are updated as per the Proposition 10.7.

pi,nq pθq



Proposition 10.7 Let ε̄j

 2
2
σa σam
, and
Σ̃  2
2
σam σm
ε̄pi,nq ptq 



wa ptq
pi,nq
w̄m ptq









wj



ua ptq
um ptq



Wji gji pθq



uj





W̄pi,nq s̄pi,nq ,



Q̄pi,nq pt, q
0
0
R̄pi,nq pt, q



f¯pi,nq
,
b̄pi,nq

where Q̄pi,nq pt, q, R̄pi,nq pt, q corresponds to the tth row of the matrix Q, R
pi,nq
respectively, with wm in the matrices substituted with w̄m . W̄pi,nq
corresponds to the matrix W, with wm in the matrices substituted with
pi,nq
w̄m . Define
M
1 ¸ pi,nq
ε̂pnq ptq 
ε̄
ptq,
M i1
Êpnq ptq 

M
1 ¸ pi,nq
pε̄ ptq  ε̂pnq ptqqpε̄pi,nq ptq  ε̂pnq ptqqJ .
M i1

Then
θ̂pn





q  arg min gJ Âpnq gji  2b̂pnqJ gji ,
ji

1

θ

p

q 1

2 n 1

σ̂j

ˆ pn
Σ̃

NM

M 
¸
 pi,nq n
θ̂
ε̄j

p



1

2

q

,

(10.48)

i 1

N
q  1 p ¸ rε̂pnq pt, θ̂pn 1q qε̂pnq pt, θ̂pn 1q qJ Êpnq ptqsq .
N t1

1

Proof: See the appendix.



Remark 10.5 If gji is linearly parameterized in θ (e.g. in case of FIR models),
the above problem related to the update of θ becomes quadratic and a closedform solution is achieved. That is, if gji  M θ where M P RN nθ , then
θ̂pn

q  M J Âpnq M 1 M J b̂pnq .

1

(10.49)

Note that, as shown in Chapter 7, we can update the parameter of the target
module (i.e. θ) using similar analytical expression as in (10.49) for any other
rational model structures as well (e.g. BJ models). This can be done by following
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the similar approach of Chapter 7. From (10.48), we can observe that the update
of Σ̄ in each iteration of the MCEM algorithm is a closed form analytical solution
and the update of θ is a nonlinear least-squares problem with decision variables
being the parameters of the target module which are fewer than a direct PEM
that includes the nuisance modules parameters as well in the problem as decision
variables. Also the result of Propositions 10.5 and 10.6 show that the update of
kernel hyperparameter β’s are scalar optimization problems and λ’s have closed
form solutions. Therefore, we have obtained a fast iterative procedure that
follows simple rules to update the parameters, and provides a local solution to
the marginal likelihood problem (10.27) under the presence of missing node
observations. Algorithm 6 summarizes the steps to follow to obtain η̂ and
therefore θ̂.
Algorithm 6 Algorithm for local module identification in dynamic networks
under missing node observations
1. Set n  0, Initialize η̂ p0q .
2. Run Gibbs sampler according to Algorithm 5 and collect M samples after
discarding first B samples for burn-in period using the result of Proposition
10.4.
3. Update kernel hyperparameters using the result of Proposition 10.5 and
10.6.
4. Update θ̂pn

1

q and Σ̂pn 1q using result of proposition 10.7.
5. Update η̂ pn 1q using the above updated values of the parameters.
6. Set n  n

1.

7. Repeat from steps (2) to (8) until convergence.

The initialization can be done by randomly choosing η considering the
constraints of the hyperparameters. The convergence criterion for the algorithm
}η̂pnq η̂pn1q } . This value should be small for convergence
depend on the value of
}η̂pn1q }
so that the algorithm can be terminated. A value of 102 is considered for the
numerical simulations in Section 10.7. The other convergence criterion is the
maximum number of iterations. It is taken as 50. For the numerical simulations,
the initialization of the latent variables (s, p, f, wm ) for the Gibbs sampler are
taken as a zero vector. The number of samples M for the Gibbs sampler is taken
as 100 and the burn-in period B is equal to 2000.
Remark 10.6 The above developed method can be applied when we have
the input of the target module (i.e. wi ) as the missing node observation with
slight modifications in the above results. However, in this case, we might
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face identifiability issues of the target module. This is because of the fact
that we can estimate the missing node signal and the target module up to a
scaling factor. This has been a common issue in blind system identification
[1].

10.7

Numerical simulations

Numerical simulations are performed to evaluate the performance of the
developed method. The simulations are performed on the dynamic network
depicted in Figure 10.1. The goal is to identify G031 , which is the target module.
The modules of the network in Figure 10.1 are given by,
b01 q 1 b02 q 2
0.05q 2

q 1 0.6q 2
1 a01 q 1 a02 q 2

1
0.225q
G032 
;
1 0.5q 1
1.184q 1  0.647q 2 0.151q 3  0.082q 4
;
G034 
1  0.8q 1 0.279q 2  0.048q 3 0.01q 4
0.4q 1  0.5q 2
1
G014  G021 
; H10 
;
1 0.3q 1
1 0.2q 1
1
0.4q 1 0.5q 2
; H20 
;
G012  G024 
1 0.3q 1
1 0.3q 1
1  0.505q 1 0.155q 2  0.01q 3
H40  1; H30 
.
1  0.729q 1 0.236q 2  0.019q 3
G031

 1q

1

For estimation G031 using the direct method, we need to measure w1 , w2 , w3 and w4
and solve a 3-input/1-output MISO identification problem with w1 ptq, w2 ptq and
w4 ptq as inputs. w2 needs to be included as predictor input in order to satisfy the
parallel path/ loop condition 2.1 and w4 needs to be included as predictor input
to satisfy the confounding variable condition. Now, we consider the case where
we cannot measure w2 , which leads to lack of consistency in the direct method
since we cannot satisfy the parallel path/loop condition. In this case, we resort to
the approach developed in this chapter and resort to the following options:
1. consider w2 as missing node, i.e. wm  w2 , and consider the predictor
model with wY  tw3 , w2 u. We add to wD the measured node signals that
have unmeasured paths to wY (i.e. w1 , w4 ) and the missing node signal w2 .
Therefore wD  tw1 , w4 , w2 u, wW  tw1 , w2 , w3 , w4 u, wO  tw3 u and
wQ  tw2 u. By this signal selection , we can verify that the conditions 10.1,
10.2 and 10.3 are satisfied. This identification strategy is mentioned below
as MC-EBDM;
2. consider w2 as missing node and add the descendant w1 of w2 as additional
output, i.e.
wm  w2 , wa  w1 and consider the model with
wY  tw3 , w2 , w1 u. We add to wD the measured node signals that have
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unmeasured paths to wY (i.e. w1 , w4 ) and the missing node signal w2 .
Therefore wD  tw1 , w4 , w2 u, wW  tw1 , w2 , w3 , w4 u, wO  tw3 u and
wQ  tw1 , w2 u. By this signal selection , we can verify that the conditions
10.1, 10.2 and 10.3 are satisfied. This identification strategy is mentioned
below as MC-EBDMA.
We compare the following identification strategies:
MC-EBDM This is the method developed in this chapter, namely Empirical Bayes
Direct method with Monte Carlo sampling to deal with missing nodes; in
particular, this estimator does not use additional node(s) and considers the
predictor model tw1 , w2 , w4 u Ñ tw3 , w2 u;
MC-EBDMA This is a variant of MC-EBDM that uses w1 as additional node; and
considers the predictor model tw1 , w2 , w4 u Ñ tw1 , w2 , w3 u
EBDM+M This is the EBDM method developed in Chapter 7; this estimator does
not encompass missing nodes and considers the predictor model tw1 , w4 u Ñ
tw3 u;in other words it discards the non-measured node signal w2 ;
EBDM This is the same estimator as the previous one, with the assumption that
the missing node w2 is measurable (oracle assumption). We use this
estimator as an upper bound of the performance of our developed method
to reconstruct the missing node observation and identify the target module.
Therefore, it considers a predictor model tw1 , w2 , w4 u Ñ tw3 u where w2 is
known;
DM+TO This is the standard MISO direct method first proposed in [124], with
the assumption that the missing node w2 is measurable (oracle assumption).
Therefore, it considers a predictor model tw1 , w2 , w4 u Ñ tw3 u where w2 is
known and assumes a fully parametric model structure. Note that in order
to avoid biased target module estimates in the direct method framework, we
need w2 to be measured and included as one of the predictor inputs [29];
DM+TO+M This is the same estimator as the previous one; it assumes a fully
parametric model structure and has no specific way to deal with missing
nodes and considers a predictor model tw1 , w4 u Ñ tw3 u.
We run 50 independent Monte Carlo experiments where the data are generated
using known reference signals r2 ptq and r4 ptq that are realizations of white noise
with unit variance. The number of data samples is N = 150. The noise sources
e1 ptq, e2 ptq, e3 ptq and e4 ptq have variance 0.05, 0.08, 0.5, 0.1, respectively. We
assume that we know the model order of G031 pq q. For the method DM+TO+M, we
solve a 2-input/1-output MISO identification problem with w1 ptq and w4 ptq as
inputs, which should lead to a biased target module estimate [29]. As for
DM+TO, with the assumption that the missing node w2 is measurable (oracle
assumption), we solve a 3-input/1-output MISO identification problem with
w1 ptq, w2 ptq and w4 ptq as inputs in order to compare the results of our developed
method. For both these cases we consider that the model orders of all the
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modules in the MISO structure are known. Analogously, EBDM considers a
3-input/1-output MISO identification problem, while EBDM+M solves a
2-input/1-output MISO identification problem. For MC-EBDM, MC-EBDMA,
EBDM, EBDM+M we choose l  15.
To evaluate the performance of the methods, we use the standard goodness-of-fit
metric,





 0
g 0  ĝji 
θ  θ̂ 
ji
2 , ; Fitθ  1  
2 ,
Fitimp  1   0
θ 0  θ̄ 
gji  ḡji 2
2
where Fitimp and Fitθ are the fit of the estimated impulse response and estimated
0
parameters of the target module respectively. gji
is the true value of the impulse
0
response of Gji , ĝji is the impulse response of the estimated target module, ḡji
0
is the sample mean of gji
, θ0 is the true parameter of the target module, θ̂ is the
estimated value of the parameter and θ̄ is the sample mean of θ0 . The box plots of
the fit of the impulse response and box plots of the fit of the parameters of G31 pq q
are shown in Figure 10.3 and 10.4 respectively for the above mentioned methods.

FIT for impulse response

1

FIT for estimated model in dynamic network

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

MC-EBDMA MC-EBDM

EBDM+M

DM+TO+M

EBDM

DM+TO

Figure 10.3: Box plot of the fit of the impulse response of Ĝ31 obtained using
different methods. EBDM and DM+TO assumes that the missing node w2 is
measurable (oracle assumption) and use it for the estimation.
It can be noted that both MC-EBDMA, despite considering w2 to be
non-measured, achieve significantly better fit than the other methods that do not
consider w2 to be known (i.e. DM+TO+M and EBDM+M). Comparing with
methods that consider w2 to be known (i.e. DM+TO and EBDM), the novel
estimator MC-EBDMA performs better than the direct method; furthermore,
MC-EBDMA achieves a fit comparable to the fit obtained by the oracle EBDM.
Also, the performance of MC-EBDM is poor compared to other methods, and
thus shows the importance of including additional node(s) (i.e. MC-EBDMA). In
Figure 10.5, we show the re-constructed signal w2 for one MC simulation using
MC-EBDM and MC-EBDMA. It can be seen that considering additional nodes
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1

FIT for estimated model in dynamic network

FIT for parameters

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2
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MC-EBDMA MC-EBDM

EBDM+M

DM+TO+M

EBDM

DM+TO

Figure 10.4: Box plot of the fit of the parameters of Ĝ31 obtained using different
methods.
aid better reconstruction of the missing node observation and provides better
estimates. Figure 10.6 shows the box plot of each parameter estimates of G31 . It is
evident that the developed method MC-EBDMA provides smaller bias and
greatly reduced variance under the case of missing node observations compared
to the other methods. The reduction in variance is attributed to the regularization
approach used in this method. Figure 10.6 again shows the importance of adding
additional node(s) (i.e. MC-EBDMA) since the MC-EBDM has a larger variance
compared to the other methods. Therefore, compared to the available methods
for network identification, the developed framework stands out as an effective
method that can handle the situation of missing node observations by
reconstructing the node signal and offer reduced variance estimates. Considering
the situation of large-sized networks, the developed method also circumvents the
model order selection step that is required for the standard direct methods,
which leads to computational burden and inaccurate results.

10.8

Conclusions

Sensor selection and placement has been a important practical problem in
dynamic networks and it is not always possible to have measurements of certain
node signals.
When certain node measurements are not available, the
identification performed using the available methods leads to less accurate and
biased target module estimates. In this chapter, we have introduced an effective
method to identify modules embedded in a dynamic networks under the
situation of missing node observation by re-constructing these node observations
and using regularized kernel-based approach. The introduced method also
circumvents the model order selection step for all the modules other than the
desired target module and offer reduction in the number of parameters to be
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Without additional node
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With additional node
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Figure 10.5: Re-constructed missing observation w2 (normalized) signal for one
MC simulation using MC-EBDM (top) and MC-EBDMA (bottom), compared with
the measured value (blue) of w2 over N  150 data points.
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Figure 10.6: Box plot of the estimate for each parameter obtained from 50 MC
simulations using different identification methods.
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estimated by incorporating regularized non-parametric methods. The former
offers lower computational burden and the latter offer reduced mean squared
error of the estimated target module. Numerical simulations performed with a
dynamic network example shows promising results, and illustrate the potentials
of the developed method to reconstruct the missing node observations and
provide reduced variance estimates due to the integration of a regularization
approach.
In this chapter, we provide a framework to deal with the problem of missing
node observations using a data augmentation strategy and regularized
kernel-based methods. For this, we use the particle approximation MCEM
approach to solve the E-step of the EM algorithm by drawing samples from the
posterior using Gibbs sampler. There are other approaches like Variational Bayes
EM (VBEM) [8] that can solve the E-step of the EM algorithm and may offer
lower computational complexity compared to MCEM. The introduced
framework in this chapter is flexible to tools that can solve the E-step.

Appendices
10.A

Proof of Proposition 10.1

Using the result of Proposition 4.2, the systems equations for the output variables
in wY for the network represented by (2.2) can always be written as,
wY

 Ḡw

D

H̄ξY

(10.50)

R̄u,

where ξY a white noise process with dimensions conforming to wY , with
cov pξY q  Λ̄ and with H̄ being monic, stable and stably invertible. Ḡ, H̄, R̄ are
already defined in the proof of Proposition 4.2. Also, for this proof we use the
notations and terms that are already defined in 4.2.
Now we present the following preparatory lemmas.
Lemma 10.2 If Condition 10.1 is satisfied, then H̃jk
Y Y U ztj u and H̀jk  0, k P U.

 H̃kj  0 for all k P

Proof: Using the result in Corollary 4.1, considering C  Y Y U, C1  tj u and
C2  Y Y U ztj u, we have H̃jk  H̃kj  0 for all k P Y Y U ztj u if condition 10.1 is
satisfied. H̀jU is the row vector corresponding to the row of node signal j. From
1 . Since H̃jU  0 if condition 10.1
the definition of H̀jU , we can write H̀jU  H̃jU H̃UU
is satisfied, we have H̀jU  0.

Lemma 10.3 Consider that condition 10.1 and 10.2 are satisfied, then Ğ1jO
when j P Q.

0

Proof: We have Ğ1jO  ĞjO  H̀jU ĞUO . From result of Lemma 10.2, if condition 10.1
is satisfied, we have H̀jU  0. When condition 10.2 is satisfied and since j P Q, we
have ĞjO  0. Thus, we get the result of the Lemma.

Having presented the preparatory lemmas, we now provide the proof of
proposition 10.1 which is based on conditions 10.1 and Condition 10.2 being
255
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satisfied.
Let `
P O Y Qztj u.
If j
P Q, from (4.32) we have
3  pI  Ğ2 q1 H̃ 2  pI  Ğ2 q1 pH̃ 1 Ğ1 H̃ 2 q and if j P O we have
Ȟj`  H̃j`
jO O`
jj
jj
j`
j`
2  pI  Ğ1 q1 H̃ 1 . Here, Ğ1  ĞjO  H̀jU ĞUO and
Ȟj`  H̃j`
jj
jO
j`
1  H̃j`  H̀jU H̃U ` . Since, H̀jU  0 and condition 10.2 is satisfied, we have
H̃j`
1  H̃j` and Ğ2  Ğ1  Ğjj . Therefore, Ȟj`  pI  Ğjj q1 H̃j` . Since
Ğ1jO  0, H̃j`
jj
jj
we know that H̃j`  0 for all ` P O Y Qztj u, we conclude that Ȟj`  0 for all
` P O Y Qztj u. This will lead to H̄j`  0 for all ` P Q Y Oztj u when spectral
factorization is performed on H̃r in the last steps of Proposition 4.2.

10.B

Proof of Proposition 10.2

First we present the following preparatory lemma.
Lemma 10.4 Consider the network equation in (10.50). If Condition 10.1 and
Condition 10.2 are satisfied, then:
Ḡj`pI  Ğjj q1 Ğj` @ ` P Q Y U,

 pI  Ğjj q1 ,
R̄j`  pI  Ğjj q1 R̆j` @ ` P Z,
R̄j`  0 @ ` P Y Y U ztj u.
R̄jj

(10.51)
(10.52)
(10.53)
(10.54)

Proof: Using the result in Lemma 10.2, if Condition 10.1 is satisfied, then H̀jU
We have the following cases that can occur:

 0.

1. j  O and ` P U. From (4.23) we have Ḡj`  rpI  ĞO1 O q1 spj,:q ĞO1 ` where
ĞO1 O  ĞOO  H̀OU ĞUO is given by (4.17) and ĞO1 `  ĞO`  H̀OU ĞU ` H̀O` is
given by (4.18). Since H̀jU  H̀j`  0 and condition 10.2 is satisfied, we have
Ḡj`  rpI  ĞO1 O q1 spj,:q ĞO1 `  pI  Ğ1jj q1 Ğ1j` where Ğ1jj  Ğjj  H̀jU ĞU j
is given by (4.17) and Ğ1j`  Ğj`  H̀jU ĞU ` H̀j` is given by (4.18). Since
H̀jU  H̀j`  0, we have Ğ1jj  Ğjj and Ğ1j`  Ğj` , this directly leads to
(10.51).
2. j  O and ` P Q. From (4.23) we have Ḡj`  rpI  ĞO1 O q1 spj,:q ĞO1 ` . Since
H̀jU
 H̀j`  0 and condition 10.2 is satisfied, we have
Ḡj`  rpI  ĞO1 O q1 spj,:q ĞO1 `  pI  Ğ1jj q1 Ğ1j` where Ğ1jj and Ğ1j` are given
by (4.17). Since H̀jU  0, we have Ğ1jj  Ğjj and Ğ1j`  Ğj` , leading to
(10.51).
3. j P Q and ` P U. From (4.31) we have Ḡj`  pI  Ğ2jj q1 Ğ2j` where Ğ2jj and
Ğ2j` are given by (4.25). If Condition 10.1 and 10.2 are satisfied, as a result
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of Lemma 10.3, we have Ğ1jO ḠO`  Ğ1jO ḠOj  0. Therefore (4.25) leads to
Ğ2jj  Ğ1jj which is specified by (4.17), and Ğ2j`  Ğ1j` which is given by
(4.18). Since H̀jU  H̀j`  0, we have Ğ1jj  Ğjj and Ğ1j`  Ğj` , this leads to
(10.51).
4. j P Q and ` P Q. Since j  ` it follows from (4.30) that Ḡj`  pI  Ğ2jj q1 Ğ2j`
where Ğ2jj and Ğ2j` are given by (4.25). (4.25) leads to Ğ2j`  Ğ1j` and G2jj 
Ğ1jj when Condition 10.2 and Condition 10.1 are satisfied. Therefore for this
case, Ğ2jj  Ğ1jj and Ğ2j`  Ğ1j` , which are given by (4.17). Since H̀jU  0, we
have Ğ1jj  Ğjj and Ğ1j`  Ğj` , and this leads to (10.51).
From (4.29) it follows that






 u
R̄QQ R̄QO R̄QU R̄QZ  Q 
uO 
ū  R̄u   0 R̄OO R̄OU R̄OZ 
 uU  .
0
0
I R̆UZ
uZ

(10.55)

Directly from (10.55), we can infer that R̄OQ  0 and R̄jQ  0 if j P O. For j P O,
if Condition 10.2 and Condition 10.1 are satisfied, from (4.27) we have R̄j`  pI 
1 where ` P U Y Z, R̄jj  pI  Ğ1 q1 and R̄j`  0 where ` P Oztj u.
Ğ1jj q1 R̆j`
jj
1
From (4.20) and (4.21), we have R̆jU  H̀jU and R̆j1Z  R̆jZ  H̀jU R̆UZ respectively.
Owing to the fact that H̀jU  0 and Ğ1jj  Ğjj , we have R̄jU  0, R̄jj  pI  Ğjj q1
and R̄jZ  pI  Ğjj q1 R̆jZ .

2 where ` P O Y U Y Z, and from
For j P Q, from (4.34) we have R̄j`  pI  Ğ2jj q1 R̆j`
(4.33) we have R̄jj  pI  Ğ2jj q1 and R̄j`  0 where ` P Qztj u. If Condition 10.1
and 10.2 are satisfied, as a result of Lemma 10.3, we have Ğ1jO R̄O`  0. Therefore,
2  0 if ` P O, R̆2  R̆1 if ` P U Y Z. From (4.20) and (4.21),
from (4.28) we have R̆j`
j`
j`
we have R̆j1U  H̀jU and R̆j1Z  R̆jZ  H̀jU R̆UZ respectively. Owing to the fact that
H̀jU  0 and Ğ2jj  Ğjj , we have R̄j`  0 if ` P O Y U and R̄j`  pI  Ğjj q1 R̆j` if
` P Z. This leads to the result in (10.52) - (10.54).

Lemma 10.5 Consider the situation of Lemma 10.4. If Condition 10.3 is
satisfied, then Ḡji  Gji , Ḡjk  Ğjk @k P Dztiu, R̄jj  1 and
R̄jk  R̆jk @k P Z.
Proof: With Lemma 10.4 it follows that Ḡji is given by (10.51). For analysing
the expression, we first are going to specify Ğji and Ğjj . From (4.8), we have
Ğji  Gji GjZ pI  GZZ q1 GZ i and Ğjj  Gjj GjZ pI  GZZ q1 GZ j . The first terms
on the right hand sides reflect the direct connections from wi to wj (similarly wj
to wj ) and the second terms reflect the connections that pass only through nodes
in Z. By definition, Gjj  0 since the G matrix in the network in (2.2) is hollow.
Under Condition 10.3 being satisfied, the second terms on the right hand sides are
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zero, so that Ğji  Gji and Ğjj  0. Therefore from (10.51) - (10.54), we have
Ḡji  Gji , Ḡjk  Ğjk , k P Q Y U ztiu, R̄jj  1 and R̄jZ  R̆jZ .

From the result of Lemma 10.5, we can obtain the result of Proposition 10.2.

10.C

Proof of Proposition 10.3

We now provide the proof of proposition 10.3 which is based on conditions 10.1,
Condition 10.2 and Condition 10.3 being satisfied.
Equation for wj :
We know that Ğjk is non-zero if there are unmeasured paths to wj from wk . Since
Djw  Dztj u represents the node signals that has unmeasured paths to wj , any
transfer Ğjk is zero if k R Djw . Similarly, R̆jk uk  0 if k R Dju . Now, considering
the network equation in (10.2) which is the result of Proposition 10.1 and also
using the result of Lemma 10.5, the equation of the output node of target module
wj can be given by,
wj ptq

¸



¸

Ğjk wk ptq Gji wi ptq H̄jj ξj ptq uj ptq

P ztiu

k Djw

P ztj u

R̆jk uk .

k Dju

1 on both sides and keeping wj ptq on the left hand side
Pre-multiplying with H̄jj
we get,
°

1 qpwj ptq  rj ptqq
wj ptq  p1  H̄jj
°

1
P ztiu H̄jj Ğjk wk ptq rj ptq

1 Gji wi ptq
H̄jj

1
P ztj u H̄jj R̆jk rk

k Djr

k Djw

ξj ptq.

1 pqq, Sk pqq  H̄ 1 pqqGjk pqq for k P Dw ztiu and
Considering Sj pq q  1  H̄jj
j
jj

1
Sjk pq q  H̄jj pq qR̆jk pq q for k P Dju ztj u , we get the result of (10.3) in the
proposition.
Equation for wk , k P Y ztj u:
Considering the network equation in (10.50) which is the result of Proposition 4.2,
the equation of wY in predictor form is given by,
wY

 pI  H̄ 1 qw

Y

H̄ 1

¸

P

ḠY ` w`

H̄ 1

Therefore we can write the equation for node wk , k

¸ ¸
i
 H̄kh Ḡh` q w` t

P

h Y

¸

P

` D
h `

p q pq

R̄Y ` u`

ξY . (10.56)

P ztku
¸

P Y Y Ythu

` O U Z

P Y ztj u as,

i
H̄k`
w` ptq

` Y



P Y Y

` Y U Z

` D

i
wk ptq  p1  H̄kk
qwk ptq 

¸


i
H̄kh
R̄h` r` ptq



ξk ptq.

(10.57)
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i
Here, H̄h`
represent the ph, `qth element of the matrix H̄ 1 . The only product
i
that is not strictly proper in (10.57) is H̄kk
R̄kk . However, we can re-write it as
sp
sp
i
i
H̄kk R̄kk  H̄kk p1 R̄kk q where R̄kk is a strictly proper transfer function. This
leads to re-writing (10.57) as (10.4), where all the B predictor filters are strictly
proper and hence the result of the proposition.


10.D

Proof of Proposition 10.4

Let us first consider the conditional distribution ppwm |wȲ , s, p, f q. We first write,




wm
wȲ

Rzm b Wm bm um ξm ,
WDzm gzm Wm gm Wji gji

uȲ

(10.58)
(10.59)

ξȲ ,

where WDzm is constructed after excluding Wm in the matrix WD and gzm is the


J
fm
vector constructed after excluding sm and fm in g. Here, gm  sJ
m
Wm  blkdiag pWm , Wm q. Grouping terms in (10.58) and (10.59) we get,
wm
wȲ




µ3
µ1

J

(10.60)
(10.61)

B̄m wm ξm ,
µ2 wm ξȲ ,


and



S̄m
where µ1  WDzm gzm Wji gji uȲ , µ2 
, µ3  Rzm p um and ΣȲ 
F̄m
blkdiag pσj2 IN , σa2 IN q. By the law of conditional expectation and ignoring terms
independent of wm , we write
log ppwm |wȲ , b, s,f q

 log ppw , wm |s,b, fq  
  12 || wwm  µµ13  B̄µm2 wm ||2Σ
Ȳ

Ȳ

1

J P 1 µw ,
wm
w

  12 ||wm ||2P 
w

where µ̄1
Pw







µ1
, µ̄2
µ3



J

J







µ2
, Σ1
B̄m






1



Σ11
Σ21

1 µ̄2
µ̄J
2Σ

Σ12
Σ22

(10.62)

1




Λ22  2 Λ21



Λ11
Λ21





Λ12
,
Λ22

Λ22 µ̄2

1

,

1 µ̄1 q. The above
Λ21 Λ22 µ̄1  Λ21 wȲ  µ̄J
µw  Pw pµ̄2 Λ11 Λ12 wȲ
2Σ
log density is quadratic and represents a Gaussian distribution with covariance
Pw and mean µw .
Let us now consider the conditional distribution pps|wȲ , wm , b, f q. By the law of
conditional expectation and ignoring terms independent of s, we write
log




pps|wȲ , wm , b, f q  log ppwȲ , wm |s, b, f q
 2σ1 2 ||wY  µ̄4  W̄s||2Σ112 ||s||2K1 1 ,
j
1
 2 ||s||2Ps1 sJ Ps1 µs ,

ppsq

(10.63)
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Wji
gji
0N

Q̄f

R̄b















W
0N
0N
 0N , Q̄   Q , R̄  0N ,
0N
0N
R

uȲ
, W̄
um

1

1
Ps  K
W̄J Σ1 W̄
, µs  Ps W̄J Σ1 pwY  µ̄4 q and 0N is a zero matrix
1
with N rows. The above log density is quadratic and represents a Gaussian
distribution with covariance Ps and mean µs .

Let us now consider the conditional distribution ppf |wȲ , wm , b, sq. By the law of
conditional expectation and ignoring terms independent of s, we write
log





ppf |wȲ , wm , b, sq  log ppwȲ , wm |s, b, f q
 2σ1 2 ||wY  µ̄6  Q̄f ||2Σ112 ||f ||2K3 1 ,
j
1
 2 ||f ||2Pf1 f J Pf1 µf ,





ppf q

(10.64)



u
ji
1
 W
gji W̄s R̄b
, Pf  pK
Q̄J Σ1 Q̄q1 , and µf 
3
0N
um
Pf Q̄J Σ1 pw  µ̄6 q. The above log density is quadratic and represents a Gaussian
Ȳ

where µ̄6

Y

distribution with covariance Pf and mean µf .

Let us now consider the conditional distribution ppb|wȲ , wm , s, f q. By the law of
conditional expectation and ignoring terms independent of p, we write
log ppb|wȲ , wm , s, f q

 log ppw , wm |s, b, f q ppbq
  12 ||w  µ̄5  R̄b||2Σ 12 ||b||2K
Ȳ

1

Y

Y

  21 ||p||2P 
p



 







1

1

2

pJ Pp1 µp ,

(10.65)



s
Wji
u
1
 W
gji
, Pb  pK
R̄J Σ1 R̄q1 , and µb 
2
0N
f
0N
um
Pb R̄J Σ1 pw  µ̄5 q. The above log density is quadratic and represents a Gaussian
Ȳ

D

where µ̄5

Y

distribution with covariance Pb and mean µb .

10.E

Proof of Proposition 10.5

From (10.44) we have,
C





arg max

¸
k

pnq
Qs k pλsk , βks q


M
1 ¸
p
i,nq
s
log pps̄m ; βm q
M i1

(10.66)

with k  tj, c1 , . . . , cp , jk1 , . . . , jkp u where c1 , . . . , cp and k1 , . . . , kp are the
elements of the set Djw zti, mu and Djr ztj u respectively, and
Qsk pnq pλsk , βks q 

M
1 ¸
pi,nq
log pps̄k ; λsk , βks q
M i1
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 M1

M
¸

i,nq
 logrdetpλsk Kβ qs trppλsk Kβ q1 s̄pki,nq s̄Jp
q
k
s
k



s
k

i 1

nq s
  logrdetpλsk Kβ qs trppλsk Kβ q1 Ŝpknqq  ŝJp
pλk Kβ q1 ŝpknq . (10.67)
k
s
k

s
k

s
k

Next, the proof follows the procedure used in [14]. We partially differentiate
(10.67) with respect to λsk and equate to zero to get the λsk expression.
Substituting this λsk in (10.67) we get the expression for (10.44) using which we
spn 1q
spn 1q
obtain β̂k
. Equation (10.46) is the expression of λsk after substituting β̂k
.

10.F

Proof of Proposition 10.6
pi,nq

°M

1
s
Considering arg max M
i1 log pps̄m ; βm q in (10.66) and expanding it as in
s
(10.67) where λm  1, we get the result of the proposition.

10.G

Proof of Proposition 10.7

From (10.44) we have,
M 
1 ¸
arg min
N log σj2
2
M
θ,σj
i1



A



1 pi,nqJ pi,nq
ε̄
ε̄j q
σj2 j

M  N
1 ¸ ¸
log detpΣ̃q
arg min
M i1 t1
Σ̃



A1

N
¸





trpΣ̃1 ε̄pi,nq ptqε̄pi,nq ptqJ q

t 1

A2 .

We now write,
A2





arg min
Σ̃

N
¸



log detpΣ̃q

t 1



N
¸





tr Σ̃1 ε̂pnq ptqε̂pnq ptqJ

Êpnq ptq

 

.

t 1

For the optimization problem A2 , we can follow the similar reasoning as the
maximum likelihood proof in [3], which yields the result of the proposition for
estimating parameters in Σ̃. This is done by differentiating the above cost
function with respect to the elements of Σ̄1 and using the relations
log det Σ̃   log det Σ̃1
det P



¸

pij pij

i

pP 1 qij  pij { det P
where pij denotes the cofactor of the ij th element pij of the matrix P .

(10.68)
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Now considering A1 , we can write


A1

 arg min N
θ,σj2


M
1 1 ¸ pi,nqJ pi,nq
ε̄
ε̄j
σj2 M i1 j

log σj2

(10.69)

We notice that the optimum with respect to θ does not depend on the optimal
value of σj2 . Then, we can first update θ and then use its optimal value to update

p q

σj2 . In order to find θ̂pnq , σj2 is fixed to σ̂j
and substituted in Eq. (10.69). After
substitution, the terms that are independent of θ can be removed from the
objective function since it becomes a constant. Then we get,
2 n

θ̂pn

q  arg min ¸ ε̄pi,nqJ ε̄pi,nq
j
j
θ
i1
M

1

(10.70)

Let us define s̆pi,nq P RN be a vector such that, if N ¤ l, s̆pi,nq is the vector of first
N elements of s̄pi,nq and if N ¡ l, s̆pnq is a vector with the first l elements equal
to s̄pi,nq and the remaining ones equal to 0. Let S̆ pi,nq , W̆i P RN N be the Toeplitz
matrix of ŝpnq and w̄i respectively. Then
X̄ pi,nq





Wj

 Rj

We now re-write, W̄pi,nq s̄pi,nq
Therefore,
θ̂pn

Wc1



...

Rkp ,

 X̄ pi,nq s̄pi,nq

Ȳ pi,nq

 S̆ pi,nq W̆i .

pi,nq  X̄ pi,nq s̄pi,nq Ȳ pi,nq g .
ji

Gθ W̄i s̄j



q  arg min ¸  2wJ Wji gji  2wJ Ȳ pi,nq gji
j
j
θ
i1
J W J Wji gji 2gJ W J rj 2gJ W J X̄ pi,nq s̄pi,nq
gji
ji
ji ji
ji ji
J
J
p
i,nq
J
p
i,nq
2g W Ȳ
gji 2r Ȳ
gji
M

1

ji

ji

j

2s̄pi,nqJ X̄ pi,nqJ Ȳ pi,nq gji

g J Ȳ pi,nqJ Ȳ pi,nq gji



ji

Defining
Âpnq



M
¸



rWjiJ Wji

J Ȳ pi,nq
2Wji

Ȳ pi,nqJ Ȳ pi,nq s,

i 1

and
b̂pnq



M 
¸

wjJ Wji

wjJ Ȳ pi,nq  rjJ Wji  s̄pi,nqJ X̄ pi,nqJ Wji


J
 rJ Ȳ pi,nq  s̄pi,nqJ X̄ pi,nqJ Ȳ pi,nq ,
i 1
j

we get the statement of the proposition for updating θ̂pn

p q , θ is fixed to θ̂pn 1q and substituted in Eq. (10.69). After

2 n

In order to find σ̂j

q.

1
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substitution, A1 pσj2 , θ̂pn 1q q is differentiated w.r.t. σj2 and equated to zero which
leads to the result of the proposition.

11

C HAPTER

Conclusions and Future Outlook

11.1

Conclusions

The advancements in science and technology have made modern-day systems
increasingly complex, large-scale, and interconnected. These systems comprise
several sub-systems interconnected with each other, which can be modeled as a
dynamic network. High-quality models of the dynamic behavior of these
systems are required in many applications, like vehicle platooning, power
networks. The advancements in sensor technology have increased the possibility
of measuring a variety of relevant process variables and we would like to get
high-quality models of the interconnected systems in the dynamic network using
the measured variables, which resulted in the following research question:
How to effectively identify a module embedded in a dynamic network and obtain accurate
estimates?
To answer the research question, several sub-questions were formulated by
exploring the open problems in identifying a module in a dynamic network. In
each chapter of this thesis, we addressed a specific sub-question that led to the
contribution of this thesis.

11.1.1

The Local direct method

When using the direct method for network identification, confounding variables
need to be properly handled to avoid bias in the estimate of our module
dynamics. Correlated noise is an example of a direct confounding variable and
having limited measured nodes can create an indirect confounding variable. In
Chapter 4, we addressed the issue of confounding variables by developing the
Local direct method, where we introduced the general theory for the
construction of the predictor model to handle the confounding variables in the
direct method of identification. Moving from a MISO predictor model to a
MIMO predictor model and appropriate signal selection in the predictor model
have been the key elements in the Local direct method to handle the confounding
265
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variables. The LDM is an asymptotically efficient identification method that can
handle correlated noise networks.
The estimates are consistent and
asymptotically efficient. The variance of the estimates obtained with the Local
direct method reaches the Cramér-Rao lower bound related to the particular
chosen experimental setup. Using the provided general theory, numerous
algorithms for predictor model selection can be formulated. Three algorithms
were developed for use: A full input case algorithm where all node
measurements are considered available; a minimum measurement case
algorithm where limited node measurements are expected to be used; and a user
selection case algorithm that provides a predictor model for the Local direct
method based on the experimenter’s input on the measured nodes.
Apart from the signal selection framework in Chapter 3, in order to guarantee
consistency, data-informativity and the delay in path/loop condition need to be
satisfied.
Path-based conditions for data-informativity which can check
data-informativity (in a generic sense) have been formulated in Chapter 5.
However, based on the signal selection algorithm used, multiple experimental
setups can be formulated using the local direct method for estimating the single
target module. Therefore, the data-informativity conditions and the statistical
properties of the target module estimates are different for different setups. The
former necessitates the integration of path-based data-informativity conditions in
the signal selection algorithms, and this integration will lead to selecting an
experimental setup that provides least cost for sensors and actuators and
guarantee consistent estimate of the target module. The latter necessitates the
quantification of the variance of the target module since the minimum variance
expressions, in the form of the related CRLB, will typically be different for the
different experimental setups. Such quantification will lead to selecting an
experimental setup that provides the consistent target module estimate with
minimum variance. In case of no prior information on the delays in the network,
it can be detected using works like [66] and be used to check the satisfaction of
delay in path/loop condition. However, steps to avoid the delay conditions can
also be made through modifications of predictors as in [142].

11.1.2

The Generalized method

The development of the Local direct method triggered the realization that all
direct methods require the parallel path/loop condition to be satisfied, which
requires certain nodes to be measured. This requirement is restrictive in many
cases. The Generalized method in Chapter 4 has been the follow-up to answer
the question for a consistent identification method with freedom in sensor
selection and actuation. This is achieved by combining the features of both the
direct method (using node signals as predictor inputs) and the indirect method
(allowing post-processing of the estimates). The former allows us to utilize the
excitation provided by the process noise and the latter allows us to relax the
parallel path/loop condition. To get back the target module of interest using
post-processing, there are conditions on having excitation signals exciting the
parallel path/loop with no measured nodes and measurement of nodes that are
descendant from that excited node. However, the measured nodes can be
anywhere in the network.
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Path based data-informativity conditions

The prediction error methods for local module identification in dynamic networks
require data-informativity conditions (i.e. conditions for sufficient excitation of
relevant dynamics) to be satisfied for consistent estimation. The condition is to
have a positive definite spectrum of a vector of signals for a sufficient number
of frequencies, where the vector of signals includes internal node signals which
cannot be directly manipulated by the experimenter. In chapter 5, these conditions
have been translated to path-based conditions (in a generic sense) that depend
on paths from external signals to the internal node signals, which can be easily
verified by the experimenter and implemented using graphical algorithms if the
topology is known. This result paves the way to a synthesis problem of allocating
excitation to guarantee data-informativity using graphical conditions.

11.1.4

Effective Algorithms

Most of the network identification methods, including the Local direct method
and the Generalized method, typically require solving poorly scalable
non-convex optimization problems and a model order selection step. The latter
requires a large number of combinations to be solved in a large-dynamic
network, which is computationally challenging and can affect the accuracy of
your estimated dynamics. Dynamic networks are complex and large-scale and
therefore they require effective algorithms in order to put the identification
techniques into practice.
An effective algorithm for full network identification based on the application of
least squares estimations in multiple steps has been introduced in Chapter 6. The
algorithm does not require the noise topology (i.e., the correlation structure of
the process noises) to be known and has an integrated topology estimation
procedure. However, the algorithm can also encode known topology as well. The
algorithm provides consistent estimates while avoiding local minima. Relying
only on least-squares solutions and with parallel computation capabilities, the
algorithm is expected to scale well to large-sized networks. The algorithm is also
suitable for identifying a part of the network or a single module in the network.
Effective algorithms that avoid model order selection for nuisance modules and
provide reduced MSE estimates in the local module identification problem are
introduced from Chapter 7 to Chapter 10. These algorithms are suitable when the
data records are limited. The nuisance modules are modeled as zero-mean
Gaussian processes with the covariance matrix (kernel) given by the first-order
stable spline kernel, which is described by only two hyperparameters and also
encodes stability and smoothness of the processes. Keeping a parametric model
for the module that needs to be identified, an Empirical Bayes approach is used
to find the parameters of the target module and the kernel hyperparameters. For
solving the related optimization problem, an Expectation-Maximization scheme
that has substantially reduced computational complexity is used. Chapter 7 and
Chapter 8 provide the algorithm for local module identification where it is
required to solve a MISO and MIMO estimation problem respectively. Chapter 9
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considers the situation of the unknown topology of the network and provides a
complete algorithm to estimate a single module that also incorporates topology
estimation using non-causal Wiener filter approaches. Chapter 10 considers the
situation where some of the nodes that are required for estimation may not be
measurable, due to sensor selection and placement issues. These nodes may be
the node measurements required to satisfy parallel path/loop conditions or the
nodes required to handle confounding variables. The algorithm provided in
Chapter 10 reconstructs these missing node observations by combining the above
kernel-based approach with approximate inference methods.
Chapter 4 and Chapter 10 provide methods for single module identification
under the presence of non-measured nodes. However, full-network identification
and topology identification under non-measured nodes is an interesting problem
that has not received much attention. The method in Chapter 6 assumes that the
measurements of all nodes are available. Also, topology identification methods
based on direct approach frameworks like [116] require all nodes in the network
to be measured. There are topology identification approaches that exploits
indirect approaches like [13, 152] where the topology of the network is obtained
by estimating transfers between external excitations and the different nodes, and
then by back-computing the transfer between the nodes. Exploiting algorithms
using the indirect method, generalized method, and the method in Chapter 10
using the node reconstruction method could be a possible direction to solve the
topology detection and full network identification problem under non-measured
node signals.

11.1.5

Reflecting back on the research question

This thesis first provides a theory for signal selection and building a predictor
model to identify a module in a dynamic network using PEM. This also includes
conditions to check data informativity.
The signal selection and
data-informativity conditions are graphical conditions of the network. This
paves the way to automate the signal selection and excitation allocation
procedure using graph-based algorithms that are scalable to large-scale
networks. Then, building upon the theory, we developed algorithms for module
estimation that are scalable to large networks. The contributions of each chapter
in this thesis are the pieces of the puzzle to answer the research question of how
to effectively estimate a module in a dynamic network and obtain accurate
estimates. Assembling the puzzle pieces (i.e. the contributions of each chapter)
leads to the decision flow-chart in Figure 11.1, which guides the user to learn a
module in a dynamic network effectively.
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Figure 11.1: A guide for learning modules in a dynamic network. The number in
red specifies the chapter number of this thesis that contributes to the decision chart.
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11.2

Recommendations for future research

11.2.1

Low hanging fruits

• In this thesis we focussed on identifying a module in a dynamic network
and built a solid theory for predictor model selection and effective
algorithms that are scalable. Based on the results in this thesis, extensions
to the situation where a set of modules in a network are chosen as the target
modules of interest can be possibly be developed.
• For single module identification, we have explored the framework of
immersion [29] to remove the unmeasured nodes from the network. But a
more general theory of abstraction has been presented in [141]. If the
abstraction principle is used, the module variance conditions change.
Hence, the parallel path/loop condition is no more needed and can be
replaced by a different set of conditions [141]. However, using the
abstraction principle, we might need to model non-proper modules and
handle confounding variables. In this case, the theory of handling
confounding variables can be extended.
Effective algorithms using
regularized kernel-based methods can be developed that can handle
non-proper modules and also offers the advantages mentioned in this
thesis.
• The generalized method discussed in this thesis considers the input and
output of the target module to be measured. However, this requirement is
not strict. The generalized method can also be extended to consider the
situations where either the input or output of the target module is not
measured or both the input and output are not measured. This step might
help us in understanding the relation between identifiability and
identification in dynamic networks.
This was indicative from the
identifiability results in [117].
• This thesis deals with dynamic networks with only process noise and no
sensor noise. Sensor noise does not enter the network and affect the
dynamics but only affects the measurements of the node signals. There are
effective algorithms using regularized kernel-based methods by extending
the framework of indirect methods [38] that handle networks with sensor
noise. However, a network with sensor noise can be translated to a network
with correlated process noise [126]. Having a framework to handle
correlated process noise in Chapter 3, direct identification methods for a
dynamic network with both sensor and process noise is a possible
extension that can be made.

11.2.2

Nonlinear dynamics

Linear dynamic networks have been treated in this thesis. Since many real-world
systems are non-linear, it is vital to model the non-linear phenomenon in

11.2 Recommendations for future research
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dynamic networks. The viable next step to venture into the non-linear world is
by including non-linear models for modules by adding static non-linearities
along with linear models. Effective algorithms integrating machine learning
techniques into the identification of SISO Wiener systems [110] and Hammerstein
systems [109] are available, which can be possibly extended to dynamic
networks. However, this area is new and needs to be explored to come up with
identification methods, theory for signal selection, data informativity,
identifiability, etc. Similarly, dynamic network with switching topology or
modules is an interesting framework that needs attention.

11.2.3

Optimal signal selection

The results of Chapter 3 provide multiple predictor models that can guarantee
maximum likelihood properties. Similarly, Chapter 4 can provide different
predictor models that can guarantee consistency. This raises the question of
which predictor model needs to be chosen i.e. the optimal signal selection
problem. This requires solving an optimization problem that minimizes a cost
function. A relatively easy selection scheme is to minimize the cost for sensors
through an optimization problem. However, selecting signals that provide us
with an estimate of the target module(s) with the least variance would be a
problem for future scope. This requires developing a theory for variance
quantification in dynamic networks.

11.2.4

Data informativity and experiment design

Path-based data informativity conditions have been derived in this thesis.
However, these are generic conditions i.e. do not take the numeric values of the
transfer functions into account. Recently, steps are being taken to include the
model orders into account for data informativity. In [12], extensions have been
made to provide necessary and sufficient conditions for data informativity (a
condition that takes model order into account). Looking into data informativity
raises the question of optimal experiment design like how to design excitation
with the least excitation power in order to get accurate estimates. This also
involves selecting the location of excitation as well.
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L
K
L
R
Φab pω q
Φa pω q
Nj
Rj
Nj
Nj
F
N
E
Ē
G0
H0
wj
wi
Y
D
Dj
wo
Q
O
U
A

Number of internal variables or nodes in a dynamic network
Number of external variables in r in a dynamic network
Index set of all node signals: r1, Ls
Index set of all excitation signals in r: r1, K s
cross power spectral density of vector signals aptq and bptq
auto power spectral density of vector signal aptq
Set of indices of node signals with direct causal connection to
node wj
Set of indices of excitation signals in r with direct causal
connection to node wj
Set of indices of node signals that are w-out neighbors of wj
Set of indices of node signals that are w-in neighbors of wj
discrete-time Fourier transform
Length of the data
Expectation operator
°N
It refers to limN Ñ8 N1 t1 E
Network matrix with modules
Network noise model
Node signal wj , output of the target module
Node signal wi , input of the target module
Set of indexes of nodes that appear in the vector of predicted
outputs
Set of indexes of nodes that appear in the vector of predictor
inputs for predicted outputs wY
Set of indexes of nodes that appear in the vector of predictor
inputs for prediction of node wj
Output node signal wj if it is not in set wQ
Set of indexes of nodes that appear both in the predicted
output, and in the predictor input
Set of indexes of nodes that only appear as predicted output:
O  Y zQ
Set of indexes of nodes that only appear as predictor input:
U  DzQ
Set of indexes of nodes that only appear as predictor input,
that do not have any confounding variable effect: A  U
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Set of indexes of nodes that only appear as predictor input:
B  U zA
Set of indexes of nodes that are removed (immersed) from
the network when predicting wY
Set of indexes of nodes that are removed (immersed) from
the
network when predicting wj
Disturbance signal on node wk
(White noise) innovation of the noise process v
(White noise) innovation of the noise process in the
immersed and transformed network
is defined as
empty set
System
Model set
Open-loop transfer function matrix of the network
Field of rational transfer functions
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